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PFEFACE 

Originally I had conceived of this dissertation as 

involving a study of the relationship between the 

Zoroastrians of Iran and those of India during the last 

half of the nineteenth century. For this purpose I spent 

a year in Bombay researching at the K. R. Cama 

Institute. I hoped to compare and contrast the 

differences in responses to modernization on the part of 

both communities. The original project as I had 

conceived it proved unworkable, however. The sources I 

required eitLer had not been properly preserved or 

proved unavailable in other ways. A more formidable 

problem presented itself as well. In order to present a 

proper picture of the process of modernization I needed 

a clear picture of what had preceded it. 

The secondary literature I had read on the Parsis 

led me to believe I was dealing with a conservative and 

relatively static community until the arrival of 

European traders. My research did not support this 

conception. Many of the changes I had been led to 

believe took place in the course of the nineteenth 

century, under European influence, were well in place 

before the arrival of the British to west India. 

centuries of coexistence with Muslims and Hindus had 

produced these changes long before the impact of 
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modernity. 

Eventually I decided that the dichotomy between 

modernity and tradition would not be a useful one for 

understanding the critical transformations undergone by 

Zoroastrianism in India. I have since come to T~estion 

its applicability for most non-Western societies, for 

the identity of any community changes relative to those 

with which it compares itself and the circumstances in 

which it finds itself. The changes wrought by modernity 

may differ in degree, but they are not dissimilar in 

type. I therefore reconceived my dissertation to examine 

the historical development of Zoroastrian identity in 

India as it related to the various communities there 

and as it experienced the impact of social and economic 

change during the period leading up to the mid

nineteenth century. 

I regret that the spelling of Indian names in this 

dissertation follows no consistent system. Most Pars is 

bear names which are Indianized versions of Persian 

names. Thus Nawruz becomes Naoroji; Jamshid, Jamsetji. 

The purist will be horrified to observe that oftentimes 

two separate systems of transliteration have been used 

within the same name. Any consistent transliteration 

would have produced versions of persons' names not 

current among their present English-speaking descendants 
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and often quite different from the spelling used by the 

bearer himself. I have therefore elected to follow 

whatever usage seemed most common among the Parsis 

today. This has proved only partially satisfactory, for 

Parsis themselves often spell the same name several 

different ways. For the transliteration of names of 

Persian texts I have followed the system employed by F. 

Steingass in his Persian-English Dictionary, but I have 

omitted diacritical marks since these would have been 

beyond the capacity of my word processor to reproduce. 

For Gujarati texts available only in India, I have used 

the transliteration which most consistently appears in 

Pars1 books. 

It is with a certain amount of trepidation that I 

approach an analytical study of the history of the Parsi 

community, for I anticipate that, should this work have 

any impact at all it will be felt as much among the 

Zoroastrians themselves as within the academic 

community. As this study will shew, a religious 

community as microscopic as the Zoroastrian can be all 

too susceptible to outside influence. Like the quantum 

physicists observing sub-atomic particles, the scholar 

of the Zoroastrianism must approach the subject with the 

awareness that one's very observations may change the 

phenomenon itself. I offer this study to the Zoroastrian 
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community with the humble hope that they will remember 

that it is their own thoughts, words and deeds that 

defines what they are, not what academicians may say or 

think of them. Should our studies move them to change, 

may they do so consciously, carefully, and with 

deliberation. Academic scholarship may assist Parsis in 

understanding what Zoroastrianism has been in history, 

but it remains for believers to determine what it ought 

to be. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the history of the Parsi 

community from their arrival in India until the middle 

of the nineteenth century, giving special emphasis to 

the impact that other religious and social systems 

existing in India had on the formation of Parsi identity 

and also to the continuing influence of communication 

with co-religionists remaining in Iran. This study 

argues that Indian Zoroastrians, in attempting to 

formulate their identity in terms of the religious 

communities which surrounded them, have completely 

transformed those things that have generally been 

regarded as their religion's distinguishing features. 

The impact of modernity continued the transformations 

already in process. 

Hinduism primarily affected Parsi practices and 

social systems. Like Hindu castes, Parsis refused to 

interdine or intermarry with those outside their 

community and prohibited the conversion of outsiders. 

But caste never defined the Parsis' choice of vocation 

as it did those of other Indians. This versatility 

allowed Farsis to involve themselves in all phases of 

production and distribution and gave them an edge over 

other merchant groups. 
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The impact of Islam was felt primarily in the area 

of theology. Parsis utilized Islamic terminologies and 

came to share Muslim monotheistic presuppositions. 

zoroastrians down-played their veneration of the 

elements and even came to regard Ahriman, once seen as 

the malignant twin to God Himself, as a lesser being 

wholly dependent on God's sovereignty. 

Periods of economic prosperity created conflicts 

in which laymen sought to undermine priestly authority 

by appealing to Zoroastrian priests residing in Iran. 

When Iranian Zoroastrians proved unable to mediate these 

disputes any longer, the community began to turn towards 

other outsiders as final authorities, at first Islamic, 

and later European ones. 

ZoroastrianismQs confrontation with Christianity, 

which coincided with the introduction of the printing 

press, brought further changes in Parsi beliefs. Parsis 

embraced Enlightenment thought, utilizing it to defend 

themselves against missionar}" attacks. Although 

rejecting Christian theology, they eventually adopted 

the methodologies of higher criticism by which Europeans 

studied Zoroastrianism and largely accepted their 

findings. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

within the first few centuries following the Arab 

con~uest of Iran (c.640 A.D.), numbers of Zoroastrians 

immigrated by sea from Iran to the west coast of India 

where they settled in Gujarat and became known as the 

Parsis. This study examines the history of the Parsi 

community of India from its arrival in India up until 

the middle of the nineteenth century. The period under 

consideration has been largely neglected. Zoroastrian 

specialists have tended to study mainly religious texts 

dating up to the Sasanian period, which immediately 

preceded the rise of Islam. Ethnographers, 

anthropologists, sociologists and political scientists, 

on the other hand, have focused largely on the Parsi 

community from the nineteenth century forward. Only the 

Parsis themselves have devoted any considerable 

attention to the period, and their work has usually 

been descriptive rather than analytical. For want of 

adequate research into pre-modern Parsi history, 

premature assumptions have been made both by 

philologists and social scientists regarding the nature 

of change within the Zoroastrian community and the 

impact of modernity. These scholars seriously 

14 
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underestimated the degree of social and religious change 

that affected the Parsi community well before the impact 

of westernization. 

The study of the Parsi community provides an 

excellent opportunity for examining the relationship 

between culture and religion, and for addressing 

questions regarding the identity of minorities within 

pluralistic societies. Whereas the classical 

Zoroastrianism of the Sasanian period achieved its 

highest elaboration as the dominant religion of a 

powerful empire, after the rise of Islam, the Parsis 

found themselves reduced to a small remnant situated in 

what arguably is the most religiously pluralistic 

country on earth. This study seeks to examine what 

impact the religions and social systems of India had on 

the formation of Parsi identity. The effects of 

Hinduism, Islam, and later Protestant Christianity will 

all be examined within the historical context in which 

their impact was felt. The continuing influence of 

communication with co-religionists remaining in Iran 

lliust also be considered. 

Although titled liThe Death of Ahriman," this work 

ought not to be conceived as an intellectual history. It 

should be considered a history, not of an idea, but of 

an identity. I have chosen this title as a dramatic 
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presentation of how Zoroastrians, in attempting to 

formulate their identity in terms of the "other, 0' have 

completely transformed those things that have generally 

been regarded as their religion's distinguishing 

features. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 

demise of the concept of dualism, which is all the more 

striking inasmuch as it passed away rather silently, one 

casualty among many as Parsis defined themselves as a 

community and a religion analogous to the ones that 

surrcunded them. 

Theology has never been the pre-eminent concern of 

Zoroastrians, who historically have placed more emphasis 

on practice than on doctrine. In keeping with this, this 

study examines economics, politics, social structure and 

social change as much as it does shifts in beliefs. More 

specifically, it looks at the way in which the Indian 

caste system did or did not affect the social structure 

of the Pa~si community. The study also deals with the 

effects of political and economic shifts within India, 

and the ways in which the organization of the Parsi 

community allowed it to benefit from many of those 

shifts. 

Review of the Literature 

since sources utilized proved varied and extensive, 



for purposes of this review I have elected to leave the 

discussion of Persian and Gujarati sources, as well as 

other materials, for later as they arise in the course 

of this study.1 I propose here to discuss only those 

general works that have appeared in European languages, 

whether they be by Western scholars or Zoroastrians 

themselves. 

A thin line, if any, divides secondary and primary 

source material on the Parsis of India. So influential 

17 

has the work of both Muslim and Western scholars been in 

shaping Parsi identity that what might normally be 

considered a secondary source becomes part of the story. 

The author recalls attending a meeting of Zoroastrians 

where the controversial subject arose regarding whether 

or not the community ought to accept converts. In the 

course of this controversy, Zoroastrians conducted a 

survey of Western academic scholars soliciting their 

opinion on this issue. We will see how, nearly two 

centuries ago, Zoroastrians called on Muslim scholars to 

fill a similar role in connection with a different 

controversy. 

1For a discussion of Parsi literature in Gujarati, see 
Jamshid Cawasji Katrak, "Gujarati Literature on 
Iranology," in Acta Iranica, vol. 1 (Teheran: Leige, 
1974), pp. 360-78. 
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Innumerable travelers' narratives provide some of 

the earliest western accounts of the Parsis. Typically, 

the writers came either as missionaries or as merchants. 

These narratives fre~~~ntly borrowed from one another; 

consequently, misconceptions often were repeated in 

several different sources. Perhaps the most valuable 

sources belonging to this genre of literature are 

records compiled by servants of the Dutch East India 

Company, who were required to provide extensive reports 

regarding the lives of the local peoples with whom they 

resided. 2 

The first significant study of the Parsi community 

was conducted by the French scholar A. H. Anquetil Du-

Perron, who ccme to India in 1755 searching for the 

zoroastrian scriptures. After having been taught the 

Iranian languages by Zoroastrian priests, Anquetil 

collected and translated a number of valuable 

manuscripts, becoming the first Westerner to translate 

the Zend Avesta. Although better translations of the 

Zend Avesta currently exist, his long introduction to 

2Individual travelers' narratives will be discussed as 
they are utilized. For a general discussion of this 
genre of literature see Nora Kathleen Firby, European 
Travelers and their Perceptions of Zoroastrians in the 
17th and 18th Centuries (Berlin: Verlag Von Dietrich 
Reimer, 1988). 



that work provides valuable information regarding the 

controversies which rocked the Parsi community at Surat 

in the eighteenth century.3 While Anquetil's general 

description of the Parsis appears reliable, one must 

regard his account of his interactions with various 

Parsis cautiously, for the quarrelsome Frenchman cast 

aspersions on virtually everyone with whom he came into 
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contact and frequently exhibited an exaggerated sense of 

his own importance. 

English scholars were slow to accept the 

authenticity of the scriptures translated by Anquetil. 

Sir William Jones, in particular, denounced the texts 

brought back from India as forgeries. Not until Rev. 

John Wilson, on the basis of his own Gujarati 

translation, confirmed the authenticity of this work was 

it widely accepted. Rev. John Wilson's own book, 

although a polemical work seeking to disprove the 

zoroastrian revelation, offered the first extensive 

account of the Zoroastrian religion in English. Its 

value for this study, however, lies in its reproduction 

of the controversies then occurring between himself and 

the Parsis. 4 

3A• H. Anquetil DU-Perron, Zend-Avesta. Ouvrage de 
Zoroastre, 3 vols. (Paris: N. M. Tilliard, 1771). 

4Wilson's intentions are evident even in the title of 



Probably the best of the nineteenth century works 

in English on the Parsis were those written by Dosabhoy 

Framjee Karaka. Karaka wrote two works, the earliest 

consisting of a single volume account written 

immediately after the Indian Mutiny.5 In 1884 he 

expanded his original book into two volumes. 6 Karaka's 

writings consciously aimed at a British audience with 

the intention of illustrating the affinities Pars is had 

for British culture. His views represent those of the 

English-educated intelligentsia within the Zoroastrian 

community, not necessarily the bulk of Parsis at the 

time. Karaka's account remains the most extensive 

20 

account of the Parsis for the period up until the middle 

of the nineteenth century. Karaka extensively utilizes 

the Parsi Prakash as the basis of his historical 

his work The Parsi Religion: As Contained in the Zand
Avesta. and Propounded and Defended Qy the Zoroastrians 
of India and Persia. Unfolded. Refuted. and Contrasted 
with Christianity (Bombay: American Mission Press, 
1843). 

5Dosabhoy Framji, The Parsees: Their History. Manners. 
Customs. and Religion (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 
1858). Dosabhoy added the surname Karaka to his name 
after he authored this text. 

6Dosabhoy Framji Karaka, History of the Parsees, 2 
vols. (Delhi: Discovery Publishing House, 1986). 
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In 1858 the German philologist Martin Haug made 

the important discovery that the Gathas formed the 

oldest portion of the Avesta and might be associated 

with Zoroaster himself. He published these findings in 
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Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of 

the Parsis. 8 This work deals almost entirely with 

ancient Zoroastrianism, drawing connections between the 

language of the Avesta and ancient Sanskrit. It 

contributes little in terms of the history of the Parsi 

community itself. Aside from Haug's philological 

contributions, the major significance of his work is in 

the impact it had on the Pars is themselves. Haug 

presented Zoroaster's beliefs as a monotheistic theology 

absorbed with the conflict between good and evil. Haug 

regarded Parsi rituals as later additions to Zoroaster's 

simple teachings. While not all Parsis accept Haug's 

7Bamanji Byramji Patell, ed. Parsi Prakash, Being a 
Record of Important Events in the Growth of the Parsee 
Community in Western India, 7 vols. (Bombay: B. B. 
Patell, 1876). Parsi Prakash is an enormous compendium 
of Parsi sources and documents written mostly in 
Gujarati but with some English. Only the first volume 
contains materials related to this study. 

8Martin Haug, Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, 
and Religion of the Parsis (London: Kegan Paul Trench, 
Trubner & Co., 1878). 



critique of Zoroastrian ritual, the theology presented 

in this work has become basic dogma among most 

Zoroastrians today. 

In 1898 Dauphine Menant, a French scholar, 
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published a general work on the Parsis with the 

assistance of two Parsis, J. J. Modi and M. M. Murzban. 

In 1917 M. M. Murzban published an expanded English 

version of this work in English containing copious 

footnotes with materials drawn from Gujarati sources. 9 

Although this version was aimed at the Parsi community 

itself, the greater detail of Murzban's English edition 

proves more valuable for scholars. Unfortunately it is 

sometimes difficult to separate Murzban's comments from 

Menant's original text. 

James Hope Moulton, a New Testament scholar who 

devoted considerable attention to examining the 

relationship between ancient Zoroastrianism and 

Christianity, authored a work entitled The Tre~sure of 

the Magi, which w~s published posthumously.10 The second 

half of this book deals specifically with the Parsi 

community. Moulton's intention, like Wilson's before 

9M• M. Murzban, ed. The Parsis of India, Vol. I and II 
{Madras: Modern Printing, 1917)-.-

10James Hope Moulton, The Treasure of the Magi 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1917). 



him, was to persuade Pars is to embrace Christianity. 

Unlike Wilson, however, Moulton attempted to do this by 

establishing Zoroaster as a precursor to Christ rather 

than by discrediting the prophet's revelation. In 

keeping with the then current trends in Protestant 

missiology, Moulton presents Christianity as the crown 

of true Zoroastrianism, denouncing the ceremonial and 

ritual elements of Zoroastrianism as later accretions 

made by a self-serving priesthood. Moulton found a warm 

reception for his anti-clericalism among the educated 
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Pars is when he came to India in 1915, while his call for 

conversion was politely ignored. 

The next general history of the Parsis was written 

by the high-priest of the Parsis of Karachi, Oastur 

Maneckji Nusserwanji Ohalla, and was entitled History of 

Zoroastrianism. 11 Oastur Ohalla received his doctorate 

from Columbia University after studying with the famous 

Iranian specialist A. V. Williams Jackson. Heavily 

influenced by his Protestant mentor, Ohalla focuses 

primarily on doctrinal concerns and exhibits disdain for 

excessive ritual. 

110astur Maneckji Nusserwanji Ohalla, History of 
Zoroastrianism (Bombay: K. R. Cama Oriental Institute, 
1938). 



More recently, Sohrab Katrak, formerly the mayor of 

Karachi, compiled another general work entitled Who ~ 

the parsees. 12 Like so many works written by the Parsis 

in English, this one is intended to provide outsiders 

with a favorable view of the community. Unlike others, 

however, it is not so much aimed at a European audience 

as to English-educated Muslims in Pakistan, emphasizing 

the positive contributions Parsis have made in South 

Asia and their role after Partition. 

What Katrak attempts to do within the Pakistani 

24 

context, piloo Nanavutty, formerly a lecturer in English 

literature at Wilson College, does against the 

background of modern India. Like Katrak's earlier work, 

her study, entitled The Parsis, offers little in the way 

of analytical treatment of the subject, focusing rather 

on the achievements of individual Parsis. 13 This does 

provide valuable information not easily accessible 

elsewhere. 

Dastur Mirza, a high priest and philologist of 

no~e, wrote in 1974 a general work entitled outlines of 

Parsi History, clearly aimed at his own community. 

12Sohrab K. H. Katrak, Who are the Parsees (Karachi: 
Pakistan Herald Press, 1965). 

13piloo Nanavutty, The Parsis (New Delhi: National Book 
Trust, 1977). 



Despite its title, this work actually emphasizes the 

ancient religion, offering scant attention to post

I~lamic developments. 14 While a useful source for 

examining the beliefs and interpretations of the more 

conservative Parsis, it adds no historical information 

to that provided by earlier publications. 
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Among the more academically oriented general 

studies of the Parsis, Eckehard Kulke's work, The 

Parsees of India: A Minority as Agent of Social Change, 

stands out as the most thoroughly researched. 15 A German 

sociologist, Kulke is largely concerned with issues 

regarding modernization and social change; therefore he 

focuses primarily on the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. Earlier developments are dealt with 

in a more cursory manner. The lack of sound historical 

research into the early period greatly weakens his 

analysis of later events. Chronologically my own work 

will end roughly where Kulke's begins. 

Michael Fischer's unpublished doctoral 

dissertation, nZoroastrian Iran Between Myth and 

14Hormazdyar Dastur Kayoji Mirza, Outlines of Parsi 
History (Bombay: Hormazdyar Dastur Kayoji Mirza, 1974). 

15Eckehard Kulke, The Parsees in India: A Minority as 
Agent of Social Change (Munich: Weltorum Verlag, 1974). 



Praxis," offers important analysis of the Parsis of 

Iran as well. 16 Unfortunately, Fischer, an 

anthropologist, provides inadequate information 

regarding his historical sources. Nonetheless, his 

dissertation, with its focus on change, provides an 

important counterbalance to the more static picture of 

Zoroastrianism offered by Mary Boyce. 
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Dr. Mary Boyce, perhaps the most prominent scholar 

of Zoroastrianism today, has written a short general 

history that contains significant analysis of the post-

Islamic history of both the Iranian and Parsi 

Zoroastrian communities. Because this work has become 

the basic textbook on Zoroastrianism and because her 

approach to Zoroastrian history differs so significantly 

from my own, I will discuss in greater depth the 

assumptions behind her work. Her Zoroastrians: Their 

Religious Beliefs and Practices departs sharply from the 

scholarship of the past century by arguing that 

Zoroastrianism had retained its orthodoxy and continuity 

through the ages until misguided Western scholarship, 

with its Protestant over-emphasis on scripture rather 

16Michael Max Jonathan Fischer, "Zoroastrian Iran 
Between Myth and Praxis," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 1973). 
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than tradition, misled English-educated Zoroastrians as 

to the true tenets of their religion. 17 Boyce argues for 

a continui ty of Zoroastrian tradi tional orthodoxy from 

the time of Zoroaster (which Boyce places around 1500 

B.C.) through the Sasanian and Islamic periods only to 

be broken in modern times. In another article she argued 

that for Western scholars to suggest that Zoroastrians 

did not remain faithful to the original intent of their 

prophet is tantamount to Zoroastrians denying that whole 

sections of the Christian creed are in accordance with 

Christ's teachings. 18 

The problem with this thesis is that it presumes 

religions to be abstract systems, not subject to changes 

and events in history. Those scholars who insist on a 

fossilized Zoroastrianism, while seeking to respect its 

integrity, in fact pay it no compliment. This study 

refutes the thesis that traditional Zoroastrian 

17Mary Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and 
Practices (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979). 

18"The Continuity of the Zoroastrian Quest" in Man's 
Religious Quest, ed. Whitfield Foy (London: Croom Helm, 
1978), p. 609. Boyce's arguments for continuity have 
proven very persuasive, affecting virtually every work 
on Zoroastrianism produced today, especially those of 
John Hinnels and James Boyd. 
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orthodo~7 (whatever that means) persisted until the 

introduction of Western education and scholarship. 

Since my own study focuses on Parsi history prior 

to the mid-nineteenth century, I will now focus on those 

works dealing more specifically with this period. As 

mentioned earlier, western academicians have largely 

ignored the earlier period of Zoroastrian studies, 

leaving the basic spadework to Pars is themselves. A 

valuable introduction to this work is R. B., Paymaster's 

Early History of the Parsees of India. 19 Although not a 

critical account, this book provides a collection of 

most of the major sources relating to this period. More 

analytical are the works of S. H. Hodivala and J. J. 

Modi. Both men have conducted extensive research on 

various aspects of Parsi history. Much of their work 

will be discussed in more detail later. One work that 

should be mentioned here is J. J. Modi's The Religious 

Ceremonies and customs of the Parsees. 20 This work, 

written by a priest, provides the single best 

19Rustam Barjorji paymaster, Early History of the 
Parsees of India (Bombay: Zarthoshti Dharam Sambandhi 
Kelavani Apnari Ane Dnyan Felavanar Mandli, 1954). 

20J ivanji Jamshedji Modi, The Religious Ceremonies and 
CUstoms of the Parsees (Bombay: British India Press, 
1922). 
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description of Parsi rituals. 

Parsis possess a particular fascination with 

biographies of their prominent figures. In addition, 

several biographical dictionaries exist that offer 

important information about leading members of the 

community. In almost all cases these works read like 

hagiographies, making it difficult to assess some of the 

controversies that surrounded the subjects' lives. 

Similar problems are faced when examining the history of 

Parsi institutions. This is not the case, however, with 

the most important institution, the Parsi Panchayat, 

whose controversies were too well publicized and too 

much a part of its development to allow avoidance of 

uncomfortable topics. As both Parsi biographies and 

institutional histories prove too numerous to discuss 

individually, they will be introduced as they arise in 

this work. 

zoroastrianism 

Inasmuch as this research has caused me to reject 

any essentialist interpretations of Zoroastrianism and 

argue that there has been less continuity in Parsi 

beliefs than has hitherto been assumed, defining the 

religion at all becomes a particular problem. If one 

defines Zoroastrianism as a belief system one might 



rightly ask what was Zoroastrianism when, and for whom? 

Yet to define a religion chiefly in terms of its 
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beliefs is in itself a Western presupposition that is 

much less applicable to religions other than 

Christianity. certainly some continuity does exist or 

there would be no religion at all to talk about. It is 

this author's contention that what continuities are 

there can be credited to three factors. The first arises 

from the perhaps obvious fact that not all issues arose 

at once; where certain elements of the tradition may 

have been lost at various times, others persisted. 

Secondly, until the latter part of the nineteenth 

centurJ, ritual practices appear to have been maintained 

with much greater purity than elements of belief. wnere 

changes occurred in the former they were accompanied 

with a great deal of controversy. Prior to modern times, 

changes in belief often passed unnoticed and without 

comment. Finally, Parsis, like Jews, understood that 

their survival as a minority community depended upon 

their mutual recognition of one another as a people 

despite differences in belief and practice. Therefore, 

religion for the Parsis is a matter of identity rather 

than of belief or practice , and rituals have formed the 

most essential element in preserving that identity. 

Zoroastrian identity, as this study will show, has 



become most threatened when it attempted to define 

itself in terms of alternative belief systems. 

zoroastrianism probably first appeared in 

northeastern Iran between 1700 and 1000 B.C., when a 

priest by the name of Zoroaster proclaimed a revelation 

from Ahura Mazda, creator of all good. 21 Zoroaster 
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condemned the worship of the warlike and amoral devas 

associated with the marauding pastoral Indo-Iranians and 

urged his followers to assume the lifestyle of the 

peaceful agriculturalists. Zoroaster's own revelations 

are thought to be contained in the Gathas, the oldest 

part of the Avesta. They consist of inspired hymns of 

praise to Ahura Mazda and the six great Beings which 

assist Him, the Amesha Spentas. The Gathas describe life 

as a battleground between Spenta Mainyu, the spirit of 

good, and Angra Mainyu, the evil one. Whatever may have 

been Zoroaster's original intentions, by the Sasanian 

era, Zoroastrianism became a fully elaborated dualistic 

21Dates proposed for Zoroaster's revelation have varied 
widely, from 6000 B.C. to 500 B.C. Many textbooks still 
cite a date that would place him shortly before 600 
B.C., in the midst of Achaemenid Iran. Both the language 
and the lifestyle described in the Gathas are too archaic 
for this period. The fullest discussion of the proper 
date for Zoroaster is given by Helmut Humbach, "A 
Western Approach to Zarathustra," Journal of the JL.. 
R. Cama Oriental Institute, 51 (1984): 2-15. 



system whereby all creation is regarded as either a 

product of Ahura Mazda or Angra Mainyu, now commonly 

known as Ahriman. This dualism appears to have reached 

its fully articulated form in the early Islamic period 

in opposition to the monotheism of the Abrahamic 
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religions, which the Pahlavi texts of this period condemn 

as demonic for ascribing evil to God. 22 The ultimate 

human issue for Zoroastrianism is the choice between 

good and evil. Its central creed is not a statement of 

theology, but a moral code: good thoughts, good words, 

good deeds. Zoroastrian scriptures, only a portion of 

which have been preserved, are written in Avestan, a 

language closely related to the Sanskrit of the Hindu 

Vedas. Much of the commentary literature was written in 

Pahlavi, the language of Sasanian Iran, which continued 

to be utilized by Zoroastrians after the Arab invasions. 

Mazdean cultic practices appear to predate Zoroaster and 

a~e similar to those of the Rig Veda. While 

Zoroastrians venerate all the elements, fire, as the 

symbol of Divine Truth, provides the center of 

22The most uncompromisinglY dualistic work, entitled 
Sikand-qumanik Vigar, was written during the 9th century 
A.D. The translation of this work can be found in F~ Max 
Muller, ed., Pahlavi Texts, trans. E. W. West, Sacred 
Books of the West, 50 vols., (Delhi: Motilal, 1977), 24: 
115-251. 
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zoroastrian ritual life. For this reason outsiders have 

often dubbed them 'fire-worshipers.' Laymen [behdin] 

tend sacred fires in their own homes while priests, 

known as mobeds (common priests) and dasturs (high 

priests), care for those of the fire temples that are 

located in towns and larger villages. One must be born 

into a priestly family in order to be initiated into the 

priesthood. Zoroastrians strictly adhere to standards of 

ritual purity. For them the dead are highly polluting. 

Rather than desecrate either the earth or the fire by 

burning or burying their dead, Zoroastrians have, until 

recently, preferred to leave corpses on bare 

mountainsides or in 'towers of silence' (dakbma) where 

they are quickly consumed by scavengers. 

Zoroastrians are initiated into the faith of their 

ancestors when they are invested with a sacred cord 

(kushti) which consists of seventy-two strands. This 

cord is ritually tied and untied during their obligatory 

prayers which are performed five times daily. They are 

also given a sacred shirt (sadrih) which is worn next to 

the skin at all times. This ceremony is presently 

performed when a child reaches seven or eight. 

Zoroastrians celebrate six seasonal festivals 

(gahambar) each year. Communal meals are offered at 

these events and portions of the sacred scriptures, the 
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Avesta, are read. 

Zoroastrian eschatology is one of the richest in 

the world, and from it much of Jewish, Christian, 

Muslim, and Baha'i eschatology is drawn. Unfortunately 

very little information is available on it in European 

languages, and much of this information is conflicting. 

While most Zoroastrian eschatology was written after the 

time of Alexander the Great (and some during the Islamic 

period), the Gathas allude to 'the end of the world' and 

foretell its final renovation with a new resurrected 

humanity. At this time the Lie, the Gathic symbol of 

evil, will be utterly destroyed. 

Themes ~~ structure 

The chapters of this work are arranged to 

illustrate the major developments within the Parsi 

community, therefore the order of the chapters tends to 

follow a somewhat natural chronology, although this is 

by no means always the case. As each chapter has its own 

theme or themes, at times geography or subject matter 

has governed the organization. For the period prior to 

the eighteenth century the paucity of sources hampers a 

full chronological reconstruction of events, and indeed 

it is not the purpose of this dissertation to offer one. 

Rather, this work seeks to highlight key aspects of 



Parsi history that have shaped its identity. 

Chapter 2 discusses the initial immigration of 

Parsis to India, outlining the prior relations between 

India and Iran, and examining possible motivations for 

Parsi relocation to India. Also dealt with here are the 

initial adjustments that fragmented sources suggest the 

Parsis made in their Hindu environment and the ways in 

which Indian religious ideals shaped their own 

definition. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the structure of the Parsi 

community between the fifteenth and seventeenth 

centuries with its division between priests and laity 

and on the tensions that developed between these two 

groups, necessitating appeal to outside authorities, in 

this case their Iranian co-religionists. 

Chapter 4 deals with events occurring within the 

same time-frame but examines the interrelationships 

between Zoroastrians and Muslims within the Mughal 

state, both religiously and politically, and the ways 

in which each community utilized the other in 

reformulating their identities. 

Chapter 5 discusses the growing prosperity of 

Parsi merchants located in Surat in the eighteenth 

century, whose trade flourished as a result of their 

relations with European trading companies. It examines 
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~~ose factors that ~ight have led to Parsis holding 

such advantageous positions in relationships with 

Europeans. 
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Chapter 6 covers events occurring during the same 

time period and largely the same locality as the 

previous chapter, but focuses on a religious dispute to 

which growing social tensions within the Parsi community 

appear to have given rise. This dispute centered around 

the issue of the proper ritual calendar to be utilized 

by Zoroastrians. Once again, outside authorities, both 

Muslim and Iranian Zoroastrian, were appealed to to 

mediate this dispute. 

Chapter 7 traces the emigration of Parsis to 

Bombay and the changes this engendered in their 

community structure with the evolution of the Bombay 

Panchayat as the foremost authority in Zoroastrian 

affairs. Parsi laymen asserted their authority over the 

priesthood and now looked to the British to mediate 

their internal affairs. 

Chapter 8 discusses the impact of European 

education, missionary activities and the printing press 

on the Parsi community during the first half of the 

nineteenth century. This accelerated the growing power 

of lay leadership within the Zoroastrian community and 

led to religious, social, and political movements of 
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reform which largely followed Western models. 

This study illustrates that, while modernity had a 

significant impact on the Parsi community, the changes 

it engendered did not differ in type from those changes 

which preceded it, and in fact represents a continuation 

of those transformations that were already in process. 

The Parsis have never been a static community. Religious 

traditions ought never to be viewed as timeless 

entities, but the Zoroastrians' minority status within a 

multi-cultural setting made their beliefs and practices 

particularly vulnerable to alterations. 
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Chapter 2 

origins of the Parsi Community 

Parsi legends regarding their ancestors' migration 

to India depict a beleaguered band of religious refugees 

escaping the harsh rule of fanatical Muslim invaders in 

d t th " "t f "th 1 Th ~"~" or er 0 preserve e1r anC1en a1. ese u~s~cr~es 

speak of the Zoroastrians initially fleeing to the 

mountainous areas of Iran, then emigrating to Hormuz, 

and finally establishing themselves in Gujarat, India. 

While Parsi settlements definitely arose along the coast 

of West India in Gujarat subsequent to the Arab conquest 

of Iran, we cannot be as sure that these migrations 

occurred as a result of religious persecution against 

Zoroastrians. Arab conquerors succeeded in overrunning 

Zoroastrian territories in less than fifteen years, yet 

it took centuries before those areas became 

predominantly Muslim. 2 The gradual nature of this 

lSee, for instance, Paymaster, Early History of the 
Parsees in India, pp. 2-3. Parsis themselves have 
sometimes disputed the extent to which persecution 
forced their migration. c.f. G. K. Nariman, "Was it 
Religious Persecution which Compelled the Parsis to 
Migrate from Persia to India?," Islamic ~ulture 8 
(1933): 277. 

2The dynamics of conversion to Islam and its probable 
timetable in Iran are analyzed on the basis of 
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transition suggests that religious persecution and 

forcible conversion could not have been as harsh or as 

widespread as Parsi accounts would indicate. 

zoroastrian contact with India did not begin with 

the Arab invasions of Iran. Interactions with India were 

political, religious and economic in nature. Both the 

Puranas and the Mahabharata frequently refer to Persians 

using the term Parasikas. 3 Several sasanian emperors 

launched military expeditions into Sindh and the 

quantitative data by Richard Bulliet in Conversion to 
Islam in the Medieval Period (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1979), pp. 16-32. By examining the 
genealogies of 469 medieval Iranian Muslims, Bulliet 
comes to the conclusion that widespread conversion did 
not begin until about 767 A.D. and much of the 
population remained non-Muslim until well into the 
ninth century. 

3D• R. Bhandarkar, "Parasikas," Kharegat Memorial 
Volume, vol. I (Bombay: Shahname Press, 1953), p. 196. 
See also D. B. Diskalkar, "The Pars is in India," The 
Indo-Asian Culture 5, no. 4 (April, 1957): 446. Parsi 
scholars have also suggested that Persians established 
the Pallava dynasty in India suggesting the name is 
derived from the Persian Pahlava. This dubious theory 
has found its way uncritically into modern studies of 
Zoroastrianism such as Eckehard Kulke, The Parsees of 
India, p. 23. Most recent work on medieval South India 
points to an indigenous, or at most, North Indian origin 
of the Pallavas, which would be more in line with their 
vigorous Sanskritization policies. cf. Burton Stein, 
Peasant State and Society in Medieval South India 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), p. 66. 



Punjab. 4 The Arab conquerors spoke of the majus in 

Sindh. 5 Sun-worship prevailed in such areas such as 
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Multan, having been introduced by priests known as Magas 

not later than the first century B.C. 6 The terms Magas 

and majus appear to be corruptions of Magis, an Iranian 

term for those of the priestly class. 

Most exchanges between India and Persia were 

economic rather than religious and political, although 

the three certainly interacted. Much Indian coinage 

imitated the Sasanian style. This was particularly true 

of fifth and sixth century coins from the Gurjaras of 

North India. These contain themes of fire-worship and 

sun-worship as well as figures in Persian dress. 7 

sasanians remained the paramount maritime power in much 

4A• S. Altekar, "The Extent of the Sassanian Political 
Domination in India," Kharegat Memorial Volume, vol. 1, 
pp. 215-25. 

5Cf • S. M. Stern, "Isma-ili Propaganda and Fatimid 
Rule in Sind," Islamic CUlture 13 (1949): 299, n.3. 
Andre wink suggests Persian influence was especially 
strong among the nomadic population. AI-Hind: The Making 
of the Indo-Islamic World, vol. 1 (Bombay: Oxford 
University Press, 1990), pp. 147-48. 

6James Campbell, Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency 
vol. 1, pt. 1: History of Gujarat (Bombay: Government 
Central Press, 1896), pp. 142-43. 

7J • M. Unvala, "Note on Indo-Sasanian Coins," Journal of 
the Numismatic Society of India 8 (1946): 157-58. 



of the Indian Ocean during the fifth and sixth 

centuries, often in competition with both Arab and 

Byzantine traders. 8 Hindu rulers at this time became 

increasingly dependent upon the presence of foreign 
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traders, since Brahmanical resurgence discouraged Hindus 

from engaging in transoceanic voyages which they 

regarded as polluting. 9 Andre Wink, in his masterful 

work on relations between India and the Muslim world, 

has argued that "the migration of Parsis to the west 

coast of India was not so much a flight as a 

readjustment of commercial patterns which had arisen 

prior to Islam" wherein Persian dominance of trade with 

India had been increasingly challenged by the activities 

of Arab merchants. 10 

If we accept the traditional eighth century A.D. 

date11 for the original landing of Parsis in Gujarat, 

8 0 • Whitehouse and A. williamson, "5asanian Maritime 
Trade," Iran 11 (1973): 29-49. 

9Wink, AI-Hind, pp. 220-31. 

10Ibid., p. 105. 

11prior to the late nineteenth century A.D., Parsis 
generally accepted the Hindu year Samvant 772 (716-7 
A.D.) as the date of their arrival in Sanjan, but this 
would preclude the possibility of their having spent a 
hundred years in the mountains of Iran, seeking refuge 
from the Arabs, as the Oissa-yi Sanjan reports. Bahman 
Kaikobad, Oissa-yi sanjan (Teheran: Saziman-i 
Intisharat-i Furuhar, 1971). If the chronology of this 
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we must assume such migration began while Zoroastrianism 

was still the predominant religion in Iran. Furthermore, 

the fact that these emigrants established themselves 

first in Hormuz before proceeding to India suggests that 

they were merchants. Hormuz was the major port city in 

the Persian Gulf situated at the outlet to the Indian 

Ocean. It therefore became the center for trade with the 

west coast of India, a trade in which Persians played a 

major role, although they were being rapidly displaced 

by Arabs. Up until the tenth century Persian words were 

text is taken as correct, their arrival could not have 
been prior to 785 A.D. Alternative dates have appeared 
from time to time in Parsi manuscripts without comment 
or explanation. Controversy arose in 1870 when K. R. 
Cama, the first Zoroastrian to have studied his religion 
by means of western scholarship, established that the 
Hindu date did not correspond with the Parsi day and 
month in which the landing was said to have taken place. 
While K. R. Cama suggested that the Parsi month was 
mistaken, S. H. Hodivala later pointed out that the dates 
of both calendars corresponded in Samvant 992 (932 
A.D.), which he viewed as a more likely time for their 
arrival, for this coincides with the period when 
Zoroastrians had become a minority. He accounted for the 
tradition of an earlier date by suggesting that the 
number 'nine' in the tenth and eleventh centuries was 
written in a sign easily confused with the modern symbol 
for 'seven'. studies in Parsi History (Bombay: S. H. 
Hodivala, 1920), pp. 67-71. J. J. Modi has an 
alternative theory offering 785 A.D. as a more probable 
date based on calculating backwards from battles 
mentioned in the Oissa-yi Sanjan. J. J. Modi, A Few 
Events in the Early Parsis and their Dates. (Bombay: 
Bombay Educational Society, 1906), pp. 85-87. Since 
dates are not specifically mentioned in Parsi texts 
dated prior to the eighteenth century, the time of the 
actual event remains subject to speculation. 
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commonly used rather than Arabic for technical trade 

purposes. 12 This supports Wink's theory that economic 

factors predominated in the initial decision to migrate. 

As Wink has noted, Arab competition in the Persian 

Gulf is likely to have forced Zoroastrian merchant 

activities further eastward even in the absence of 

religious pressures. In relocating to Gujarat, Parsis 

built upon long-standing trading ties between Iran and 

India. 13 In his seventeenth century account of the Parsi 

community in Surat, Henry Lord, chaplain for the East 

India Company, noted that the Parsis came to India 

seeking "liberty of conscience" but at the same time 

arrived as "Merchantmen bound for the shoares of India, 

in course of Trade and Merchandise. ,,14 Possibly both 

factors--the need to open new avenues of trade, and the 

desire to establish a Zoroastrian community in an area 

12The specific relationship between Persian Gulf trade 
and the emigration of Zoroastrians to India was first 
discussed by the Russian scholar K. Inostransev in "The 
Emigration of the Parsis to India and the Musalman world 
in the midst of the VIIIth century," translated from the 
Russian by L. Bogdanov in the Journal of the ~ ~ Cama 
Oriental Institute 1 (1922): 33-70. 

13wink, AI-Hind, pp. 104-5. 

14Henry Lord, ~ Display of two foraiane sects in the 
East Indies (London: n. p., 1630). 
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where they would be free from Muslim harassment--entered 

into the decision to migrate to Gujarat. Indeed, the 

two elements probably worked hand in hand. Even if the 

bulk of immigration occurred as late at the tenth 

century, economic factors could still have predominated. 

Inostransev argues that the development of Baghdad after 

767 A.D. as the major commercial center for the Middle 

East placed constraints on the ability of Zoroastrians 

freely to conduct their own commercial activities. 

Inostransev describes liThe oppressions on the side of 

Musulmans as mentioned in the Qisseh-i Sanjan, as having 

been of the nature of a restraint laid on the conditions 

of commercial activity.1I15 In other 'Words, Arabs did not 

allow Zoroastrians to engage in trade from Muslim held 

ports on an equal basis. This appears likely, for Muslim 

rulers commonly charged non-Muslims higher duty rates, 

which gave Muslim traders a significant advantage. 16 

Whether or not religious persecution 

l5Inostransev, "The Emigration of the Parsis," p. 66. 

16This factor came to operate later when Gujarat came 
under Muslim rule. Because of the advantage lower duties 
gave to Muslim shippers they tended to dominate that 
aspect of commercial trade while Hindus and Parsis 
operated as brokers. Once the British established 
hegemony in the region, h~:;vever, Parsis formed the 
predominate indigenous group involved in shipping. Later 
chapters of this work document this development. 



formed the primary motivation for Parsi immigration, 

the migration route taken by the Parsis, along with the 

relative absence of religious learning among them for 

the first few centuries, suggest that the immigrants 

were primarily merchants, with only a few religious 

specialists. These Parsis formed part of a larger 

trading diaspora consisting of Muslims, Nestorians, and 

Abyssinians, as well as Zoroastrians. 

sugar in the Milk 

The Oissa-yi-Sanjan contains the most significant 

Parsi reconstruction of the events of this period. 

written in Persian verse around 1599 A.D. by a Sanjana 

priest,17 Bahman Kaikobad, this account forms the basis 
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17The Sanjana priests were the traditional guardians of 
the original sacred fire located in Sanjan, which later 
was transferred to Navsari. These priests later came in 
conflict with the Bhagaria (lit. sharers) priests who 
originated from Navsari and performed the rites for the 
local population prior to the Sanjana priests' 
immigration to Navsari. To some extent the Oissa-yi 
sanjan seems to have been written to stress the historic 
importance of the sacred fire and hence of the 
hereditary priesthood which tended it. The conflict 
between the Sanjana and Bhagaria priests has persisted 
down to the present. In more recent times the 
controversy took the form of challenging the 
authenticity of the Oissa-yi Sanjan. The most notable 
example of this was a very polemical tract written in 
1943 entitled Kisse-sanjan: £ palable falsehood by B.N. 
Bhathena. Most Parsis, including the bulk of Bhagaria 
priests, accept the Oissa-yi sanjan as true in substance 
if not in detail. 



for most Parsis' self-understanding of their past. 

According to this history, which is based on material 

now lost, the behdin18 first fled from the Arabs into 

the mountains of Kuhistan where they remained for a 
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hundred years prior to embarking by sea, first to Hormuz 

and later to Gujarat. 19 

Confusion exists as to the location of this 

Kuhistan whence the Pars is allegedly migrated. The term 

kuhistan literally means mountainous place but usually 

refers an area of Iran just north of the Persian Gulf 

and not far from Mesopotamia. This location, besides 

being consistent with the line of migration suggested in 

the Oissa-yi Sanjan, would reinforce the thesis that 

those Zoroastrians who migrated to India were primarily 

merchants, for Kuhistan had numerous rivers feeding into 

the Gulf upon which the Sasanids had built significant 

ports for trade. 20 However, the chapter heading of the 

18Behdin literally means "people of the good religion" 
but normally refers to Zoroastrian laymen. 

19Kaikobad, Oissa-yi Sanjan, pp. 30-31. 

20 . k 1 . d W~n , A -H~n , p. 48. 



Oissa-yi Sanjan that describes these migrations reads 

"Account of the coming of the Behdins from Khurasan to 

the country of Hindustan.,,21 Possibly the chapter 

headings were added by a later e~itor who assumed the 

Parsis must have come from Khurasan on the basis of 

Bahman's statement in that chapter that the Pars is had 

brought with them religious instruments from Khurasan 
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necessary for establishing a fire temple. Parsi scholars 

such as Hodivala have concluded from this that the 

Kuhistan in question was a district of the province of 

Khurasan. Hodivala further asserts that the Parsis named 

their new home in Gujarat Sanjan after a town supposedly 

found in that district. Yet Hodivala admits that at 

least four locations in Iran bore this name at that 

time. 22 Khurasan may have served as the major source for 

instruments associated with temple worship, and the 

Farsis who acquired them need not have been residents in 

that area. Indeed, since shipping such instruments 

overseas renders them ritually impure, it may have been 

21Kaikobad, Oissa-yi Sanjan, p. 28. 

22Studies in Parsi History. p. 88. Information on the 
various localities of Iran bearing the names Sanjan and 
Kuhistan can be found in C. Barbier De Meynard, 
Dictionnaire geographigue. historigue et litteraire de 
la Perse et des contrees adjacentes (Paris: L'Imprimerie 
Imperiale, 1861), pp. 323, 466. 
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Bahman's intention to suggest they had been acquired 

overland from Khurasan and hence were clean. Bahman 

states that these implements became available because 

"several parties of Dasturs and Laymen of holy lives had 

also arrived at that spot. • • They had brought along 

with them ample resources and thus consecrated the Fire 

according to the dictates of religion.,,23 This indicates 

two initial migrations, the first consisting primarily 

of merchants traveling to India by sea and originating 

near Kuhistan, and a second made up primarily of 

religious specialists who joined them sometime 

thereafter, having traveled overland from Khurasan. 

Some Zoroastrian communities in Iran were indeed 

scattered as a result of the initial Arab invasions and 

it is quite possible that at least some of the Parsis 

descend from such a group: numerous landings of Parsis 

in Gujarat occurred and there is no reason to assume 

that all Parsis came with the same motivation. Still, 

the contents of the Oissa-yi sanjan support the thesis 

that the immigrants consisted primarily of merchants. 

23Kaikobad, Oissa-yi Sanjan, p. 35. 
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Parsi tradition states that the settlers in India 

quickly became ignorant of the precepts of their 

religion and required instruction and texts from the new 

arrivals from Iran. 

The importance of the oissa-yi Sanjan lies not so 

much in the accuracy of its reconstruction of events 

(where it is not reliable, especially in regards to 

chronology) as in its depiction of the way Parsis had 

come to view themselves, their relationship to the 

dominant culture, and their historic role within the 

Indian context in the sixteenth century. Later, the 

Oissa itself played a significant part in shaping Parsi 

identity. 

If one were to anticipate, on the basis of Hindu and 

Zoroastrian scriptures, what relations the Parsis would 

establish with the religious culture of India, one would 

have expected an attitude of deep antagonism. The very 

similarity of their languages and rituals might have 

served to delineate the differences in their doctrines. 

As Dastur Dhalla would later put it, "The Hindu rises in 

the morning to begin his day's work with the devout 

utterance of the devas on his lips, the Parsi leaves his 

bed cursing them. • • • The Hindu anathematizes the 

asuras as the infernal beings, the Parsi pays his homage 

to the ahuras as the celestial beings.,,24 In other 



words, according to the sacred scriptures of their 

respective religions, what was a god to one was a demon 

to the other. Yet remarkably no literature, from the 

Oissa-yi sanjan to writings made late in nineteenth or 

early in the twentieth century, took notice of this. 25 

Parsis expressed gratitude towards the Indians who had 

welcomed them to their shores and were at pains to 

24Dhalla, History of Zoroastrianism, p. 446. 
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25In the middle of the nineteenth century Dr. Martin 
Haug concluded, based on his studies of both Sanskrit 
and Avestan texts, that the differences between 
Zoroastrianism and Hinduism represented a religious 
schism that had occurred amongst the Aryan tribes prior 
to their respective migrations to India and Iran. While 
Zoroaster had urged his followers to become 
agriculturalists, the Brahmanical tribes preferred the 
nomadic life of plunder with the help of their war-like 
gods, which Zoroaster regarded as demonic. Haug further 
argued that the Avesta consisted of different texts 
written during different periods and that only one small 
portion of these scriptures, the Gathas, could be 
directly associated with Zoroaster himself. Unlike 
either Hinduism or the later portions of the Avesta, the 
Gathas were ultimately monotheistic in the theological 
sense and ethical rather than ritual in character. Haug 
presented these theories in a series of lectures given 
in Gujarat in the winter of 1863-4. His theories 
received enthusiastic approval, especially from English
educated young Parsis who were eager to distance 
themselves from other "natives" of India. still, any 
criticisms which Farsis subsequently made of Hinduism 
were intended for British ears only and found no 
reflection in their relations with Hindus themselves. 
Haug's theories are found in Essays on the Religion of 
the Parsis. 



express the extent to which they were willing to 

assimilate a number of their practices to accommodate 

their hosts. The very dependency of the Parsis on their 

Hindu hosts insured that none of the rigidity and 

exclusivity of truth claims which characterized 

zoroastrianism in the Sasanian period would carry over 

into the Indian experience. 

According to the Oissa-yi Sanian, the Parsis first 

settled on Div, an island in the Gulf of Cambay, for 

some nineteen years: then one of their dasturs, on the 

basis of astrological calculations,26 determined they 

should take up residence or. the mainland. They landed 
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near present-day Sanjan and sought asylum from the local 

26The use of astrology raises an interesting- issue. 
Most modern Zoroastrians deny any connection between 
astrology and Zoroastrianism, pointing out that 
astrology is based upon the movements of the planets and 
in the classical texts planets are creatures of Ahriman. 
Fortune-telling by this use of planets would therefore 
be demonic in character. Yet virtually all of the 
biographies written describing learned Zoroastrians who 
lived prior to the twentieth century, whether Parsi and 
Irani, mention their knowledge of this art. A number of 
three-hundred-year-old apocalyptic manuscripts, entitled 
Jamaspi, confirm the use of astrology amongst the 
priesthood. Translations of these can be found in Ervad 
Bamanji Nusserwanji Dhabhar, ed., The Persian Rivayats of 
Hormazyar (Bombay: K. R. Cama oriental Institute, 1932), 
pp. 481-97. The ancient Greeks nearly always associated 
Zoroaster's religion with astrology and the Zurvanites 
were known to make great use of it. 



ruler, who is known in Parsi tradition as Jadi Rana. 27 

The dastur appeared before the king and explained 

the tenets of his religion, pledging to "be friends of 

all India.,,28 Dastur Mirza, a Parsi scholar and 

conservative religious leader, has argued that this 

statement reveals Jadi Rana as only a local chief under 

a sovereign Indian monarch, and indicates a Parsi 

cosmopolitan regard for their adopted country as early 

as the eighth century.29 More likely, it reflects the 

sixteenth century author's perception of the place of 

Parsis in Indian society. The leadership role ascribed 

to the Zoroastrian priest is quite revealing. Texts 

written during the Sasanian period depicted a society 

made up of four classes: the rulers, the priests, the 
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administrators, and the common people (farmers and 

artisans).30 Merchants did not even appear as a 

separate category, though their activities are apparent. 

27Kaikobad, Qissa-yi sanjan, pp. 29-31. 

28Ibid., p. 33. 

29Mirza, Outlines of Parsi History, pp. 231-32. 

30Alessandro Bausani, The Persians (London: Elek Books, 
1971), p. 49. 
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In contrast, our sixteenth century cleric projected back 

to the eighth century a social structure consisting of 

only two levels, priests and laymen, with priests 

holding the positions of authority. 

Parsis commonly relate a story that Jadi Rana was 

at first very reluctant to receive the immigrants. He 

therefore sent a brass bowl of milk full to the brim, 

indicating there was no room for new settlers in his 

country. The Parsis took some sugar, mixed it with the 

milk and returned it to the ruler, symbolizing that they 

would mix with the local population and sweeten it 

without disturbing it in any way. According to another 

version the Parsis dropped a gold ring into the milk, 

symbolizing that they would add value to the kingdom 

without assimilating. As Paul Axelrod, an anthropologist 

examining the Parsi community, has pointed out, these 

two divergent traditions illustrate the ambiguity of 

Parsi identity, "For they see themselves as at once 

integrated into Indian society and as an exclusive, even 

superior, component part of it.,,31 This form of 

pluralism consisting of separate and unequal 

communities, mutually interlinked to one another, 

31paul Axelrod, "Myth and Identity in the Indian 
Zoroastrian Community," Journal of Mithraic Studies 3 
(1980): 152-53. 



characterizes Indian society in general and Hinduism in 

particular. 

While this story is probably of more recent origin 

than the Qissa-yi Sanjan, there exists another document 
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regarding the arrival of the Parsis in Gujarat, which may 

be more ancient. It consists of sixteen shlokas or 

Sanskrit distiches that were said to have been 

presented by the Parsi priests to explain their religion 

to the Hindu sovereign. The supposed author of this work 

is Dastur Neryosang Dhaval or Aka Adhyaru, whom Pars is 

identify with the dastur who served as leader of the 

Parsis. Parsi writers have sometimes assumed that the 

Dastur had mastered Sanskrit during the years Parsis 

lived in Div, but given the sophisticated style of the 

sholkas this seems unlikely. The oldest extant 

manuscript dates from the seventeenth century, but the 

antiquated style of Sanskrit may indicate a date as 

early as the twelfth century of the Christian era. 32 

These sholkas mention first the Parsi veneration for the 

five elements and their worship of Ahura Mazda. The 

practice of observing silence when bathing, praying, 

reciting scriptures, offering to the fire, eating and 

answering calls of nature is likewise described. The 

32 Paymaster , Early History of the Parsees in India, p. 
9. 
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peculiarities of Parsi dress, including the sudra, the 

kushti, as well as headgear, are delineated. Parsi women 

are said to celebrate their marriages with songs and 

fragrances. Parsis distribute food to the poor and 

engage in other acts of charity such as building wells 

and give "things such as clothes to people with the 

virtues of Brahmins.,,33 They utilize cow-urine for their 

absolutions, perform sacrifices of fragrant woods to the 

fire, and regard their women as impure until the seventh 

day of their menstrual period and a month after child-

birth. They avoid all contact with concubines and their 

"caste is not inferior.,,34 Parsis are said to avoid 

killing beasts and perform penance if they do so 

33This translation by H. P. Schmidt is contained in Mary 
Boyce, Textual Sources for the Study of Zoroastrianism 
(Totowa: Barnes and Noble Books, 1984): p. 123. 
Hodivala, however, translates the clear reference to 
Brahmins as "deserving petitioners." Hodivala's 
translation can be found in "The 16 Sanskrit Shlokas" 
Dastur Hushang Memorial Volume (Bombay: n.p. 1918), 
pp.70-94. Paymaster reproduces this translation in Early 
History of the Parsees in India, pp. 10-12. 

34Hodivala translated this verse as ':in whose cast 
[sic] men of different religion are always forbidden." 
Paymaster, Early History of the Parsees in India, p. 12. 
The Parsi translator's concern in this verse, as in the 
earlier variant, is to avoid any hint of casteism. In 
this case, he has the somewhat contradictory motivation 
of wishing to assert the Parsi prohibition against 
conversion, an issue which at the time he wrote his 
translation was deeply dividing the Zoroastrian 
community as it still does today. 



accidentally. They purify themselves with the five 

products of the cow. 35 By following the precepts of 

their religion Parsis obtain salvation and heaven as 

th~ir reward. 36 
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This document is significant in both what it 

includes and what it omits. Attention is given primarily 

to rituals, particularly those that approximate Hindu 

practices. Doctrine is largely absent, while ethics are 

down-played. In those two areas, Hindus and Zoroastrians 

would have diverged considerably. Many of the 

zoroastrian ritual practices greatly resembled those of 

the Hindus and these are emphasized. Maintaining the 

purity of those rituals confirmed the Parsis' caste 

standing within the Indian cultural-religious system. 37 

35While the cow is a sacred symbol in Zoroastrian 
texts, representing primeval creation, Zoroastrians in 
Iran up until the nineteenth century had no compunction 
in regards to eating it. Indian Parsis until recently 
avoided both beef and pork, reflecting their reluctance 
to eat anything seen as polluting by either Hindus or 
Muslims. 

36paymaster, Early History of the Parsees in India, p. 
13. 

37The degree to which non-Hindu religious groups have 
been incorporated into the caste system has been the 
subject of numerous stUdies. For West India see S. 
Misra, Muslim Communities in Gujarat (New York: Asia 
Publishing House, 1964); S. Strozower "Jews as an Indian 
Caste," Jewish Journal of Sociology 1 (1959): 43-57. For 
a general discussion of this issue see David Goodman 
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The Hindu ruler responded favorably to the 

Persians' request for asylum. A number of conditions 

were placed on their settlement, however. The Pars is 

were to adopt the language of their adopted homeland, 

their women were to wear Indian dress, weddings were to 

be performed in the evening, and Parsis were not to bear 

arms. 38 With the exception of the last condition, most 

of these were changes one would have expected as a 

gradual process of assimilation occurred over time. The 

account given in the Qissa-yi Sanjan serves as an 

Mandelbaum, Society in India, 2 vols., (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1970), 2: 560-72. Paul 
Axelrod argues that while the Parsis e~~ibit some 
aspects of caste, particularly as they constitute an 
endogamous group, their sense of separateness is shown 
by the lack of development of the internal 
stratification which existed in other groups. Axelrod's 
thesis is that the Parsis' "'internal' charter for their 
distinctiveness as a community is provided by their 
religion" while their 'external' charter is determined 
by social and economic considerations. "Myth and 
Identity in the Indian Zoroastrian Community," pp. 163-
64. This chapter,as well as subsequent ones, seeks to 
demonstrate that this lack of caste-like subdivisions 
was also largely influenced by socio-economic factors. 
The major area in which Parsis avoided the structures 
usually associated with caste has been in not confining 
themselves to anyone trade; instead, they engaged in 
nearly all profitable occupations, whether polluting by 
Indian standards or not. 

38Kaikobad, Oissa-yi Sanjan, p. 32. Indians typically 
wed in the evening, but Zoroastrians previously regarded 
evening weddings as unlucky, since Ahriman has more 
power at night. 
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explanation to Parsis of why they now behave as they do. 

The Production of Wealth 

After establishing themselves in Sanjan, the 

immigrants succeeded in gaining permission to build a 

fire temple. For this purpose the sacred fire, known as 

the Atash Bahram, is said to have been transported 

overland from Iran. Little is known regarding Parsi 

history during the intervening centuries, but the 

community evidently began to expand up ancl down the 

coast of Gujarat by the tenth century. They established 

settlements as far north as Cambay. The Kanheri Caves, 

20 miles from Bombay, contain Pahlavi inscriptions 

written by Parsi visitors in 999 A.D. 39 Dosabhoy 

Framjee Karaka states, "The emigrants, wherever they 

located themselves, pursued the quiet and peaceful art 

of husbandry.,,40 

until rather recent times histcrical accounts of 

Parsis, like the one just cited, stressed (without any 

specific evidence or details) that the bulk of the 

39paymaster, Early History of the Parsees in India, pp. 
16-17. These caves are located near Borvli in the Thana 
district. 

40Karaka, History of the Parsis, 1: 49. 
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community had been engaged in agriculture prior to the 

introduction of European commerce. 41 If true, this might 

contradict the thesis that the Parsis had been been a 

merchant community from the start. Specifics of Parsi 

agricultural activities appear first in European sources 

dating from the seventeenth century and later. The 

earliest reference was written by Edward Terry, chaplain 

to Sir Thomas Roe, ambassador to the Mughal Emperor 

Jahangir from 1615 to 1618. Terry wrote, "Their 

profession, is for the generality, all kinds of 

husbandry, employing themselves very much in the sowing 

and setting of herbs; in planting and dressing vines, 

and palmetto or toddy trees, as in husbanding all other 

trees bearing fruit.,,42 

Terry's account indicates that substantial numbers 

of Farsis engaged in agriculture at the time the British 

began commerce with Western India. By the end of the 

century Pars is served the English East India company as 

41Ashin Das Gupta, who has examined the papers of the 
Dutch East India Company which operated a factory in 
Gujarat, quotes Jan Schreuder, writing in 1750, as 
saying most Parsis resided in villages. "The Merchants 
of Surat, c. 1700-50" in Elites in South Asia, ed. 
Edmund Leach and S. N. Mukherjee (Cambridge: University 
Press, 1970), p. 221. 

42Edward Terry, A Voyage to East-India (London: n.p., 
1625), pp. 336-7. 
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brokers and ship-builders. Yet their merchant activities 

certainly predate this. Garcia Da orta, a Portuguese 

physician writing in 1563 A.D., remarked, "There are also 

merchants called Coaris, [Gabrs?] and in the kingdom of 

Cambai [Cambay] they ~re. known as Esparcis [Parsis]. We 

Portuguese call them Jews, but they are not so. They are 

Gentios who come from Persia.,,43 

43Garcia Da Orta, Colloquies on the Simples and Drugs of 
India, trans. Sir. Clements Markam (London: Hakluyt 
Society, 1913), pp. 445-46. Da Orta was himself a 
descendant of Jews. Jesuits traveling through Navsari in 
1580 also connected the Pars is with Jews. Wrote Father 
Anthony Monserrate, who regarded them as Samaritans: 

In colour they are white, but are extremely 
similar to the Jews in the rest of their 
physical and mental characteristics, in their 
dress, and in their religion. Indeed they are 
often called Jews by the Portuguese, nor do 
they themselves entirely disavow the name. For 
they acknowledge that they are descended from 
Abraham. • • 

Trans. J. S. Hoyland, The Commentary of Father 
Monserrate S.J. on his Journey to the Court of Akbar 
(London and Bombay: Oxford University Press, 1922). 
The association of Abraham and Zoroaster goes back to 
late antiquity and probably originated with the 
Mesopotamian Jews. Syrian Christians later made this 
identification as well. Firby; Europeans Travelers and 
Zoroastrians, p. 36. The identification appears to have 
its origins in tales about Abraham and Zoroaster both 
having been thrown into fire by their fathers without 
being burnt. Sometime early in the Islamic era, both 
Muslims and Zoroastrians presumed this identification to 
be fact. At that time it served the important function 
of lending legitimacy to the Zoroastrian community and 
gave them the added prestige of being associated with 
the paradigmatic prophet of Islam. 
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Among the stories that Parsis have handed down 

orally are a number that allude to Parsi involvement in 

commerce at Cambay in the tenth and eleventh centuries. 

According to one such story, sometime in the latter part 

of the tenth century Parsis had settled near the Hindu 

temple of Kumarika Kshetra at the mouth of the Mahi 

River. The first settlers succeeded in trade and were 

followed by others who became so numerous and 

"overbearing" they forced the Hindus out of the city. 

Hindus later attacked the Parsis and forced them to flee 

Kumarika Kshetra. 44 Since Parsis continued to raside in 

Cambay thereafter, the historicity and the date of this 

incident remains questionable. 

Another story more widely related in Parsi oral 

histories tells of an incident said to have occurred 

toward the end of the eleventh century when the Parsis, 

described as one of the chief classes of traders in 

44The earliest written account of this incident 
was contained in a document entitled "Historical 
Narrative of the City of Cambay from Sanskrit and 
Persian books and oral tradition submitted to the 
the Government on 13th September 1813," by Lt. H. D. 
Robertson, published in 1856 in Selections from the 
Records of the Bombay Government, No. XXVI, New 
Series. This formed the basis of the version found 
in the Bombav Gazetteer (1899). Cited in Paymaster, 
Early History of the Parsis, pp. 17-18. 
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Cambay, refused to pay tribute to the Rajput prince of 

Ratanpur. The Rajput sent a body of troops against these 

Pars is settled in Variav. The Parsis soundly defeated 

these troops and the ruler sent out a fresh force at a 

time when the Farsi men had absented themselves from 

variav in order to attend ceremonies for the dead at 

their dakhma. The women donned the armor of their 

menfolk and defended themselves valiantly. When the 

battle began to go against them they drowned themselves 

rather than suffer any dishonor. 45 Both of these 

stories, if accurate, indicate that Parsis engaged in 

merchant activity very early on, which proved successful 

enough to create tensions that eventually provoked 

violence. 

written Parsi documents date only from the 

fourteenth century. By then Parsi merchants possessed 

sufficient wealth that one of their number could afford 

to pay the expenses of a Pahlavist to immigrate from 

Iran to India to transcribe Zoroastrian scriptures. 46 

Colophons found in some of these texts indicate the 

author and the places Pars is inhabited. In one of 

45A version of this story is given in Paymaster, Early 
History of the Parsis, pp. 23-24. 

46These colophons are reproduced and discussed in 
Hodivala, studies in Parsi History, pp. 120-26. 



these, Mihravan, a Zoroastrian priest from Iran, writes 

that he had come from Iran at the invitation of a 

certain Chahil for the purpose of transcribing Pahlavi 

texts. Another colophon, written in very poor Sanskrit, 

states that the work was commissioned by "the Parsi 

merchant Chahil, son of the Parsi merchant Sangan" in 

. 47 the ParS1 year 690 (c. 1321 A.D.). These colophons, 

besides providing the most positive evidence of Parsi 

involvement in commerce to the extent that priests 

served merchants of their community as clients, 

indicates that local Parsi priests lacked either 

sufficient education or sufficient prestige to be 

patronized by merchants, who turned instead to the 

priesthood in Iran. 

These earlier references to merchant activities 

need not indicate that Parsis did not engage in 

agriculture until the seventeenth century. Merchants 

might logically find their way more readily into 

historical sources than peasants would. The fact that 
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Parsis so universally represent t~emselves as originally 

farmers certainly suggests that significant numbers were 

so occupied. But agricultural activity cannot be shown 

to predate merchant and artisan activity among the 

47Ibid., p. 124. 
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Parsis. Furthermore, Terry's description of Parsi 

farming, assuming it can be projected back into an 

earlier period, suggests that Parsis, when they engaged 

in agriculture, were not subsistence farmers, but 

instead grew cash crops, particularly fruits, and tapped 

toddy out of palm trees. 48 

This involvement in production for a market 

economy as well as in the distribution of goods 

made the Parsis unique among merchant communities 

in India. Most merchants had no connection with the 

production of the commodities they sold and often 

regarded the activities associated with their production 

as polluting to their caste standing. In regard to 

flexibility of employment, Parsis showed themselves 

immune to the caste strictures of other Indian groups in 

this regard. They involved themselves in toddy tapping 

as well as the sale of liquor and were as often weavers 

as cloth merchants, shipbuilders as well as brokers and 

48The crops mentioned by Terry were not of the kind 
to have held any particular interest to Europeans 
whose activities would have radically affected 
other types of cash crops such as indigo or cotton. 
In all probability Parsis had been involved with 
the production of the crops mentioned for sometime. 
Gujarati Parsis continued their involvement in the 
production and sale of toddy, a distilled liquor derived 
from palm trees, until well into the twentieth century. 
Toddy production, while a quite lucrative profession, 
was seen as polluting by Hindus. 



exporters. This flexibility would come to serve them 

well under British rule, when they became the first 

community of Indian merchants to succeed as industrial 

capitalists. 

Conclusion 

The ancestors of the present-day Parsi community 

consisted of several groups of immigrants who 

established themselves in Gujarat following the Arab 

invasion of Iran. The earliest group appears to have 

been primarily merchants coming from Kuhistan by way of 

Hormuz. Shortly thereafter, religious specialists from 

Khurasan apparently joined them. Whatever their 

motivations, the Zoroastrians who migrated to Gujarat 

were mostly merchants building upon long-standing ties 

with India. 
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Parsi accounts of their own arrival in India depict 

their early attempts to define themselves in 

relationship to the dominant culture in which they found 

themselves. Had doctrine formed the basis of this self

definition, deep antagonisms might have developed, for 

the very terminologies used in both Zoroastrianism and 

Hinduism suggested a basic antipathy. But theology 

played no role in forming their corporate identity 

within the Indian milieu. Instead Parsis defined 
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themselves by what they did, not by what they believed. 

In this they shared more commonalties with the Hindu 

community, for both emphasize ritual purity. Some of the 

compromises Farsis made with Indian culture appear to 

have been quite conscious. They acknowledged the 

adoption of certain Indian practices to accommodate 

their hosts. 

Farsis formed a distinct community that resembled 

other Indian castes zealous to maintain a high standing 

within a system of separate and hierarchically defined 

communities. They did this by strictly adhering to their 

own religion's emphasis on purity and pollution and to 

their performance of prescribed rituals. The Farsi 

community differed from Hindu castes in its willingness 

to engage in a variety of economic pursuits, whether in 

production or in sales, all aimed at a market economy. 

Farsis proved willing to accommodate themselves to Hindu 

customs and generally sought to live peaceably with 

their Indian neighbors. Their relative prozperity 

sometimes created tensions that led to violence. 

This chapter has discussed the origins of the 

Farsis of India and the ways in which they adapted 

themselves to the Indian environment in the period 

proceeding the fifteenth century. The next chapter, 

while examining the following two centuries, will focus 



on the evolution of the internal structure of the Parsi 

community. 
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Chapter 3 

The Rise of Priestly Power 

The period between the fifteenth and seventeenth 

century witnessed a number of shifts within the Parsi 

community in which individual Parsis obtained greater 

economic prosperity and political significance. Along 

with these changes came a growth in the power of the 

Parsi priesthood,. particularly the Bhagaria priests of 

Navsari. The economic prosperity of the Parsi community 

was associated with the growth of Surat as a major 

trade center, while the rise of the Mughal Empire gave 

Parsis some measure of political prestige. The economic 

and political shifts affecting the Parsi community will 

be topics of later chapters. While none of these 

elements occurred independently, this chapter focuses on 

the shifts of power within the Parsi community and the 

rise to prominence of the Bhagaria priesthood. 

Priestly organization 

Perhaps the earliest reference to Parsi beliefs and 

rituals within Gujarat is that of a French monk of the 

Dominican order who passed through Gujarat around 1322 

A.D. He referred to the Parsis with these words: 

There be also other pagan-folk in this India 
who worship fire; they bury not their dead, 



neither do they burn them, but cast them into 
the midst of a certain roofless tower, and 
expose them totally uncovered to the fowls of 
heaven. These believe in two First Principles, 
to wit of Evil and of Good, of Darkness and of 
Light, matters whic~ at present I do not 
propose to dis~uss. 

This brief account indicates that dualism was still a 

distinguishing feature of Zoroastrianism in the 

fourteenth century. Unlike later authors, Jordanus 
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seemed unaware of the connection between these "pagans" 

and the ancient religion referred to by the Greeks and 

condemned by the early Church fathers. His description, 

therefore, presumably reflected his own observations 

rather than any presuppositions of what Parsis ought to 

believe, as later European sources often did. The 

unmistakable reference to dualism indicates that the 

Parsis of fourteenth century Gujarat were not 

theologically dissimilar to those of Iran or those of 

North India who were condemned by Timur as believing in 

"two gods. n2 

1The Wonders of the East ~ Friar Jordanus, trans. and 
ed. by Col. H. Yule 2 vols. (London: Hakluyt Society, 
1863), 1: 21. Elsewhere (p. 50) Jordanus describes his 
journey through Persia, part of which he calls the "Land 
of the Mogan," whence came "three kings to worship" the 
Christ child. But he makes no connection between these 
and the Parsis he observed in Gujarat. 

2Timur reported coming to a village named Tughliqpur on 
his march to Delhi in 1398: 

From the information supplied to me I learned 
that these people are called sanawi 
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Since the late thirteenth century the Zoroastrian 

priesthood had divided Gujarat into five panthaks or 

parishes and assigned hereditary priests to each. 3 

Sanjan formed the original parish, since it was the home 

of the only Atash Bahram in India. 4 Next the parish of 

(fireworshippers). Many of this perverse creed 
believe that there are two gods. One is called 
Yazdan, and whatever they have of good they 
believe to proceed from him. The other god 
they call Ahriman, and whatever sin and 
wickedness they are guilty of they consider 
Ahriman to be the author of. These 
misbelievers do not know that whatsoever there 
is of good or evil comes from God, and that 
man is the mere instrument of its execution. 

"Malfuzat-i Timuri," eds. H. M. Elliot and J. 
Dowson, in The History of India as Told ~ its 
Own Historians, 8 vols. (London: Trubner & Co., 1871), 
3:431. These North Indian Parsi settlements, however, 
had few connections with the Parsis in Gujarat. They 
disappeared long before the arrival of Europeans to 
India. Yazdan is a generic term for God or more 
lit~rally gods. It is the Persian equivalent of Elohim. 

3The division of Gujarat into districts is described in 
detail in the Oissa-yi Zartushtian-i Hindustan, verses 
197-223, written by Dastur Shapurji Manockji Sanjana in 
1765 on the occassion of the consecration of the Navsari 
Atash Bahram. This poem covers the history of 
Zoroastrianism from its inception in Iran and continues 
through to the author's own time. For more information 
see J. J. Modi, "Qisseh-i Zartushtian-i Hindustan va 
Bayan-i Atash Behrami Naosari, " Journal of the ~ ~ 
Cama Oriental Institute 17 (1930): 1-63; 19 (1931): 45-
57; 25 (1933): 1-147. 

4The Atash Bahrams or 'Victory Fires' are the highest 
grade of sacred fire. Their consecration involves a long 
and intricate ritual process in which sixteen fires 
representing all of the various professions must be 
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Navsari was established and its priests became known as 

Bhagarias or "sharers." The other parishes formed in the 

towns of Godavra, Broach, and Cambay. Each parish took 

responsibility for the training of its own priests. 5 

Priests of small villages or towns under the 

jurisdiction of the major parishes were expected to 

render a yearly fee to the priests of the parish center. 

Surat, which had traditionally been part of the Bhagaria 

panthak, broke away as it became more prosperous to form 

a separate group, the Suratyas. 

In the fifteenth century Sanjan was sacked during 

the Muslim conquest of Gujarat. 6 Some of the priests 

managed to escape to the hills, carrying with them the 

collected, purified and incorporated into the sacred 
fire. See J. J. Modi, The Religious Ceremonies and 
Customs of the Parsees (Bombay: British India Press, 
1922), pp. 211-31. 

5Piroze M. Kotwal, "The Authenticity of the Parsi 
Priestly Tradition," Journal of the ~ !h Cama oriental 
Institute 45 (1976):26. 

6 This conquest is thought to have occurred during the 
reign of Sultan Mahmud Shah I, Begada (1458-1511). M. S. 
Commissariat mentions 1465 or 1491 A.D. as possible 
dates for the sack. The earlier date is more likely as 
the rivayat or correspondence with the Iranian 
Zoroastrians of 1478 A.D. makes no mention of the Parsi 
community there. Commissariat, History of Gujarat, 4 
vols., (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1938), 1:181. 
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sacred fire. 7 Eventually, Changa Asa Shah, the revenue 

farmer [desaigir]8 and leading behdin or layman of 

Navsari, persuaded the Sanjana priests to enthrone the 

fire in their town. 9 The Sanjana and Bhagharia priests 

entered into an agreement whereby the priests of Sanjan 

had sole responsibility for tending the sacred fire, but 

7At least some Pars is with their priests remained in 
Sanjan. In the early half of the sixteenth century, 
Sanjan fell under Portuguese jurisdiction. The religious 
intolerance of the Portuguese caused many Parsis to 
emigrate from Sanjan to Bulsar. The Sanjana priests 
therefore requested the Navsari priests to transfer 
Bulsar from the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Navsari 
to that of the Sanjana priesthood so they could continue 
to minister to their needs. Modi, "Qisseh-i Zartushtian
i Hindustan," p. 134. 

80esaigirs generally acted as de facto headmen in 
Navsari. Parsis had manned this office continuously for 
the two and a half centuries prior to this time. Changa 
Asa's father, Asa Rana, held full civil and executive 
powers in Navsari at the period of the foundation of the 
Gujarat Sultanate and in the early years of the reign of 
Sultan Ahmad I (1411-1442 A.D.) and succeeded in 
inducing the Muslim ruler to reduce the tax levied on 
Hindus under his jurisdiction. Commissariat, History of 
Gujarat, 1:183. 

9The date of this event is not altogether clear. 
However, the traditional date of 1475 is thought even by 
Parsi scholars to have been much too early. Modi holds 
that the fire was transferred to Navsari about 1516. A 
Few Events in the Early History of the Parsis and theIr 
Dates, p. 87. Hodivala argues that the transference must 
have occurred earlier, for Changa Asa was apparently 
deceased by then, since a rivayat dated that year 
contains his son's name but not his own. Studies in 
Parsi History, p. 43. 
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Navsari priests would maintain their monopoly over all 

other ceremonies performed in the environs of Navsari. 

The Sanjana priests were able to perform those 

ceremonies only for the few Parsis remaining in the area 

of their traditional panthak. 

The Rivayats 

During the early part of the fifteenth century when 

Changa Shah dominated the political leadership of 

Navsari, communications were opened up with the Parsis' 

co-religionists in Iran. These communications generated 

a series of replies made by the Zoroastrians in Iran to 

questions presented by the Farsis, which became known as 

the rivayats--epistles generally sent by way of the same 

Parsi messenger who delivered the inquiries. Growing 

anxiety on the part of Parsis in regard to their success 

in correctly maintaining their rituals and doctrines in 

a foreign environment motivated these inquiries. The 

increasing diaspora of zoroastrians throughout different 

parts of Gujarat led to local variations in the 

performance of rites, creating a great deal of 

uncertainty. Only a handful of literary texts was 

produced during the intervening seven centuries prior to 

the production of the rivayats, and Parsi scholars have 

long seen this as evidence of growing ignorance on the 



part of the Parsi priesthood. 10 More recently Oastur 

Firoze Kotwal has argued, 

The Indian dasturs [high priests] were 
asking questions of their Iranian counterparts 
in order to increase their knowledge and learn 
other points of view. This is not to imply 
that the Indian dasturs were ignorant and 
asking for adyfce. Rather, it was an exchange 
of knowledge. 

A number of factors must be noted in regards to 
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this issue of the relative learning of the Parsi priests 

compared to those of Iran. The first rivayat, dated 1478 

A.D., is associated with Nariman Hoshang of Broach, a 

behdin sent to Iran to make certain inquiries of the 

priests there. He did not, it appears, come on behalf of 

the priesthood of Navsari, but ~ather the laity, for the 

rivayat written in response addresses first Changa Shah 

and the leading behdins of Navsari, followed by the 

priests. 12 Later rivayats typically address the 

lOsee, for instance, Ohalla, History of Zoroastrianism, 
p. 447. 

11Firoze M. Kotwal and James W. Boyd, ed. and trans., A 
Guide to the Zoroastrian Religion (Chico: Scholars 
Press, 1982), pp. 131-32. Dastur Kotwal directs the 
largest fire temple in Bombay. Kotwal possesses a 
Harvard education and is generally regarded as a 
moderate. 

12 Dhabhar, The Persian Rivayats, p. 598. The Zoroastrian 
sacred calendar begins with the reign of Yazdigird, the 
last Sasanian king and is appreviated using A.Y. 
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priesthood first. After the Navsari notables, the 

priests of the towns of Surat, Anklesar, Broach and 

Cambay are mentioned, followed by the lay notables of 

those areas. The mentioning of the laymen of Navsari 

first probably indicated their ascendancy at this time. 

The writers of the rivayat praised Chang a Asa for his 

success in securing an exemption for the Parsis of 

Navsari from payment of the jaziya, a poll tax often 

imposed by Muslim rulers on their non-Muslim subjects. A 

later rivayat written in 880 A.Y./1511 A.D. stated that 

the earlier rivayat had been written in response to a 

letter "written by the deceased Behram Shah Changa Shah 

and by the congregation of Behdins and Dasturs to (those 

of) this quarter.,,13 Nariman, the carrier of the 

earliest letter, arrived in the village of Sharifabad, 

near Yazd, without sufficient acquaintance with the 

Persian language to converse with his co-religionists, 

and was therefore forced to remain there a year before 

he could communicate his requests. 

In 1478 A.D. Nariman returned to India with 

treatises from the Dasturs of Iran answering his 

13 bOd ~., p. 607. 
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inquiries. Nariman had urged the scribes to write their 

epistle in Persian since the priests and laymen might 

not understand the Pahlavi writing. 14 The Iranian 

priests urged the Pars is to send one or two of their own 

priests to Iran to learn Pahlavi in order to acquire a 

sound knowledge of the ceremonies and practices of the 

Zoroastrian faith. 15 They expressed surprise that the 

Parsis had allowed certain practices to evolve in their 

community, such as allowing non-Zoroastrians to serve as 

corpse bearers, using of wooden biers rather than iron 

ones in places like Cambay and Anklesar, or allowing 

menstruous women failed to wear gloves at meal times. 

Those who are ignorant of such matters should refer them 

to the priests of the Atash Bahrams. 16 

The Iranian priests appeared to have been quite 

140ne of the writers stated, "I have not written these 
subjects in the Pahlavi dialect because Nariman Hoshang 
said and so represented (to us) that the Mazdayasnian 
Herbads and Behdins of Khambayet, Navsari, Broach, Surat 
and Anklesar do not know the Pahlavi language." Dhabar, 
The Persian Rivayats, pp. 597-98. 

15Ibid., pp. 598-99. Elsewhere the Iranis admit that 
amongst themselves there are only four or five priests 
who know Pahlavi well (ibid., p. 603). By 1511 A.D. 
priests had still not been sent to Iran for training, 
for the Irani priests again find it necessary to urge 
them to do so. 

16Ibid., pp. 600-1. 
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shocked by the general ignorance of the Parsi priests of 

India, although they presumed greater knowledge on the 

part of the dastur in charge of the Atash Bahram. This 

partly reinforces what the lack of literature indicates 

in regards to the deficiencies in learning of the Parsi 

priesthood. still, it must be kept in mind that 

initially the perceptions of priests of Iran depended 

upon information provided by Parsi laymen. If a real 

disparity did exist between the priests of India and 

Iran, by the following century, as will be seen, it had 

largely been eliminated and the Parsi priests became 

prolific in their literary output and quite 

knowledgeable. Yet, until the nineteenth century, 

rulings continued to be sought from Iran and sent to 

India, never vice versa. The communications with Iran 

represented not so much an "exchange of information" as 

a final court of appeal, particularly for laymen. But if 

certain laymen had instigated communications with Iran 

in order to challenge the authority of the priests and 

strengthen lay control of the community, the end result 

came to be quite the opposite. The rivayats led to a 

revival of learning amongst the Parsi priesthood, and 

within a century priests established both political and 

religious hegemony within the Zoroastrian community. 

still, disgruntled laymen continued to appeal to Iran 
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whenever tensions between priests and behdin were at 

their height. When priests became the predominate 

economic force within the Parsi community, correspondence 

between the priesthoods of Iran and India themselves 

became more the rule. 

One issue that apparently raised considerable 

debate concerned the conversion of non-Zoroastrians. At 

least three rivayats address this matter. The rivayat of 

Nariman Hoshang declared that "slave boys and girls who 

have faith in the good religion" should be converted by 

having the navjote performed, and later, when they show 

themselves steadfast, should undergo the bareshnum. 

These rituals would render them clean and enable their 

masters to eat out of their hands without fear of 

pollution. 17 The question of the conversion of slaves 

was again raised in the rivayat of Kamdin Shapur, dated 

966 H./1558 A.D. The Irani priest detailed the procedures 

necessary to make slave girls ritually pure for 

marriage. 18 

The rivayat of Kaus Mahyar, written in 970 A.Y. 

17Dhabhar, The Persian Rivayats, p. 276. 

18Ibid. 
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(c. 1600 A.D.), returned to this issue in stronger terms 

by asking whether those non-Zoroastrians who had engaged 

in the most polluting occupations could likewise be 

converted. 

Q.-Can a grave-digger, a corpse-burner and a 
darvand (one of foreign faith) become Behdins 
(i.e., be converted to the Mazdayasnian 
religion)? 
A.-If they observe the rules of religion 
steadfastly and (keep) connection with the 
religion, and if no harm comes on the ~~hdins 
(thereby), it is proper and allowable. 

The issue of conversion, then, created disputes within 

the Parsi community, which necessitated numerous 

inquiries to Iran. The Irani priesthood adamantly 

insisted on the permissability and the propriety of such 

conversion. Proselytization by Zoroastrians in Iran had 

long ceased, for such activity would have been violently 

suppressed by their Muslim rulers. Yet apparently they 

were inclined to allow and encourage it among their 

Indian co-religionists not laboring under the same 

restrictions. Some Parsis seem to have converted 

outsiders to their faith, but the low status of those 

attracted to Zoroastrianism created controversy within 

the community. In the endogamous, boundary conscious 

context of Indian society, such conversions could only 

19Ibid., p. 275. 
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serve to degrade the status of the entire Parsi 

community. Despite rulings to the contrary from Iran, 

the Parsis continued to discourage conversion and most 

came to regard the prohibition of conversion as an 

essential component of their religion. 20 

Bhagaria Dominance 

In the course of the sixteenth century the Navsari 

Bhagaria priesthood acquired increasing power in 

relationship with both the laity and other groups of 

priests. This shift finds reflection in the rivayats 

written during this period. In the rivayat of Asfandiyar 

Sohrab, written around 1520 A.D., the dasturs of Navsari 

20parsis have often used the story of the gold ring in 
the milk to justify their stance, arguing that the 
agreement not to intermarry among the native population 
was among the assurances given to Jadi Rana when the 
Parsis settled in Sanjan. others, such as Dastur H. K. 
Mirza, insist that proselytization and conversion have 
consistently been forbidden in zoroastrianism from 
ancient times. See his "On Conversion and Converts in 
zoroastrianism,u Parsiana (August 1970):33. Many 
moderates in other areas, such as Dastur Kotwal, are at 
one with Mirza on this issue. To this day it remains a 
"hot" issue dividing Parsi Zoroastrians from those of 
Iran. The Bombay Panchayat forbids conversion while the 
Mobed Council of Teheran explicitly er.courages it when 
possible. It is also a major issue among Zoroastrians 
living in North America, unable to secure spouses among 
their co-religionists but wishing their families to 
remain Zoroastri~n. At present the Bombay Panchayat 
accepts the offspring of a Zoroastrian father and a non
Zoroastrian mother as Parsis but not vice versa. 
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are greeted first, followed by the leading behdin; in 

this case Manock Changa, son of Changa Asa, heads that 

list. 21 Since this rivayat had been written in response, 

as before, to the inquiries of laymen, the order of 

those addressed has particular significance. Subsequent 

rivayats would be written primarily in response to 

inquiries from dasturs. 22 

The growing dominance of the priests of Navsari 

was in part related to the installation of the Atash 

Bahram in the town, which made it the pilgrimage center 

for Parsis throughout Gujarat. While only the Sanjana 

priests tended that fire, pilgrims requiring other 

ritual services had to obtain them from the Bhagaria 

priests. Navsari became a major center of Parsi 

21The Persian Rivayats, p. 612. Again, a layman served 
as messenger between Iran and India. The Iranians repeat 
their request that two priests be sent to them for 
training but praise the great religiosity, knowledge, and 
wisdom shown by the Zoroastrians of India. 

22The next rivayat was carried by a priest, Kamdin 
Shapur of Broach, who had been sent to Iran in 1558 by 
Dastur Padam Ramyar of Broach. The dastur had requested 
copies of a number of manuscripts. He received the 
Bundahishn, the Saddar-i Saddar and the Virafnameh. A 
list of the twenty-six major rivayats known to exist, 
along with the name of the messenger or person addressed 
and dates written, can be found in studies in Parsi 
History, pp. 343-44. 
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learning as well, acquiring substantial manuscript 

libraries. As the revenues of the Navsari anjuman23 

increased dramatically with this upsurge in patronage, 

the fortunes of the Sanjana priests decreased, since the 

moneys from the Atash Bahram did not suffice to meet the 

needs of their growing numbers. At the same time the 

leadership of the Parsi community at Navsari shifted 

from a family of laymen to the most pre-eminent family 

of Bhagaria dasturs. 

A number of Gujarati legal documents relating to 

the family of Dastur Meherji Rana dating. from the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries trace this 

development. 24 One document relates to a house belonging 

to a nephew of Changa Asa which was mortgaged to Ervad 

Rana Jaisang, the father of Dastur Meherji Rana, for 

thirty tankas25 in 1532. Seven years later it became 

23 rn Persian anjuman literally means assemblage. Among 
the Parsis of this time it referred to the ruling body 
of priests in a locality. The Navsari anjuman consisted 
of Bhagaria priests only. 

24Facsimiles of these documents, which Hodivala calls 
"the oldest original papers in existence relating to our 
ancestors," are contained in the appendix of Hodivala, 
Studies in Parsi History. 

25Hodivala estimates a tanka to be worth 100 grams of 
silver (Studies in Parsi History, p. 195). H. H. Wilson 
gives it as a weight of silver equal to four mashas 
which weighs about 15 grains. A Glossary of Judicial and 
Revenue Terms. and of Useful Words Occurring in Official 
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necessary to sell the house to the same party for sixty-

eight tankas in order to pay that debt as well as an 

additional sum owed to the district revenue office 

[diwan].26 In 1572 two grandsons of Changa Asa, 

Minocheher Bahman and Nushirvan Changa, were forced by 

debt pressures to sell a piece of land to Meherji Rana 

for 104 tankas. These two men had inherited the office 

of desaigir while still in their minority and their 

estate was managed by two assistants, Bahram Jesa and 

Kika Vima. By the time Akbar conquered Gujarat in 1573, 

Bahram Jesa had essentially usurped the office of 

desaigir. Minocheher and Nushirvan must have retained 

some prominence, however, for Akbar took them into his 

service. 27 Bahram Jesa was superseded by his own 

Documents Relating to the Administration of the 
Government of British India. from the Arabic. Persian. 
Hindustani. Sanskrit. Hindi. Bengali. Uriya. Marathi. 
Guzarathi. Telugu. Karnata. Tamil. Malayalam. and Other 
Languages (Delhi: Munshiram Manohorlal, 1968), p. 508. 

26Hodivala, Studies in Parsi History, pp. 191-95. 

27Dastur Kaikobad mentions the two brothers' services in 
a petitionary poem addressed to the Emperor Jahangir. He 
states that in the brothers' absence the desaigir fell 
into disarray and many high-caste peasants had fled to 
Portuguese territories. This would suggest that many 
Hindus resided in the area around Navsari, and that 
Parsis had for sometime exercised authority over them. 
Kaikobad states that when he succeeded in obtaining the 
office of desaigir he restored prosperity to the region 
and induced the peasants to return. J. J. Modi, Dastur 
Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory Poem Addressed 
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assistants, Bahram Faredun and Homji Faredun, two 

brothers of a priestly family and ancestors of the Desai 

family of Navsari. 28 Later, Nushirvan experienced 

financial difficulties once again. In a private letter 

(undated) Nushirvan instructed his mother to present a 

shop as well as a garden to the wife and son of Dastur 

Kaikobad Meherji Rana. Apparently Nushirvan and his son 

had been thrown into prison in Lahore for defaulting on 

the revenue assessment for the township. Dastur Kaikobad 

interceded on their behalf and obtained their release. 29 

Kaikobad himself became the desaigir for a time. 

At the very time when the wealth of the family of Changa 

Asa was being lost to that of Meherji Rana, the prestige 

of that priestly family grew as well. As will be 

to Jahangir and Shah Jahan (Bombay: Fort Printing 
Press, 1930), pp. 12-13. 

28Modi, "Qisseh-i-Zartushtian-i Hindustan," pp. 56-57. 

29Ibid., pp. 213-19. Dastur Kaikobad later had his own 
troubles as desaigir, an office he held from 1608 A.D. 
In 1615 Kaikobad was imprisoned for non-payment of 
government dues. This occasioned Kaikobad's composition 
of the petitionary poem mentioned above. In 1681 the 
office of desaigir passed into the hands of another 
Bhagaria priestly family, where it remained until 1817, 
when the British assumed complete control of it. 
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discussed in detail in the following chapter, the Mughal 

Emperors would come to regard the family of 

Meherji Rana as the principal religious and political 

leaders of the Parsi community and patronize them as 

such. 

Sufficient documentation does not exist to 

establish whether the loss of money and prestige from 

lay families to priestly lines was widespread in Navsari 

or peculiar to the leading families of Changa Asa and 

Meherji Rana. However, the growing importance of trade 

centers to the north, on the coast of Gujarat, such as 

at Randar, Broach, and Cambay, had led to a diaspora of 

Parsis from Navsari to those areas, increasing the 

importance of Navsari as a ritual center. As will be 

discussed later, with the rise of Surat as the major 

port of West India, Navsari became a major supplier of 

cloth, lumber and other commodities. While Navsari 

residents engaged in vigorous production and trade, the 

more prosperous merchants who profited from their 

endeavors lived in the port cities. 

Parsi merchants from port cities made frequent 

pilgrimages to Navsari, adding to the prosperity of the 

town. The Bhagaria priesthood of Navsari controlled the 

ritual activities of the priests in many of these port 

cities as well. The fees that priests could charge 
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prosperous clients were exorbitant when one considers 

their buying power in Navsari. A document dating from 

1543 A.D. reports the sending of a priest to serve the 

needs of Parsi laymen residing in the Gujarati coastal 

town of Daman. This priest was expected to remit to the 

priests residing in Navsari a tanka and a half of his 

fees for every marriage he performed. 30 Since houses, 

according to the documents of this period, sold for 

between ten and sixty-eight tankas,31 and since 

presumably the tanka and a half represented only a 

portion of the priests' marriage fee, such ritual 

expenses must have represented quite a hardship for the 

laity. 

Disagreements arose in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries between priests and laymen 

throughout Gujarat over the proper fees to be charged 

for ritual services. In 1555 the priests of the Godavra 

parish set standard fees for the marriage ceremonies in 

Anklesar. Those were increased in 1599. 32 That same 

30Ibid., pp. 226-7. 

31Ibid., p. 216. 

32 Jamshed Cawasji Katrak, oriental Treasures (Bombay: 
n.p., 1941), p. 222. The appendixes of this text contain 
paraphrases from Gujarati sources, in this case Patel!, 
1:840. 
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year the anjuman of Navsari found it necessary to take 

action against officiating priests who were taking more 

than their fair share of goods brought to the fire 

temple for consecration. 33 The amount of goods due the 

priests was specifically laid out and penalties 

specified for any violation of this agreement. This 

matter appears to have been settled by the priestly 

anjuman with no input from the laity. Twenty years 

earlier the anjuman had consolidated its power by 

establishing an official hierarchy. Meherji Rana was 

installed as head priest, and henceforth no ceremonies 

could be performed without his consent. 34 This 

arrangement allowed fees for these ceremonies to be 

regulated collectively by the priesthood, whose services 

would not then be subject to bargaining with individual 

laymen. 

In other parts of Gujarat priestly dominance did 

not prove as total. In 1628 the laymen of the villages 

near Surat objected to the fees charged by the priests 

and issued their own charter setting fees. 35 In 1631 the 

33Hodivala, Studies in Parsi History, pp. 228-29. 

34Katrak, oriental Treasures, p. 214. 

35Ibid., p. 222. 



behdin of Bulsar set the renumeration for their 

priesthood. 36 In these cases it would seem that the 

prosperity of the laity in relation to the priesthood 

allowed the behdin to exercise sufficient political 

power over the priests to regulate their economic 

affairs. 

The Parsi laymen in Navsari became increasingly 
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dissatisfied with Bhagaria hegemony. In 1642 a council 

known as a panchayat was formed, made up of both priests 

and laymen, to serve as the supreme governing body for 

the Parsis of the town. 37 It took over many of the 

functions formerly exercised by the anjuman, including 

the right of excommunication. 

In 1673 Navsari laymen, complaining of 

extortionist rates on the part of Bhagaria priests, 

declared their right to choose whichever dastur they 

36 bOd ~., p. 224. 

37parsi Prakash, 1: 14. The term panchayat in 
India refers to a council of elders (theoretically 
five), which governs a village or a local caste. It 
therefore represents a Hindu institution adopted by the 
Parsis. Later in the century similar panchayats were 
formed, first in Surat and then in Bombay. In Surat this 
body appears to have exercised little real power, but in 
Bombay, which had no priestly oligarchy, it enioyed 
almost complete control over the community. For a 
general discussion of panchayats in India see J. G. 
Drummund, Panchayats in India (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1937). 
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wished to perform their rites. At the insistence of the 

powerful community of Surat, then under the leadership 

of Rustam Manock, the Sanjana priests at first agreed to 

abide by the old division of duties, but in 1686 they 

allied themselves with behdin to break the power of the 

Bhagaria monopoly. Violent clashes followed in which two 

Bhagaria priests were killed by one side and six behdin 

by the other. Twelve Bhagaria priests were arrested and 

charged in connection with the homicides and transferred 

to Surat. Kuverji Nanabhai Modi, a leading priest of 

Surat, intervened on their behalf and obtained their 

release. other incidents occurred, necessitating further 

government interference until finally the case was taken 

to the provincial ruler in Broach who ruled in favor of 

the Bhagarias. In 1741, Sanjana priests removed the 

Atash Bahram from Navsari to Udvada, a town lying within 

their traditional jurisdiction. There it remains today. 

The Bhagaria priests subsequently consecrated their own 

Atash Bahram in 1764 at the instigation of Desai 

Khurseji Temulji, who at that time held the office of 

desaigir. 38 

The intervention of the Parsi community of Surat 

38Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend-Avesta, Ouvrage de 
Zoroastre, 1: cccxxiv-xv. 
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under the leadership of Rustam Manock and Modi Kurverji 

Nanabhoy takes on crucial significance when it is 

realized that both men were descended from Bhagaria 

priestly families yet owed their prestige among the 

Parsis of Surat to their prominence as merchants. 39 Both 

men were major suppliers to the British East India 

Company. The link between powerful priests and leading 

merchants tended to be a close one. At times they were 

indistinguishable. Quite likely, having more capital to 

invest than their fellow Parsis, Bhagaria priests became 

by this means the leading merchants of the community. 

conclusion 

Compared to the early period of Parsi history, 

information regarding the fifteenth through seventeenth 

centuries is much more extensive, consisting of family 

and legal documents, correspondence with Iranian 

zoroastrians and outsiders' accounts. During this period 

the economic fortunes of the Parsis improved with the 

growth of trade on the coast of Gujarat. This prosperity 

fostered dissatisfaction and discontent on the part of 

39The role of these men as merchants will be discussed 
more thoroughly in chapter 6. 
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laymen with their relationship to the priesthood. Laymen 

expressed their dissatisfaction with their local priests 

by appealing their decisions to scholars in Iran whom 

they believed to be more learned. The opinions of the 

Iranian dasturs were seen as authoritative whether or 

not the Parsis abided by them. Requests for rulings were 

therefore generally motivated by disputes within the 

Parsi community, which required outside mediation. Their 

contents indicated both suspicion on the part of Parsi 

laymen in regards to the learning of their priesthood, 

and reluctance on the part of that same laity to comply 

with the rulings of their priests. Many controversies 

centered around such issues as conversion and ritual 

purity, both of which would have had particular 

significance to Parsis in maintaining their standing 

within an Indian caste system. 

While appeals to the Iranian priesthood may have 

been intended to undermine the authority of Parsi 

priests in India, the correspondence eventually had the 

opposite effect, generating a renaissance of learning 

among the priesthood in India. By the latter part of the 

sixteenth century, Parsi priests appear in no way 

inferior to their Iranian counterparts. A rise in 

political prestige and economic wealth among the priests 

of Navsari coincided with the transfer of the Atash 
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Bahram to the town of Navsari, with the growth of 

learning among the Parsi priesthood, and later with the 

rise of Surat as a major mercantile center for Parsis, a 

development that will be traced in chapter 5. By the 

middle of the seventeenth century influential laymen 

again tried to assert themselves in relation to the 

priesthood. They lost the battle to choose their own 

priests but came to have a greater voice in the 

governance of their community with the formation of the 

panchayat. 

This chapter looked at the structural tensions 

existing within the Parsi community during the period 

roughly coinciding with the early part of the Mughal 

Dynasty. It illustrated the manner in which outsiders, 

in this case Zoroastrians of Iran, served to mediate 

those tensions. The following chapter considers the role 

played by the Mughals themselves in confirming and 

establishing local authority among the Parsis. It will 

also examine the interrelationships between Muslims and 

Zoroastrians within the religious milieu surrounding the 

political system established by Emperor Akbar. 
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Chapter 4 

Akbar, the Parsis and the Xshraqiyan 

The growing influence of the family of Dastur 

Meherji at the imperial court helped to maintain 

priestly dominance in Navsari. While records cited in 

the previous chapter demonstrate that the Meherji family 

held the leadership position among the Parsis prior to 

the reign of Akbar, imperial sponsorship insured the 

family's continuing prestige. Examining the relationship 

between the Parsis and the religious milieu of Akbar's 

court allows us to view not only political and economic 

factors operating within the Zoroastrian community, but 

the spiritual dilemmas that faced them as well. It shows 

us not only how Zoroastrianism was affected by its 

environment, but what impact the community had on the 

environment with which it interacted. 

In 1571 the Mughal Emperor Akbar determined to 

conquer the coast of Gujarat, which had previously been 

part of his father Humayun's domains but was now in the 

hands of various claimants of the Sur family of Sher 

Shah. He laid siege to Surat in January of 1573 and took 

the port some six weeks later. At that time, Dastur 

Meherji Rana, the leading priest of Navsari, presented 

himself before the emperor and offered his services. 
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Akbar invited Meherji Rana and his son to accompany him 

to Fathpur-Sikri and serve in the court there. 1 The 

Mahyar Nameh, which contains the most detailed 

biographical account of Meherji Rana, speaks of his 

being summoned to the court in 1578 to take part in the 

religious disputations then being sponsored by the 

emperor. 2 writing from a distance of three centuries 

from this event, the author may have considered this 

latter date more likely since it coincided with Akbar's 

1These details are contained in the petitionary poem 
written by Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar mentioned in the last 
chapter. Both the Persian text and the English 
translation of this petition can be found in Modi, ed., 
Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory Poem 
addressed to Jahangir and Shah Jahan, pp. 7-46. Modi 
suggests, on evidence of a farman issued by Emperor 
Jahangir, that two other priests, Chandji Kamdin and 
Hoshang Ranji, may have accompanied Meherji Rana as 
well. "A Farman of Emperor Jehangir in favour of two 
Parsees of the Dordi family of Naosari, with other 
cognate Documents of the Mogul times," in Asiatic 
Papers, Part 3 (Bombay: British India Press, 1927), p. 
127. Dadabhoy Nawroji, known as the Grand Old Man of 
India, the first Indian to sit in the British 
Parliament, was descended from Mulla Jamasp. 

2I have not seen an original manuscript of this 
document, which is located in the First Dastur 
Meherjirana Library in Navsari, but J. J. Modi has given 
an English paraphrase of its contents in an appendix to 
Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory Poem, 
pp. 156-171. Portions of the original Persian poem can 
be found in Nowroz Cooverji Mehta, The Religious Policy 
of Akbar (Bombay: Messrs. Hirjibhai Manekji & Co., 
1946), pp. 40, 42, 44, 52, 53. 
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religious innovations. Another possibility, which would 

not contradict Kaikobad's testimony, is that while 

Meherji met the emperor as early as 1573 he did not 

actually come to reside in the court until 1578. 

Bada'uni, who will be cited below, speaks of the 

Zoroastrians of Navsari only in connection with the 

heresies he saw Akbar enmeshed in after 1578. 

The Mahyar Nameh was vlritten in Persian verse in 

1881 A.D. by Dastur Erachi Sohrabji Meherji Rana, 

librarian of the Mulla Feroze Madressa and a descendent 

of Meherji Rana. Because of its recent composition, this 

text must be used guardedly. At the time it was written, 

the Navsari priesthood was rapidly losing its status in 

the Parsi community. This poem, extolling the influence 

of Meherji at the court, may well have been written to 

reinforce Bhagaria legitimacy. It is difficult to know 

what sources Sohrabji utilized, for this work, written 

in verse, makes no attempt to cite any. In matters of 

chronology, the text appears to have relied heavily on 

Dastur Kaikobad's poems. The Mahyar Name's primary 

importance lies in the information it provides regarding 

Meherji's religiosity and its relationship to debates at 

the court. Although the author probably referred to 

accounts contained in the Dabistan in regards to some of 

these debates, yet, as will be seen presently, Sohrabji 
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presents Meherji's attitude towards the spirituality 

prevalent in the court in ways that the Dabistan does 

not. 3 Since this information had little relevance to the 

controversies within the nineteenth century Parsi 

community and did not strengthen the position of the 

Navsari priesthood in any way, it possibly represents 

history gathered from scraps of family documents and 

oral traditions handed down from Sohrabji's ancestors, 

which are not otherwise accessible to us. Probably it 

also reflects the theology which had been handed down 

through the Meherji family. The Mahyar Name presents a 

more sophisticated understanding of the religious milieu 

of Akbar's court than one might otherwise expect of a 

nineteenth century Parsi priest, for no discussion of 

Ishragi thought by name appears in other Parsi sources 

prior to or contemporary with Sohrabji. The Mahyar Name, 

while not the best source for reconstructing historical 

events in the sixteenth century, probably represents an 

accurate report of Meherji's interactions with and 

3The Dabistan-i Muzahib (Calcutta: n.p., 1809), a text 
of uncertain authorship, is a seventeenth century text 
that sympathetically describes the religious 
proceedings in Akbar's court, as well as the various 
sects extant in India at the time. This text will be 
discussed more fully below. In all likelihood, Sohrabji 
had access to the accounts of Bada'uni and Abu'l-Fazl as 
well. 
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attitude toward the religious milieu found in Akbar's 

court. 

While the Mahyar Name emphasizes the religious 

impact of the Parsis on Akbar's spirituality, Meherji's 

services to the ruler may not have been limited to 

religious discussions and representing the Parsi 

community at court. We know Kaikobad participated in 

Jahangir's expeditions as a camp follower, serving as a 

commodity broker and money lender to the troops.4 Quite 

possibly Meherji functioned within the court in a 

similar capacity, but this would by no means suggest 

this was the only function he served. Kaikobad mentions 

having held two or three unspecified offices under Akbar 

for which he received a stipend [alufah] aside from his 

land revenues. 5 Two items indicate the status held at 

court by the Meherji family. The first involves a 

complaint made by Kaikobad Mahyar that, despite the fact 

he had been a khanah zadah of Akbar, Jahangir overlooked 

him and failed to provide him with a suitable post 

[khidmat] at the imperial court. 6 Mughal historian 

4Modi, Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition, pp. 10-12. 
Kaikobad mentions having served Jahangir in this 
capacity at a time in which he held no official post and 
received no stipend. 

5Ibid., p. 8. 

6Ibid. 
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Douglas streusand points out that khanah zadah literally 

refers to a child who has grown up at court, as had 

Kaikobad. More generally, though, it referred to sons of 

mansabdars7 or lesser officials who had the right to 

expect greater influence and appointments by virtue of 

their fathers' services. It denoted a status generally 

lower than the highest ranks. This suggests that, while 

the Meherji family held positions of prestige, the 

offices they held were generally secondary posts. As 

Kaikobad's experience illustrates, prominent Parsis in 

the court could easily be passed over. positions of real 

power were generally reserved for mansabdars, a position 

Parsis apparently never held. 8 The second item 

reflecting the status of the Meherji family is the size 

of the land grant given to the Meherji, which consisted 

of a modest two hundred bighas of land as madad-i ma'ash 

[benefices].9 Madad-i ma'ash grants were generally 

7Douglas E. streusand, The Formation of the Mughal 
Empire (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 146-
48. 

8Mansabdars were military officers within the Mughal 
Empire, responsible for maintaining a certain contingent 
of troops. No record exists which indicates Parsis held 
any military posts under the Mughals, although Kaikobad 
requested a mansab from Jahangir. Modi, Dastur Kaikobad 
Mahyar's Petition, pp. 9-10. 

9A copy of the farman granted by Jahangir allowing 
Kaikobad to resume the jagir previously granted to 
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bestowed as royal patronage for religious leaders, which 

indicates, whatever other functions Meherji may have 

performed, he was honored first and foremost as the head 

priest of the Parsis. The Sultans of Gujarat had 

previously awarded land near Navsari to Dastur Meherji 

and quite possibly this later grant was merely a 

confirmation of the earlier one. 10 Later, Kaikobad 

received an additional 100 bighas. This size of this 

land grant was fairly typical for religious leaders the 

throne wished to patronize. 11 While sufficient to 

recognize the Meherji family as leaders of the Parsi 

family and establish them as local notables, the land 

grant does not indicate they had an inordinate amount of 

Meherji Rana is contained in Mehta, The Religious Policy 
of Akbar, pp. 50-51. A bigha is measurement of land 
that can vary considerably according to its location 
and/or its productivity. H. H. Wilson states that in 
Gujarat a bigha measured 284 2/9 square yards. ~ 
Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, p. 85. 

10Hodivala, Studies in Parsi History, p. 161. 

11A Hindu savant, Udant Nath Jogi of Jakhbar in the 
Punjab received a land grant of similar size in 1571. 
Previously, madad-i ma'ash lands were granted only to 
Muslim divines. Bada'uni complained that under Akbar's 
rule even some of the most advanced teachers of theology 
received benefices of no more than 100 bighas, whereas 
they were bestowed upon base Hindus generously. 
Bada'uni, himself, held 1000 bighas in madad-i ma'ash. 
See capt. Lees and Munshi Ahmad Ali, Muntakhab al
Tawarikh, 2 vols. (Calcutta: Royal Asiatic Society, 
1865), 2:205, 342. 
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influence at court. Kaikobad, in requesting that his 

family's land grant be restored to him, adds that a land 

grant from such a renowned king will cause his status 

and reputation among the Parsis to be exalted "as the 

moon. n12 

The importance of Meherji's position at court for 

the Parsis' own self-perception is expressed in a 

ballad, first written down in Gujarati characters in a 

book of old songs written in 1867 but sung by Pars is for 

some time earlier. 13 This ballad speaks of a contest 

held in Akbar's court between Meherji and a Hindu guru. 

The guru had atte~pted to establish his ascendancy by 

causing a brass plate to hang in the air. Meherji then 

12Modi, Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition, p. 8. 

13I have not been able to obtain any additional 
information regarding the book written in 1867. The 
version drawn on here was published on October 29, 1899, 
in Rast Goftar, a Zoroastrian-run Gujarati newspaper. 
Parsis attribute this ballad, as well as one similar to 
it extolling the Zoroastrians in Akbar's court, to Miyan 
Tansen of Gwaliar, Akbar's court musician. See, for 
instance, Modi's arguments to this effect in 
contributions on Akbar and the Parsees, ed. B. P. 
Ambashthya (Patna: Janaki Prakash, 1975), p. 165. Modi 
went so far as to seek Surendro Tagor'a's opinion, on the 
basis of internal evidence and style, that the 
composition was Tansen's. N.C. Mehta reproduces this 
ballad in The Religious Policy of Ak~ar, pp. 46-48. He 
attempts to establish the historici~y of this event by 
suggesting non-miraculous explanations for acts such as 
suspension of t~e plate and Meherji's ability to bring 
it down. Ibid. p. 49. 
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recited Yashts from the Avesta causing the plate to come 

crashing down. 14 While this legend tells us little about 

the actual influence Pars is had at court, it does 

indicate how important it was to Parsis to conceive of 

themselves as influential and how willing they were to 

lend prestige to those thought to hold such influence. 

The ballad itself ends the story of Meherji's miracle by 

noting that "In Naosari till this day, his progeny are 

known by his name.,,15 

Parsis' service in the Kughal Court 

zoroastrian service to the Mughal court did not 

begin with the Emperor Akbar or Dastur Meherji. When in 

1535 Akbar's father, Humayun, originally conquered the region 

that included Navsari, he took Manock Chang a into his 

service. 16 This indicates that the Mughals chose 

courtiers from those already regarded as leaders of 

their community. It is likely that Dastur Meherji 

received a position in Akbar's court in recognition of 

his high position among the Parsis and that his primary 

14A Yasht is an Avestan hymn of very ancient origin. 
Often they are used as mantras. 

15 b'd LL., p. 48. 

16Modi, "Qisseh-i Zarthustian-i Hindustan," p. 15. 
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Dastur Kaikobad's petitionary poem offers valuable 
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information on how Parsis functioned within the Mughal 

court apart from representing their community or from 

the strictly religious sphere. Kaikobad mentions that 

Minochehr Bahman, the grandson of Changa Asa, served as 

Akbar's own treasurer. 17 He further states that he, 

along with ten other Parsis, accompanied the Mughal army 

on its marches with Jahangir. The Parsis served as 

grooms and attendants, but apparently not as soldiers. 18 

Kaikobad himself appears to have been engaged as a 

sutler or mess agent, obtaining supplies for the army. 

In so doing he suffered a financial loss due to a 

shortage of grain and an unfavorable rate of exchange. 19 

From these references we can gather that Parsis served 

17Modi, Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory 
Poem, p. 12. 

18Ibid., p. 10. Major Briggs, writing in the middle of 
the nineteenth century, noted of the Parsi, "He has 
proved the best suttler to our forces through Sindh, 
Beluchisthan, the country of the Afghans, the Cis
Sutlej, and the newly-absorbed empire of Labor. He is 
generally the mess-agent at the different military 
stations of the Bombay Army, and is also to be seen in 
particular localities of the Bengal and Madras 
Presidencies." Henry George Briggs, The Parsis: or. 
Modern Zerdusthians (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, Tweeddale 
Court, 1852), p. 11. 

19Ibid., p. 11. 
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in various offices at court, but in modest posts such as 

traders, craftsmen and servants. Other records speak of 

Parsis manufacturing and supplying the court with 

perfumes. 20 No records suggest that Parsis ever carried 

arms for the Mughals. It may be recalled that according 

to the Qissa-yi sanjan, Parsis had agreed never to bear 

arms in India. In fact, as has have already seen, the 

community did at times fight in its own self-defense and 

Dastur Kaikobad did not hesitate to request a mansab. 

But the otherwise versatile Parsis were not viewed as 

soldiers. 21 

The religious policies of the eclectic Emperor 

Akbar have been subject to considerable debate. 22 The 

20Jahangir presented to Mulla Jamasp and Mulla Hushang, 
both men of priestly lineage, a hundred bighas of land 
for providing perfumes to Jahan Begum. The emperor's 
farman to this effect is reproduced in Modi, Asiatic 
Papers, 3:133. 

21Parsis later did serve as sepoys for the Portuguese 
and even had their separate regiments. See Delphine 
Menant, The Parsis, ed. M. M. Murzban (Bombay: n.p., 
1917), pp. 117. 

22 Two largely separate debates center around this 
question. The first debate has been conducted primarily 
by Muslim scholars and revolves around the extent to 
which Akbar's Din ilahi represented an attempt to 
formulate a new religion, and hence marked the emperor's 
departure from Islam. The best discussion of this issue 
is found in Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, Religious and 
Intellectual History of Muslims in Akbar's Reign (New 
Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1975), pp. 374-437. The 
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most important contemporary source which refers to this 

issue is the Muntakhab-al-Tawarikh by Bada'uni, a 

conservative Muslim scholar whose narrative provides a 

critical view of Akbar's policies. Referring to the 

arrival of Parsis at the court, Bada'uni wrote: 

Fire-worshipers also had come from Nausari in 
Gujarat and proved to His Majesty the truth of 
Zoroaster's doctrines. They called fireworship 
'the great worship', and impressed the emperor 
so favorably, that he learned from them the 
religious terms and rites of the old Parsis, 
and ordered Abul Fazl to make arrangements, 
that the sacred fire should be kept burning at 
court by day and by night, according to the 
custom of the ancient Persian kings, in whose 
firetemples it had been continually; for fire 
was one of the manifestations of God and 'a 
ray of his rays.' ••• 

From the New Year's day [Naw Ruz] of the 
twenty-fifth year of his reign, [1581 A.D.] 

second debate has been carried out amongst Parsis 
themselves and involves the old conflict between 
Bhagaria and Sanjana priests. The latter, eager to 
demonstrate that Navsari priests had little influence at 
court, argue that Iranian Zoroastrians, not Parsis, 
represented their religion before Akbar. Parsi priests, 
they insist, were much too ignorant to do so. Bhagaria 
partisans insist that Meherji was indeed recognized as 
the learned head of the Zoroastrian community by Akbar 
although, unlike eighteenth and nineteenth century 
Bhagaria priests, they no longer suggest that Meherji 
succeeded in converting the emperor. This controversy 
underlines the continuing significance of the connection 
between the Meherji family's influence at court and the 
prominence of the Bhagaria priesthood within the Parsi 
community. The record of these debates, which in the 
early part of the twentieth century largely took place 
within meetings of the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, can be found in Ambashthya, 
Contributions on Akbar and the Parsees. 



His Majesty openly worshipped the sun and the 
fire by prostrations, and the courtiers were 
ordered to rise, when the c~~dles and lamps 
were lighted in the palace. 

Judging by the modest position and land grant held by 
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Meherji, Parsis held not nearly the amount of influence 

that Bada'uni or the Mahyar Name credits them. Yet 

Zoroastrian rituals undoubtedly played a significant 

role in Akbar's religiosity. Abu'l-Fazl, the emperor's 

favorite courtier and spiritual advisor, confirmed and 

defended Akbar's actions: 

The bright-hearted world-illuminator (i.e. 
Akbar) considers the love of light worship and 
praise of God. The ignorant, dark-souled ones 
consider it forgetfulness of God and 
fireworship. But those with insight and wisdom 
know better. If the wise consider worship in 
external forms proF~~~ how can respect for 
this sublime element which is the source of 
the existence of human beings, be deemed 
improper?24 

According to the Mahyar Name, Abu'l-Fazl originally 

invited the Zoroastrian priests to the court in response 

to Akbar's desire to be informed as to the precepts of 

all religions. 25 On reaching Delhi, they were received 

by Abu'l-Fazl, who presented them to the emperor. Yet, as 

23Muntakhab al-Tawarikh, p. 261. 

24Abu 'I-Fazl, 'Ain-i Akbari, text, H. Blochmann, ed., 3 
vols. (Calcutta: Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1867-77) 
1:43. My translation. 

25Modi, Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory 
Poem, p. 158. 
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Kaikcbad's record indicates, Meherji was already present 

at court prior to Abu'l-Fazl's rise to prominence and 

Akbar's subsequent fixation with religious affairs. 26 

Meherji Rana participated in the religious debates that 

took place in Akbar's specially constructed Ibadat-gah 

(Place of Worship). Meherji acquitted himself well in 

these discussions, for besides being well-versed in 

philosophy (hik~a), he performed asceticism (riyazat) 

like the ishragiyan. 27 Following subsequent discussions 

with Meherji, Akbar had a fire temple constructed and 

gave Abu'l-Fazl the responsibility of tending it. Abu'l-

Fazl then established a new royal calendar, calculating 

its years from Akbar's accession to the throne and 

utilizing zoroastrian days and months. 28 

26Ibid., p. 9. Abu'l-Fazl did not rise to prominence 
within Akbar's court until 1574, the year following 
Meherji's arrival, according to Kaikobad's poem. It was 
not until 1575 that Akbar ordered the construction of 
the 'Ibadat Khanah or House of Devotion for religious 
discussions, initially among Muslims. In 1578 these 
discussions were expanded to include non-Muslims. Rizvi, 
pp. 104-28. 

27Ibid., p. 159. Hikma is derived from the word meaning 
wisdom and generally refers to Platonic philosophy as 
opposed to Aristotelian thought (falsafa). The writer of 
the Mahyar Name made it clear that Meherji Rana was by 
no means in full accord with the hikma whose "ways of 
discussion are far from religion." 

28Dastur Kaikobad Mahyar's Petition and Laudatory Poem, 
p. 160. 
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Religion and Akbar's Political Policies 

The account given in the Mahyar Name accords well 

with what we know of Akbar's religious policies. More 

than was the case with previous Muslim sovereigns of 

India, Akbar's military power rested not only on Turkish 

and Persian military elites, but on ties forged with 

Rajput princes who had been subjected and transformed 

into servants of the state. 29 Akbar compelled the 

Rajputs to give him their daughters in marriage in 

order to establish his ascendancy over them and to 

increase Rajput dependency on the court. 30 At the same, 

time Rajput influence in the court grew, and Akbar's 

dependency on Muslim factions decreased accordingly. 

29Between 1562 and 1567 there were several rebellions 
among Turkish groups that had to be suppressed by the 
use of rival Turkish and Iranian elites. S. A. A. Rizvi 
has argued that these struggles between Muslim groups 
prevented any expansion of the empire and convinced 
Akbar of the necessity of forging alliances among 
powerful indigenous groups. See Religious and 
Intellectual History of the Muslims in Akbar's Reign, 
pp. 176-77. More recently, Douglas E. Streusand has 
shown that the logic of expansion of Mughal domains in 
itself necessitated the incorporation of the Rajputs. 
Hindus possessed formidable armed militias in the 
countryside that could only be neutralized by co-opting 
their leadership. The Formation of the Mughal Empire, 
pp. 70-72. 

30In North India the family of the bride was regarded as 
formally inferior to that of the groom. See Mandelbaum, 
Society in India, 1:99. 
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Akbar viewed the exclusivity of Muslim elites as 

contrary to the best interests of his reign. Yet 

conventional Islamic legitimacy rested upon the ruler's 

enforcement of the sharia, or Islamic religious law. 

Islamic political theory demanded that strict 

distinctions be made between Muslim and non-Muslim, with 

Muslims dominating as the military and ruling class. 

Such a distinction was unworkable in an empire as 

completely dependent on a heterogeneous militia and 

bureaucracy as Akbar's. The consolidation of this empire 

required the removal of distinctions based on creed and 

demanded an ideology that cemented elites commanding 

military forces directly to the throne without regard 

to communal loyalties. This ideology was necessary, not 

so much for the Hindu elites, whose traditional ties of 

loyalty could easily be utilized to provide this 

cement,31 but rather for Muslims who served the court. 

Those Muslims who would defend Akbar's policies needed a 

means by which they could understand non-Muslim elites 

as analogous to themselves and as partners in a 

31This subject provides the theme of Norman Ziegler's 
Ph.D. dissertation, "Action, Power, and Service in 
Rajasthani CUlture: A Social History of the Rajputs of 
Middle Period Rajasthani" (University of Chicago, 1972). 
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legitimate political system. 32 

While it has been generally argued that Akbar 

adopted Hindu notions of sovereignty, Hindus, in fact, 

were not the problem in Akbar's search for legitimacy. 

Hindu military elites could easily be persuaded to 

cooperate with a Muslim empire when it was in their best 

interests to do so. Since it was Muslims, particularly 

those from Iran and Central Asia, whose loyalty to a 

heterogeneous empire had to be secured, a stronger case 

can be made that Akbar had to rely on symbols more 

familiar to the Timurids, symbols that had long provided 

an alternative source to shari a-based notions of 

legitimacy for Islamic rulers--that of Persian 

sovereignty, especially that modeled after the 

sasanians. The aspects of Persian sovereignty that Akbar 

chose to adopt were in many aspects unique to his reign. 

For example, as the Sasanian emperors had acted as final 

arbitrators in religious matters, so, in 1579, Akbar 

32In connection with attempts to make Hinduism 
palatable to Muslims, Akbar commissioned the translation 
of the Mahabharata into Persian under the title Razm 
Nameh or the Book of Wars. Abu'l-Fazl himself wrote the 
introduction wherein he stated that the work was 
undertaken to end emnity between Hindus and Muslims. 
cited in Oriental Treasures, p. 95. Before this Abu'l
Fazl's brother, the poet Faizi, made a Persian 
translation of some of the Vedas. Anquetil received a 
copy of this manuscript in Surat in 1759. Zend Avesta, 
pp. cccxxxviii-ccccxxxix. 
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claimed the right to mediate among the 'ulama, thus 

undermining the power of the latter. 33 By later adopting 

the practice of maintaining a sacred fire in the court, 

Akbar again imitated the practice of the Sasanian kings. 

Akbar's new calendar, calculated from the commencement 

of his reign, has been seen by many as the most telling 

proof that his Din ilahi represented a new religion. 34 

But in this area too, Akbar was imitating the Sasanian 

kings, who always dated their years from their ascension 

33Late in his reign Akbar started a cult within court 
circles known as the Din ilahi or Divine Faith. Many 
have interpreted this act as an attempt to found a 
synthetic new religion and a definite repudiation of the 
religion of Muhammad, especially since its devotees, 
according to Bada'uni, swore an oath rejecting 
"hypocritical and imitative Islam." Bada'uni, Muntakhab, 
2:305. Rizvi, however, demonstrates that the Din ilahi 
more closely resembled a Sufi Order and that its intent 
was to bind courtiers more firmly to the state as 
represented in the person of the sovereign by accepting 
Akbar as their spiritual guide. Rizvi, Religious and 
Intellectual History of Muslims in Akbar's Reign, pp. 
374-437. Streusand points out Akbar's policy of sulh-i 
kull proved the more significant component of both 
Akbar's religiosity and his political legitimation. 
Sulh-i kull or Universal Peace was the official policy 
of religious toleration which erased all legal 
distinctions between Muslims and non-Muslims. Akbar saw 
his spiritual status as exalting him above sectarian 
disputes, making him the perfect mediator between 
religions. Streusand, The Formation of the Muslim 
Empire, pp. 122-51. The cult of Din ilahi persisted 
through the reign of Jahangir but decreased in 
significance. 

34 Bada'uni, Muntakhab 2:272. 
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to the throne. 35 Akbar consistently utilized symbols of 

Persian absolutism to support the greater centralization 

he felt necessary to secure his reign. In so doing, he 

adopted a number of Zoroastrian forms and became 

attracted to many of their religious practices. 

Ishraqi Philosophy 

~_kh~~'S attraction to Zoroastrianism had a 

religious as well as a political dimension. His 

relationship to Abu'l-Fazl set the tone of much of his 

spiritual philosophy. Abu'l-Fazl, who from an early age 

had shown great interest in various religions, was 

educated in the philosophy of Ishrag. Founded by the 

Muslim mystic, Shihab aI-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul (b. 549 

A.H./1153 A.D.), this school flourished in Iran, 

especially in Isfahan and Shiraz. 36 Isfahan developed a 

35This calendar, being solar, was also much more 
serviceable to the Mughal revenue administration, based 
on agriculture, than was the Islamic lunar calendar. 

36Shihab aI-Din was born in Iran in the village of 
Suhraward, near present day Zinjan. Malik Zahir, son of 
the famous Saladin, for a time favored the mystic in his 
court in Aleppo. Religious authorities, already excited 
by the revivalism that marked the struggle against the 
Crusades, condemned Suhrawardi as a heretic and 
persuaded Saladin to force his son to imprison and later 
execute Suhrawardi. For this reason Suhrawardi is often 
referred to as al-Maqtul [he who was killed]. The 
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specifically Shi'ite form of Ishraqi philosophy during 

the seventeenth century, but, in the century previous to 

this, immigrants from Shiraz produced an Ishraqi school 

influential in ruling circles of India and suited to its 

requirements. Ishraqi philosophy apparently had 

penetrated the intellectual milieu of both Muslims and 

Mazdeans within Shiraz, for Shirazis bearing both 

Islamic and Zoroastrian names spread the doctrines of 

this school in India. Numerous Ishragi scholars 

immigrated from Shiraz to Gujarat during the early part 

of the sixteenth century. Among the Muslims, the most 

prominent was Mir Siyyid Rafi'u'din Safavi. Mir 

Rafi'u'din came to Gujarat, whence he was later invited 

to Agra by Sultan Sikandar Lodi. until his death in 

1547-48 A.D., Mir Rafi'u'din provided spiritual guidance 

to the Lodi, Mughal, and Sur dynasties successively.37 

Shaykh Mubarak, the father of Abu'l-Fazl, studied 

Ishraqi philosophy at Ahmadabad under Khatib Abu'l-Fazl 

Kazaruni, another Shirazi who had been invited to settle 

in ~J1madabad by one of the sultans of Gujarat. 38 Azar 

fullest biography in English is Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 
Three Muslim Sages (Cambridge: 3arvard University Press, 
1964), pp. 52-82. 

37Rizvi , Intellectual History, pp. 41-42. 

38Abu '1-Fazl, 'Ain-i Akbari, text, 3:205. 
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Kaivan, a Shirazi mystic of Zoroastrian background, 

appeared in India during the time of Akbar's reign, 

promoting a cult that presumed esoteric doctrines 

virtually identical to those held by Muslim Ishragi 

philosophers. 39 Accompanying Azar Kaivan were a number 

of Shirazi disciples, both Zoroastrian and Muslim. 

Ishragi philosophy sought, in the words of Hossein 

Nasr, to integrate "Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy 

with Zoroastrian angelalogy and Hermetic ideas" within 

the context of Sufism. 40 Suhrawardi himself identified 

his beliefs with those of the ancient Persians sages. 41 

39Dabistan, text, pp. 41-48. Azar Kaivan will be 
discussed in detail-below. 

40seyyed Hossein Nasr, "Shihabu'd Din Suhraward Maqtul" 
in A History of Muslim Philosophy, ed. M. M. Sharif, 2 
vols. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1963), 1: 379. 
Suhrawardi described Ishragi wisdom in these terms: "The 
procedure of the master of philosophy and imam of 
wisdom, the Divine Plato, was the same, and the sages 
who preceded Plato in time like Hermes, the father of 
philosophy, followed the same path ••.• And the 
Ishragi wisdom, whose foundation and basis are the two 
principles of light and darkness as established by the 
Persian sages like Jamasp, Farshadshur and Buzarjumihr, 
is among these hidden, secret symbols." Cited in Nasr, 
Three Muslim Sages, p. 63. 

41suhrawardi saw his work as the purification of true 
Mazdean religion: "There was among the ancient Persians a 
community of men who were guides toward the Truth and 
were guided by Him in the Right Path, ancient sages not 
like those who are called the Magi. It is their high and 
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The school shared with Neo-Platonism a cosmology based 

on emanations, but Suhrawardi personalized those 

emanations by identifying them with Zoroastrian angels 

or deities, or even with historical personages. 42 

Besides the hierarchical order of angels, Suhrawardi 

held that there existed a non-hierarchical order 

corresponding to Platonic archetypes, to which 

Suhrawardi assigned the names of the Amshaspands43 and 

which he associated with separate powers or attributes 

of God. 44 

illuminated wisdom, that to which the spiritual 
experiences of Plato and his predecessors are also 
witness, that we have again brought to life in our book 
called Hikmat al-ishrag." Ka1imat al-tasawwuf, MS. 
Istanbul, Ragip 1480, fol. 407b. Cited in Nasr, Three 
Muslim Sages, pp. 60-61. 

42For a brilliant discussion of the Zoroastrian 
tendency to envision both ideas and ethical values as 
persons see Alesandro Bausani, "Pre-Islamic Iranian 
Thought," in Sharif, A History of Muslim Philosophy, 
1:61-67. 

43These of course are the Amesha Spentas of the Avesta, 
who are not only the guardian angels of creation but the 
personification of the primordial elements. They also 
personify the attributes of God. For instance, Vohu 
Manah, Good Thought, is at the same time cattle. It is 
difficult to determine whether Suhrawardi's thought 
represented aspects of a genuine esoteric Mazdean 
school, or whether he simply used Zoroastrian symbols 
arbitrarily, for we know too little of variant forms of 
Zoroastrianism during this period. Marshall G. S. 
Hodgson alludes to this problem in The Venture of Islam, 
3 vols. (Chicago: university of Chicago Press: 1974) 
2:236. 

44Shihab aI-Din Suhrawardi, Opera Metaphysica et Mystica 
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Suhrawardi objected to the rationalistic views of 

the Peripatetic philosophers (masha'i or filasafeh), 

arguing that true knowledge was to be obtained by 

intuition and direct experience (dawg).45 All reality 

consisted of light and darkness, God being the ultimate 

light whereas all else is clouded in various stages of 

obscurity. 46 While Suhrawardi did not go so far as to 

suggest a Manichean dualism of spirit and matter, he 

clearly regarded the material creation as hopelessly 

degraded. 47 

Suhrawardi considered Hermes, whom he identified as 

the Prophet Enoch [Idris], as the father of true 

philosophy. Hermes was followed by a chain of sages both 

in pre-Socratic Greece and ancient Persia and finally in 

Islam. 48 Those personages whom Suhrawardi identified as 

ed. Henry Corbin, (Teheran: Institut Franco-Iranien, 
1952) 2:157-58. 

45Dawg, like its Latin equivalent sapere, literally 
means to taste, and ought therefore to be identified 
with sapiential or experiential wisdom. 

46suhrawardi, Opera, 2:106-21. 

47"one must never think that the light and darkness 
which appear in our expressions are the same as those 
used by the infidel Magi or the heretical Manichaeans 
for they finally involve us in joining partners with God 
and dualism." Suhrawardi, Opera, 2: 10-1I. 

48suhrawardi, Mutarahat, Book VI, cited by Henry Corbin 
in Opera Metaphysica et Mystica, (Istanbul: Bibliotheca 
Islamica, 1945), l:xli. 
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Persian sages are regarded by Zoroastrians as kings 

rather than as religious leaders. However, kings in the 

Zoroastrian texts were regarded as the manifestations of 

God's glory: Divine light rested upon them. 49 

The Ishragi school denied neither the prophethood 

of Muhammad nor the revelational character of the 

Qur'an. Yet to a large extent, the legitimacy of Ishragi 

doctrines rested upon their claim to antiquity. This 

implied that older revelations took precedence over 

newer ones, hence destroying the ultimacy of the 

Qur'anic revelation. Furthermore, since the Ishragiyan 

equated revelation with the illuminative wisdom of the 

sages, the finality of prophethood became meaningless. 

In Iran Ishragi philosophy attracted Muslim 

intellectuals dissatisfied wi~~ the confines of Islamic 

orthodoxy as defined by the legalistically minded 

·ulama. Less is known about non-Muslim Iranians who 

embraced Ishraqi beliefs, but apparently it allowed them 

to come to terms with their status as followers of a 

49Zoroastrianism holds that, ideally, sovereignty and 
prophethood ought to coincide. The legendary King 
Jamshid had been offered the dual role of king and 
prophet: in refusing the latter he had brought on the 
decline of Iran. Ultimately, sovereignty and prophethood 
would be reunited at the end of time under the 
leadership of the apocalyptic figure Shah Bahram. 
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tradition regarded as superseded by the dominant 

religion. 50 Those participating in the Persian culture 

of India found Ishragi doctrines all the more attractive 

since they presented a means by which elements of the 

Hindu religion could be appreciated and integrated. 51 By 

the same token, non-Muslims could use Ishraqi terms to 

legitimate their own separate existence. Ishragi 

philosophy, which underpinned the emperor's cult of the 

Din ilahi, eventually provided the basis for the 

spirituality favored in Akbar's court. Akbar himself 

became the ideal priest-king endowed with Divine Light, 

the apocalyptic figure, at once the Perfect Man and the 

"Lord of the Age" (Sahib-i Zaman).52 

Ishragi philosophy not only provided the basis of 

legitimacy for Akbar as ruler, it legitimized the nature 

of his rule as well. Non-Muslims could be accepted as 

equals within the state, inasmuch as their spirituality 

SONo biographical information is available regarding 
the activities of Ishragi philosophers from the Mazdean 
community within Iran. My argument here is based upon 
the assumption that Azar Kaivan and the cult which 
surrounded him are products of this school. 

51Those influenced by this school led the way in 
translating Hindu texts into Persian, a phenomenon seen 
well into the seventeenth century with the translation 
of the Upanishads by Akbar's great-grandson Dara Shikoh. 
See Bikrania Hasrat, Dara Shikuh: Life and Works 
(Calcutta: Visvabharati, 1953). 

52Rizvi, Intellectual History, pp. 360-61. 
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reflected the same truths as that of the ancient sages. 

As Suhrawardi had developed a system that incorporated 

Greek and Iranian ideals within a Muslim framework and 

recognized their origin as divine, so the Ishragiyan of 

India eagerly accepted Hindu beliefs as analogous to 

their own. Abu'l-Fazl reflected these sentiments when he 

inscribed these verses: 

o God, in every temple I see that people see 
Thee, 

In every language I hear spoken, people 
praise Thee! 

Polytheism and Islam run after Thee, 
Each rel~~ion says, "Thou art one, without 

equal. 

Islam and Parsi Beliefs 

Familiar with the Mazdean symbols found in Ishragi 

wisdom, Abu'l-Fazl was eager to learn from the 

zoroastrian priests. The Parsi success at the court 

would have been, as the Mahyar Name suggests, directly 

related to the Parsis' ability to utilize the 

terminology of the Ishragiyan. That they were able to do 

so successfully speaks well of the cosmopolitan learning 

of the Gujarati dasturs. Approval for the theology 

represented by the Pars is at Akbar's court appears to 

have been far from unqualified, however. The Dabistan 

53Ibid., p. 343. 
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recounts a debate between a Zoroastrian and a hakim who 

regarded Akbar as lithe perfect prophet and learned 

apostle" since his precepts did not diverge from reason 

and knowledge. 54 The philosopher criticized the Parsi by 

saying: 

You admit the existence of Yezdan and Ahriman, 
in order that Yezdan may not be said to be the 
author of evil; but you also assert, that 
Ahriman sprung forth from the evil thought of 
the all-just Lord; therefore he sprung from 
God, and evil originates from God, the AII
Just: you are therefore wrong in your 
fundamental principle, the very root of your 
religion, and wrong must be every branch which 
you derive from it. 55 

If the Dabistan correctly represented the teachings 

presented by the Parsis in Akbar's court, it would seem 

that the dasturs accepted the teachings associated with 

zurvanism. 56 Zurvanism had emerged in pre-Islamic 

western Iran as a result of Persian contact with Greek 

and Babylonian speculations regarding the nature of time 

54Dabistan, text, pp. 422. 

55Ibid., p. 412. The English translation is from David 
Shea and ~~thony Troyer, The Dabistan or School of 
Manners 2 vols. (Paris: Oriental Translation Fund, 
1843), 1:73. 

56Some caution must be taken here, for earlier Muslim 
heresiographers were well acquainted with Zurvanism. It 
is quite possible that these statements represented what 
the Ishragi philosophers believed were Zoroastrian 
doctrines, not what Dastur Meherji Rana represented them 
to be. 
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and the Primal Cause. 57 Taking from the Gathas the 

statement that there existed two primal spirits--one 

good and the other evi158_-these Zoroastrians concluded 

that those twins must have a father, whom they then 

identified with Zurvan, or time-without-bounds. 59 

57Greek philosophical thought, discouraged among the 
Byzantines in the seventh century, came to be patronized 
in the Sasanian court and cultivated in Persian
controlled areas of Mesopotamia, from which it would 
later be transmitted to the Muslim world, eventually to be 
conveyed to western Europe. According to the Denkart, the 
Sasanian emperor Shapur I went so far as to have Greek 
thought incorporated into the Avesta itself and 
"examined the possibility of bringing all systems into 
line with the Mazdayasnian religion." Denkart: The 
Complete Text of the Pahlavi Dinkard, ed. Dhanjishah 
Meherjibhai Madan (Bombay: n.p., 1911), 4:413. The Greek 
philosophy, which came to have such an influence over 
Islamic thought was therefore already heavily 
Persianized. For a discussion of the role of Greek 
thought in the Sasanian Empire see Nina Garsonian, 
"Byzantium and the Sasanians," in Cambridge History of 
Iran, 4 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1983), 3:568-92, passim. 

58Lineal time, with a beginning and an end, is 
acknowledged by all Zoroastrians as created by Ahura 
Mazda for the containment of evil. For the most common 
description of the creation of lineal time and its 
purpose see E. W. West's translation of the Pahlavi 
Bundahisn found in Sacred Books of the East, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1901), vol. 5, verses 
17-19. Time-without-bounds, on the other hand, the 
Zurvantites argued, was preexistant and as such Ahura 
Mazda and Ahriman both originated in it. 

59The Gathic verse reads as follows: 
In the beginning there was a pair of 

twins, two spirits, each of a peculiar 
activity; these are the good and the base, in 
thought, word and deed. Choose one of these 
two sprits! Be good, not base! 

The Zend Avesta, Yasna 30:3 



Zurvan, then, was the remote first cause through whom 

good and evil had originally arisen. Having entrusted 

creation to his good son Ahura Mazda, Zurvan withdrew 

from the struggle. Zurvan represented a deity whose 

existence served a philosophical purpose in answering 
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critics of Zoroastrian dualism, but he was irrelevant to 

daily life. In worship and morals, Zurvanites did not 

differ from other Zor~~strians. For this reason, 

Zurvanism seems to have persisted for centuries i never 

representing the beliefs of the bulk of Zoroastrians yet 

never totally extirpated either. Though the Denkart 

condemned these beliefs,60 they nonetheless found their 

way into several Zoroastrian texts regarded as 

authoritative amongst the priesthood. 61 While the 

Zoroastrian laity appear to have been largely ignorant 

of Zurvanism, priests, in their struggles with 

Christianity and Islam, tended to resurrect this 

60The Denkart, 2:1-5, especially conde~~ed the belief 
that Ahura Mazda and Ahriman were brothers, and that the 
demons as well as the planets ought to be propitiated. 
Zurvanites often were preoccupied with fate and studied 
the forms of astrology that had spread throughout 
Babylonia. Unlike other zoroastrians, Zurvanites seemed 
more concerned to control evil than to destroy it. 

61zurvan is found in the Younger Avesta (Yasna 72:10, 
Vendidad 19:13) as a minor deity. That itself may have 
been a concession to the popularity of Zurvanism at the 
time. 
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establish a claim to monotheism. 62 The dasturs in 

Akbar's court, then, would have been following a long 
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62This may account for why the early church fathers 
almost always represented Zurvanite beliefs as 
Zoroastrian doctrine. A record of Zoroastrian debates 
with Muslim divines preserved in a document entitled 
Ulama-yi Islam presents a number of Zurvanite doctrines. 
Irani Zoroastrians had conveyed this text to Parsis in 
the rivayat written around 1558 A.D. (928 A.Y. or 966 
A.H.) but with a notation attempting to "demythologize" 
the Zurvanite portions. Dhabhar, The Persian Rivayats, 
pp. 437-57. Most Muslim heresiographers were aware of 
the differences between Zurvanism and conventional 
Zoroastrian doctrine. That the author of the Dabistan 
was not, and neglects to mention them in his description 
of Parsi sects, lends further weight to the thesis that 
Zurvanism had become common amongst the most learned 
Parsis without creating any tensions within the 
community. The function this doctrine played in 
assisting Zoroastrian scholars to perceive themselves as 
monotheists in relation to other religions can best be 
seen from a quotation taken from ulama-yi Islam: 

Know that the Creator is one. His religion is 
one. The Creator as well as His religion will 
never deteriorate. There is only one way and 
devious paths are many. There is only one 
Creator but the inquirers are legion. Every 
sect calls Him in a different manner. First I 
shall speak again of the Behdins. The 
followers of Zardosht regard Yazdan as the 
Great One and there are some who call him by 
different names. By the truth of the Creator 
and by the true Religion, if God and all the 
Amashaspands and all the Behdins gather 
together, they cannot bring into existence the 
slightest particle without Time ••• Ahriman 
also is called by some name by some people and 
they ascribe evil unto him but nothing can 
also be done by him without Time. 
Dhabhar, The Persian Rivayats, p. 443. 
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tradition had they presented Zurvanism as orthodox 

doctrine when attempting to make their faith respectable 

there. This strategy had its cost. As Mary Boyce wrote, 

they "betrayed Zoroaster's fundamental doctrine that 

good and evil are utterly separate and distinct by 

origin and nature. They also diminished the grandeur of 

Ahuramazda, who had been proclaimed by Zoroaster as 

uncreated God, the only divine Being worthy of 

worship.,,63 This tactic also generated criticism from 

the opponents of Zoroastrianism, who quickly seized upon 

the contradiction in the Parsis' arguments. Yet, for 

this doctrine to have been utilized so frequently, we 

must assume that it provided comfort to Zoroastrians 

trying to establish their rationality and common ground 

with both the great monotheistic traditions and the 

predominant philosophical schools. 

While Zurvanism would never appeal to more than a 

small minority within the Parsi community, more 

widespread was the tendency for Zoroastrians, from at 

least the Mughal period on, to conceive themselves as 

monotheists. Treatises such as the Oissa-yi Sanjan make 

this apparent. The preamble of the Oissa illustrates the 

63Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and 
Practices, p. 69. 
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religious beliefs of Pars is at the time of its 

composition in 1599 and the extent to which they had 

assimilated Islamic ideals. This introduction, like most 

texts written in modern Persian, includes an extensive 

doxology. The heading introducing this section reads, 

"In praise of the unity of the exalted creator.,,64 God 

is praised as the wise and only powerful being, who 

overlooks man's shortcomings. He has complete power over 

all creation as absolute ruler without any second. He 

fashioned mankind out of clay and placed the microcosm 

of the universe within man's sperm. 65 creation is in 

perfect accord with what God has decreed in His Tablets. 

Adam, whom God has made greater than the angels, serves 

as the viceregent of creation. 66 The cosmos has been 

given its form out of wisdom. Proceeding from there with 

a prayer to the divine, Bahman pledges, "Never shall I 

make any but your doorway my Kibla," and asks God to 

allow him to die with the Ashem vohu on his lips.67 

64~b;d 
~., p. 25. 

65Ibid. 

66Ibid., p. 26. 

67 bOd 0 0 0 ~., p. 27. Klbla or Qlbla refers to the Kaaba ln 
Mecca towards which all Muslims direct their prayers. 
Ashem vohu is the most sacred prayer amongst 
Zoroastrians, invoking the aid of Asha Vahishtra, the 
angel of righteousness. To recite this prayer at the 
moment of one's death assures the believer of a higher 
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Aside from the emphasis on wisdom and the 

recitation of the Ashem vohu, nothing in this preamble 

can be identified as specifically Zoroastrian. The style 

follows that of Muslim compositions written in Persian 

almost precisely. References to God's unity cannot be 

found in pre-Islamic Zoroastrian texts. 68 The 

place in the after-life. 

68They do, however, appear there shortly after the 
coming of Islam. Compare for instance the introductions 
of two Pahlavi texts: the first, Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad, 
is thought to predate the Arab invasions while the 
second. the Sikana-Gumanik Vigar, was written around the 
middle of the ninth century A.D. 

In the name and for the propitiation of 
the all-benefiting creator Auharmazd of all 
the angels of the spiritual and worldly 
creations, and of learning of learnings, the 
Mazda-worshipping religion, forth from which 
this, which is a source of wisdom, is a 
selector. Through the glory and will of the 
creator Auharmazd--who is promoting the 
prosperity of the two existences and of all 
the greatly powerful angels, and through the 
completely calm repose of the sacred beings, 
the princely, purpose-fulfilling sages, 
presentations of various novelties for the 
appropriation of wisdom, through largely 
acquiring reasoning thought, are most 
wholesome for the body and soul in the two 
existences. 

West, Books of the East, 24:3-4. 

In the name of Auharmazd, the lord, the 
greatest and wise, the all-ruling, all-knowing 
and almighty, who is a spirit even among 
spirits, and from his self-existence, single 
in unity, was the creation of the faithful. He 
also created by his own unraveled power, the 
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insistence, in this text, on God's peerlessness echoes 

the Muslim aversion to shirk or joining partners with 

God. Older, more classical Zoroastrian texts generally 

begin by honoring Ahura Mazda together with the Amesha 

Spentas. Much of the phraseology of this introduction 

derives directly from the Qur'an. This is particularly 

true of those verses relating man's creation both from 

clay and from sperm. 69 The human being as a microcosm of 

the universe provides a common theme of Sufi 

mysticism. 70 The Tablets preserving God's immutable 

decrees are likewise a common Muslim image which has no 

parallel in ancient Zoroastrian texts. 71 It is self

evident that direct references to Adam and the Qibla 

demonstrate Islamic influences. still, such terms might 

seven supreme archangels, all angels of the 
spiritual and worldly characteristics, which 
are man, animals, fire, metal, earth, water 
and plants. 

Ibid., p. 117 

69sura XCVI.2 speaks of man's creation from a moist 
germ while Suras VI.2 and XV.26 state he was made from 
clay. 

70The most cogent description of Sufi speculation in 
regards to this topic can be found in Hodgson, The 
Venture of Islam, 2:222-27. 

71"There is no kind of beast on earth, nor fowl which 
flieth with its wings, but the same is a people like 
unto you: we have not omitted anything in the book of 
our decrees." Sura VI.3S. 



only indicate an adoption of Islamic style, not 

necessarily the content of Islamic theology. More 
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striking is the suggestion that the station of primeval 

man exceeds that of the angels, for Zoroastrianism prior 

to Islamic times, gave such a pre-eminent role to such 

beings that at times the scriptures refer to them as 

deities. 72 Islam, by the time of the composition of the 

Qissa-yi Sanjan, had affected the very heart of 

Zoroastrian beliefs. 

The Oissa-yi sanjan is by no means unique in this 

regard. virtually all Parsi texts written between the 

sixteenth and eighteenth centuries are replete with 

language, symbolism and theological assumptions not 

dissimilar to those of the Muslims. Not only did 

Pars is come to view themselves as strictly monotheists, 

but increasingly outsiders saw them similarly. Whereas, 

as we have seen previously, fourteenth century 

observers, whether Muslim or Christian, viewed 

Zoroastrians as dualists, by the seventeenth century 

they would be recognized as believers in one God. Rev. 

Edward Terry, who accompanied Sir Thomas Roe, the 

British representative to Jahangir's court, described 

72The Qur'an reads, "And when we said to the angels, 
'Bow down and worship Adam', then worshipped they all 
save Iblis." Sura II. 32. The Yashts in contrast refer 
to the angels as "yazdan," the plural for god. 



Parsi beliefs in these terms: 

• they believe there is but one god, 
who made all things and hath a sovereign power 
over all. They talk much of Lucifer and other 
evil spirits, but they say that those, and all 
Devils besides, are kept so under and in awe 
by two good angels that have power over them, 
that they cannot hurt or do the least 
mischief, without their leave or license. 73 

Terry's account indicates that, while Parsis still 
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accepted the existence of Ahriman, they saw his powers 

as greatly diminished. The evil one is in no position to 

offer competition to the one true God. Terry refers to 

Zoroaster as the "lawgiver" of the Parsis. He states 

that Parsis are obligated "Not to entertain or believe 

any other law besides that which was delivered unto them 

by their law-giver.,,74 This suggests that Parsis now 

shared the Muslim perception of religions as being 

differentiated by disparate laws. 

No evidence indicates that this shift in 

Zoroastrian theology was accompanied by any debate. 

Indeed, Parsis themselves seemed unaware that any 

73~ Voyage to East-India, p. 336. Terry gives a garbled 
account of the Amesha Spentas as well, noting they had 
been set over the different creations. He states that 
Parsis revere fire as "a remembrancer all the day after, 
to draw up their thoughts in thanksgiving unto almighty 
God" (p. 339). Terry contrasts the Parsis with the 
idolatry of Hinduism, for which he has no sympathy. 

74 Ibid., p. 341. 
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doctrinal change had occurred. For monotheistic 

perceptions of evil to have been firmly in place by the 

beginning of the seventeenth century suggests that a 

gradual assimilation of Islamic ideals had begun long 

before Akbar's reign. The beliefs of the Parsi laity and 

those of at least the lower levels of the priesthood 

regarding the relationship between God and the devil 

does not seem to have differed appreciably from that of 

the Muslims. Among the upper echelon of the Zoroastrian 

priesthood, zurvanism may have experienced a revival as 

the only way to artiCUlate a Zoroastrian cosmology 

within monotheistic terms. 

The Dabistan 

If Zurvanism provided an option for Gujarati Parsis 

confronting a dominant culture with different religious 

and philosophical presuppositions, the Ishraqiyan 

provided the means by which Mughal elites, sharing a 

largely Persian culture, could understand themselves as 

a dominant minority within a very rich but largely 

foreign society. Newer arrivals from Iran, whether of 

Muslim or Zoroastrian background, seemed especially 

inclined to embrace this school. One such emigrant from 

Iran was the author of the aforementioned Dabistan. The 

section of this work describing the Hindu systems 
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recounts how "inconstant fortune had torn away the 

author from the shores of Iran and made him the 

associate of the believers in transmigration, and those 

who addressed their prayers to idols and images and 

worshiped demons." At the same time he described the 

Hindus as "this most subtle class of reasoners" whose 

metaphorical language can be compared to that of 

Zoroaster and the sages of antiquity.75 

Two theories exist as to the authorship of the 

Dabistan. Sir William Jones ascribed the work to Muhsin 

Fani, a Muslim legal scholar of Kashmir patronized by 

Dara Shikoh. This theory apparently was based upon one 

manuscript copy which contained the words "Muhsin Fani 

says.,,76 The line in question does not occur in all 

copies of the manuscript, nor is it clear that those 

words refer to the entire book and not merely to the few 

couplets which follow. Indo-Persian scholars fail to 

substantiate this authorship. Laksbmi Narayan, the major 

750abistan-i Muzahib, text, p. 167., trans. Shea and 
Troyer, 2:2. 

76shea and Troyer offer an extensive discussion of the 
history of the controversy surrounding the authorship of 
the Dabistan in the preliminary discourse to their 
translation of that text. Ibid. Vol. 1, pp. vii-xii. 
More recent scholarship has not added much to this 
discussion aside from discovering 'Arzu's ascription to 
Mubad Shah as discussed below. 
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source for biographical details regarding Muhsin Fani, 

does not mention the Dabistan as among his works. 77 

Furthermore, as J. Horovitz points out in his entry on 

the Dabistan in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, Siraj aI-Din 

'Arzu, a highly respected scholar of the early 

eighteenth century, attributed the Dabistan to Mubad 

Shah or Mulla Mubad. 78 A marginal note in the manuscript 

of Mulla Firuz, the famous gadimi scholar, would seem to 

substantiate this. 79 Horovitz asserts that "it was 

certainly an enlightened believer in the Parsi religion 

who wrote the Dabistan" and accepts 'Arzu's 

ascription. 80 vfuile the names Mubad Shah and Mulla 

Mubad would indicate that the author was a Zoroastrian 

priest, Mulla Firuz's manuscript suggests that Mubad 

Shah was the pen name for a man named Amir Zulfikar Ali 

77Lakshmi Narayan was a writer who flourished in 
Hyderabad at the end of the 18th or the beginning of the 
19th century. He is cited in Shea and Troyer, Dabistan, 
l:vii-ix. 

78Encyclopaedia of Islam 2nd ed., (Leiden: Brill, 1983), 
2:74. 

79Cited in Shea and Troyer, Dabistan, l:ix-xi. Mulla 
Firuz's manuscript is presently located at the library 
of the K. R. Cama Institute. 

80Horovitz, "Dabistan," Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2:74. 
According to Horovitz the Dabistan was completed between 
1064 and 1067 A.H. (1654-57 A.D.). 
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al-Husayni, a poet clearly from the Muslim community.S1 

Internal analysis of the text presents additional 

problems for determining to which community the author 

belonged. The first is the author's unmistakable 

criticism of Zoroastrianism found in the passage 

regarding Parsis in Akbar's court. The criticism seems 

aimed at what the author understands to be standard 

Zoroastrian doctrine, not the argument of a single 

person. His overall treatment of Zoroastrianism appears 

to be that of an outsider. Zoroastrian followers of Azar 

Kaivan are usually cited as authorities on the precepts 

of the Parsi religion, suggesting that the author had no 

direct contact with the Zoroastrian community aside from 

this mystical cult. S2 Furthermore, the Dabistan opens 

with the traditional Muslim preface Bismillah Ir-Rahman, 

Ir-Rahim, "in the Name of God, the Merciful the 

Compassionate." Afterwards, the "Lord of Existence" is 

praised as the rider of the sun, whose servants are the 

planets. A masnavi follows praising the Prophet Muhammad 

(The being of whom God said, "But for thee, I would not 

have created the worlds U ), the righteous caliphs 

S1Shea and Troyer, Dabistan, 1:ix. 

82Dabistan-i Muzahib, (Calcutta: 1S09), pp. 102-62. 
This cult will be described in more detail presently. 
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(Khalifa-i Rashidin), and the Holy Imams (Hazarat-i 

Imameh).83 The author thus endorses claims to authority 

made by both the Shi'i and Sunni sects. 

The author's treatment of Islam within the bulk of 

the text appears rather tongue-in-cheek. In presenting 

the views of the various sects of Islam, the author 

introduces a proponent for each sect who had converted 

from the opposing sect. Each justifies his conversion by 

reference to a dream that showed the error of his 

former sect and the rightness of his present one. Thus a 

Shi'ite has a dream in which the Imam Husayn orders him 

to cease cursing the righteous caliphs, whereas a Sunni 

dreams of Imams warning him against associating with 

those who are not Shi'ite Muslims. 84 Elsewhere the 

disputes as well as the legalisms of the respective 

'ulama are held up for ridicule. 85 According to the 

author of the Dabistan, all of these differences within 

Islam resulted from making God the object of human 

reasoning rather than of worship.86 

The author's disdain for the Muslim clergy 

83Ibid., p. 1. 

84Ibid., pp. 323-26. 

85Ibid., pp. 390-414. 

86 bOd ~., p. 313. 
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contrasts strikingly with his respect for the grandeur 

of Islam's concept of divinity. At the same time he 

holds this excellence to be an inheritance from the most 

ancient religion. 87 The author of the Dabistan has no 

quarrel with the Islamic claims to prophethood or 

revelation, yet such claims have no immediacy for him, 

since he shares the Ishraqiyan belief that the purest 

revelation is the most ancient and remains immediately 

accessible by the light of wisdom. 

In examining the author's treatment of the Parsi 

religion, we should recognize that the author's 

definition of a Parsi differed fundamentally from our 

own. The author identifies fifteen sects of the Parsi 

religion, of which Zoroastrianism is only one. 88 Some of 

these sects, such as the Mazdakites, have an actual 

correspondence with an ancient Iranian religion. But 

others, particularly those grouped as Samradian sects,89 

appear merely to exhaust the possibilities of ways of 

thinking about God and the cosmos, with no known 

historical existence as separate cults. This list of 

sects seems to be derived from a similar one contained 

87Ibid. 

88Ibid., p.2. 

89Ibid., pp. 93-102. Samrad signifies imagination and 
thought. 
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in the Dasatir, which is arranged hierarchically.90 Most 

attention is given to the sect associated with Azar 

Kaivan, which the author calls the Sipasian sect. 91 This 

is the group with which we must identify the author. But 

this would not necessarily make him a Mazdean if by that 

we mean one born of Zoroastrian parents and raised in 

that community. 

The author of the Dabistan never specifically 

states he is a member of the Sipasian sect, but he 

describes how from early childhood he had associated 

with Azar Kaivan's closest disciples. Born in Shiraz, 

Azar Kaivan had emigrated to India during the reign of 

Akbar (1556-1605 A.D.). Although invited to the court, 

the reclusive mystic preferred to remain in Patna and 

sent the emperor copies of his writings. 92 It was 

through the disciples of Azar Kaivan that the author of 

the Dabistan was first introduced to Hindu holy men. The 

author recounted how Mobed Hushiyar had carried him in 

his arms to be blessed by Chatur Vapah, a famous Hindu 

ascetic. Chatur taught the author the mantra of the sun 

90The Desatir, ed. and trans. by Mulla Firuz Bin Kaus, 
2 vols. (Bombay: Dhuneebhoy Jamsetjee Medhora, 1818), 1:35-40. 

91Ibid., pp. 2-92. 

92Ibid., pp.41-48. 
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and appointed one of his disciples to serve as his tutor 

or guardian. 93 The author regards the ascetical 

practices of the Hindus and the I5Parsis" as identical. 94 

93 bOd I 1 .; p. 220 

94Ibid., pp. 29-38. Ancient Parsis are described as 
having abstained from killing or eating any animal 
flesh. The disciples of Azar Kaivan gradually reduced 
their intake of food, meditated while seated in a 
position identical with the lotus position and 
practicing a form of meditation the same as Ka~dalini 
Yoga. This asceticism provides positive proof to J. J. 
Modi that Azar Kaivan's teachings were utterly foreign 
to true Zoroastrianism [Oriental Conference Papers 
(Bombay: British India Press, 1932), p. 348.]. While many 
practices of Azar Kaivan certainly derived from Hindu 
sources, a word of caution is in order regarding the 
practice of decreasing one's intake of food. While, as 
Modi insists, the Avesta urged moderation, not 
abstinence, the Bundahishn foretold that as men neared 
the end of time their appetites would gradually diminish 
so that at first they would abstain from meat, then 
milk, then bread and vegetables until finally they could 
subsist on water alone (Sacred Books of the East, 5:120-
1). Asceticism and apocalypticism in Zoroastrianism have 
often been interrelated. The Dabistan associates 
ascetical practices with the Din-i Ilahi as well: 

the practices enjoined by him [Akbar] are: 
renouncing and abandoning the world; 
refraining from lust, sensuality, 
entertainment, slaughter of what possesses 
life; and from appropriating to one's self the 
riches of other men; abstaining from women, 
deceit, false accusation, oppression, 
intimidation, foolishness and giving 
opprobrious titles. • •• ••• The best men 
are those who content themselves with the 
least food, and sequestrate themselves from 
this perishable world, and abstain from the 
enjoyments of eating, drinking, dress, and 
marriage. 

(pp. 430-1.) 
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Even Hindu astrology is equated with "the tenets held by 

the distinguished Parsi sages, namely, that the 

intellectual soul has a relation to that sphere with 

which its good actions are connected.,,95 

A very telling section of the Dabistan describes 

the two schools of philosophies, Illuminationist 

[Ishragi] and Peripatetic [Maha'i].96 The ancient Greek 

philosophers (hakama) up until Plato were Ishragi, but 

95Ibid., p. 200. 

96Shea and Troyer misleadingly translate these terms 
as oriental and Occidental respectively (pp. 139 ff). 
Ishrag can denote orient as well as illumination since 
its Arabic root sharg means the "rising of the sun." 
Suhrawardi often made use of this double meaning in his 
writings, especially in a work entitled Oissat al
Ghurbat al-Gharbiyah or Tale of the Occidental Exile. In 
this work the occident is associated with the realm of 
darkness. However, the contents of the text make it 
apparent that by occident is meant man's earthly 
existence, the orient being the heavenly realm. The 
terms have little to do with actual geography. I have 
found no text in which Aristotelian philosophy is 
associated with darkness or the occident. The 
Peripatetics' system is considered an incomplete version 
of Ishragi philosophy, not its opposite. It so happened 
that the Ishragi school flourished in the eastern 
portions of the Islamic world, while Aristotelian 
philosophy found a more congenial home in the Maghrib, 
but this fact does not find reflection in the 
literature. European scholarship tends to confound the 
treatment of orient vs. occident in Ishragi philosophy 
with its own notion of western discursive reasoning vs. 
a supposedly oriental intuitive mindset. 
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Aristotle founded the peripatetic school. The creed of 

the Ishragis, the author insists, is identical to that 

of the ancient Parsis. 97 The entire tone of the 

Dabistan's description of the Ishragi school indicates 

the degree to which the author was affliated to it. 

Explicitly associating the followers of Azar Kaivan with 

this school as well, the author points out that Azar 

Kaivan's disciple, Farzanih Bahram ibn Farshad, 

translated a number of the works of Suhrawardi from 

Arabic into Persian. 98 

The CUlt of Azar Kaivan 

The followers of Azar Kaivan came from various 

religious backgrounds and each was urged to keep to the 

religion "which God had ordained for him" by birth. 99 

Connections with Sufis seemed to have been close. 100 The 

Dabistan relates that a Sufi leader had a dream in which 

97 bOd ~., p. 432. 

98Nasr , A History of Muslim Philosophy, 1:397. 

99Dabistan-i Muzahib, p. 46. 

lOaThe author of the Dabistan, however, reqarded Sufism 
as a corruption of the Ishragi doctrine stating "The 
author has heard that the beliefs of the Sufis are the 
same as the Ishragiyan, but the Sufis now have mixed up 
their beliefs with enigmas [~] and allusions so that 
incapable persons cannot find the door of the prophets 
and ancient sages" (p. 473). 
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the Prophet Muhammad praised Azar Kaivan as a perfect 

and righteous man. 101 Of the disciples named in the 

Dabistan at least a third were Zoroastrians. 102 Of 

those, most came directly from Iran and only one, Mubad 

Hushiyar of Surat, had any connection with the Parsis of 

Gujarat. 103 Six of the Zoroastrian disciples came from 

the priestly class while the remainder were laymen. 

Twelve other disciples are named who bore pure Persian 

names but are not identified by religion. Of the 

remainder, seven were of Muslim background, two were 

Jews, one was a European Christian (firangi), and 

another a Brahmin. 104 

The Dabistan quotes extensively from the Dasatir, a 

text the author identifies with the ancient religion of 

the Parsis. The Dasatir professes to be a collection of 

writings of a series of fifteen different Persian 

prophets who were said to have flourished from the time 

of Mahabad, supposed founder of the primal religion, 

through the Sasanian dynasty. Although this text was 

quoted extensively in the first half of the seventeenth 

101Ibid., p. 42. 

102Ibid., pp. 48-62. 

103Ibid., pp. 51-52. 

104Ibid., pp. 62-68. 
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century, particularly among followers of Azar Kaivan, no 

mention of it can be found in pre-Mughal literature. 105 

Copies of the Dasatir disappeared from India perhaps 

with the demise of Azar Kaivan sect. The two copies 

that are now in existence were discovered by Parsi 

travelers to Iran in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. 106 As we will see in the subsequent chapter, 

this text with its hitherto unknown doctrines would come 

to create great confusion among the Parsis. 

This original manuscript of the Dasatir consisted 

of a text written in what purports to be a celestial 

language, Mahabadian, along with a Persian translation 

having no admixture of Arabic. The Mahabadian language, 

1050ther than in the Dabistan, the Dasatir is 
quoted by Bahram Farhad, the author of the Sharistan-i 
Char Chaman and a disciple of Azar Kaivan who died about 
1624 A.D. It is cited as an authority for Old Persian by 
Hakim ibni-Khalif-ut-Tabrizi Muhammad Husayn, author of 
Burhan-i Kati, a Persian dictionary dating from 1652. 
Cited by Mulla Firuz bin Kaus, The Desatir, 1:10. 

106The first traveler was Mulla Kaus who found a copy 
in the late eighteenth century. A second, lesser known 
copy was discovered by Manakji Limji Hataria in 1871. 
Unfortunately Manakji did not purchase the manuscript 
but had a copy made which is now in the K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute (H.P. ms 131). Enough differences 
exist between the two manuscripts to presume they came 
from separate sources. strangely, this manuscript 
contains a notation suggesting it was completed in 358 
A.H. Internal evidence, however, suggests a much later 
date. 
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found only in the Dasatir, consists of vocabulary found 

in Indian and Iranian dialects imposed on a Persian 

grammar. The term Mahabadian is taken from the title 

given to the first prophet, who in Persian is referred 

to as Buzurg Abad or the Great Abad. Maha, then, is taken 

from the Sanskrit term for great. 107 Other Sanskritized 

words, such as tapas bud for mortification, appear as 

well. 108 Large portions of the Dasatir take up the 

question of the nature of just rule, using supposedly 

ancient Iranian dynasties as its models. This might 

suggest that the author was associated closely with 

court circles and that the text was partly intended to 

be used a "princes' mirror." 

The principles contained in the Dasatir indicate a 

great deal of influence from the Neo-Platonism 

associated with the Ishragi school. The association of 

God with light and illumination provides a constant 

theme throughout the work. Certain Hindu beliefs have 

been integrated into that system, including 

transmigration109 and the emphasis on ascetical 

1070esatir, 2:152. 

108Ibid., 1:35. 

109Ibid., 1:14-24. Those who are pure will ascend to the 
rank of the angels after death, while the evil-doers 
return as animals, vegetables or minerals. 
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practices. 110 Every chapter consists of a short 

revelation ranging from 16 to 70 verses, given to each 

individual prophet. The chapters begin by taking refuge 

in God from evil thoughts, then give an invocation of 

the names of God in a manner reminiscent of the 

Qur'an,lll and end by foretelling by name the coming of 

the next prophet by name. The rituals associated with 

prayer conform to Muslim practices: they are performed 

in congregation, preceded by abolutions and accompanied 

by prostrations.112 The Dasatir describes God as the 

Oppressors return as beasts of burden while violent 
persons return as ravenous beasts. The Dasatir forbids 
the killing of harmless beasts but regards the slaying 
of ravenous beasts as laudable. This effectively enjoins 
vegetarianism since neither Parsis nor Muslims would eat 
the flesh of carnivorous creatures. Vegetarianism has 
never been a Zoroastrian ethic, yet the justification 
given for it in the Dasatir has the decided stamp of 
Persian dualism. 

110Ibid., 2:35. 

lllElsewhere the text gives a long list of the names of 
God. The commentary adds that the names of God are often 
given as ninety nine or a thousand but no number can 
contain all the attributes of God. Ibid., vol. II, pp. 
58-67. Reciting ninety nine names for God is a common 
Muslim practice. 

l12Ibid., 2:100-3. Zoroastrian daily obligatory prayers 
accompany the tying and untying of the kushti. They are 
not typically performed in congregation, although 
ablutions precede them. Nowadays such prayers are 
accompanied by Muslim-style prostrations but it is not 
clear they were done this way in antiquity. See Modi, 
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only self-subsistent being and explicitly denies there 

can be two such beings. 113 All contingent beings emanate 

hierchic~lly from the Supreme Being. 114 The final part 

of the Dasatir foretells the coming of the Islamic 

invasions. The Arabs are described as greedy, lustful, 

quarrelsome and violent men "who do not what their great 

one hath spoken. tillS No criticism is aimed at Muhammad 

or his revelation; rather, it is foretold that "When 

their religion shall have lasted a thousand years, it 

shall be such, in consequence of divisions that, were 

their Legislator to see it, he would not know it 

again. ,,116 

This last statement appears to describe the 

religious situation in India during Akbar's reign, which 

coincided with the end of the first Muslim millennium, 

and may be the best evidence for dating the Dasatir's 

composition to this period. The Dasatir represents a 

sixteenth century protest against the forms of Islam 

The Religious CUstoms and Ceremonies of the Parsees, pp. 
187-89. 

l13 Ibid., 2:229-3S. 

114Ibid. 2:247-S6. 

llSIbid. 2:302. 

116Ibid. 
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that existed in India at the time. The evidence of the 

Dabistan and the Dasatir indicates that Iranians of both 

Zoroastrian and Muslim background joined in this 

protest, but they did so by accepting many of the 

Islamic norms of what a religion should be. Hence the 

"revelations" of the Dasatir mimic the style of the 

Qur'an, as the form of progressive revelation mimics 

Islamic models. Yet purity in religion derives from its 

closer association with antiquity. Furthermore, Hindu 

beliefs and practices that intrigued and attracted the 

admiration of the Iranian immigrants found easy 

incorporation with the Neo-Platonic basis upon which 

rested the system associated with texts such as the 

Dasatir and the Dabistan, and persons such as Azar 

Kaivan and even the Emperor Akbar. 

How did the Parsis of Gujarat fit in with this 

milieu? If we can accept the account of the Mahyar Name, 

there was at least some approval and acquiescence in it. 

Meherji Rana, though not fully in accord with the 

Ishragiyan, learned to converse in its terms and even 

went so far as to establish his own claims to holiness 

on the basis of practicing the forms of asceticism 

approved by that school. However, there is little 

evidence that the more Zoroastrian form of this 

movement, the sect associated with Azar Kaivan, had any 
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impact on the Pars is whatsoever. Only one Parsi disciple 

is named: he subsequently moved to Patna and we know of 

no further contact of this individual with his co

religionists in Gujarat. Azar Kaivan remains unmentioned 

in Parsi sources until the end of the eighteenth 

century. 

conclusion 

Parsi priests from Navsari established themselves 

in Akbar's court early in the ruler's reign. Following 

Akbar's detractor Bada'uni, Parsis have tended to 

exaggerate the influence these priests had on Akbar's 

spirituality. Certainly Akbar utilized Zoroastrian 

symbols in the religious cult favored at court, but for 

reasons that had little to do with the kind of 

Zoroastrianism practiced by the Parsis of Gujarat. In 

some ways the Parsi priests served as "window dressing" 

at court--not, as some have suggested, because they were 

too ignorant to do otherwise, but because it was the 

ancient religious and political symbolism of Persia that 

interested Akbar, as opposed to the living remnants of 

the Zoroastrian faith. The Parsi priests represented 

their community at court apparently in the same fashion 

in which representatives of other traditions also were 

given their place. 
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In his attempt to establish his political 

legitimacy over India and control the divisive effect of 

Muslim factions centered around the court, Akbar found 

it useful to utilize Persian symbols of absolutism. As 

Iranian immigration increased during this period, 

Ishragi thought, a Neo-Platonic philosophy utilizing 

both Zoroastrian and Islamic symbols, became particularly 

popular. Iranians, whether of Muslim or of Zoroastrian 

background, found this philosophy useful in interpreting 

the Hindu culture they found around them. For Akbar this 

philosophy proved particularly attractive, for it gave 

him a basis familiar to Muslims for transcending the 

religious factions around him. Ishragi philosophy found 

expression in the spirituality patronized at court as 

represented in the writings of Abu'l-Fazl, and in 

other mystical cults popular among Iranian elites, such 

as that associated with Azar Kaivan. 

Ishragi philosophy affected the Parsi community of 

Gujarat in that it gave their religion, in the eyes of 

the Muslim community, a legitimacy and respectability 

which they otherwise would not have had. Most Parsis of 

Gujarat, however, remained largely ignorant of Ishragi 

philosophy or of the quasi-Zoroastrian texts and cults 

that were associated with it. Nonetheless, Gujarati 

Parsis honored those who were able to converse within 



these circles. Court patronage legitimated local 

leadership within the eyes of the Parsi community. 
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zurvanism may have for the Parsis a function 

analogous to that of Ishragi among Muslims. Whereas the 

latter philosophy helped Muslim courtiers make sense of 

the religious life of their non-Muslim counterparts and 

accept them as equals, Zurvanism assisted Parsi 

courtiers to understand and define themselves in the 

monotheistic categories prevalent in an Islamic 

environment. While zurvanism has generally been seen as 

a deviation from conventional Zoroastrian doctrine, the 

priests who accepted it appear to have preserved a 

greater portion of Zoroastrian cosmology with good and 

evil competing nearly as equals. Most zoroastrians, 

however, unconsciously adopted Islamic beliefs that 

depicted the evil one as definitely subordinate to God 

and subject to His power. 

The Ishragi philosophical system did not 

immediately affect the religious beliefs of the Pars is 

of Gujarat. For most Pars is during this period, Ishragi 

beliefs, even in their Mazdayasni form as expressed in 

the teachings of Azar Kaivan, remained unknown and 

unnoticed. Not until the latter part of the eighteenth 

century did Ishragi thought begin to have a significant 

impact on Parsi beliefs. This developme~t will be 
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explored later in Chapters 6 and 7. For now, however, we 

will shift our attention to developments that occurred 

during the decline of the Mughal Empire, when European 

trading companies dramatically changed the fortunes of 

the Zoroastrians of India. 
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Chapter 5 

Trade and Intrigue in Surat 

In the sixteenth century Parsi merchant trade 

shifted to areas north of Navsari near ports where 

Muslims embarked for pilgrimage and trade with Arabia. 

From then until the eighteenth century Parsis 

increasingly occupied themselves with shipbuilding, 

shipping, trading, tax farming, carpentry and the 

weaving of cotton and silk textiles. By the eighteenth 

century few Parsis engaged in farming and most resided 

in urban areas. The arrival of the Portuguese in the 

sixteenth century, and later the coming of English, 

French and Dutch traders, lent impetus to this shift if 

it did not precipitate it, for it opened new 

opportunities for Parsi commerce. While Hindu and Muslim 

traders found limited opportunities in the eighteenth 

century due to the disruption of inland trade routes and 

European competition overseas, Pars is , whose supply 

sources were located closer to the coast and who 

carefully cultivated relationships with European 

traders, found themselves propelled into a new period 

of unparalleled prosperity. 
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The Parsi Advantage 

The spectacular rise in Parsi economic power with 

the introduction of Western trade has been ascribed to a 

number of factors. A common opinion holds that the 

Parsis lacked the caste strictures and prejudices 

assumed to have predominated in the Hindu and Muslim 

communities and to have inhibited their contacts with 

European traders. 1 The German sociologist Eckehard Kulke 

argues that the Parsis, in holding a marginal position 

1Daniel Houston Buchanan analyzes Parsi enterprise in a 
manner typical for both European and Parsi writers: 

Racially and culturally distinct, they have 
never identified themselves with any Indian 
group and to this fact is largely due their 
very important place in economic development. 
They have lived in India, understanding its 
language and its people, yet not wholly of it. 
• • • They are tall and well-built, with 
lighter complexion than most Indians and with 
aquiline features which are very agreeable to 
the European taste. • • .Being an independent 
and highly intelligent group they have 
constituted an excellent bridge between the 
European and the Indian communities. with no 
restricting caste system, and therefore free 
from the Indian fears concerning the danger of 
visiting other lands or adopting foreign 
practices, the Parsees have visited Europe in 
large numbers and have readily adopted many 
European ways, notably European business 
methods. 

Buchanan goes on to add that initially European traders 
had to depend upon "native merchants" but eventually 
came to rely on "Parsi brokers." The Development of 
Capitalistic Enterprise in India (New York: A. M. 
Kelley, 1966), p. 144. It is significant that even a 
relatively recent author such as Buchanan does not 
regard Parsis as "natives." 
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in Indian society, were more adaptable to the impact of 

Western modernity.2 Others suggest that the Pars is 

possessed a work ethic similar to what Max Weber had 

ascribed to Protestants, which allowed them to excel in 

a capitalist system. 3 Ashok Desai, on the other hand, 

suggests that Parsi economic success can be reduced to 

the unique position their merchants held within Bombay 

city under British patronage in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. 4 

As we have seen previously, Parsis were not 

2Kulke, The Parsees in India, p. 9. 

3Robert E. Kennedy, Jr., provides the most cogent 
argument for this view in "The Protestant Ethic and the 
Parsis," American Journal of Sociology 68 (1962/63): 11-
20. Kennedy holds that Zoroastrian morality, being 
essentially world-affirming, emphasizes a sensate 
standard of verification that could easily assimilate 
the values of Western science. Further, Zoroastrian 
theology regards work as intrinsically good and 
encourages the acquisition rather than consumption of 
material goods. Kennedy fails to recognize the degree to 
which Pars is adopted both the presuppositions and the 
language of the so-called "Protestant Ethic" from their 
British mentors. Note for instance the manner in which 
the conservative high priest, Dastur H. D. K. Mirza, 
decries the "softening" of "the Parsi rugged virtues of 
faith, honesty and hard work" in the twentieth century 
and blames this on their reliance on Parsi charity 
trusts. Outlines of Parsi History (Bombay: H. D. K. 
Mirza, 1974), pp. 271-72. 

4Ashok V. Desai, "The Origins of Parsi Enterprise," The 
Indian Economic and Social History Review 5 (December, 
1968): 307-17. 
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unaffected by the Indian caste system, though caste 

operated among the Parsis in a markedly different manner 

than it did within other communities. Like their Hindu 

and Muslim counterparts, Parsis until the nineteenth 

century showed great reluctance to accept food prepared 

by any but their socially equal co-religionists. 5 Some 

Pars is , like many Jains and Hindus, refused to risk 

pollution by overseas travel. John Fryer, a surgeon for 

the British East India Company and one of the few 

contemporary Europeans familiar with Zoroastrians both 

in Iran and India, described the Parsis in 1698 as "not 

caring to stir about.,,6 Yet the Jain, Hindu, and Parsi 

5Rustam Manock, the prominent eighteenth century Parsi 
merchant, had to be provided with uncooked food while 
staying with the Portuguese in Daman. See J. J. Modi, 
"Rustom Manock and the Persian Qisseh," Asiatic Papers, 
Part IV (Bombay: Times of India Press, 1929), p. 306. 

6~ New Account of East India and Persia. 1672-1681, 2 
vols., ed. W. Crooke (London: Hakluyt Society, 1915), 
2:295. While sea travel was by no means forbidden to 
Zoroastrians, and their arrival in India as well as 
their further communication with their co-religionists 
in Iran was largely predicated upon it, travelers were 
required to undergo the barashnum, an elaborate and 
laborious purification ceremony, upon their return. Mary 
Boyce asserts that the traveler's impurity resulted from 
traveling in infidel ships and for this reason priests 
avoided sea travel entirely (Zoroastrians: Their 
Religious Beliefs and Practices, p. 173) If so, travel 
on Pars i-operated ships would have posed no difficulties 
and these markedly increased with the presence of 
Europeans in the region. Later in the same work, Boyce 
suggests that qualms about sea travel reflected their 
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community alike possessed those willing to brave the 

dangers and disadvantages of such an enterprise when the 

gains proved sufficiently lucrative. 

Nor is there evidence that any community refused to 

have dealings with European traders. Indeed, banians 

served as the earliest brokers for the British and 

continued as their leading trade partners in Surat until 

well into the eighteenth century.7 Parsis may well have 

had an advantage over Jains and Hindus for the racial 

reasons Buchanan suggests, that their "lighter 

complexion and aquiline features" proved more "agreeable 

"ancient respect for the creations" (p. 183). Yet no 
restrictions on sea travel can be found in any Sasanian 
text. Modi, in the most systematic treatment of Parsi 
rituals, The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the 
Parsees, does not mention it. 

7Banians are members of the vegetarian trading castes 
of Gujarat. The term is generally applied to Jains as 
well as Hindus. The Parak brothers, members of the Hindu 
family holding the hereditary office of nagarsheth or 
leader of the banian merchants of Surat, were appointed 
brokers for the British East India Company by Sir George 
Oxenden. This family continued as brokers, off and on, 
until well into the eighteenth century. As will be 
related, they were the chief rivals to the family of 
Rustam Manock. The Parak family, today known by the 
surname Nagarsheth, is described in depth by Ashin Das 
Gupta, "The Merchants of Surat, c.1700-50," pp. 210-14. 
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to Eurcpean tastes. tlS In any case, the banian emphasis 

on an ascetical life style, which stressed the 

acquisition of wealth but discouraged conspicuous 

consumption, was not dissimilar to the European IBwork 

ethic. tl9 

If trade with Muslims proved more restricted, it 

may well have been indicative of prejudices, attitudes, 

and interests on the part of Europeans. Europeans, after 

all, initially entered the region with the explicit 

intention of destroying Muslim trade. But beyond that, 

Muslim traders provided major competition to European 

shipping in the area. Aside from indigo, most of the 

products the companies wished to obtain were 

manufactured by non-Muslims and European traders 

believed therefore that a Muslim broker would be at a 

disadvantage. 10 Furthermore, Muslims remained, until the 

SThe Development of capitalist Enterprise, p. 144. 

9Por a critique of the Weberian thesis, particularly in 
its assumption that Indian metaphysics produced an 
outlook on life incompatible with the development of 
modern society, see Milton Singer's review of Weber's 
Religion in India, in American Anthropologist 43 (1961): 
143-50. 

10Despite the fact that Muslims carried on the bulk of 
trade within the Indian Ocean and were the most 
susceptible to European harassment, less Muslim trading 
capital found protection from European piracy and 
government shakedowns by affiliating with East India 
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eighteenth century, in a stronger overall trading 

position and felt less need for European patronage to 

protect their shipping. 11 Ashin Das Gupta, in his study 

of elites in Surat in the eighteenth century, notes that 

while Hindus may have controlled the largest amount of 

capital in Surat, Muslims dominated shipping both as 

owners and sailors. Prominent Hindu merchants more often 

served as brokers and moneylenders. Individually, 

Muslims were the wealthiest and most influential of 

merchant notables. 12 They possessed a more favorable 

position with the local government, for Hindus, Jains, 

Companies, whether Dutch, British or French (Portuguese 
protection was out of the question). Jan Schreuder, 
director of the Dutch factory in Surat, estimated in 
1750 that 1,642,000 rupees of Hindu capital had fallen 
under European protection while Rs. 2,672,000 remained 
independent. In contrast, only Rs. 175,000 of Muslim 
capital sought British protection while the remaining 
Rs. 2,771,000 maintained autonomy. All of the Parsi 
capital of Rs. 869,000 operated under protection from 
the Companies. See Holden Furber, The Bombay Presidency 
in Mid-Eighteenth Century (New York: Asia Publishing 
House, 1965), p. 64. 

IlJean Baptiste Tavernier, the French merchant, 
insisted on the importance of non-Muslim brokers for 
precisely this reason. See Travels in India Qy Jean 
Baptiste Tavernier. Baron of Aubonne 2 vols. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1925), 2:71. 

12"The Merchants of Surat, c. 1700-1750," in Elites in 
South Asia, pp. 206-10. 
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and Pars is could be subject to various disabilities, 

usually involving the payment of higher customs duties. 

Europeans succeeded in obtaining special concessions 

which exempted them from such treatment. These 

exemptions often were extended to those merchants 

working under Company auspices. 13 For these reasons, 

entering into partnership with European trading 

companies held attractions for non-Muslim groups that 

it did not have for Muslims. Perhaps the most important 

factor that kept Muslim merchants at a greater distance 

from the East India Companies than other communities was 

that Muslims took less interest in the one profession 

that provided the greatest contact with the Europeans, 

that of broker. 14 Banians and Parsis usually filled 

13The manner in which such arrangements might work can 
be seen in the case of two Parsi merchants, Sohrabji and 
Ratanji, who offered to buy a ship possessing a Dutch 
passport in order to do trade in Bengal. They stated 
that despite the fact that they were Mughal subjects and 
this trade was to be conducted between Mughal 
territories, they would be liable to pay customs on both 
ends and likely to be otherwise victimized. Kolonial 
Archief at The Haque, no. 2546, p. 296. Cited in Ashin 
Das Gupta, "Trade and Politics in 18th century India," 
Islam and the Trade of Asia (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 
1970), p. 209, n. 13. 

14The one commodity dominated by Muslims both as 
producers and brokers was the indigo trade. Parsis took 
no part in the production of indigo, which was raised 
much further inland near Ahmedabad. The indigo trade 
with Surat ended with the disintegration of civil order 
inland in the eighteenth century. Ashin Das Gupta, 
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While Ashok Desaits skepticism in regards to 

essentialist explanations of the rise of Parsi 

enterprise proves well placed, his own reductionist 
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assertion that the economic success of that community 

can be accounted for solely by their accidental and 

fortuitous presence in Bombay at just the right time, 

along with their early alliance with the British,16 

fails to consider adequately the factors that put them 

in such a position. Subtle differences existed in the 

Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat ~ 1700-1750 
(Wiesbaden: Franz steiner Verlag, 1979), p. 59. 

15Ibid., p. 216. 

16The Parsis aligned themselves early on with British 
economic interests as opposed to those of other 
Europeans. In the mid-eighteenth century the Dutch 
controlled most of the Indian capital under European 
protection in Surat. Parsi capital, however, already 
favored the British. 504,000 rupees lay under pr~tection 
of the English while 365,000 rupees remained with the 
Dutch. ~~rber, The Bombay Presidency in Mid-Eighteenth 
Century, p. 65. This evidence indicates that while Hindu 
merchants involved themselves just as heavily with 
European trading companies as did the Parsis, the 
Parsis' particular alliance with the power which would 
eventually prove paramount in the region provided a 
decided advantage. In this regard Ashok Desai stands 
upon solid ground. I would only argue that there were 
elements of Parsi social organization which made them a 
particularly attractive community for the British to 
seek alliance with. 
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social organization of the Parsi community that gave 

them an edge over many other Indian communities in their 

relationship with the emerging European dominated 

economic system. In the rapidly changing circumstances 

that characterized global history from the sixteenth 

century onwards, what might otherwise have constituted 

insignificant variations often had repercussions that 

tended to compound geometrically. 

The major difference between the Parsi community 

and other mercantile-oriented communities in Gujarat 

consisted of the breadth of occupations that Parsis 

already engaged in at the time when the European 

presence was just being felt. Parsi involvement in all 

areas of production of key industries patronized by the 

Europeans constituted another important advantage. 17 

Parsi versatility in the area of occupation finds 

reflection in the confusion of seventeenth and 

eighteenth century European accounts regarding their 

principal employment. Whereas John Fryer described them 

as engaging in the most menial professions, "hewers of 

wood" and "drawers of water" who acted as virtual slaves 

to the Moors,18 English writers shortly thereafter place 

17Ibid., p. 295 

18Fryer , A New Account, 2:115. 
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them among the leading merchants and major suppliers of 

textiles. 19 In all likelihood the status of the Parsis 

themselves did not change during this period so much as 

did their significance and role in relationship to the 

British East India Company. Where earlier they had 

supplied the British with water and provisions and 

carted their goods inland, they would later provide 

textiles, act as brokers and build their ships. This 

being the case, it remains significant that a 

seventeenth centu~l Parsi was as likely to be employed 

as a menial as he was as a merchant. 

This assessment finds substantiation in Dutch 

sources of the period as well. W. Geleynssen De Jongh 

served as head of the Dutch factorJ in Broach in 1625. 

He noted: 

••• they engage in trade, shopkeeping, 
labour, handicraft, etc., without impediment 
so that one finds among this sect craftsmen of 
all trades, except smiths, at least very few. 
Among them there are moneychangers, merchants, 
shopkeepers, coachmen, peasants, labourers for 
daily, yearly or monthly hire, and many whose 
business it is to tap toddy from trees, which 

19John ovington, a late seventeenth century British 
traveler, noted that the Parsis in Surat were "the 
principal men at the loom in all the country and most of 
the silks and stuffs at Surat are made by their hands." 
A Voyage to Surat in the Year 1689, ed. H. G. Rawlinson 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1929), p. 219. 



they sell and dr~gk-this being allowed by 
their law • • • 
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The Parsis of Broach must have been especially well to 

do, for Geleynssen described them as wearing silk and 

20The materials on the Parsis of this recently 
discovered source from W. Gelleynssen De Jongh, De 
Remonstratie (s'Gravenhage, 1929), have been translated 
by P. G. Kreyenbroek and are reproduced in the Appendix 
of ,European Travelers and Zoroastrians, pp. 183-93. 
Gelleynssen offers a very accurate description of Parsi 
beliefs, mentioning divinities (whom he calls servants 
or saints) as the Amesha Spentas and the yazatas. He 
also states, "These Persians believe that there is one 
God, who rules everything according to his will, without 
involving or calling upon anyone ••• " Thus no mention 
is made of Ahriman, nor is dualism alluded to in any way 
(p. 184). He further notes that Zoroastrians are 
forbidden to accept converts despite their belief that 
no one is saved outside their religion (p. 189). The 
priests of Broach were apparently less often engaged in 
trade than those of Surat, for Gelleynssen states "they 
do not much concern themselves with commerce. • • 
although their laws do not forbid them to engage in in 
any trade or craft. Yet they do this very seldom and 
those who least occupy themselves with such things are 
most respected" (p. 186). Thus the Parsi merchants of 
Broach must have been largely drawn from the laity 
there. Though their religion regards lying as a grave 
sin, and holds deception in regards to commercial 
dealings as "ninety-nine times greater. • • they cannot 
refrain from this in business, and they lie repeatedly 
as the other merchants do" (p. 189). Gelleynssen 
stigmatizes the Parsis as a whole as "a very greedy 
community, and covetous in all respects ••• they do not 
like to spend, but love to receive, and drive a hard 
bargain in commerce • • • though the Banyans usually 
surpass them in this respect" (p. 190). He also states 
that, like the banians, the Parsis of Broach ate meat 
only in cases of necessity and under no circumstances 
would eat oxen or cows. Like banians, they ate only with 
those of their own sect, "yet one finds some who do not 
observe this too strictly" (p. 191). 
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gold threads in their dress. 21 

Surat: Trade center of Gujarat 

In their internal trade relations with Gujarat, the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century Portuguese, like the 

Europeans who immediately followed, had little to offer 

Indians and much they wanted to acquire. Trade consisted 

primarily of the exchange of Gujarati silks and cotton 

textiles for silver and gold bullion. 22 The major trade 

center in Gujarat during the sixteenth century was 

Randar. Surat, Broach and Cambay served as secondary 

ports. Surat, although situated some twelve miles from 

the sea shore, on the southern bank of the Tapti river, 

had by the seventeenth century become the major 

emporium for trade with the Europe, western Asia, and 

Indonesia. In addition it served as the port of 

embarkation for Muslims in India headed for pilgrimage 

21Ibid., p. 187. 

22Insufficient demand for European goods was not the 
only factor encouraging the export of precious metals, 
and perhaps it was not even the most important one. A 
wide disparity existed in the purchasing power of silver 
between the two regions. Asian countries based their 
monetary systems primarily upon it rather than gold, 
with the result that silver had tremendous buying power 
in terms of commodities. N. Chaudhury, The English East 
India Company: The study of an Early Joint stock Company 
1600-1640 (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1965), pp. 118-
21. 



to Mecca. Founded late in the fifteenth century by 

Muhammad Begada of Ahmedabad, Surat quickly overtook 
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nearby Randar i~ 5ignificance. For two centuries Surat 

remained the major port of the Mughal Empire. The 

British began conducting business in Suratin 1608 and by 

1612 had established a permanent factory there. 23 Soon 

afterwards, in 1620, the Dutch founded their own 

factory, which for som~ time proved the more 

prosperous. 24 The French, likewise, maintained a modest 

establishment there. 25 

23 Ibid., pp. 40-47. 

24Furber, The Bombay presidency in Mid-Eighteenth 
Century, p. 64. Furber argues that the Dutch failed to 
maintain their dominance because of the greater controls 
placed on Dutch company servants engaging in private 
trade. This had the unforeseen consequence of giving the 
Dutch a less extensive network of relationships with 
powerful Indian interests. The major cause of British 
hegemony rested, Furber admits, on their acquisition of a 
territorial base in Bombay from which they could 
maintain an effective navy. Ibid., pp. 70-71. Q. P. 
Singh points out another factor. Since the Dutch held a 
near monopoly on the spice trade, the British were 
forced to concentrate on other commodities. In western 
Europe they therefore created a market for cotton 
textiles, which were the chief export item produced in 
Surat. "The English Trade at Surat in the Late 
Seventeenth Century," Quarterly Review of Historical 
Studies 8, no. 4 (1968-69): pp. 37-47. 

25Furber cites Dutch records which indicate that the 
French stationed only a director and one assistant in 
Surat in the middle of the eighteenth century. Furber, 
The Bombay Presidency, p. 66. 
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A number of considerations guided the policies of 

the English East India Company in establishing a factory 

in Surat. Foremost was the need to widen the range of 

imports, which would decrease their dependence on the 

widely fluctuating pepper trade. The major exports the 

British concentrated on obtaining included indigo and 

cotton piece goods. The latter proved useful not only 

for sale in Europe but for barter in the spice trade of 

south-East Asia. 26 Furthermore, Surat provided a 

convenient outpost for the development of trade with the 

Red Sea and particularly with Persia, with whom the 

English sought to trade their woolen goods. Surat's 

central location allowed the British a firm footing upon 

which to organize much of their trade throughout Asia. 27 

As a result, interport trade within Asia, known as 

'country trade,' came to dominate the activities of the 

British East India Company there. Eventually the 

President of the British factory at Surat exercised 

supreme authority over all English trade in the India 

and the Persian Gulf. 28 

Surat suffered from a number of disabilities as a 

26chaudhury, The English East India Company, p. 41. 

27 bOd ! 1 ., p. 40. 

28 bOd ~., p. 60. 
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trade center. Besides its location far from the coast, 

Surat fell victim to repeated attacks and raids, a 

vulnerability which eventually caused the British to 

relocate the bulk of their activities on the coast to 

Bombay. At the city's founding a fortress was built to 

protect the city from Portuguese attacks. After 

Shivaji's attack in 1664, Aurangzeb found it necessary 

to build a rampart wall around the city to protect it 

from Marathi raids. 29 Another wall had to be built in 

1708. Despite these problems, Surat prospered for 

several centuries. 

While Surat had previously purchased most of its 

cloth goods from other villages and towns for overseas 

trade, by the eighteenth century it became a substantial 

manufacturing town in its own right. Yet even as the 

population of Surat increased, its political and 

economic fortunes declined. The Tapti River, upon which 

the export of Surat goods depended, began to silt up.30 

29Ali Muhammad Khan, The Supplement to the Mirat-i
Ahmadi, Syed Nawab Ali and Charles Norman Seddon, trans. 
(Baroda: Education Department, 1924), p. x. The Mirat-i
Ahmadi, written by a Mughal official living in 
Ahmedabad, provides an eyewitness account of the state 
of Gujarat during the disintegration of the Mughal 
Empire. The supplement Khatim provides detailed 
information regarding the administration of these areas. 

30pamela Nightingale, Trade and Empire in Western India. 
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Added to this ecological problem, merchants' property 

could no longer be secure against the ruling elites of 

the city, who, unable to collect their revenue from the 

countryside, squeezed what they could from wealthy 

traders. Muslim exporters formed the most prosperous 

group of Surat merchants. Although negatively affected 

by the intrusion of European trading companies on their 

traditional territories, they remained the most affluent 

section of Surat society, the volume of their trade 

still well exceeding that of the Europeans in the early 

part of the eighteenth century. By the mid-eighteenth 

century, however, their fortunes were ruined, due 

primarily to the political crisis created by the 

disintegration of the Mughal Empire following 

Aurangzeb's death. 31 

Surat and the Parsis 

In the latter half of the seventeenth century the 

largest Parsi center was located in Surat. The 

Khulasatu-t-Tawarikh, a Persian history written between 

1695 and 1699, describes Surat as the leading abode of 

1784-1806 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), 
p. 17. 

31Ashin Das Gupta, "The Crisis at Surat, 1730-32," 
Bengal Past and Present 86 (1967):148. 
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the Parsi community.32 The rise of Parsis to prominence 

as merchants in that city coincided with the decrease in 

inland trade along the main caravan route through 

Ahmedabad, Delhi and Agra caused by the chaos and 

insecurity accompanying the disintegration of the Mughal 

Empire, and with the decline of maritime trade with the 

Red Sea and the Persian Gulf occasioned by the fall of 

the Safavids and political conflicts in Yemen. This on 

the one hand increased the significance of products 

produced in the region immediately surrounding Surat, as 

those were more readily accessible, and on the other 

hand, made trade with European merchants and with South 

East Asia all the more crucial to the survival of Surat 

as a major port. Since Parsi production and trade 

activities had always been restricted to the coastal 

areas of Gujarat and since, early on, they had 

established key relationships with European Companies in 

Surat, these shifts worked much to their advantage. 33 

The Dutch sea-captain J. S. stavorinus estimated that 

32Jadunath Sarkar, The India of Aurangzeb, with 
extracts from the Khulasatu-t-Tawarikh and the Chahar 
Gulshan (Calcutta: Bose Brothers, 1901), p. 63. The 
manuscript used by Sarkar gives the author's name as 
Sajan Rai Nahdari. 

33Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 
p. 139. 
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the number of Parsis there in 1774 was about 100,000 or 

one fifth of the total population of surat. 34 So great 

was Parsi prestige at this time that stavorinus noted 

that the nawab, or governor of the city, hesitated to 

interfere in their affairs "because he stands more in 

awe of the Parsees than the Moors or Gentoos, on account 

of their large numbers and greater courage.,,35 

Like other exporters in Surat, European Companies 

depended on locally based brokers and agents to conduct 

their trade. 36 Local traders, on the other hand, relied 

34J • s. stavorinus, Voyages to the East Indies, trans. 
s. H. Wilcocke, 2 vols. (London: Dawsons, 1969) 2:494. 

35Ibid., p. 498. 

36Ashin Das Gupta rightly points out that the 
institution of broker, or dalal, was not "invented for 
the convenience of Europeans who did not know the 
country, but the ordinary indigenous institution through 
which all exporters would work." Indian Merchants, p. 
215. According to Gupta there were two types of brokers 
or dalals. The first type he terms the "general" broker. 
These brokers took responsibility for supplying an 
exporter with all the commodities required. The 
"general" broker then relied on a second type, the 
"commodity" brokers, each of whom dealt with a single 
commodity. These commodity brokers were often located in 
other localities where goods were manufactured and then 
transported to Surat. While only banians and Parsis 
served as brokers in Surat, their business contacts need 
not have been along communal lines. Rustam Manock, for 
instance, utilized the services of several banian 
commodity brokers (pp. 215-16). Besides brokers who 
worked officially for the Company, Company servants, 
even on the junior level, often hired their own private 
brokers to conduct their private trade. Rustam Manock 
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on these Companies for protection on the high seas. 

Parsis served as brokers for the Portuguese, French, 

Dutch and British alike. 37 Other Indian merchants also 

held similar positions for the Europeans, but Pars is had 

an edge that involved more than psychological 

affinities. Unlike their vaishya and Jain counterparts, 

Parsis involved themselves in the manufacture as well as 

the merchandising of the goods that they traded. Where 

no caste brother of a Jain or Vaishya broker would have 

touched a loom, Parsi weavers earned fame for their 

manufacture of silk and cotton textiles. 38 Parsis had no 

need for the numerous layers of middlemen utilized by 

other Indian merchants. By the eighteenth century, Parsi 

towns such as Navsari provided much of the cloth 

probably served in this fashion initially. Often the 
Indian broker provided the Englishman with the initial 
capital to invest in trade while the Englishman provided 
the broker with British protection in the form of an 
English pass which exempted him from numerous customs 
duties. Ian Bruce Watson, Foundation for Empire: English 
Private Trade in India 1659-1760 (New Delhi: Vikas 
Publishing House, 1980), pp. 57-58. 

37The family of Parsis who served the small French 
factory in Surat is today known by the surname 
Frenchman. The are listed in H. D. Darukhanawala's 
biographical dictionary of Parsi notables, Parsi Lustre 
on Indian Soil (Bombay: Caxton Printing Works, 1939), 
pp. 322-23. 

38parsis took pride in this profession, which twice-born 
Hindus despised. The most prominent family of silk 
weavers, the Chhois, merit mention in Parsi Lustre ~~ 
Indian Soil, pp. 382-83. 
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supplied to trading centers such as surat. 39 In fact, 

Parsis dominated the manufacture of two of the most 

valuable items to the foreign factories: textiles and 

ships. 40 

Although Parsis did.not play the leading role as 

brokers of the English East India Company until near the 

end of the seventeenth century, they served the Company 

in various capacities from the time of its establishment 

in Surat. In 1620, a Parsi clerk employed by the British 

explained his religion to the company chaplain, Henry 

Lord, who later wrote the earliest extensive account in 

English of Zoroastrianism. 41 Another Parsi, Kuverji 

Nanabhai Punjia, supplied the British with groceries and 

other provisions. Thereafter the family was known as 

39K• N. Chaudhuri, The Trading World of Asia and the 
English East India Company, 1660-1760 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1978) p. 249. Surat depended 
upon Navsari for much of its supplies of basic 
commodities such as grain and timber. Das Gupta, Indian 
Merchants and the Decline of Surat, p. 34. This ample 
supply of timber found in Navsari probably led Parsis to 
excel in carpentry and ship-building. 

40Early on the British East India Company recognized 
the advantages of the teak-built ships of Navsari and 
Surat over the oak-built ones of England, which required 
extensive caulking. Records refer to parsis constructing 
warships for the British as early as 1672. Rottonjee 
Ardeshir Wadia, The Bombay Dockyard and the Wadia Master 
Builders (Bombay: Ruttonjee Ardeshir Wadia, 1955), p. 
106. 

41This account is contained in Lord, ~ Display of Two 
Forraigne Sects in the East Indies 
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Modi [Grocer].42 

Portrait of a Parsi Broker: Rustam Manock 

Pre-eminent among the Parsis who worked as brokers 

for East India Companies was Rustam Manock. Information 

on this individual can be found in Portuguese, Dutch and 

English company records. 43 In addition a Persian poem, 

the Qisseh-i Rustam Manak, written by Jamshid Kaikobad, 

the tutor of Rustam's son Nowroji, outlines the key 

events in Rustam Manock's life and its significance to 

42Modi Kuverji came from a long-standing and prominent 
priestly family of Surati Pars is and was apparently 
looked upon as their leader. His father, Nanabhai 
Punjia, built a Tower of Silence in Surat. His brother, 
Ervad Rustam Peshotan, was well-known as a poet. The 
Rivayat of 1670 mentions Kuverji in the list of notables 
addressed. Modi Kuverji intervened in the dispute 
between the priests at Navsari on the side of the 
Bhagarias in 1683. Descendants of the Modi family built 
the first fire temple and Tower of Silence in Bombay. 
The family continues to play a leading role in the 
affairs of the Bombay Panchayat. Modi, "Qisseh-i 
Zartushtian-i Hindustan," p. 54. 

43References to Rustam and his family are found 
scattered throughout English Company records for Bombay 
and Surat during the years when the family of Rustam, 
who later used the surname of Seth, served as brokers. 
For Portuguese records, see Parduranga S. S. 
Pissurlencar, Portuguese Records on Rustam Manock 
(Bombay: K. J. Sett, 1936). Most of the Portuguese 
documents consist of correspondence addressed to Rustam 
from the various viceroys. 
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the Parsi community.44 

While the Oisseh describes only Rustam's dealings 

with the British and the Portuguese, Dutch records refer 

to this man as the broker of the "three European nations 

doing business in Surat.,,45 Presumably, therefore, he 

had dealings with the Dutch as well. Rustam came from a 

priestly family that had immigrated from Navsari to 

Surat three generations previously. His great-

grandfather, Chandana, as well as his earlier ancestors, 

44The text of this poem is contained in Modi, "Rustom 
Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 281-309. Information 
about the author can be found on p. 121. Besides being a 
primary source for information regarding Rustam himself, 
the poem is interesting for intimations it gives about 
Parsi beliefs at the time. As is the case with other 
Oissehs, the Oisseh-i Rustam opens with a number of 
verses glorifying God and describing His creation. Such 
introductions can inform us of Parsi cosmology at that 
time. The Oisseh-i Rustam depicts a universe made up of 
nine spheres, each one below the other. creation itself 
is composed of four elements (pp. 281-83). This 
indicates that a Greek cosmology, rather than one found 
in classical zoroastrian texts, was largely accepted 
among Parsis. 

45Dagh Register gehouden int Casteel Batavia vaut 
passereunde daer ter plactse als over geheel 
Nederlandts-India Anno 1681 van Dr. ~ de Haan (Hague: 
1919), p. 626, cited in Modi, "Rustom Manock," p. 148. 
Rustam Manock was not officially appointed broker of the 
Portuguese until 1691. He did not serve in that capacity 
for the English East India Company until 1699. Probably 
he functioned under his father's direction for the 
Portuguese during the ten year gap before he received 
his official appointment. In the case of the British, 
Rustam seems to have assisted in the private trade of 
Company servants, as well as English interlopers. It is 
not known in what capacity he served the Dutch. 
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lived in rather poor circumstances. 46 His father fared 

much better, serving as broker for the Portuguese, a 

position Rustam later assumed. Born around 1635 A.D., 

Rustam must have acquired a substantial fortune at a 

fairly young age, for he had sufficient wealth to enable 

him to pay the jizya tax, imposed by Aurangzeb around 

1672, on behalf of all the Parsis of surat. 47 The Qisseh 

praises him for redeeming the poor of other communities 

that had been imprisoned for their inability to pay the 

jizya. 48 Even earlier, when Shivaji sacked Surat and 

46pissurlencar, Portuguese Records on Rustam Maneck, pp. 
xx-xxi. Genealogical material on Rustam Manock is 
contained in Shapurji Kavasji Hodivala, History of the 
Seth Family (Bombay: Shapurji Kavasji Hodivala, 1931), 
but I did not have access to this Gujarati work. 

47MOdi, "Rustom Manock," pp. 286-87. The jizya is a 
head tax imposed according to Islamic law on non-Muslims 
enjoying the protection of a Muslim state. Typically the 
tax is collected in a manner humiliating to those 
subject to it. Rustam's agreement to pay the ;izva on 
behalf of the entire Parsi community was important not 
only because the tax represented a financial burden for 
many, but because it saved Parsis from the indignity of 
having to appear before the authorities individually. 
John Fryer noted that the Parsis had sought to avoid the 
jizya by resuming the eating of meat, which they had 
abstained from under Hindu rule. New, however, they 
wished to present "their Law agreeable to the Moors." 
Fryer ~ New Account, p. 117. 

48Ibid., p. 287-89. Since the majority of Parsis in Surat 
at that time were weavers, Modi suggests that those non
Zoroastrians for whom Rustam paid the jizya may have 
been from this class as well (p. 165). As Rustam was 
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held a number of Parsis hostage, according to the 

Qisseh, Rustam provided a ransom of Rs. 10,000 to gain 

their release. 49 

According to J. J. Modi, Rustam was initiated 

into the priesthood in 1675, when he would have been 

forty years of age. 50 This was a rather unusual 

occurrence, for Parsis typically require that initiation 

take place prior to the candidate's fifteenth 

birthday.51 No evidence exists that Rustam ever actually 

apparently responsible for supplying the various 
companies with cloth goods, this would have made good 
business sense. 

49Ibid., pp. 289-92. Surat suffered two sacks by 
Shivaji, the first in 1664, the second in 1670. Modi 
theorizes that the incident in thti: Qisseh refers to the 
attack of 1664. If so, Rustam must have earned quite a 
fortune at a young age indeed. The question arises as to 
why Rustam himself was not subject to Shivaji's plunder. 
The British and Dutch factories defended their property 
and those of surrounding merchants with their own 
soldierly and Shivaji left them unmolested. Modi argues 
plausibly that Rustam's association with the British 
gave him protection from the deprivations suffered by 
other merchants, particularly the Muslims (pp. 197-99). 
If this is the case, Rustam's or his family's connection 
with the British predated his appointment as chief 
broker by more than thirty-five years. 

50MOdi, "Rustom Manock," p. 144. Modi adds that of 
Rustam's three sons, only Bahman was initiated. 

51Modi describes the initiation ceremony, known as 
navar in The Religious Ceremonies and CUstoms of the 
Parsees, pp. 199-207. 
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functioned as a priest. More likely, the now-prosperous 

merchant desired the prestige that membership in the 

priesthood gave him. His influence within the Parsi 

community grew steadily. In the agreement signed by the 

Bhagaria and sanjana priests in 1685, Rustam witnessed 

the document as leader of the Surat Parsis. 52 

The Oisseh-i Rustam devotes considerable attention 

to the various charitable and public works commissioned 

by Rustam Manock. These indicate the values and behavior 

expected of a man of means. Rustam repaired a number of 

roads, built bridges, extended the cUltivation of land, 

designed gardens as wagfs53 for use in zoroastrian 

ceremonial occasions, built wells,54 commissioned the 

performance of various religious ceremonies, assisted in 

the wedding expenses for the poor and contributed to the 

support of the clergy.55 

52Modi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 141-
42. 

53wagf is an Arabic word signifying a pious foundation. 
The consecration of certain properties for religious 
purposes makes them exempt from taxation. 

54The construction of wells has long been regarded as a 
pious act among Parsis, going back to classical times. 
Sacred wells are common among Zoroastrians even today. 

55Modi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 293-
95. 
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Rustam and the Portuguese 

Rustam initially played a more important role in 

Portuguese trade than he did for the British. In 1691 

he was appointed interpreter and agent of passports for 

the Portuguese in Surat, an office he held by virtue of 

his "great influence among the merchants at the port and 

among the officials of the Government there.,,56 At times 

he resided in Portuguese territories occupied with 

various tasks on their behalf. Apparently he and his 

father were highly regarded, for they had sufficient 

prestige to be given the honor of being allowed to be 

carried about in sedan chairs within Portuguese 

territories, a privilege they already enjoyed in 

surat. 57 Rustam served as chief attorney or diplomat for 

the Portuguese in the court of the governor (nawab) of 

Surat. sometimes this involved trying to induce the 

56pissurlencar, Portuguese Records, p. 115. 

57Ibid., pp. 16-17. The fact the governor of Surat 
accorded both father and son similar privileges 
indicates that they were recognized as pre-eminent 
merchant princes of Surat well before 1691. In fact, the 
governor proved instrumental in having Rustam appointed 
attorney for the Portuguese. Sir John Gayer, an 
antagonist to Rustam, credited the Parsis influence with 
the governor to bribery, but the giving of gifts was 
common, expected and acceptable on all levels of 
government in India at this time. Col. Henry Yule, 
trans., The Diary of William Hedges. Esg .. 1681-87, 3 
vols., (New York: B. Franklin, 1964), 3:cv. 
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governor to expel Arab traders. 58 On other occasions 

Rustam served as a go-between in negotiations between 

the governor of Surat and the Portuguese when the latter 

captured Muslim ships operating out of Surat. The 

Portuguese also expected Rustam to convey intelligence 

as to the comings and goings of ships in Surat, 

especially if warships were headed for Portuguese 

territories. 59 

In one incident, which occurred in 1708, a ship of 

the prominent Muslim exporter 'Usman Chellaby was 

captured by the Portuguese on its way back from Jeddah. 

The governor of Surat sent for Rustam and protested this 

act, since the Portuguese had agreed through Rustam not 

to molest shipping in Surat. He ordered Rustam to 

proceed to Daman, the Portuguese port, to negotiate its 

release. According to the Oisseh, Rustam passed through 

Navsari enroute, offering prayers at the Atash Bahram 

for the success of his mission. Arriving in Daman, he 

offered valuable presents to their head priest 

(padri).60 

58 bOd ~., pp. 6-16. 

59Ibid., passim. 

60MOdi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 
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The Oisseh presents Rustam as reminding the 

Portuguese that they had violated their agreements by 

molesting the ship in question. To break one's covenant, 

he insisted, was to turn from one's religion. The 

Portuguese justified their attack on the ship in 

question on the grounds it was operated by Turks. 62 

Unable to obtain the ship's release at Daman, Rustam 

proceeded to Goa where he presented the case directly 

before the viceroy. Rustam remained in Goa for nearly a 

year while the viceroy referred the matter back to king 

of portugal. 63 Eventually the ship in question was 

returned, but not until it had been further damaged by 

fire. 

From 1701 on, while Rustam was occupied assisting 

the British in the Mughal court, his son Framji 

functioned as broker for the Portuguese. In 1703 the 

301-4. Rustam, apparently, was well aware of the 
influence wielded by Catholic priests within Portuguese 
territories. 

62Ibid., pp. 304-5. The Chellaby family were originally 
ottoman subjects, although they operated out of Surat. 

63 bOd ~., pp. 305-9. 
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Portuguese dismissed Rustam from this office. 64 They may 

well have found that his activities on behalf of the 

British compromised Rustam's abilities to represent 

their own interests, for in 1706, when he fell into 

disfavor with the English East India Company, he was 

again appointed attorney and chief broker for the 

Portuguese. 65 

Broker for the English East India Company 

Rustam Manock's dealings with the English East 

India Company proved even more extensive. The author of 

the Oisseh states that Rustam introduced himself to the 

British and that they quickly became fast friends. The 

British appointed Rustam as their broker and he acquired 

64Ibid., pp. 92-93. 

65A letter from the Portuguese Viceroy, Antonio Luis 
Gonsalves da Camara Coutinho, dated 1700, expresses 
concern over Rustam's long absence from Surat on behalf 
of the British and remonstrates with him for not 
informing the Portuguese of his intentions beforehand. 
However Coutinho applauds Rustam's supposed efforts to 
"compose the differences which they [the British] had 
among them as also those among the banians" (ibid., p. 
69). At that time Rustam was removed from his office as 
administrator of passports although he was restored soon 
thereafter. While religious prejudice provided the major 
motivation for his initial removal from office (p. 114), 
the dates of this, as well as his later suspension, 
accompanied by numerous complaints regarding Rustam's 
failure to promptly attend to Portuguese affairs, 
suggest that his job with the British interfered with 
his work for the Portuguese (pp. 58-71). 
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a magnificent palace for their residence and factory.66 

The Oisseh-i Rustam neglects to mention the conflicts 

that accompanied Rustam's rise to prominence as Company 

broker. These are most thoroughly discussed in John 

Bruce's Annals of the Honourable East India company.67 

Bruce served the Old Company during the period when two 

East India Companies competed for the control of British 

trade in the Indian Ocean. The Old Company is sometimes 

referred to as the London East India Company while the 

New Company had the official name of the English East 

India Company. The New Company consisted largely of 

those who had loaned the government substantial funds 

during its recent wars with foreign powers. 68 Some of 

these people had been previously engaged as interlopers, 

conducting trade without authorization from the East 

India Company. with the support of Parliament, they 

defended the principle of free trade for English traders 

as opposed to court chartered monopolies. Partisans of 

66Modi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 297-
98. 

67Annals of the Honorable East India Company from the 
Establishment Qy the Charter of Oueen Elizabeth 1600. to 
the Union of the London and English East India companies 
1707-8, 3 vols. (London: Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, 
1810), 3:249-636. 

68Especially draining to British finances was the nine 
year war with France (1689-1697). 
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the New Company argued that since the Old Company had 

received its privileges from the Crown and not from 

Parliament, i~ ought not, following the Glorious 

Revolution, continue to exercise a monopoly over British 

trade with the Indies. The Old Company had meanwhile 

failed to pay a duty of five per cent on their capital 

stock as had been imposed on them during the reign of 

William and Mary. The Companies were sharply split along 

partisan lines, with Tories favoring the Old Company and 

Whigs the New. 69 Bruce's account, while strongly biased 

against the partisans of the New Company, regarding them 

as little better than pirates, is not unsympathetic 

towards their Parsi broker, who at any rate changed 

sides at the last minute. 

While Rustam had apparently served the British in 

their private trade much earlier, he was not appointed 

chief broker until 1700. In that year he became broker 

of the New Company, which was chartered by the British 

Parliament in 1698. 70 Rustam had probably been the 

private broker to those who now formed the New Company 

69Bruce , Annals of the Honorable East India Company, 3: 
249-62. 

70chaudhury, The Trading World of Asia and the English 
East India Company. 1660-1760, pp. 434-36. 
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when they had formerly operated as interlopers in the 

region. 71 The Parak brothers remained the brokers of the 

Old Company. Parliament intended to dissolve the Old 

Company entirely by 1701: however, the long experience 

of the senior body of East India merchants proved 

indispensable. By 1708 the two companies were forced to 

merge and thereafter became known as the United East 

India Company. But the rivalry that developed between 

the Parak family and that of the Seths72 outlived the 

competition of the two trading companies. The Parsis' 

rise to power among the British, occurring at the 

71David White, in his unpublished dissertation, asserts 
that Rustom Manock was selected primarily because, as a 
less established merchant, he posed less of a threat to 
Company interests. Given the fact that the Parak family, 
members of which undoubtedly were the most prominent 
merchants of Surat, held the position of company broker 
both before Rustam was granted the office and at various 
times when the Seth family had fallen out of favor, this 
appears not to have been a consideration. White 
underestimates the power and prestige held by Rustam 
Manock prior to assuming the role of broker for the East 
India Company. "Parsis as Entrepreneurs in Eighteenth 
Century Western India: The Rustum Manock Family and the 
Parsi Community of Surat and Bombay" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Virginia, 1979), p. 106. 

72The term Seth can be used as a title of respect for 
any wealthy merchant, but generally in Surat it 
signified the head of a mercantile caste or body who 
represented his community in relationship with the 
government. The Parak family was usually regarded as the 
nagarseth, caste leader of the banians. The surname Seth 
as adopted by the family of Rustam seems to imply they 
were regarded as the leaders of the Parsi community in 
Surat. 
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expense of the leading banians of Surat, took place when 

British fortunes had reached a low point. The English 

were deeply divided amongst themselves and under 

relentless pressure from the Indian authorities aimed at 

controlling piracy within the Arabian Sea. 

Rustam Manock received his appointment as broker 

from Sir Nicholas Waite, who had come to Surat as the 

first President of the New Company. Hostilities quickly 

developed between Waite and his counterpart in the Old 

Company, Sir John Gayer, the governor of Bombay. 

Conflict between the two companies developed inevitably 

in all parts of India and the confusion this created for 

Indian government authorities faced with competing 

claims greatly exacerbated the situation. All the trade 

concessions which had been previously granted by the 

Mughal authorities to the Old Company now had to be 

renegotiated by the New Company. Immediately upon 

arriving in Surat, waite began to cast aspersions on the 

Old Company by accusing them before the Mughal 

authorities of complicity with English pirates operating 

in the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. 73 waite claimed he 

was acting on behalf of the British government in order 

73Bruce , Annals of the Honorable East India Company, 
3:337. 
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to stop these pirates. The palatial mansion, which Rustam 

Manock obtained on waite's behalf, served the purpose of 

lending legitimacy to his claims to represent the 

British government. Waite immediately hoisted the king's 

flag there in order to lend his residence status as the 

consulate of the British. 74 

Soon thereafter, Parliament appointed Sir William 

Norris ambassador to the Mughal court with the express 

purpose of conducting negotiations for privileges on 

behalf of the New Company. Accompanied by Rustam Manock, 

Sir William Norris presented himself at the court of 

Aurangzeb at Ahmadabad. 75 According to Bruce, waite 

induced the governor of Surat to imprison Sir John 

Gayer, who had come to Surat to defend the Old Company's 

factory against the charges of piracy.76 

Lacking both the humility and the patience 

necessary to maneuver effectively through the 

intricacies of the Mughal court, Norris proved a poor 

choice for the task of Indian diplomacy. Aurangzeb 

demanded, as a condition for the privileges requested, 

74Ibid., 3:370. 

75Ibid., 3:405-6. 

76Ibid., 3:446. 
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that the Company guarantee the safety of both pilgrim 

and merchant vessels. Norris felt this to be an 

impossible demand and quit the court in a tiff without 

obtaining the customary leave to depart. Mughal officers 

intercepted the ambassador and Rustam Manock, eventually 

allowing Norris to proceed, though Rustam was detained 

and forced to pay a considerable fine for the 

ambassador's discourtesy. The Company later made it 

difficult for Rustam to obtain reimbursement for this 

expense. 77 

According to the Oisseh, Rustam returned to Surat 

separately, making several stops enroute, particularly 

in Dandah-i Rajpur, Daman and Navsari. 78 While the 

Oisseh says little about the purpose of these visits and 

indeed, states they were merely for sight-seeing 

(tafarruj), there is good reason to believe that they 

were all undertaken for commercial reasons. The British 

operated a factory in Rajpur, and it is likely Rustam 

had business to conduct on behalf of them. Likewise, 

Rustam's visit to Daman was probably in connection with 

77 bOd ~., 3:468-72, 520, 619. 

78MOdi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," p. 299. 
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his continuing duties as broker for the portuguese. 79 

Navsari was Rustam's ancestral home, and the Qisseh 

states he had various religious ceremonies performed on 

his behalf. 80 It also states he was greeted by the 

elders of the town and that he offered gifts to the 

priests and the poor. Navsari, however, was a principal 

weaving village at the time and Rustam's family links to 

the area probably served him well in obtaining textiles 

for the trading companies. 

Soon after Rustam's return to Surat, he purchased 

a garden upriver from the city. Years later this garden 

would secure the fortunes of Rustam's family. Parsis had 

always been a highly mobile community, easily shifting 

their activities to wnatever localities showed the 

greatest economic promise. Weavers, many of whom were 

Parsis, tended to to change residence frequently in 

Gujarat, either to seek greater opportunities or in 

response to harsh treatment on the part of political 

79Rustam had just been assigned the revenues from the 
passports issued in Daman in compensation for his losing 
the office of Administrator of Passports for Surat. 
pissurlencar, Portuguese Records, p. 67. 

80Modi insists that Rustam's visit to Navsari 
"was not for any business purpose, or for pleasure, but 
for a religious purpose" ("Rustam Manock and the 
Persian Qisseh," p. 253). Given the commercial 
significance of Navsari as the source of many of the 
goods brokered by Rustam, this seems unlikely. 
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rulers. 81 In 1707, following the death of Aurangzeb, 

some one or two thousand Pars is immigrated to Surat as a 

result of Maratha depradations. Rustam settled them in 

this garden, which became k~own as Rustampura. 82 Later, 

in 1712 Maratha marauders molested the villages 

surrounding Broach, a number of which had substantial 

numbers of Parsi weavers. 83 Many fled from village to 

village, avoiding invading armies, eventually settling 

in the area surrounding Surat. This influx of 

additional weavers provided Rustam and his family with a 

ready source of labor, which owed them special 

obligations by virtue of the assistance they had lent in 

their distress. 84 

Sir William Norris left Surat in 1702, having 

failed to obtain any concessions from Aurangzeb. 

81The Company historian, Robert Orme, noted that of all 
the craftsmen in India, weavers proved the most 
difficult to coerce, for they quickly deserted areas in 
which they were not accorded tolerable treatment. A 
certain degree of geographical mobility could be found 
among virtually all groups when sufficiently pressured. 
Robert Orme, Historical Fragments of the Mogul Empire 
(London: F. Wingrave, 1805), pp. 411-12. 

82pissurlencar, Portuguese Records, pp. xx-xxi. 

83 Chaudhury, The Trading World of Asia and the English 
East India Company, p. 251. 

84White, "Parsis as Entrepreneurs," p. 92. 
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Thereafter, orders from England urged the two companies 

to begin cooperating with one another. Sir Nicholas 

waite received orders to use his influence to obtain the 

release of Sir John Gayer and the Old Company servants 

who had been arrested. At the formation of the united 

East India Company, Gayer was restored to his position 

as Governor of Bombay, while Waite retained his position 

as President of the Surat factory.8S 

Despite orders from London to cooperate, animosity 

remained between the two men. Confused by competing 

claims, the governor of Surat demanded evidence from 

both sides as to which man had authority as the chief 

officer of the Company. Gayer urged waite to appear with 

him before the governor and acknowledge him as the 

General of the united Company. Instead, Waite sent 

Rustam to the governor to inform him that Gayer had been 

displaced and urged him to confine Gayer again and 

confiscate the properties of the London company.86 The 

Parak brothers, who still served as brokers for the Old 

Company, were arrested, tortured and forced to pay a 

sQostantial fine for the piracies for which the English 

85Bruce , Annals, 3:520. 

86Ibid., 3:565. 
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factory was held accountable. 87 

Gayer remained confined for the next three years 

while waite took up the position of acting governor of 

Bombay. In th.e meantime, Rustam was appointed broker of 

the united company.88 Rustam soon discovered that it was 

waite's intention to make Bombay the leading trade 

center for the British. This development apparently 

caused Rustam, whose commercial ties were with Surat, 

much distress, for soon thereafter he contacted some of 

the Company servants resident at Surat and informed them 

that Nicholas waite had promised to give him fifty 

thousand rupees to influence the governor of Surat to 

keep Gayer confined. When Waite discovered Rustam's 

betrayal he dismissed Rustam as broker, claiming as his 

excuse that Rustam acted as ~roker to a number of 

private ships, which prejudiced his position as Company 

broker. 89 Rustam's dismissal created further problems, 

for the United Company was indebted to Rustam for the 

amount of 140,000 rupees, while the separate companies 

owed him an additional Rs. 550,000. Had the other 

87Modi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," p. 207. 

88Bruce , Annals, 3:569. 

89Hedges, The Diary of william Hedges, Esg., 1681-87, 
p. cv. 
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merchants of Surat not agreed to continue to extend 

credit to the Company, the factory in Surat would have 

gone bankrupt and all the Company's properties there 

might have been seized. 90 

Broker Rivalry 

Around 1707 the united East India Company 

dismissed Nicholas waite from his position as General of 

Bombay.91 In 1712 Rustam again received the appointment 

of broker to the United Company, a position he held 

until shortly before his death in 1721. The Parsis, 

during this time, came to be regarded as intimately 

related to the British. This worked sometimes to their 

advantage, but at other times made them the vulnerable 

targets of any resentments harbored against their 

patrons. In 1719, for instance, when the British planned 

to blockade Surat, the governor, Haidar Quli Khan, 

threatened to blow all the Englishmen he could find from 

his cannons and cut all the Parsis into little pieces. 92 

90Ibid., p. 595. 

91Bruce , Annals, 3:636. 

92nagh Register, January 3, 1719 K.A. 1820, cited in 
Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, p. 
253. 
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Rustam's three sons jointly succeeded their father 

in office after his death. Soon thereafter Seth Laldas 

Parak, whose family had been brokers for the Old 

Company, produced evidence that Rustam had been 

systematically cheating the Company by charging goods at 

20 per cent more than he actually paid for them. 93 

Ascertaining the truth of these allegations remains 

somewhat difficult, not only because individuals 

involved, be they Indian or British, generally acted on 

behalf of their own self interest in bringing charges 

and in defending various parties, but because we cannot 

be certain how much padding of prices was normal and 

considered acceptable among Indian traders, and how much 

would have been excessive. It appears generally to have 

been the case in India, for large purchasers to pay more 

for their goods than small peddlers, for foreigners to 

pay more than locals, and for companies to pay more than 

private traders. Modern ethical standards cannot be 

93Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat 
p. 182. Laldas supposedly proved this fraud by producing 
two banians, one from Navsari and the other from Surat, 
who testified that they had sold goods to the Seth 
family at prices much lower than had been charged to the 
Company. Aside from the charges of fraud, this testimony 
establishes the extent to which the Seth family engaged 
in business transactions in other Parsi ~eiiters such as 
Navsari while indicating that their trading partners 
even there need not necessarily have been Parsis. 
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assumed to apply to these situations either in the case 

of Indians or Europeans. The line between private and 

institutional interests within the English East India 

Company was an exceedingly thin one. Hardly a Company 

servant existed who could not be accused of acting in 

ways prejudicial to Company interests for private gain. 

Many of the members of the English councils at Bombay 

and Surat engaged in private trading, in most cases with 

either the Seth or Parak family acting as their 

agents. 94 It is nearly impossible to know whether 

actions taken by the English councils of either Bombay 

or Surat were the result of efforts to curb corruption 

or the outcome of competing private interests. 

Amidst these charges of corruption, Rustam's sons 

engaged in violent quarrels amongst themselves, creating 

embarrassment for the British. The details of these 

early disputes remain unclear, but they prevented the 

94It might rightly be argued that modern attitudes 
towards such matters as conflict of interest, bribery, 
etc., partly arose as a result of the experiences of the 
various trading companies, especially the Dutch and 
English. The role of private interests in the East India 
Company and the effects of those interests on British 
imperialism provides the theme for Ian Watson's 
excellent monograph, Foundation for Empire. For a good 
discussion of the role of so-called corruption in pre
Modern societies see Marshall Hodgson, The Venture of 
Islam 3:158-59. 
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Seth brothers from presenting a united defense against 

Parak's machinations. 95 This resulted in Rustam's sons 

losing their positions as brokers for the Company, and 

the large claims that were made against them. Laldas 

assumed the post of chief broker for the English Company 

in Surat, a position he maintained for the next fifteen 

years. 

Under these conditions the Seth brothers managed 

temporarily to compose their differences and concentrate 

on attempting to collect on the debts outstanding 

against the Company. The Company responded by proceeding 

against them, persuading the Mughal authorities to have 

Framji imprisoned in Surat. 96 The Mughals beat Framji 

95charles Boone, the former governor of Bombay, 
admonished them at the conclusion of these proceedings, 
"You three brothers should live amicably and peacefully 
in all your affairs, because in a very short time Its to 
be hoped the hone Company will employ you all jointly as 
their Broker. . • , but if any dispute happens among you 
then you will ruin your business." The letter containing 
these remarks, the original of which remains in 
possession of the Seth family, is reproduced in Modi, 
"Rustam Manock and the Persian Qisseh," pp. 318. The 
unfortunate experience of the British in hiring brothers 
as joint brokers caused them to refuse to consider a 
similar arrangement later for the sons of Laldas Parak. 
See Das Gupta, "crisis at Surat," p. 159. 

96Das Gupta, "The Merchants of Surat," p. 213. Most of 
Das Gupta's data on the fortunes of the Seth family have 
been gleaned from the Bombay Public Proceedings 
(B.P.P.), Vol. 6, under February 11, 1726, March 19, 
April 14, and June 19 of 1727. 
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and extorted an enormous fine from him. Bahmanji 

traveled to Bombay to seek redress for his brother. He 

himself was then placed under house arrest. The Seth 

family could still garner support among many of the 

Company servants, however. Factions sympathetic to their 

cause were those resentful of the monopolistic practices 

of the East India Company. Among these was Thomas 

Matthews, an admiral particularly hostile to the company 

and supportive of free trade. He granted Nowroji passage 

to England where he could present his case before the 

Directors of the East India Company. This trip made 

Nowroji the first Parsi to travel to Europe. 97 

Sir Robert Cowan, the governor of Bombay, objected 

to Nowroji's being allowed to present his case in 

London, insisting that it would only lead to endless 

97While there, Nowroji was asked to decipher a copy of 
the Zend Avest2 which had been preserved in Oxford. 
Nowroji proved of no assistance to the scholars there. 
Since Nowroji had not been initiated into the 
priesthood, he was insufficiently acquainted with 
Avestan to be able to decipher its contents. Nowroji's 
son, Manakji, later sold an additional copy of that text 
that was eventually delivered to the same library. 
Anquetil-Duperron, Zend Avesta, Tome I, Partie 2, 
Notices p. ix. 
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litigation. Parak, he insisted, would certainly produce 

sufficient evidence against the Seth family, "for no such 

inveterate Enemys are under the sun as these black 

fellows are to one another."98 The Court of Directors 

found in favor of Nowroji and ordered the Company in 

India to make restitution to the Seth family in the 

amount of Rs. 546,390. 99 The Directors also revived a 

long-standing claim against the Parak family for a debt 

of 150,000 rupees that had been owed since 1680 to the 

former chief of the Surat factory, Sir John Child. 

Laldas denied the validity of this claim but agreed to 

pay a share of the debt. He therefore continued as 

company broker. 100 

The misfortunes of the preceding three years did 

not prevent the Seth brothers from further squabbling 

98Robert Cowan Papers Microfilm 2013, December 8, 1924, 
cited by Oas Gupta, liThe Merchants of Surat," p. 213. 

99A doc~ent granting restitution to the Seth family is 
reproduced in Modi, "Rustam Manock and the Persian 
Qisseh," pp. 312-16. 

100Das Gupta," The Merchants of Surat" pp. 212-13. The 
Portuguese observed the tensions between the sons of 
Rustam and the British with great interest, hoping to 
win them back into Portuguese service. They offered the 
Seth family assistance should they find it necessary to 
relocate their ships and business to Portuguese 
territories. pissurlencar, Portuauese Records, pp. 124-
25. The reference to ships indicates that the Seth 
family, by this time, engaged in extensive shipping as 
well as brokerage activities. 
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amongst themselves. No longer able to live peaceably 

with one another, they divided their father's estate and 

lived separately. In addition, the new-found wealth of 

the Parsi community excited resentment within the Muslim 

community, whose financial affairs were in sharp 

decline. Sohrab Ali, then governor of Surat, had all 

three brothers arrested and claimed when the British 

attempted to obtain their release that he had saved the 

brothers from being stoned to death by the Muslims. The 

brothers were released after paying a substantial 

fine. 101 After this incident all ~~ree brothers began 

to build up an alternative base for operations in 

Bombay, acquiring a good deal of landed property. They 

served as founding members of the Bombay Parsi 

Panchayat, the chief governing board of Parsi affairs in 

the city. In 1735 Manakji Nowroji built a fire temple in 

101Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of 
Surat, p. 190. The Parsis evidently were regarded as 
upstarts both by Muslim and banian merchants, a fact 
that did not escape the notice of East India Company 
servants who supported the Parak family. William Phipps, 
the Governor of Bombay, for instance, insisted that the 
Parak family had pre-eminent status by virtue of their 
caste standing while the family of Rustam belonged to a 
"Caste distinguished by a name of Infamy as that of 
Cawkry, which signifies a carrion crow" [a reference to 
the Parsi method of disposing of their dead]. Phipps 
comments can be read in B.P.P. Vol. 6~ (September 30, 
1728). Cited in Ibid., p. 194. 
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Bombay.l02 Bamanji and Framji took an active role in 

civic affairs. They appear as signatories to a memorial 

written in 1739 by the leading citizens of town urging 

that better fortifications be built to protect Bombay 

from Maratha incursions. 103 Both the Parak family and 

that of the Seths maintained ties in both cities. 

Surat, meanwhile, was becoming an increasingly 

unstable place to do business. Almost completely 

isolated from the hinterland, which was now controlled 

by the Marathas, and hence cut off from its major source 

of tax revenue, the officials of Surat resorted to 

squeezing its merchant classes for revenue at a time 

when trade had sharply declined. The need for additional 

revenue was now even greater than it had been in the 

past. Since the city found itself constantly under the 

threat of Maratha attacks, large contingents of troops 

had to be maintained. Conditions in Surat were 

complicated by the Mughal system of administration which 

attempted to maintain a balance of power between the 

civil government, the military, and the navy. The 

governor (nawab or mutasaddi) handled internal affairs 

102Das Gupta, "The Merchants of Surat," p. 213. 

103patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:853-54. 
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within the city. A separate officer, not answerable to 

the governor, was appointed commander (gal'adar) of the 

fortress that had been built to defend the city.104 

Thirdly, members of an East African clan living south of 

Bombay, known as Siddis, served as slave admirals of the 

Mughal fleet, charged with responsibility for protecting 

Surati trade from piracy. These three administrative 

units found themselves increasingly at odds with one 

another as they vied for steadily decreasing slices of 

revenue pie. Intrigue and violence usually determined 

who would have the upper hand. Merchants, whether local 

or foreign, sometimes stood aloof and sometimes actively 

participated in these disputes, but always found 

themselves victimized by them. 105 

The banian community under the leadership of 

Laldas Parak joined forces with the major Muslim 

shippers to resist forced exactions on the part of the 

governor. In 1730 shops closed in protest of the 

104The administration of Surat is described in 
Supplement to the Mirat-i-Ahmadi, pp. 213-16. 

105A brief outline of the dilemmas posed by the 
structure of the administration of Surat for dealing 
with crises of the 18th century is given in Das 
Gupta, "Trade and Politics in 18th century India," pp. 
187-96. 
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oppression and many merchants joined in a mass exodus of 

the city.106 A year la~ar famine gripped Gujarat. Some 

five hundred additional Pars is emigrated from outlying 

areas to Rustompura where Manakji saw to their needs. 107 

This provided him with an additional source of reliable 

labor. 

By the summer of 1732, relations between officials 

and merchants reached a crisis. Persuaded that only a 

violent overthrow of the governor could resolve matters, 

leading merchants led a revolt aimed ostensibly at 

protecting Muhammad Ali, one of the leading Muslim 

shippers. In the course of this revolt, Laldas Parak 

died, apparently of a stroke. 108 The merchants succeeded 

in removing Sohrab Ali as governor, but their own 

alliance quickly fell apart and they never again were 

able to act in concert. 109 Despite the leading role 

played by their own broker, the British remained aloof 

from the conflict, as did the Parsis. 

106Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 
p. 211. 

107Dagh register, K.A. 2143, p. 890. Cited in Das Gupta, 
"The Crisis at Surat," p. 159 •• pa 

108Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 
p. 225. 

109The details of these events are the subject of Das 
Gupta, "The Crisis at Surat, 1730-32." 
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After the death of Laldas Parak, it became 

increasingly apparent that his family's finances had 

rested upon a very shaky basis. Das Gupta suggests that 

it was Laldas' desperate financial straits that had 

previously inclined him to risk making common cause with 

the Muslim shippers to resist governmental 

extractions. 110 In order to make ends meet, Laldas had 

for some time been supplying the English Company with 

substandard goods. The Parak family experienced 

increasing difficulties meeting their bills after the 

death of Laldas. 

At this time the Paraks found a curious ally in 

the Seth family, as the sons of Rustam had resumed their 

internecine quarrels. This latest round of disputes 

involved the younger generation of the Seth clan. Cowji, 

son of Framji, had been engaged in private trade under 

British auspices to avoid paying duties, an illegal but 

common practice among brokers for the European 

companies. Manakji, the son of Nowroji, informed the 

custom-master, who fined Cowji. Framji retaliated by 

spreading a rumor that Nowroji had lost a considerable 

amount of money and was close to bankruptcy. This 

110Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 
pp. 222-23. 
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started a run on the part of Manakji Nowroji's 

creditors. Manakji would have been ruined had not a 

number of Muslim moneylenders investigated the rumor and 

discovered that Shivadas Parak and Cowji had maliciously 

started it. Shivadas was forced to flee Surat while 

Cowji was arrested and later released. 111 

After this incident Manakji formed an alliance with 

Ahmad Chellaby, the leading Muslim shipper in Surat, who 

himself had strong ties with the governor. This alliance 

at times was used against the English Surat Council, 

which still employed the Parak family. In 1734 the 

British blockaded Surat on the pretext that the 

government was harassing persons under English 

protection. The Company aimed to force the governor, 

Tegh Beg Khan, to pay certain debts owed to the Parak 

family so the Paraks in turn could discharge their debts 

to the company as well as those to certain individuals 

on the Surat Council, Henry Lowther and Robert Cowan in 

particular. 112 The blockade served the personal 

111Ibid., pp. 248-49. 

112Ibid., p. 251. Lowther was the chief of the English 
factory in Surat, while Robert Cowan served as governor 
of Bombay but had strong connections with Surat and the 
Parak family in particular. 
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commercial interests of members of the Surat Council as 

well. Cowan and Lowther engaged in extensive private 

trade in the Red Sea. Since the blockade prevented the 

sailing of the merchant fleet from Surat to the Red Sea, 

any potential competition from local shippers was 

effectively wiped out. 

Manakji, who had strong ties with Company servants 

in Bombay, was able to provide the Governor with 

strategic information regarding the blockade. Like other 

merchant factions in Gujarat, the British were unable to 

act with unanimity among themselves. While the English 

Surat council, the Parak family, and Framji found 

themselves at one side, lined up against them were key 

Company servants stationed in Bombay who backed Manakji 

in his alliance with the Chellaby family and the 

governor of Surat. As Das Gupta put it, in many cases 

actions such as the blockade of Surat were "not simply 

an attempt to uphold the rule of law against an oriental 

despot. It was the outcome of a complex process in which 

many private vendettas mingled. ,,113 It might be added 

that pure economic interests played as large a role as 

personal animosities. 

113Ibid., p. 257. Among the Company supporters of 
Manakji was John Horne, who eventually replaced Robert 
Cowan as governor of Bombay. 
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stalemated in their blockade, the English decided 

to take stronger measures by seizing merchant ships 

inside the Tapti River. Unable to defend themselves, the 

Surat merchants threatened the Parak family with 

violence, forcing them to seek refuge with the British 

fleet. At the same time, both the government and the 

merchants of Surat realized they would have to come to 

terms with the English Company. Manakji was dismissed 

from the governor's court, while the merchants issued a 

declaration blaming the recent troubles on Manakji's 

intriques. l14 

The following year the Siddis, who manned the navy 

responsible for protecting the port of Surat, seized the 

Red Sea Fleet in an attempt to collect their arrears in 

pay. Thus two consecutive seasons of trade were lost to 

the merchants of Surat at a time of political and 

114The account of this blockade is taken from letters 
of Henry Lowther and Robert Cowan, members of the Surat 
Council and supporters of the Parak family, who were 
responsible for ordering the blockade. These are found 
in the factory diaries of 1734, reel 4, New Delhi. John 
Braddyll, a company servant who vigorously denounced 
that the other merchants had signed the declaration 
under duress, knowing full well that the accusations 
against Manakji were false. See B.P.P. 8, p. 181. 
Bradyll served as a member of the Bombay Council. All of 
these various accounts are cited in Das Gupta, Indian 
Merchants and the Decline of Surat, pp. 258-60. 
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economic chaos. Merchant trade in Surat appeared in 

irreversible decline. In 1736 Ahmad Chellaby was found 

murdered in his bed, apparently on the governor's 

orders. 115 Thus the leading Muslim merchant had been 

eliminated from the scene. In the mid-thirties both 

Cowan and Lowther were recalled to England amid charges 

of misappropriation and providing substandard goods. 

Besides this, in the course of the investigation against 

Lowther, the insolvency of the Paraks became apparent. 

The Paraks were dismissed from their brokerage in 1737. 

The British proceeded to persecute the Parak family as 

they once had the sons of Rustam, arresting some members 

while forcing others into exile. Manakji Nowroji 

received the appointment of sole broker for the English 

East India Company of Surat, and had the satisfaction of 

liquidating the seized properties of Parak family.116 

Thereafter Manakji was firmly established as the 

principal merchant of Surat. In 1738 the Company 

attempted to break his monopoly of power by eliminating 

the office of broker entirely and by auctioning the 

right to supply cloth goods on a yearly basis. Having 

115Al i Muhammad Khan, Mirat-i-Ahmadi; trans. pp. 522-23. 

l16Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat. 
p. 277. 
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direct access to weavers settled in his grandfather's estate, 

Manakji could continually underbid competitors. When a 

competitor did succeed in obtaining the low bid, he 

proved unable to deliver on his contract. 117 

In the 1740s, the Company turned again to the Parak 

family as the only merchants capable of offsetting 

Manakji's power. Jagannath, son of Laldas Parak, once 

more became the broker of the British East India 

company.118 Manakji realized that without British 

patronage and protection he and his wealth would make 

easy targets for the rapacious government officials in 

Surat. He therefore removed himself to Bombay.119 

Anquetil DU-Perron reported that at the time of his 

visit to Surat in 1758, the leading Parsi was Minocherji 

Seth. 120 Minocherji, a man of humble origins, had 

117White, "Parsis as Entrepreneurs," pp. 225-29. 

118Cited in Das Gupta, "The Merchants of Surat," p. 
214. 

ll9White, "Parsis as Entrepreneurs," pp. 236. 

120Zend Avesta, Tome I, Partie III, p. cclxxx. Most 
Parsis, however, regard the Modi family as the leader of 
the entire Parsi community of Surat. Cf. Karaka, History 
of the Parsis, 2:19. Other European records support 
Anquetil's assessment, however. stavorinus states that 
Minocherji shared the leadership of the Parsi community 
with another man, Dhanjishah Manjishah, who served the 
British company. He claimed that both functioned as 
priests and that they both settled disputes within the 
community. 
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formerly worked for Manakji Seth, from whom he may have 

taken his surname as well as the leadership of the 

community when the latter retired to Bombay.121 He 

served, at that time, as broker for the Dutch East India 

Company. In 1746, following the death of the governor of 

Surat, Tegh Beg Khan, the city was engulfed in civil 

war.122 The Marathas, who favored the accession of Mia 

Achan to power, invaded the city and imprisoned 

Minocherji Seth along with Sabdar Khan, whom the Dutch 

were now supporting for the office of governor. They 

also seized property of the Dutch factory. 

Minocherji's Dutch patrons reacted by leaving the 

city and blockading the mouth of the Tapti River. They 

threatened the governor, demanding that he render 

justice and see to their broker's release. Mia Achan 

Voyages to the East Indies, pp. 494-98, 504-5. Modi 
gives the man's full name as Minocherji Khurshidji 
Nowroji Sethna. He, like the family of Rustam Manock, 
was of priestly stock and was in fact related to Dastur 
Darab. "Qisseh-i Zartushtian-i Hindustan," p. 74. 

121Most of the property of the Parsi Punchayat of Surat 
was held under either Mincherji's name or that of Framji 
Rustamji Seth. Parsi Prakash, 1:510. 

122The details of this conflict, which follow, are taken 
from Anquetil's account in Zend Avesta, pp. cclxxx
cccxii. 
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protested that he bore no responsibility for the actions 

of the Marathas and repudiated any connection with them. 

The merchants forced the governor to come to terms with 

the Dutch, agreeing to the release of Minocherji Seth 

and the return of Dutch property, as well as allowing 

the Dutch to fortify their factory. When the Dutch re-

entered the city they were met with demonstrations of 

welcome at Umra, the large Parsi neighborhood on the 

left bank of the Tapti. 123 

By October of 1748 full-scale hostilities had 

broken out between Mia Achan and Sabdar Khan. Initially, 

the British sided with the candidate favored by the 

Marathas, Mia Achan, mostly because of Sabdar Khan's 

connections with the Dutch. On November 8, 1748, the 

heads of all the European factories except the Dutch met 

together and decided to insure Mia Achan's position by 

forcing Sabdar Khan to leave the city.124 For this 

purpose, the British sent for reinforcements from 

Bombay. The Dutch, suspicious of all activity at the 

British factory, sent one of their men to ascertain what 

was happening. Within the space of five hours he was 

123 bOd I ~., p. cc xxx. 

124Ib o d I 00 ___ 1_., p. CC XXX11. 
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summarily executed as a spy. The Dutch protested this 

action and disavowed their support for Sabdar Khan. 

Sabdar Khan now realized the precariousness of his 

position. Armed conflict took place between the British 

and the governor in which nearly forty lives were lost. 

Eventually Sabdar Khan was allowed to leave Surat under 

the protection of the British, who transported him to 

Sind. 125 

Mia Achan lay claim to the offices of both 

military commander and civilian governor. No sooner was 

he firmly established in office than he sought to free 

himself from British tutelage. The Dutch proved eager to 

curry his favor and settled their differences with Mia 

Achan, bestowing upon him a considerable amount of 

money. The governor responded by rendering them 

favorable treatment. This was sure to arouse the 

jealousy of the British. 126 The governor gave special 

concessions to the French as well, allowing them to 

change money without paying the usual fees. 127 At the 

same time, he started to treat the British the same way 

he had previously treated the Dutch, harassing one of 

125Ibid. , p. cclxxxiii 

126Ibid. , p. cclxxxiv. 

127Ibid. , p. cclxxxv. 
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their local supporters, Mulla Fakhruddin. The British 

reacted in time-honored fashion by blockading the 

mouth of the Tapti River, demanding the release of 

Fakhruddin. The siddis at this point intervened and attacked 

the court. Mia Achan was eventually forced out of office 

and Sabdar Khan invited back. Mia Achan now took refuge 

with the British in Bombay.128 

No sooner was Sabdar Khan installed as governor 

than conflicts arose between him and the Siddis over 

arrears in their share of revenue. The Dutch favored the 

Siddis, while the British were offered the admiralship 

for putting them down. 129 

Sabdar Khan died in 1758. with support of the 

Dutch, the French, and the Parsi community, his son-in-

law and the nephew of Mia Achan took power as governor. 

The British, however, refused to recognize him and 

assisted Mia Achan in returning to power. Once again Mia 

Achan refused to cooperate with the British, and once 

again they took measures to see to his removal. The 

pretext for their action, however, was a number of 

disputes that had been developing between the Siddis and 

the British. After blood was shed, the British sent 

l28 Ibid., pp. cclxxxv-cclxxxviii. 

129 b'd ~., p. ccxc. 
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troops and a fleet from Bombay to attack the city. with 

Maratha assistance, the British seized the castle of 

Surat. Afterwards the British made a triumphal and 

impressive entry into the city, making it apparent who 

would be the paramount power from now on. Mia Achan 

remained the nominal governor of the city, but the 

British appointed Faraskhan to serve as his second in 

command and they themselves remained in charge of the 

castle, effectively becoming the military and naval 

commanders. 130 In July of 1759, the Mughal government in 

Delhi officially appointed the British to these posts 

and assigned them the revenues due those offices. 131 The 

British did not assume direct control of the civilian 

government until 1800. By that time Surat no longer 

served as a major trade center, having been replaced in 

significance by Bombay. 

The Parsi community soon fell afoul of Faraskhan, 

who exercised the real authority within Surat. One of 

his sons attempted to extort money from the local 

shopkeepers. Several Pars is started a commotion and 

attacked his attendants. Faraskhan responded by ordering 

130Ibid., pp. ccxcvii-ccciv. 

131 b'd '" ~., p. CCCV111. 
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the arrest of all Parsis who could be found. 

Minocherji's brother fell into their hands, and when the 

Dutch broker went to gain his release he himself was 

seized. Jagarnath Parak apparently held the same 

animosity towards Minocherji Seth as he did towards 

Minocherji's former patrons, the family of Rustam 

Manock, for he claimed that Minocherji harbored 

hostility towards the British. The Dutch urged Mia Achan 

to release Minocherji, but the Governor found himself 

helpless to act against his supposed deputy. Finally the 

leading notables of the city, fearing what an open 

rupture between the Dutch and the British might do to 

trade, intervened and obtained Minocherji's release. 132 

Mughal officials in Surat had previously obtained 

much of their revenue from outlying villages surrounding 

Surat. As Maratha incursions cut off much of this 

revenue, the nobility attempted to squeeze additional 

revenues out of prosperous merchants through highly 

irregular means. 133 Muslim traders found themselves 

132Ibid., p. cccvii 

133Ibid., p. 149-59. These included levying arbitrary 
fines, imprisoning merchants to obtain payment, and 
suddenly expropriating their property. 
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particularly vulnerable in this situation, for Pars is 

and banians received better protection due to the 

relationships they fostered with European trading 

companies who supported a sufficient militia to 

discourage attacks. Within three decades, the fortunes of 

all the leading Muslim mercantile families were entirely 

ruined. 134 Total trade out of Surat had fallen off by 

75% during the first half of the eighteenth century, and 

of that trade, the British had the lion's share. 135 By 

the second half of the century, Muslim shipping had 

virtually disappeared, while Parsi shipping continued 

under British or Dutch auspices. The bulk of Parsi 

trade, however, shifted to Bombay, as did SUbstantial 

portions of banian activity. Muslim traders and most 

banians remained in Surat, desperately trying to 

maintain their fortunes in the face of inevitable 

decline. Ashin Das Gupta suggests that the Parsis showed 

more willingness to move because they had less at stake, 

inasmuch as they could not hope to compete with the 

influence of the banians. 136 Yet with the bulk of trade 

134Ibid., p. 149. 

135Das Gupta, Indian Merchants and the Decline of Surat, 
p. 19. 

136Das Gupta, "The Merchants of Surat," p. 222. 
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in Surat passing through European companies, Parsis seem 

to have been competing quite well. Parsis had always 

been a highly mobile community, easily shifting their 

activities to whatever localities shewed the greatest 

economic promise. 

Conclusion 

Economic prosperity in the Parsi community 

increased dramatically from the sixteenth through the 

eighteenth century due to a combination of strategic, 

political and economic factors. Prior to this period 

individual Parsis might rise to positions of some 

prominence, but the community, despite its mercantile 

proclivities, remained undistinquished within Gujarat 

society as a whole. Most of these factors had little to 

do with the intrinsic nature of the Parsi community but 

were occasioned by external circumstances. Among these 

was the contraction of the inland supply and trading 

routes caused by the political disruption of the Mughal 

Empire and the rise of Maratha power. This decreased the 

importance of areas without sizable Parsi populations, 

such as Ahmedabad, and increased the significance of 

those places where Parsis played a considerable role in 

production and sale, such as Navsari and Broach. As 

instability increased, large numbers of Parsis, 
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especially weavers, emigrated to Surat where they 

provided a steady and reliable supply of cloth goods to 

Parsi brokers of European companies. 

The willingness of European companies to transact 

their business through Parsi mediators, to some extent 

apparently motivated by racial considerations and the 

belief that Parsis were more like themselves, lent the 

greatest impetus to their rise. The economic and 

political savvy of certain key individuals within the 

Parsi community can not be eliminated as a crucial 

factor. 

Nonetheless, the flexibility of the Parsi community 

both in its physical mobility and its vocational 

versatility proved an important asset in these rapidly 

changing times. Unlike other communities that served in 

only specific functions for the Europeans, the Parsis 

often rose from serving relatively modest functions to 

playing key roles within the trading companies, 

retaining strong connections with producers of the goods 

they provided. caste functioned among Parsis but tended 

to be less tied to any specific profession. 

Because of their relationship with European 

traders, Pars is had certain advantages over other groups 

of Gujarati merchants. Unlike Muslim businessmen, Farsis 

engaged in internal as well as export trade. Europeans 
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did not perceive them as competitors in trade, as they 

did the great Muslim shippers. Banians also cultivated 

strong relationships with European Companies, often in 

vicious competition with the Farsis. Unlike the banians, 

however, Parsis involved themselves in the production as 

well as the marketing of goods sold to the companies. 

Furthermore, they frequently dominated the trades most 

valuable to those companies, such as weaving and 

shipbuilding. Since they formed virtually the only 

community involved in all phases of production and 

distribution they were able to control supplies and 

markets to a greater extent than could banian merchants, 

who typically had to work through a complicated 

hierarchy of middlemen. In the final analysis, Farsis 

proved wore versatile than other groups, a versatility 

that would continue to serve them well into the future. 

The greater political vulnerability of the Farsis 

encouraged the community to seek the protection afforded 

by European Companies. In this sense Farsi marginality 

assisted their rise. Ironically, these connections 

sometimes made them ~ore vulnerable still, particularly 

when resentment against foreign traders was especially 

high. Early on, the Farsis placed much of their trading 

capital under European auspices. The prosperity created 

through contacts with these companies brought greater 
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visibility to the Parsi community, which made them easy 

scapegoats in the face of political chaos and declining 

prosperity for the rest of Surat. Towards the latter 

half of the eighteenth century, Parsi connections with 

the British in Surat waned just as the English began to 

exercise military and political power within the city. 

The Parsis then found themselves with neither patron nor 

protector. Their strained relations with the Surat 

Council did not affect Parsi relations with Company 

officials in Bombay, however. Both the economic decline 

of Surat and the political marginality of the Parsi 

community encouraged their migration to Bombay. 

Having examined the economic and political changes 

that affected the Parsi community of Surat in the 

eighteenth century, we will now turn our attention to 

those religious and social tensions to which those 

changes gave rise during this same period. 
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Chapter 6 

The Calendar Dispute 

During the eighteenth century it became apparent 

that the ritual calendars of the Irani Zoroastrians and 

the Farsis differed by a month. One group of Farsis, 

known as the gadimis, assumed that their co-

religionists in Iran maintained greater purity in their 

religious practices and therefore adopted the Iranian 

version of the Zoroastrian calendar. 1 The sacred calendar 

is organized in such a way that each day is named after 

a particular deity or angel who is to be honored on that 

day by prayers and rituals. Therefore any change in the 

calendar involved a change in the entire ritual life of 

the Zoroastrians. The majority of Farsis, known as the 

shahenshahis, opposed such changes. 2 

The German sociologist Eckehard Kulke, like others 

examining the calendar dispute, has depicted it as 

involving only ritual that did not affect any 

"essential dogmatic question.,,3 In fact, the dispute 

10adimi means ancient, referring to ancient usage. 

2The origins of the term shahenshahi are disputed. The 
word implies "imperial" but apparently represents a 
corruption of an earlier word, either Sharshais or 
Shenshais. Boyce, zoroastrians, p. 190. 

3Kulke, The Parsees in India, p. 21. 
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came to raise some significant social as well as 

doctrinal issues. This chapter will examine the social 

ramifications of the calendar dispute and introduce some 

of the doctrinal innovations that came to be 

inadvertently introduced. The implications of this 

latter development will be examined in more detail in 

the following chapter. To a large extent the qadimi 

movement expressed lay dissatisfaction with clerical 

control of the Zoroastrian community. Appealing to 

authorities outside of India provided a means of "going 

over their heads." Ultimately, the reaction to this 

movement resulted in the majority of Parsis ceasing to 

look to Iran for religious guidance. This coincided with 

the sinking fortunes of the Zoroastrians during the rise 

of the Qajar dynasty when Iranian Zoroastrians were 

least able to lend any assistance to their Parsi co

religionists. 

Iran and India in the Eighteenth century 

As we have seen, during the roughly nine centuries 

since the Parsis had left their homeland, they 

maintained contacts with their co-religionists in India 

by means of messengers and letters. Internal disputes 

within the Parsi community encouraged them to seek 
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rulings from Iranian dasturs in the form of rivayats. 

Although the rulings contained in these correspondence 

were not always followed, they carried great authority 

among the Parsis, for Indian Zoroastrians often 

legitimated their claims by appealing to authorities 

from Persia. until the sixteenth century, these contacts 

remained sporadic. In the eighteenth century, travel 

between the two communities became more frequent. The 

Iranian Zoroastrian community had by now shrunk to a 

tiny impoverished minority, centered in Yazd and Kirman. 

At the same time, in India Parsi contact with Europeans 

generated income, which enabled Zoroastrians to become 

one of the most prosperous and best educated communities 

in India. Laymen in Surat and elsewhere commissioned the 

transcription of an increasing number of rivayats, 

historical and legendary works (namahs), scriptures and 

prayer books. Indeed, most of the extant manuscripts 

date from this time. 4 While Pars is demonstrated greater 

interest in their ancient history, they became 

increasing dissatisfied with their priestly leadership 

4Most of these manuscripts are listed in Katrak, 
oriental Treasures, pp. 1-199, along with any dates, 
names of the copyists, and the names of the persons in 
whose library the text was originally located. The 
contents of the colophons in those texts are given as 
well. Many of these manuscripts are now housed in the 
K. R. Cama oriental Institute. 
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and began to look elsewhere for sources of authority. 

These events coincided with the increase in immigration 

of Iranian Zoroastrians to India due to the numerous 

incidents of persecution occurring in the chaotic 

political climate of Persia at this time. 

Two major primary sources provide the bulk of the 

information we have regarding the origins of religious 

disputes of the eighteenth century. The first consists 

of the memoirs of Abraham Hyacinth Anquetil DU-Perron as 

given in the preface of his translation of the Zend

Avesta. Anquetil devotes most of his five-hundred page 

preliminary discourse to a traveler's narrative of his 

adventures in India. Anquetil, who was the first 

European to make a full translation of the Zend-Avesta, 

recorded the events connected with this controversy over 

the proper calendar forty years later. He had studied 

Avestan under the guidance of one of Jamasp Hakim's 

disciples, Dastur Darab Kumana. Anquetil's memoirs must 

be used with some caution. His account does not shed a 

very favorable light on the Parsis with whom he dealt, 

accusing them of deception and dissimulation. He held 

that only by playing off one faction against another was 

he able to obtain manuscripts and instruction. However 

it is clear from the inconsistencies of Anquetil's own 
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description of events that the Parsis dealt more 

honestly with him than he did with them, and that his 

account is full of wild exaggerations apparently aimed 

at making his narrative more dramatic and protecting 

himself from persecution back home. 5 Also, since 

Anquetil viewed these events as an outsider, there were 

times when he misunderstood what was taking place. 

Anquetil's contacts were mostly with those of the gadimi 

sect and he often shared their presuppositions. 

Another important source, written about a 

generation later than Anquetil's, was by one of the 

leaders of the gadimi sect, Mulla Firuz, son of Mulla 

Kaus. This work, entitled Avizih-i Din, offers a good 

5J • J. Modi discusses a number of these inconsistencies 
throughout his monograph, Anguetil Du Perron and Dastur 
Darab (Bombay: Times of India Press, 1916), perhaps 
overstating the case. One incident especially shows the 
arrogance with which ~,quetil, like other Europeans, 
treated Indians, and indicates as well that the probity 
of the Parsis compared well with that of the Frenchman. 
At one time Anquetil went sight-seeing to a number of 
Hindu temple caves accompanied by a few of his servants, 
among them a Parsi. Inside one of these caves, Anquetil 
spied a statue of a small sleeping bull which struck his 
fancy. He urged his Parsi servant, Irdiji, to steal it 
for him. As the Parsi adamantly refused to commit this 
sacrilege, Anquetil got an unscrupulous Muslim servant 
to take and conceal the idol in Anquetil's palanquin. 
Anquetil was tickled at the thought of having the power 
to transport a god to Europe. Zend Avesta, pp. cccxc. 
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overview of the history of the calendar dispute, howbeit 

from a partisan standpoint. 6 The treatise was written as 

a retort to the arguments in favor of intercalation and 

the traditional Parsi calendar. 

Jamasp Hakim and Jamshid vilayati 

In the year 1722 A.D. Dastur Jamasp Hakim 

vilayati, a scholar in Pahlavi and Avestan, traveled to 

India from Kirman bearing a rivayat. 7 According to a 

colophon written on a manuscript of the Fravadin Yasht 

that Jamasp transcribed, this text along with Hom 

branches was presented to the three sons of Mobed 

Rustamji in return for their hospitality.8 Modi, who 

6Dastur Mulla Firuz, Avizih-i Din (Bombay: n.p., 1832). 

7Mulla Firuz gives 1720 A.D. (1091 A.Y.) as the year he 
left Iran for India and places his return to Iran eleven 
months later. Avizih-i Din, p. 12. Most scholars, 
including Boyce, follow this chronology. Zoroastrians, 
p. 188. Jamasp states he arrived on April 6, 1722 (Ruz 
Khordad, Mah Meher 1091 A.Y.) and mentions a trip to 
Bombay on May 5, 1723. He departed for Persia on October 
23, 1723. Dastur Jamasp would have had to have remained 
in Surat for longer than the period reported by Mulla 
Firuz to have taught Pahlavi to Parsi priests, even if 
they had some previous familiarity with the language. 

8The Fravadin Yasht is presently located in the Library 
of Copenhagen labeled K13. cited in N. L. Westergaard, 
Zendavesta (Copenhagen: n.p. 1852-54), p. v., n. 3. Hom 
is an ephedra plant considered sacred by Zoroastrians 
and used in various rituals. 
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disputes an assertion made by Anquetil that only the 

family of Dastur Darab had a thorough knowledge of Zend 

and Avestan, and apparently unaware of the identity of 

these three men, takes this colophon as an indication 

that there were other learned families in Surat. 9 

However, another colophon written by Jamasp himself, 

states that he arrived in Bombay expecting to meet 

"Mobed Rustam Manek," only to learn that the latter had 

died two years previously. He therefore proceeded to 

Surat in order to meet with Rustam's sons, the "Mobeds 

Framroz, Behman and Navroz Rustam."lO As we have seen 

already, the Seth family, although far from learned in 

the sacred languages of the Parsis, did collect 

manuscripts in those tongues. Jamasp had brought the 

Fravadin Yasht from Iran at the specific request of the 

Parsis of India as, according to the colophon in Irani 

9Modi , Anguetil Du Perron and Dastur Darab, p. 79. For 
Anquetil's assessment of the degree of learning among 
the Zoroastrian priests, see Zend Avesta, p. cccxxvi. He 
states that Dastur Darab was the most learned of Jamasp 
Hakim's students. Anquetil also regarded Jamasp Asa, 
another student of Jamasp Hakim, as the most learned 
priest of Navsari. Zend Avesta, pp. ccccxxviii-ccccxxix. 
Unlike other students of Jamasp Hakim, Jamasp Asa took 
no part in the calendar dispute. 

10This colophon is contained in the manuscript Irani 
Farokhshi folio 40-43. Cited in Katrak, oriental 
Treasures, pp. 35-36. The manuscript itself is among the 
collection of Nosherwan Dastur Kaikhushroo. 
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Farokhshi, they had no copy of this text. The same 

colophon mentions Jamasp bringing Hom as well. In all 

likelihood the Seth brothers received both items as the 

leaders of the Parsi community. 

Although he lived in Surat for little more than a 

year, Jamasp's impact on the Parsis of India proved 

long-lasting. Local Parsis prevailed upon him to 

pronounce on controversial liturgical and ritual 

questions. These questions largely centered around 

funerary practices and reflected the tensions that had 

long existed between the Bhagaria and the Sanjana 

priests. While the Bhagaria priests laid corpses of the 

deceased out with their legs outstretched and covered 

their mouth with a veil, the sanjana priests crossed the 

legs and left the mouth uncovered. Dastur Jamasp 

pronounced the Sanjana practice to be the correct one 

according to Iranian usages, but apparently he was 

disgusted at the amount of dissension these minor 

differences were causing. I1 The priests of Surat 

insisted on following the Bhagaria practices and refused 

to place corpses without such a mouth covering in the 

Towers of Silence. 

IlFiruz, Avizih-i Din, p. 16. 
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Dastur Jamasp took upon himself the training of a 

number of high-priests, among whom were Dastur Darab 

Kumana, later to become the teacher of Anquetil Du-

Perron, Dastur Jamasp Asa of Navsari, and Dastur 

Fardunji from Broach. 12 He taught these priests the 

Avesta by use of a Pahlavi translation. Pahlavi was 

largely neglected at this time in India, and Parsi 

priests typically studied the sacred scriptures with the 

use of Gujarati translations. Jamasp Hakim found it 

necessary to correct manuscripts of the Vendidad, whose 

Pahlavi translations he found too long and inexact. 13 

In addition to his instruction, Jamasp Hakim 

translated into Persian a number of key Zoroastrian 

scriptures, such as the Vendidad and the Visperad. He 

also introduced a text on rituals entitled the 

Nirangestan, a Pahlavi text previously unknown among the 

Parsis. But most important was his discovery of the 

discrepancy of one month between the Zoroastrian 

calendars of India and Iran. Having seen the disputes 

which had arisen over relatively minor ritual 

l2Anquetil, Zend Avesta., p. cccxxvi. 

l3 Ibid., p. cccxxi. Anquetil does not name the dastur 
from Broach, but most Parsi historians identify him as 
Fardunji. 
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differences, he was reluctant to make an issue of this 

matter, although he taught the Iranian calendar to his 

select students. These, too, did not immediately agitate 

for reform of the calendar. 14 That same year, 

however, a lay merchant, Manockji Edalji Armanina,15 

began to insist on the use of the gadimi calendar. 16 

This began the dispute which later became known as the 

Kabisah [intercalation] controversy, for arguments 

14Iranian dasturs had brought this matter to the 
attention of Parsis nearly a century earlier, but they 
apparently had not acted on it, nor had it stirred up 
any known controversy. A rivayat dated 1635 A.D. 
addressed to Dastur Kamdin Padam Ram Bharuchi and Behdin 
Asa Jamshed of Broach and signed by Dastur Behram 
Ardeshir Turkabadi refers to the one month discrepancy 
matter and advises Parsis to correct their calendar and 
bring it in accord with the Iranian one. MS No. 128 
Mulla Firuze Library, K. R. Cama oriental Institute. 

15So-called because he served as broker for the 
Armenian traders. 

16Khan Bahadur Bahmanji Behramji Patel, "A Brief 
Outline of Some controversial Questions that Led to the 
Advancement of the Study of Religious Literature Among 
the Parsis," ~ !h Cama Memorial Volume (Bombay: Fort 
Printing Press 1900), p. 176. Calendar reforms were a 
thorny issue in zoroastrianism even during sasanian 
times, according to Dr. Mary Boyce. Revision took place 
twice during that period. The final revision called for 
the intercalation of a month every hundred and twenty 
years. After the Arab conquest both the Parsi and Irani 
Zoroastrians performed this intercalation once in the 
eleventh century. The Parsis again performed it in the 
twelfth century while the Iranians failed to. Thereafter 
neither community intercalated, leaving a month's 
difference between Iran and India. Zoroastrians, pp. 
104-6, 128-29, 159-60, 166-67. 
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centered around the use of intercalation in the 

zoroastrian calendar. 

In 1736, a Zoroastrian layman and astrologer, 

Jamshid (also called 'Vilayati', of the homeland, Iran) 

immigrated to Surat and was asked by the Parsis to 

resolve, by astronomical calculations, the issue of the 

different calendars. Jamshid, like Jamasp before him, 

showed reluctance to express any opinion, although he 

taught his science to a certain priest, Mobed Kaus 

Faridun. Mobed Kaus afterwards declared that the 

calendar taught by Jamasp was indeed the correct one. In 

1740 Jamshid came to Bombay. Finding himself the center 

of more controversy, he wrote a treatise in Persian 

verse on general matters of religion, devoting 

particular attention to criticizing the quarrelsome 

Parsis: 

Everyone is wrong in this dispute, 
For all create disturbance with deception and 
depravity. 
Everyone opposes everything; 
Everyone takes religion into their own hands. 
They have no shame before God and to the 
admonitions of religion, 
No care for the tomorrow their today brings. 
Upon investigation I see i9ung and old, 
Alike bound by ignorance. 

17The original of this poem is located in the K. R. Cama 
oriental Institute, MS R207. A biography of Jamshid can 
be found in a Zoroastrian biographical dictionary 
written in Persian by Rashid Sharmardan, Paresteshgah 
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Formation of the Qadimi sect 

Whatever may have been the intentions of Dastur 

Jamasp or Jamshid not to stir up unnecessary controversy 

regarding the discrepancies in calendars, other forces 

came into play. We have already seen how Surat, which 

for a century and a half had been the most important 

seaport on the west coast of India, was experiencing an 

economic crisis brought on both by the shift of trade to 

the now expanding Bombay and by Maratha control of the 

rural areas which deprived Surat of its customary tax 

revenues. Some of the more important members of the 

Surat mercantile elite had already relocated to Bombay. 

Yet at the same time, impoverished Parsis from rural 

areas were migrating to Surat, and the disparities 

between rich and poor Parsis were growing. Jamshid's 

arrival in Surat followed on the heels of a severe 

famine that had struck Surat in 1731. The very year of 

Jamshid's arrival, 1736, the Parsi priesthood at Surat 

declared they would no longer give their daughters in 

Zartoshtian (Bombay: Saziman-i Javan-i Zartoshti, 1332 
Yazdegardi [c. 1964]), pp. 449-50. My translation. 



marriage to laymen. 18 Within the Indian context this 

implied that the priests held a higher caste standing 

than laymen. It also insured that inheritance wealth 

could be acquired from lay families but not alienated 

from priestly hands through the means of dowries. The 
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priesthood formed a strong alliance with the wealthiest 

merchants since they also came from priestly lineages, 

while the bulk of laymen families served as humble 

artisans. 

Based on the training he had received from Jamshid, 

Kaus Faridun made his own calculations and declared the 

Iranian calendar to be the correct one. At this point a 

number of poor Parsi artisans commenced to perform the 

annual ceremonies for the dead (muktad) a month early, 

in accordance with the Iranian calendar. 19 At that point 

others, who had previously been closely associated with 

18The marriage conflict between priests and laymen is 
described in length in the Gujarati work written by the 
leading Parsi merchant of Bombay, Jamsetji Jijibhai, 
Kholas-i-Panchayat (Bombay: Jam-i-Jamshed, 1843), p. 50. 
This text describes the history of the Bombay Panchayat 
and makes recommendations for its reform, issuing a 
scathing attack on the priesthood. Significantly, the 
lineage of Jijibhai, unlike the merchant princes of 
Surat, derived not from a priestly background but from a 
family of humble weavers. 

19patell, "A Brief Outline of Some controversial 
Questions," pp. 176-77. These people were derisively 
referred to as churigars, bangle-makers. 
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Dastur Jamasp or Jamshid Vilayati, openly declared their 

willingness to adopt the gadimi calendar. They 

approached Dastur Darab and his co~sin Mulla Kaus and 

persuaded them to officiate at their ceremonies. 20 

Dastur Darab agreed to establish a separate fire temple 

to accommodate the different cycle of rituals. Thus, the 

earliest adherents of the gadimi sect consisted of a 

strange combination of poor artisans, learned priests 

who had received significant amounts of their education 

from non-Indian Zoroastrians, and lesser known merchants 

and brokers. At least one very prominent merchant, 

Dhanjishah Manjishah, inclined towards the gadimi 

cause. 21 

In 1743 the dasturs of Yazd sent a rivayat to Surat 

in answer to a s~ries of twenty questions regarding the 

propriety of the Iranian calendar. 22 These dasturs 

supported the gadimis and attempted to persuade the rest 

of the Parsis to adopt their calendar as well. The 

20Firuz, Avizih-i-Din, p. 16. 

21Karaka, History of the Parsees, Vol. II, p. 19. 
Karaka states that Dhanjishah Manjishah held extensive 
jagirs and later augmented his wealth as a shipper 
engaged both in coastal trading and trade between Bombay 
and China. 

22Copies of this rivayat can be found in the Meherji 
Rana Library of Navsari, F.60, ff.125-31. 
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shahenshahi supporters denounced this letter as a 

forgery fabricated by the gadimis. 23 Tensions developed 

over other issues as well. Dastur Darab made some 

corrections on the Pahlavi translation of the Vendidad 

and also attempted to rectify some mistakes in the Zend 

text according to the methods he had been taught by 

Jamasp Hakim. According to Anquetil, he attempted to 

teach young priests the meaning of the texts they 

recited by rote in their ceremonies, which he also 

attempted to simplify.24 These educational reforms were 

vehemently opposed by Minocherji Seth. Hostilities 

reached their highest point when Dastur Darab initiated 

the son of a behdin into the priesthood. No more direct 

attack could have been made on the priestly oligarchy. 

Soon afterwards Dastur Darab found it necessary to flee 

to Daman in Portuguese territory, while Mulla Kaus 

23Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta, p. cccxxviii. 

24These reforms reflect the basic differences to be 
found today between the gadimis and shahenshahis. Those 
differences, besides the calendar itself, can be 
summarized as follows: differences in the pronounciation 
of certain words or in some of the words themselves used 
in the religious ceremonies, ceremonies of the gadimis 
are typically less complicated than those of the 
shahenshahii among the gadimis a married woman retains 
the name of her father, while among the shahenshahi she 
takes on the name of her husband. Menant, The Parsis in 
India, pp. 219-20. 
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sought the protection of the British in Cambay.25 

Whenever the power and prestige of Minocherji Seth and 

the Dutch factory diminished, however, more Pars is were 

found willing to embrace the gadimi cause. 26 

The Parsis of Broach proved especially receptive to 

the gadimi sect. This is not surprising, for more than 

any other Zoroastrian community in India, the Parsis of 

Broach had turned to Irani dasturs for guidance. We have 

already seen hOW, in 1478, Nariman Hushang, a layman of 

Broach, became the first Parsi to travel to Iran 

requesting clarification of Zoroastrian ritual practices 

and return with answers to those inquiries. By 1782 the 

issue of the calendar dispute reached such violent 

proportions in Broach that a fight broke out in which a 

pregnant women of the gadimi sect was kicked in the 

stomach by Homaji Jamshedji, a shahenshahi. When the 

woman miscarried the man was arrested for murder, 

brought to trial in Bombay and later hanged. Many 

shahenshahis came to regard him as a martyr and 

commemorated the anniversary of his death as a religious 

festival. 27 

25Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta., p. cccxxvii. 

26 b'd . ~., p. CCCXXV1 

27Balasara, Highlights of Parsi History (Bombay: P. H. 
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Anquetil Du-Perro~ and the Parsis 

By the time Anquetil arrived in Surat in 1758 the 

Parsi community was deeply divided between the majority 

shahenshai sect, whose prominent leader was Minocherji 

Seth, and the gadimi sect, for whom Dastur Darab served 

as high priest and who enjoyed the support of Dhanjishah 

Manjishah. Each sect cultivated ties with competing 

European trading companies as well as other prominent 

traders. The shahenshahis, through Minocherji Seth, had 

strong ties with the Dutch East India Company. The 

gadimis maintained ties with the British through 

Minocherji Seth, and with the Armenians through Manockji 

Edulj i. &'&quetil states that Dastur Darab cooperated 

with his efforts to learn the languages of the 

Zoroastrian scriptures in order to be assured of the 

protection of the French trading company against any 

machinations on the part of Minccherji seth. 28 Even 

before Anquetil arrived in Surat, he had been assured by 

officials of the French trading company that Parsi 

Rahman, 1963), p. 40. 

28Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend-Avesta, pp. cccxxviii. 



priests had agreed to teach him their sacred texts as 

well as the languages in which they were written. 29 
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Dastur Darab and Mulla Kaus endeavored to provide 

Anquetil with an education similar to that given to 

priests learning the sacred languages. Anquetil provides 

us only with allusions as to the content of the 

zoroastrian theology that was imparted by Parsi priests. 

His Exposition Du Systeme Theologique Des Perses is 

heavily oriented toward the texts he had obtained and 

provides only glimpses of what Parsis actually believed 

at this time. 30 This may reflect the emphasis given by 

the priests themselves. Anquetil complains that the 

dasturs always showed more interest in law and ritual 

than in metaphysics and abstract ideas. 31 Yet, jUdging 

by his interpretations of the texts with which he works, 

it appears that Zurvanism tainted the theology of those 

priests with whom Anquetil studied. Anquetil relies 

extensively on the Zurvanite text, Ulama-yi Islam, 

29Ibid., pp. xl-xli. 

3°Anquetil DU-Perron, Exposition du Systeme Theologique 
des Perses (Paris: n.p. 1774). This is an extremely 
rare treatise which has apparently gone unnoticed in 
most of the secondary literature. I know of only one 
copy, in the University of Michigan Library. Probably it 
originally formed part of a larger work, for it begins 
on page 571. 

31 bOd ~., p. 619. 



to inform his interpretation of the Avesta and the 

Bundahishn. He intends his work to establish that 

zoroastrians possessed the conception of a First 
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Principle from whom their dualism between Ahura Mazda 

and Ahriman was derived. 32 He claims that all the Parsis 

with whom he consulted confirmed the existence of such a 

Principle whether they were from Surat, Navsari, 

or elsewhere. Most of these Parsis, he then adds, were 

students of Oastur Jamasp Hakim. 33 He never explicitly 

states that they identified this First Principle with 

Zurvan, but Anquetil draws that conclusion from his 

texts. 34 Ahriman clearly existed as a separate and very 

32Anquetil lists Ulama-yi Islam as fourth in importance 
as a Zoroastrian religious text behind the Avesta, the 
Bundahisn and the rivayats. Ibid., p. 577. Like the 
rivayats, the Ulama-yi Islam, being written in modern 
Persian, would have been more accessible to the average 
Parsi. 

330r • Martin Haug believed that a mistake in Anquetil's 
translation of the Vendidad led him to his Zurvanite 
interpretation, and notes that his teacher could have 
influenced him on this point. Haug, Essays on the 
Sacred Language, Writings and Religion of the Parsis, p. 
24. Haug appears unaware of Anquetil's dependence on the 
Ulama-yi Islam. &,~~etil would also have been ~ware of 
the Greek and Roman sources of antiquity which also give 
a Zurvanite slant to Zoroastrianism. 

34Anquetil Du-Perron, Exposition, p. 582. 
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real being for these Parsis. Anquetil notes that most 

were of the opinion that Ahriman was evil in his essence 

and incapable of change, although Anquetil suggests that 

the texts indicate that Ahriman became evil of his own 

free wi11. 35 Did Dastur Jamasp Hakim teach his disciples 

a Zurvanite theology? Decisive evidence does not exist 

to establish this, although there are indications that 

he may have. Stronger evidence establishes that Jamasp 

Hakim's students all considered themselves monotheist. 

This monotheism in no way excluded the belief that an 

immutably evil being existed whose very essence was 

malignant. 

Anquetil quickly grew impatient both with the 

delays he experienced in obtaining manuscripts and with 

the slow and systematic method by which Dastur Darab 

taught him the languages. 36 In addition, because of the 

civil war then occurring, the priests often found it 

difficult to reach the French factory where Anquetil 

resided. Anquetil assumed that his teachers had no real 

wish to teach him Avestan and had only agreed to do so 

to please the French company. They had no expectation, 

35rbid., p. 697. 

36Anquetil complained that the dastur was wasting time 
by insisting that the Frenchman begin by learning the 
alphabet! Anquetil, Zend Avesta, pp. cccxiv. 
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according to Anquetil, that he would succeed in 

mastering the language well enough to translate their 

texts. 

According to Anquetil, the priests were committing 

a great sacrilege in teaching him Pahlavi and Avesta. 37 

They conducted their lessons in Persian so that his 

Parsi servant would not be aware of what was 

transpiring. 38 Probably, though, since Anquetil had 

studied Persian in Europe, this language proved the 

easiest means of communication available to them. 

Anquetil also reports that Dastur Darab told him his 

life would be in danger if other dasturs discovered he 

was teaching him Avesta. Mulla Kaus protested at times 

that they were expected to provide information which 

they were forbidden to divulge and which was not a part 

of their original agreement. 39 This could not have 

referred to assisting Anquetil in translating the 

scriptures, for that was precisely the purpose for which 

they were engaged. Kaus's anxiety grew as Anquetil 

37According to John Henry Grose, a British East India 
Company servant living in Surat around this time, copies 
of the Avesta were easily obtained, "for scarce any more 
expense than payment for the work of transcribing." ~ 
Voyage to the East-Indies. with Observations on Various 
Parts There (London: n.p., 1757), p. 354. 

38Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta., pp. cccxxx-cccxxxi. 

39Ibid., pp. cccxxviii-cccxxix. 
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demanded not simply translation but proper 

interpretation of those texts; he also observed that the 

Frenchman was carefully writing down whatever was said. 

If those interpretations involved imparting a Zurvanite 

theology not shared by the bulk of believers, Mulla 

Kaus's hesitation would be understandable. 40 

There is some debate as to whether Parsis 

considered it sacrilegious to teach either the precepts 

or the languages of their religion to outsiders. J. J. 

Modi insists that Pars is never hesitated in allowing 

others access to the study of their religion, and cites 

as evidence Dastur Meherji RaIla having taught Akbar the 

precepts of Zoroastrianism. 41 Teaching the sacred 

languages might have been a separate issue. A Persian 

text composed in Kirman around 1495 A.D. entitled Sad 

Dar states that Pahlavi should only be taught to priests 

and that one commits a grave sin in teaching it to 

anyone else. 42 In the seventeenth century this text 

40This might also explain Minocherji Seth's objection 
to Dastur Darab instructing young priests as to the 
meaning of the texts they recited. 

41Modi, Anguetil Du-Perron and Dastur Darab, p. 103. 

42E• W. West, Sacred Books of the East, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1885), 24:360. No text explicitly 
forbids teaching Avestan to non-believers. 
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was one of the most popularly quoted works among Indian 

Parsis. Anquetil possessed a complete copy of this work, 

which is now located in the National Library of Paris. 

It is not clear, however, how much authority Parsis gave 

this prohibition. I have not discovered any direct 

evidence that Parsis ever attempted to restrict non

believers from gaining access to their texts or learning 

their languages. The fact that virtually all factions of 

the Zoroastrian community cooperated with Anquetil's 

efforts to obtain manuscripts suggests that Parsis made 

no concerted efforts to conceal their scriptures. 

Anquetil did not claim merely to have gained 

access to Zoroastrian lore, however, but to Parsi holy 

sites as well. He provides detailed descriptions of 

visits to fire temples and dakhmas, or the Towers of 

Silence where the Zoroastrian dead are left exposed. 

Presumably any Zoroastrian would have regarded this as a 

great desecration. 43 The accuracy of the dimensions and 

43A modern Zoroastrian, Khojeste Mistree, states that 
non-Zoroastrians are not permitted into fire-temples due 
to their ritual impurity. They are excluded from certain 
contacts with Zoroastrian corpses, on the other hand, 
because, since they do not wear the sudreh and kushti, 
they have no protection from defilement by the demons 
which surround the dead. Zoroastrianism: An Ethnic 
Perspective (Bombay: Zoroastrian Studies, 1982), pp. 57, 
102. 
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specifications detailed by Anquetil leave little doubt 

that he actually visited these places. 44 J. J. Modi, 

however, has raised questions as to whether these visits 

occurred in the manner in which Anquetil describes them. 

He raises these questions both on the basis of the 

inconsistencies of Anquetil's narrative of the 

circumstances accompanying his trips to these sites, and 

on the basis of the gravity of sacrilege that Parsis, 

if they accepted Anquetil's account, would then have to 

ascribe to such a respected dastur as Darab Kumana. 45 

Anquetil's account of his excursion to the dakhmas 

makes no mention of any escort, stating only that the 

Parsis grumbled about his presence. 46 He asserts that 

Dastur Darab himself received him at the fire-temple 

and showed him the sacred fire in exchange for "a small 

present and the hope of promenading in the city in my 

palanquin." He also suggests as a motive that Dastur 

Darab had hopes of converting him to his religion, 

44The dakhmas are described in Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend 
Avesta, 2:587-91, while pp. 568-572 contain the 
description of the fire-temple. 

45The vindication of the character of Dastur Darab and 
the other Parsis Anquetil encountered provides the main 
theme of Modi's work, Anguetil Du-Perron and Dastur 
Darab. 

46Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta. p. ccclxi. 
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despite Anquetil's frequent avowals that he was a 

Christian. Anquetil arrived dressed as a Farsi, but 

fully armed. Dastur Darab urged Anquetil to make an 

offering to the fire, apparently to avoid raising any 

suspicion or causing any offense. liAs a Christian," 

Anquetil asserted, "I cannot do as you ask." The dastur, 

according to Anquetil, adopted a more sinister air, 

saying that even Muslims who had never had the privilege 

of seeing the fire had sometimes made offerings to it. 

"My position was delicate," states Anquetil, "I was 

alone, with no weapons other than my sword and a pocket

sized pistol, and if the devotees performing their 

prayers to the Dar-i Mehr had known who I was, I would 

have momentarily been made a sacrifice to their zeal for 

the house of Fire."47 Anquetil insists that he, 

nonetheless, courageously refused to waver and instead 

acted in such a way as to threaten to expose his 

presence if the dastur persisted in pressing him on this 

matter. Anquetil claims he continued to inspect the 

fire-temple for close to an hour. From his later drawing 

of the temple's floor-plan, he apparently took 

47Ibid., pp. ccclix-Ix. 
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measurements as well. 48 

J. J. Modi goes to great lengths describing the 

inconsistencies of Anquetil's account. He finds it 

impossible that a man with the reputation and position 

of Dastur Darab would have committed such a sacrilege 

for a small bribe. A palanquin ride would have meant 

nothing to this man, who could have easily obtained this 

service from the wealthy of his community. Even if 

Dastur Darab had the inclination to allow this 

desecration, given the precariousness of his position as 

leader of the minority sect, he would not have risked 

such an act. 49 Anquetil's account in the preface of the 

Zend Avesta states that he made his way to the fire-

temple in the dark and arrived there at 6:30 p.m., 

notwithstanding the fact that the sun would have set 

later than that in Surat on a June day. A manuscript 

note written by Anquetil on June 20, 1760, attests that 

the visit occurred at 8 p.m. of that day. This notation 

contains none of the dramatic details his later account 

would. 50 Had Dastur Darab received him at the gate of 

the fire-temple as Anquetil suggests, such an act would 

48The floor-plan of the fire-temple can be seen in 
ibid., Plate XIII. 

49MOdi, Anguetil Du-Perron and Dastur Darab, pp. 116-17. 

50 b'd ~., pp. 120-21. 



have brought the immediate attention of all the 

worshipers to what must have been a distinguished 

visitor. 51 Modi finds it fantastic that a foreigner 
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could have poked around a fire-temple, which is a simple 

enough structure for a Parsi newcomer to inspect in less 

than ten minutes, without drawing enormous attention to 

himself. 52 

Modi argues that in all likelihood, Anquetil had 

visited the temple openly, dressed as a European, at a 

time when the sacred fire had been removed in order to 

repair and white-wash the building in preparation for 

its anniversary celebration which would have taken place 

a few days later. A substitute fire may have been 

installed in its place and rituals performed solely for 

Anquetil's benefit. He notes that modern Parsis, 

including himself, often do this for the benefit of 

Western scholars studying their rituals. The situation 

described by Modi would have allowed Anquetil the 

leisure of examining the temple in the detail he 

presents it in his book. 53 

51Ibid., p. 119. 

52Ibid., p. 125. 

53-b ' d ~., pp. 136-38. 
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The crux of Modi's argument rests upon the 

assumption that the practices of modern Parsis, hungry 

for western approbation, can be projected back into the 

eighteenth century. No other evidence supports this 

assumption. If Dastur Darab had allowed Anquetil into 

the fire-temple after the sacred fire was removed, in 

all probability he was the first to do so. Modi's case--

that Anquetil's own account cannot be trusted--appears 

stronger than his theory of what actually transpired. 

Another possible scenario exists. Anquetil depicts 

Dastur Darab as continually attempting to convert him. 

Anquetil may have feigned conversion in order to obtain 

access to things from which he might otherwise have been 

excluded. Given Anquetil's precarious position in France 

as a Jansenite,54 he would have needed to insure that no 

54The Jansenites formed a movement within Roman 
Catholicism that stressed justification by faith and 
predestination. In France they were opposed by the 
Jesuits and persecuted by the Crown. Aside from 
providing Anquetil with important contacts with the 
Dutch, it is difficult to see what effect his religious 
background might have had on his studies. Since his work 
was commissioned by and dedicated to the king of France 
he, of course, would have made no direct mention of any 
dissident religious views. still, certain statements made 
by Anquetil appear extraordinary coming from the mouth 
of a Jansenite under any circumstances. For instance, 
when Anquetil fell ill in Chandanagar he was nursed back 
to health by Jesuits. Anquetil states that at that time, 
he considered abandoning his project of studying 
Zoroastrian texts and joining the Jesuit Order instead 
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aspersions were cast on his commitment to the church, 

especially in a book sponsored by the Royal Academy. 

Anyone familiar with the Parsi community might raise 

questions as to how Anquetil came to be so readily 

accepted in zoroastrian holy places. As will be seen, 

Anquetil made numerous enemies amongst his countrymen 

residing in India, who might seize upon any pretext to 

bring him down. Hence, Anquetil would have needed to 

exercise caution in describing his dealing with the 

Parsis, guarding against any charge of apostasy. 

Therefore he consistently presented himself as standing 

firm against constant zoroastrian efforts to convert 

him. 

Parsis, as we have seen, do not normally admit 

converts. But we have also seen in the rivayat 

literature of Irani Zoroastrians that such conversions 

were theoretically possible and even encouraged by the 

dasturs in Iran. Dastur Darab, llaving been trained by an 

Iranian, might have had no qualms about accepting 

(Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta, p. xl). But Jesuits 
and Jansenites were mortal enemies. This provides an 
indication of the extent to which Anquetil was prepared 
to conceal his own beliefs, which would support the 
theory that he pretended to convert to Zoroastrianism. 
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converts but would have been sensitive to the objections 

of his fellow Parsis. 

Immediately before describing his visit to the 

fire-temple, Anquetil mentions that he obtained, among 

other articles, a sudreh and kushti, the shirt and 

string which, when invested, define a person as a 

zoroastrian. 55 Anquetil states he visited the temple 

dressed as a Parsi. In all probability that dress 

included the sudreh and the kushti. Possibly he had even 

been formally invested with them by Dastur Darab in the 

naviote ceremony. This would have made him a Zoroastrian 

in the priest's eyes. The dastur, then, would have 

naturally expected Anquetil to have made an offering to 

the fire under these circumstances. If Anquetil had 

pretended to convert, in all likelihood he would have 

made the offering to the fire as well, a fact which he 

would later, necessarily, have to deny. 

Dastur Darab probably believed he was committing no 

sacrilege in admitting Anquetil to the fire-temple. As 

the latter was likely wearing the sudreh and kushti, no 

danger of defilement existed. At the same time, he would 

have urged Anquetil to be circumspect in his behavior so 

as not to draw attention to himself and offend those 

55Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta., p. ccclviii. 
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Farsis who would not have countenanced conversion. If 

Anquetil had arrived at 8:00 p.m. rather than 6:30, he 

might have come towards the end of the evening service. 

If so, the worshipers would have departed soon 

thereafter, leaving Anquetil the opportunity to examine 

the proportions of the temple in minute detail. 

While Dastur Darab and Mulla Kaus expected regular 

payment from Anquetil in exchange for his instruction, 

these monies were not always forthcoming. It was 

probably for this reason, and not so much any religious 

scruples, that the priests hesitated to secure for 

Anquetil the texts he demanded or to provide him with 

lessons as regularly as expected. Before initiating any 

lessons, they insisted on being paid to copy the 

manuscripts Anquetil wished to learn. 56 Although 

Anquetil had been promised a government stipend to 

pursue his studies, by the time he arrived in Surat, 

France was embroiled in the Seven Years War and had 

lost, or was in the process of losing, all of its 

territory in India to the British. Under these 

circumstances, Anquetil's work was a luxury that could 

no longer be afforded. Frustrated with the lack of 

support he received from the French factory, and with 

56 b·d ... ~., p. CCCXlll. 
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the difficulties his financial straits were placing on 

the continuation of his work, Anquetil lodged a 

complaint against the chief of the French factory and 

took up residence with the Dutch East India company.57 

Once lodged in the Dutch factory, Anquetil was able 

to secure the help of Minocherji Seth in his studies. 

Minocherji obtained a copy of the Vendidad from his own 

priest, Dastur Bhikhaji, which he loaned Anquetil with 

the understanding it would be returned promptly. 

Anquetil compared this version with the one he had 

purchased from Dastur Darab. Finding Dastur Darab's 

version to be much shorter, he confronted the gadimi 

priest and accused him of having cheated Anquetil by 

providing him with a faulty and incomplete copy. More 

than likely, the version that Anquetil received was one 

in which Dastur Darab had sought to correct the Pahlavi 

translation and eliminate any redundant interpretation 

and superfluous commentary.58 WhIle Mulla Kaus took 

57Ibid., pp. cccxiv-cccxv. As a Jansenite, Anquetil had 
received his education in theology and Hebrew at 
Rhynwijk and at Amerfoot in Holland. This no doubt 
assisted him in establishing good relations with the 
Dutch. 

58Anquetil admits as much in a notation attached to 
this manuscript in the National Library of Parsi. 
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great offense at Anquetil's accusations, Dastur Darab 

accommodated Anquetil by providing him with a copy of 

the Vendidad identical with Minocherji's.59 He also gave 

him a copy of the Oisseh-i sanjan along with a Persian 

and Pahlavi dictionary. By this time the chief of the 

French factory had been replaced by Anquetil's own 

brother, Anquetil de Briancourt. Anquetil Du Perron, 

therefore, once again took residence with his own 

countrymen. 

Soon afterwards the chief of the Dutch factory 

demanded the return of the manuscript that Minocherji 

Seth had lent Anquetil several months previously. 

Anquetil refused to return the manuscript, insisting he 

had not yet finished with it. He states he kept the 

Vendidad an additional four months, keeping a couple of 

pistols at his side to prevent anyone from trying to 

retrieve it. 60 

Translated, it reads: "Manuscript of Zoroaster with the 
Pahlavi translation of the Pazand, and stripped, by 
Dastur Darab of superfluous commentaries which disfigure 
the manuscript of Muncherjee." cited in Modi, Anguetil 
du Perron and Dastur Darab, p. 84. 

59Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta, pp. cccxvii-cccxviii. 

60Ibid., p. cccxxix. Anquetil notes that two or three 
months earlier he had a falling out with the Dutch. 
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Anquetil did not reside long in his company's 

factory. In September of 1759 he killed a fellow 

countryman in a duel and, badly wounded, was forced to 

take refuge with the British. Anquetil's own brother 

demanded he be handed over, but the English chose to 

offer him asylum. While confined to the English factory 

he was able to meet Nanabhai Modi, the prominent Parsi 

who contracted commissariat provisions for the 

British. 61 Anquetil asked Modi to send an inquiry to 

Navsari requesting information on the manuscript copy of 

the Nirangestan which Jamasp Hakim had brought from 

India. The priests in Navsari insisted they did not know 

what had become of this work. 62 

In April of 1760 the French authorities in 

Pondicherry allowed Anquetil to return to the French 

factory unmolested. It was at this time that he visited 

the fire-temple and the Towers of Silence. By September 

of the same year he had completed his translations and 

obtained some 180 manuscripts. After touring different 

61 bOd 0 00 ~., pp. CCCXXXV1-CCCXXXV11. 

62According to Modi, this work was in fact in Navsari 
at the time, being in the possession of Dastur Bahram, 
the younger brother of Dastur Jamasp Asa. Modi, "Qisseh
i Zarthushtian-i Hindustan," p. 64. 
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parts of Gujarat, Anquetil began making arrangements for 

his departure from India. Pondicherry, at this time, was 

besieged by the British. This effectively meant the 

French factory in Surat would be unable to provide him 

passage home. other European factories feared offending 

the English if they allowed Anquetil to board their 

ships. Even the native vessels refused to allow him 

passage without British permission. At this time, the 

widow of the Frenchman he had slain in a duel was 

attempting once again to bring charges against him. 

Anquetil used this as an excuse to seek refuge once 

more with the British and obtain passage to Europe, 

paying for it with moneys obtained by calling in debts 

to the French factory in the names of his brother and 

himself. 63 

Just as Anquetil readied himself to leave Surat, 

Mulla Kaus lodged a complaint with the British that 

Anquetil had failed to pay for all the manuscripts he 

was carrying. The British seized his goods and held them 

until his brother agreed to guarantee payment of the 

amount owed. Anquetil left Surat on March 15, 1761. 64 

63Anquetil Du-Perron, Zend Avesta, pp. ccccxxx-cccxxxi. 

64Ibid., p. ccccxxxv. 
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Anquetil's description of the Parsi community in 

Surat, as well as the understanding of Zoroastrianism 

they imparted to him, indicate that there may have been 

subtle differences in beliefs and practices among the 

gadimis and the shahenshahis that went beyond the issue 

of the calendar, although these other differences were 

probably not matters of controversies. It seems as 

though the disciples of Jamasp Hakim shared a theology 

that had zurvanite undertones. To what extent this 

differed from that of learned priests among the 

shahenshahis is not known. Dastur Darab, at least, 

accepted the Iranian belief in the permissability and 

encouragement of conversion. The extent to which other 

gadimis accepted this as well is, again, an unknown. 

Mission to Persia 

The gadimis continually attempted to establish 

their views by requesting support from the dasturs 

of Iran. After the Parsis rejected the authenticity of 

the rivayat of 1742, the leading gadimis wrote the 

Iranian dasturs asking them to send another such letter 

signed by all the leading priests and laymen of Yazd and 

Kirman, notarized by the religious heads of the Muslim, 

Armenian and English communities residing in both 

localities. The dasturs may have thought this was a bit 
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much to ask, for they failed to respond to this request. 

Dhanjishah Manjishah then commissioned Mulla Kaus, the 

nephew of Dastur Darab, to go to Iran in 1768 to obtain 

a definitive confirmation of their previous letter. He 

arrived four months later in Yazd, with his ten year old 

son, Peshutan, later known as Mulla Firuz. The record of 

this journey would later be recorded in verse by Mulla 

Firuz. 65 Since his father would retire almost 

immediately after their return to India, Mulla Firuz 

became the leading figure among the gadimis during the 

first half of the nineteenth century, carrying on the 

calendar dispute and publishing many of the works his 

father brought from India. 

In Yazd a general assembly of Zoroastrians met 

with Mulla Kaus at the fire temple and he put to them 

seventy-eight questions. Their answers constitute the 

65The manuscript of Mulla Firuzis traveler's narrative 
can be found in the K. R. Cama Institute, H.P. (MS}295. 
Due to the reorganization of these materials taking 
place at the time of my visit, I was unable to gain 
access to this work and relied therefore on a prose 
paraphrase of the narrative contained in Rashid 
Sharmardan, Paresteshgah Zartoshtian (Bombay: Sazman-i 
Javanan-i Zartushti, 1332 A.Y. [c. 1964 A.D.]), pp. 530-
48. 
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last rivayat from Iran known as the Ittoter. 66 Mulla 

Kaus then left his son in the care of the leading dastur 

of Yazd, Dastur Marzba~: who saw to his priestly 

education. Mulla Kaus proceeded to Kirman, where he 

studied astronomy and astrology.67 He returned to Yazd 

and for three years occupied himself with instructing 

zoroastrian youths in this art. 68 

Afterwards, Mulla Kaus traveled to Isfahan to 

obtain further information on the Zoroastrian calendar. 

since the Zoroastrian community that had once flourished 

there had either been killed, fled, or been forcibly 

converted by the last Safavid king, Sultan Husayn (1694-

1722), Mulla Kaus consulted with the 'ulama or Muslim 

66The manuscript of this unpublished rivayat is to be 
found at K. R. Cama Institute, RV III.7. Besides questions 
regarding the calendar dispute, issues were raised 
regarding the issue of conversion. Mulla Kaus related to 
the Zoroastrians of Yazd the common practice among 
Parsis of instructing their slaves in the tenets of 
their religion, only after which would they eat food 
cooked by these servants. When the slaves died, however, 
they were not accorded full funeral rights as 
Zoroastrians. The priests of Yazd expressed surprise at 
this practice, insisting that Zoroaster had come for no 
other reason but to lead people to the Good Religion. 
Therefore converts, whether slaves or not, should be 
accorded full rights and privileges as zoroastrians. 

67While Yazd was the leading Zoroastrian center in Iran 
for knowledge of the scriptures and proper ritual, 
Kirman excelled in the study of astrology. 

68 Sharmardan, Pareshteshgah, pp. 544-45. 
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clergy regarding the correct Zoroastrian calendar. The 

Muslim clergymen readily acceded to Mulla Kaus' request 

and their opinions were compiled in a manuscript and 

published in 1828 A.D. under the title Risalih-i 

Istishahad. Under the tutelage of these 'ulama, Mulla 

Firuz studied astrology, philosophy, logic, grammar, 

theology and medicine for the next three years.69 

During his stay in Isfahan, Mulla Kaus made an 

accurate astrological prediction regarding a key battle 

being fought in Basra at the time. This prediction put 

him in the good graces of Karim Khan Zand (1750-1779), 

who then ruled Iran. The Shah invited Mulla Kaus to the 

capital in Shiraz where he was given a position in the 

court. This placed Mulla Kaus in an ideal position to 

intervene on behalf of the Zoroastrians of Iran. Among 

his accomplishments during this period was the lowering 

of the iizya for the Zoroastrians of Kirman. 70 

Mulla Kaus remained in the Zand court for a number 

of years, until his astrological charts indicated the 

impending death of Karim Khan and the general chaos that 

would follow. He therefore quietly removed himself to 

69Ibid., pp. 531-32. 

70Sharmardan, Pareshteshgah, pp. 545-49. 
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Baghdad where he stayed three years until the death of 

the Shah. 71 After a twelve year absence, he returned to 

Surat in 1780 laden with Persian and Arabic 

manuscripts. His son, Mulla Firuz, though now expert in 

Pahlavi, Avestan, Persian, and even Turkish and Arabic, 

had forgotten his native tongue. 72 Mulla Kaus then 

succeeded Dastur Darab as high priest of the gadimis, 

but he held that position for only a year, after which 

he retired to Hyderabad in the Deccan, leaving the 

leadership of the community to his son. In 1783 

Dadyseth, a leading Parsi merchant, commissioned the 

building of a gadimi fire temple in Bombay, and Mulla 

Kaus became its da~tlJr. Mulla Kaus died in 1830, by 

which time he was renowned for his learning by Pars is 

and Europeans alike. He left behind a library of more 

than eight hundred manuscripts. 73 

71 bOd ~., p. 548. 

72Mulla Firuz gave his opinion regarding the relative 
merits of Iran versus India in his epic poem on the 
conquest of India by the British wherein he compared his 
returning from Iran to India as traveling from a garden 
to a desert. Ibid., p. 540. 

73This library is now housed in the K. R. Cama Institute 
in Bombay. 
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Publication of the Dasatir 

When Mulla Kaus and Mulla Firuz came back to 

India, they returned to a land now fully under British 

control, under which the Parsi community flourished. 

Bombay had become the major center of Zoroastrian 

activity and the community increasingly modeled itself 

on western lines. One European instrument, in particular, 

would change the nature of religious debate among 

Zoroastrians. That was the printing press. 

Hitherto, the major controversy between qadimis 

and shahenshahis explicitly involved only ritual issues. 

What theological differences may have existed probably 

had significance only to the most learned of the 

priesthood and were never debated overtly. In 1818 Mulla 

Firuz published a copy of the Dasatir that his father 

had obtained from a bookseller in Isfahan who had 

noticed the words Kitabi Gabri on the cover identifying 

it as a Zoroastrian text. 74 Mulla Kaus brought the 

manuscript back to India where it came to the attention 

of British scholars. 75 Sir William Jones, who had 

labeled the Zend Avesta translated by Anquetil Du Perron 

74Gabr is a derogatory term meaning "unbeliever" by 
which Muslims sometimes refer to Zoroastrians. 

75Desatir, trans. Mulla Firuz (Bombay: Educational 
Society's Press, 1888), pp. 10-11 
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a forgery, declared the Dasatir to be the original 

zoroastrian scriptures. Jonathan Duncan, the governor of 

Bombay, translated most of the text in hopes of 

presenting it to the King of England. Duncan died before 

finishing and left Mulla Firuz to complete the 

translation with the assistance of William Erskine. 76 

This text, which, as we have seen, was fairly widespread 

in sixteenth and seventeenth century India, had since 

disappeared and was eagerly sought by European 

orientalists such as Sir william Jones. 

Although Europeans hotly debated authentic 

zoroastrian teaching, the text created no immediate stir 

among Parsis themselves. They read the work, apparently 

accepted its authenticity, and took little notice of the 

differences between the theology contained in it and 

that of the more conventional Zoroastrian scriptures. 

Mulla Firuz spends the bulk of his introduction quoting 

Sir William Jones on the significance of this text, 

without mentioning that that same scholar regarded the 

Zend Avesta as a forgery. Firuz offers no assessment of 

it from a Zoroastrian standpoint, and makes no attempt 

to reconcile it with commonly held Zoroastrian beliefs, 

76 bOd ~., pp. 3-13. 
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merely stating that lias it was regarded as the Sacred 

Volume of a particular sect, it seems to have been 

guarded with that jealous care, and that uncommunicative 

spirit that have particularly distinguished the sects of 

the East. 1I77 Mulla Firuz presumes that the Mahabadian 

language in which it is written is an authentic Iranian 

dialect. 

The Dasatir aroused interest in the school of Azar 

Kaivan among gadimis and shahenshahis alike, although it 

may not have initiated it. Dastur Edulji Darabji 

Sanjana, who headed the shahenshahi sect in the first 

half of the nineteenth century, translated the 

Sharistan-i Char Chaman, a text associated to the sect 

of Azar Kaiwan, into Gujarati. 78 In the introduction to 

his translation, Edalji Darabji describes the four 

sections or 'chamans' into which the work is divided, 

noting that while the fourth chaman had never been 

found, his grandfather Rustamji sanjana told him it was 

actually the Dabistan. 79 Parsis such as Mulla Firuz and 

Edalji Darabji must have been well aware of the debates 

77F " t" I 1ruZ, Desa 1r, vo • 1, p. 10. 

78For further explanation of this text see above, p. 
140, n.10. 

79Karaka, oriental Treasures, p. 110-11. 
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raging among Europeans as to which texts ought to be 

regarded as authentic Zoroastrian scriptures. They even 

cooperated with scholars trying to unravel the mystery. 

But Parsis at this point did not become partisans in the 

debate. For now they were content to believe it all. The 

Dasatir created among Farsis an interest in metaphysics 

and the occult, but it did not, at this point, cause 

controversy. 

Ca1e~dar Wars in the Press 

The Parsi press existed long before similar organs 

developed among other Indian communities in India. It 

coincided with the introduction of Western educational 

institutions in Bombay and accompanied the economic 

prosperity of the Bombay Zoroastrians. As early as 1670 

Farsis were purchasing printing presses, and the 

earliest English periodicals of Bombay appeared on their 

presses. By 1837 there were already four journals in 

Gujarati printed by Farsis. The Bombay Samachar 

published by Fardoonji Marzban laid claim to being the 

oldest, and it was here that the controversies with the 

missionaries were first taken up in the vernacular 

press. The Bombay Samachar, which still continues to 

publish today, primarily served the commercial community 

among the Parsis and sought to avoid controversy, 
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particularly one of a political nature. The Bombay 

Hakuru and Wurtaman was published by Nowroji Dorabji, 

who later changed its name to Chabuk. Reacting against 

the conservatism of the Bombay Samachar, the Bombay 

Hakuru and Wurtaman served as a muckraker, exposing the 

scandals of the Parsi upper class. It further 

represented the religious interests of the gadimi 

minority. 80 

Just prior to Mulla Kaus's death, the intercalation 

dispute flared up once more. In July 1826, Dastur 

Aspandyarji Kamdinji of Broach wrote a work on behalf of 

the shahenshahis that offered historical proof of the 

practice of intercalation in the ancient zoroastrian 

calendar and accounted for the difference between the 

Irani and Parsi calendars. To refute this argument, 

Mulla Firuz began writing a series of letters to the 

Bombay Samachar, the leading Parsi newspaper. The 

gadimis argued that the Sasanians had introduced 

intercalation into the secular calendar but that this 

had not been used for ritual purposes. The Parsis, they 

80Kulke, The Parsees in India, pp. 115-20. 
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argued, had mistakenly adopted the secular calendar for 

religious purposes. The controversy reached such 

proportions that the Samachar doubled its size to 

accommodate the correspondence. Dastur Fardunji Darabji 

Jamasp Asana established a second newspaper named 

Akhbar-e Kabisah as an organ for the shahenshahi sect. 

The gadimis then established their own periodical, the 

Ebtal-e Kabisah. Even English language newspapers such 

as the Bombay Courier and the Bombay Gazette carried 

regular correspondence on this issue. 81 Both groups 

81patell, "A Brief outline of Some Controversial 
Questions," pp. 177-78. One European editor, J. H. 
Stocqueler (alias Siddons), reports making his fortune 
off this dispute: 

The Parsees of Western India had managed to 
get up a very pretty quarrel among themselves 
upon the subject of their calendar. • • .The 
disputants separated into distinct factions, 
one of which called itself the Kudmees, and 
the other (I think) Rusmees. • • • There was 
a moonshee from whom I had taken some lessons 
in Hindostanee. He interested me in the 
dispute, and asked me to insert his (of course 
the orthodox) view of the quarrel in my paper. 
He was convinced that it would create a great 
demand for copies. More with the desire of 
obliging him, than from any expectation that 
my subscribers would care about the 
controversy, I gave up two columns to what (to 
me) was unintelligible farrago. But Dossabhoy 
was right. His faction bought the paper by 
hundreds. The publication brought out the 
opposition, who certainly had an advantage 
over their antagonists in the production of a 
larger and more elaborate statement. Was I 
chained to the car of the Kudmees? No, the 
Fates forbid. Audi alteram partem was the 
motto of the Iris. The Rusmees, or whatever 
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formed organizations to support ~~eir stance and invited 

learned Muslims to take part. Whereas in the past 

Iranian Zoroastrians had served a mediating function 

between differing Parsi factions, in the present 

situation, where the authority of the Iranian 

Zoroastrians themselves was called into question, Muslim 

scholars were presumed to have a better knowledge of 

ancient Zoroastrian practices by Parsis who distrusted 

their own priesthood. Haji Hasham Isfahani came out in 

support of the shahenshahis, while Aqa Muhammad Shustari 

assisted the gadimis. In 1828 Dastur Edalji Darabji 

Sanjana published a defense of intercalation based upon 

Avesta, Pahlavi and Pazand works. For the most part, 

however, both sides seemed more inclined to cite Muslim 

authorities. Mulla Firuz published a list of twenty-six 

ancient Muslim manuscripts which could prove the gadimi 

they were, exceeded their adversaries in their 
generosity. My poor pressman was quite worn 
out with 500 copies extra--and yet 500 more. • 
• • Reply brought rejoinder--rejoinder raised 
duply. 
• • • At last the subject was worn out without 
either party being convinced. The public were 
tired, the priests were prostrated. I remained 
serene and counted my gains. 

Joachim Hayward Stocqueler, The Memoirs of g Journalist 
(Bombay: Times of India Press, 1873), p. 85. 
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calendar to be correct. These works dated from the 

eleventh to the sixteenth century A.D. and ranged from 

giving full descriptions of the Zoroastrian calendar 

consistent with the gadimi claims to simply naming a 

single gadimi date. 82 Since Mulla Firuz had made 

extensive use of the manuscripts on the Zoroastrian 

calendar that his father had collected in Isfahan, the 

shahenshahis published in 1833 a collection of 23 works 

gathered by Haji Hasham, another Muslim clergyman of 

Isfahan. 83 

In May of 1848 the oriental Christian Spectator 

reprinted an extract from a letter written by Professor 

Westergaard: the Danish scholar of Zoroastrianism, 

addressed to the Presbyterian missionary, Dr. John 

wilson. 84 Dr. Westergaard had been visiting the 

Zoroastrians in Iran, whom he presented in a most 

unflattering light. He found only a thousand Zoroastrian 

82Ibid., pp. 178-80. 

83Edulji Maneckji, Radd Jawabe-Mehzarikeh Mu1la Firuze 
ba Sahih Ulama Ze Esphehan Awardehbad (Bombay: Jame
Jamshed Press, 1246 A.H. [c. 1830 A.D.]). 

840riental Christian Spectator, vol. 8, May, 1848, pp. 
171-75. More will be said about John wilson, this 
journal, and their impact upon the gadimi debate in 
chapter 8. 
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households in Yazd, reputed to be the largest center for 

the religion in Iran. Most lived poorly as peasants, far 

"below the lowest Hindus." 85 "Of their religion," he 

reported, "they knew nothing whatever; in the temple 

they light the fire only for a few hours during the 

beginning of the night. They consider smoking as 

improper for the Dastur only; and the Dastur himself 

offered me a kullan in his own house.,,86 Few texts could 

be found, and the priests read them without 

understanding their meaning. The women went about 

unveiled, but in Westergaard's opinion "they ought to 

cover their faces, for it might be as well to fancy that 

there were some beauty worth hiding. IIS7 Having been 

denied access to fire temples by Pars is in India, 

Westergaard determined, come what may, to see the one in 

Yazd. He therefore proceeded there "well armed, but 

alone." 88 Much to his surprise, he found the 

zoroastrians quite willing to show him everything. He 

sneaked into the dakhma, where the Zoroastrian dead were 

85Ibid., p. 172. 

86Ibid. A kullan is a long pipe. Parsis regarded 
smoking as sacrilegious since it defiled fire. 

87Ibid., p. 173. 

88Ibid., p. 174. 
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placed, and expressed his dismay at the stench created 

by the mutilated and decaying bodies. 89 

westergaard found the Zoroastrians of Kirman in an 

even worse condition. The fires were not kept 

continually lighted in the temples, although in 

westergaard's honor one was lit. He noted that the 

Zoroastrians were gradually converting to Islam, which 

in Westergaard's opinion was "at any rate a change for 

the better.,,90 Dr. Wilson added to this article a note 

asking why "the opulent Pars is of Bombay don't send a 

mission of inquiry to their brethren in Yazd and 

Kirman.,,91 

The Parsis took immediate notice of this article. 

The gadimi-owned Chabuk challenged Westergaard's 

account, terming him an enemy of the faith. The Jame 

Jamshid, a leading shahenshahi newspaper, used it to 

disparage the claims of the gadimis who in the calendar 

dispute had claimed greater authority for the 

zoroastrians in Iran. 

NOw, we ask whether these Behdin, or Mobeds, 
or Dasturs, who may be keeping fire in the 
temples only for a few hours of the day, and 

89Ibid. Many Parsis believed that the bodies of the 
righteous did not leave a stench in the dakhma. 

90Ibid., p. 175. 

91Ibid., p. 171. 



may be thinking it right to smoke the huka, 
can be called Zoroastrians?-And whether such 
persons ought to be appointed as the 
expounders of religion?- And whether the 
opinions given by them in relig~~us matters 
ought to be considered as true? 
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The eighty years that divided the journey of Mulla 

Firuz to Iran from that of Prof. Westergaard had seen a 

further drop in the fortunes of the Irani Zoroastrian 

community. At the same time the Parsis of India had 

prospered under the patronage of British rule. The 

majority of Parsis were unwilling to turn any longer to 

the Iranian Zoroastrian community in matters of faith. 

The findings of Western scholarship, rather than the 

supposed hoary learning of far-off Iranian dasturs, was 

soon to become the measure by which Zoroastrian defined 

their religion. 

conclusion 

The Zoroastrian calendar dispute represented far 

more than a minor issue of ritual practice. Originally 

engendered by social tensions between Parsi laymen and 

priests of the eighteenth century, the argument 

revolved around questions of authority and identity. 

Only later did it come to involve matters of doctrine. 

92 bOd ~., June 1848, p. 228. 
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Yet shades of doctrinal difference probably existed. 

The gadimis showed inclinations towards metaphysical 

questions that rarely appear among their shahenshahi 

counterparts. They tended to adopt Zurvanite theories 

and, through the Dasatir, became interested in mysticism 

and the occult. They also showed greater willingness to 

accept converts. But theological lines were never firmly 

drawn between the two sects and influences flowed freely 

between them. 

While many of the debates surrounding the calendar 

dispute were conducted by the priesthood, the support 

and interest of the more educated Parsi laymen were 

necessary to pursue this controversy, especially when 

carried out in the Bombay press. Behramji Patel 1 

estimated that both sides expended more than 40,000 

rupees on this issue. 93 This money could only have been 

generated from the merchant classes. Unlike the 

situation in Surat, Bombay merchants were not 

predominantly of priestly lineage. The laity 

demonstrated their interest in the issue by patronizing 

newspapers that printed the various sides in the 

controversy. Earlier, laymen were the first to initiate 

action to reform the calendar by establishing the fire-

93patell, "A Brief Outline," p. 180. 
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temple in which rituals could be performed in accordance 

with the differing dates. Given the tensions that had 

existed prior to this between the priesthood and the 

rising merchant class, Michael Fischer could well be 

right in viewing the gadimi sect as a lay challenge to 

the religious oligarchy of the Parsi priests. 94 The 

greater authority lent to the religious leaders of Iran, 

the less power would be given to the priesthood in 

India. 

This fact has tremendous implications for the 

formation of the modern Zoroastrian identity. To an 

increasing degree, Pars is have become dependent 

on others for their self-definition. The gadimis 

initially utilized the age old Parsi tactic of relying 

on Iranian priests to define their proper religious 

rites rather than give their own local priests the power 

to do so. As in earlier centuries, this was an attempt 

to contain the growing power of their priesthood. The 

Iranian Zoroastrian community, however, would shortly 

lose its ability to fulfill this role for Parsi laymen. 

Increasingly both gadimis and shahenshahis came to rely 

on Muslim scholars to fulfill that function for them. 

94Fischer, "Zoroastrian Iran," p. 84. 
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Chapter 8 will show how Western scholarship, later on, 

came to replace those functions. During the Surat 

period, though Parsis did not yet depend upon westerners 

to define their identity, still the patronage of 

European companies played an integral part in their 

sectarian disputes. Chapter 7 will illustrate the manner 

in which the British came to define social and political 

authority within the Parsi community as Bombay became 

the major center of Parsi economic activity. 
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Chapter 7 

The Bombay panchayat 

From the middle of the eighteenth century, Bombay 

had become the major trade center of Western India, and 

by the end of that century, this trade was largely 

dominated by the Parsi community. In the course of Parsi 

immigration to Bombay and its commercial development, 

the Parsi community underwent a dramatic transformation 

in which the wealth and power of the Zoroastrian 

priesthood was largely destroyed and control of the 

community shifted to a merchant class, which unlike 

that of Surat had much more precarious relations with 

priestly lineages. The political shift found reflection 

in the formation and development of the Parsi Panchayat 

of Bombay. 

Bombay had been acquired from Portugal by the 

British as part of the dowry of Catherine of Braganza in 

her marriage to Charles II in 1662. 1 At that time it 

consisted of a handful of unhealthy marsh islands 

1The British evidently knew little about their newest 
acquisition, for the Lord Chancellor of Charles II wrote 
in the marriage agreement, "and for ever annex to the 
Crown of England the island of Bombay, with the town and 
castles therein, which are within a very little distance 
from Brazi1." J. W. Clayton, Personal Memoirs of Charles 
II 2 vols. (London: C. L. Skeet, 1859), 2:159. 
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inhabited by a few fisherman, but it was located in a 

harbor which held great promise. Anglo-Indian relations 

developed quite differently here than they did elsewhere 

in India. Whereas in other areas the British imposed 

their rule over an existing community with varying 

degrees of regard for local custom, Bombay was largely a 

creation of the British, and the Indians who settled 

there did so by choice. Bombay had long been an 

attractive location for the Parsis to settle. Prior to 

ceding Bombay to the British in 1668, the Portuguese 

there had utilized the services of a Parsi, Kharshedji 

Poc~aji Panday, to procure workers and materials for the 

construction of a fortress. Dorabji Nanabhai, founder of 

the Patel family, is often cited as the first Parsi of 

Bombay, having settled there as early as 1640. The 

Portuguese hired him as their broker. The British 

continued to use his services as tax-collector for the 

region. After his death in 1689, his son, Rustamji, 

raised an army to defend the city against attacks from 

the Siddis in 1692. 2 Already by 1673, a number of Parsi 

weavers had settled in the area. That year the British 

2 Karaka, History of the Parsees, 2:48-54. 
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company granted the Parsis a piece of land on Malabar 

Hill for the construction of their Tower of Silence. 3 

The Parsis who initially immigrated were not merchants. 

captain Alexander Hamilton, Commander of the Navy, in 

1716 described them rather as industrious tradesmen and 

agriculturalists, excellent carpenters, shipbuilders, 

cabinet-makers and weavers. They also distilled illicit 

alcohol. 4 

From Surat to Bombay 

Under the influence of European traders, 

arrangements between weavers and merchants began to 

shift in a number of significant directions. Whereas 

previously merchants had offered cash advances to 

weavers willing to guarantee delivery of a certain 

amount of cloth pieces, merchants now increased their 

control over weavers by providing additional monthly 

wage payments. 5 

3Sir Charles Fawcett, The English Factories in India, 
n.s., 4 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936) 
1:56, n. 6. The volumes of this work consist of original 
documents relating to the East India Company. 

4Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East Indies 
(London: A. Bettersworth & C. Hitch, 1727), pp. 161-3. 

5chaudhury, The Trading World of Asia and the English 
East India Company, p. 251. 
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This arrangement worked much to the advantage of 

European traders, who relied on the consistency of 

supply. Weavers, on the other hand, seemed willing to 

sacrifice their traditional independence for greater 

security, both political and economic. In 1738, with the 

assistance of Manakji Seth, the British actively 

recruited 48 Parsi weavers in Surat willing to relocate 

to Bombay.6 Under the leadership of Boman Patel, one of 

Manakji's suppliers, the Pars is requested a monthly wage 

of Rs. 5 and an additional price for each piece 

produced, as well as the traditional advances designed 

to pay for materials required. Housing rents were to be 

set at an agreed upon level. 7 

6David White, "Parsis as Entrepraneurs," p. 195. 

7Ibid., p. 261. While many of the earliest Parsi 
immigrants to Bombay were weavers, the first official 
census taken by the British in Bombay in 1864 lists no 
Parsi weavers, although the Parsi population in Bombay 
had reached 49,201. This indicates the remarkable 
occupational mobility of the Parsis as well as the 
extent to which Manchester cloth had made weaving 
unprofitable to the Parsis. Major Briggs, writing a 
decade earlier, described the occupations cf the Parsis: 

Now there are no soldiers, no sailors, 
porters, cobblers, tailors, smiths, tinkers, 
bricklayers, nor tilers; occupations which 
principally engross notice are as merchants, 
bankers, shipwrights, upholsterers, brokers: 
ship-chandlers, money-changers, tavern
keepers, schoolmasters, bakers, and 
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Besides weavers and merchants, the British urged 

the settlement of Parsi shipbuilders in Bombay. The 

first of these, Lowji Nusserwanji Wadia, migrated from 

Surat to Bombay in 1736. 8 While shipbuilding in Bombay 

had begun prior to Wadia's arrival, it could not be 

pursued on a large scale, for the English had been 

paying too high a price for teakwood. Lowji Wadia's 

connections with Parsi suppliers enabled him to secure 

teakwood at a much reduced price. The Wadia family 

dominated the Bombay dockyards until the end of the 

nineteenth century. The airtight teakwood ships built by 

Parsi shipwrights were far superior to those produced 

anywhere in Europe. This seriously jeopardized 

shipbuilding in England, where oak planks were becoming 

confectioneries; shopkeepers, army 
contractors, clerks or English copyists, 
butlers in English families, coachmakers, 
coachies, turban-makers, watchmakers or rather 
the repairers of watches, printers, weavers, 
agriculturists, cooks, apothecaries, vendors 
of millinery, and a few are attached to the 
Survey Department under Government. 

Briggs, The Parsis, pp. 25-26. 

8wadia, The Bombay Dockyard and the wadia Master 
Builders, p. 125. Shipbuilders formed a respectable 
class among the Parsis, for Lowji's son married a 
daughter of Dhunji Hatuji Mehta, a well-known Surat 
merchant, while a daughter married into the family of 
Rustam Manak (p. 130). 
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increasingly scarce. Complained one British shipbuilder, 

"An India-built teak ship after she has performed six 

voyages, is equal to one of ours, after she has 

performed three.,,9 Parliament enacted legislation to 

protect British shipbuilding interests from their "black 

Indian" competitors. Yet the needs of the British navy 

during the Napoleonic Wars had to be met, and Parsi 

shipbuilding continued at an increasing rate. In the 

1800s Jamsetji Bomanji Wadia built a series of frigates 

for the Company, the first one named Cornwallis. 

sensitive to British racism, Jamsetji carved on the keel 

the words, "This ship was built by a damned Black Fellow 

A.D. 1800.,,10 

Parsi shipbuilding and commercial activity went 

hand-in-hand. During the 1770s and 180s Parsi capital 

was invested in the production of large vessels designed 

for the trade of raw cotton with China. As Surat 

declined, resentment there against the Parsi community, 

which continued to profit from close ties with European 

traders, began to grow. The Muslim community, which felt 

the greatest degree of displacement, engaged in a number 

of riots against the Parsi population of Surat in the 

9Ibid., p. 179. 

10Ibid., p. 186. 
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1780s. Those years witnessed the mass migration of 

Parsi businessmen to Bombay.11 Parsi merchants, \L~like 

their Muslim or banian counterparts, found that, in 

immigrating to Bombay, they could build on a pre

existing community of producers with whom they already 

shared strong religious ties. 

Whereas previously, in Surat, Pars is served as both 

shipbuilders and merchants, in Bombay they became major 

shippers as well. Largely excluded from trade between 

Europe and India, Parsi entrepreneurs such as the 

Wadias, the Readymoneys, the Camas and later Jamsetji 

Jijibhai developed trade with China, Burma and East 

Africa in the nineteenth century.12 In their trade with 

the British they acted as intermediaries between the 

11Nightingale, Trade and Empire in Western India, p. 22. 
During the Indian Revolt of 1857, the long-standing feud 
between Muslims and Parsis in Broach culminated in a 
riot as well. James Campbell, Gazetteer of the Bombay 
Presidency, vol. 1, pt. 1, History of Gujarat (Bombay: 
Government Central Press, 1896), p. 438. 

120nly during the Napoleonic Wars (1793-1815), when the 
British desperately needed additional ships and 
supplies, were Indian-built ships allowed to carry goods 
to England, and then on the condition that they be sold 
on their arrival there. In order to insure smooth 
relations with British officials, the Parsis usually 
placed English sea-captains in charge of their ships. 
These ships bore British names such as Cornwallis or 
Anne. See Amalendu Guha, "Parsi Seths as Entrepreneurs, 
1750-1850," Economical and political weekly 5 (August 
29, 1980): M107-Ml15. 
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Company and other communities in India. By 1794 it was 

recognized that Pars is dominated the Indian groups of 

Bombay in terms of wealth, numbers, and generosity, 

which extended even to indigent Europeans. A British 

officer, Lieutenant Moore, noted that Sohrabji Muncherji 

Seth took responsibility for feeding two thousand people 

of all castes daily during a recent famine. 13 Already 

Parsis imitated the manners of British gentlemen. Lt. 

Moore described them as holding European-style balls and 

riding about in western carriages. Neither beggars nor 

prostitutes could be found among them and their 

generosity extended even to Englishmen. Because of this 

Lt. Moore felt they sometimes forgot "the respect due to 

English gentlemen.,,14 Ironically, the East India 

Company's fortunes in Bombay were not faring nearly as 

well as those of the Parsis. Company expenses for 1804 

were triple their revenues. 15 In 1802 the government 

found it had to borrow from several leading Parsi 

13John R. Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," Journal 
of the ~ R. Cama oriental Institute 46 (1978):11. 

14Ibid., pp. 11-12. 

15Ryland English Manuscripts 694/32 cites Bombay 
revenues at Rs. 63,60,436 and expenditures at Rs. 
181,42,406. Cited in Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," 
p. 18, n. 10. 
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families to meet British expenses. 16 

origins of the Parsi Panchayat 

As the population of Bombay island increased, the 

governor, Gerald Aungier (1669-1677), encouraged the 

various native communities to form panchayats or five-

men caste councils to decide their affairs. The term 

panchayat came to be used rather loosely, for rarely did 

it reflect the actual size of the ruling body. It would 

seem some sort of organization bearing that name was 

formed among the Parsis around the year 1673. 17 

According to Sohrab Davar, the earliest ~,own 

members were Banaji Limji, the three sons of Rustam 

Manock, and Jijibhai Jamshedji Modi. 18 If so, all five 

had come from merchant elite families of Surat. These 

members tended to be replaced by their descendants at 

their passing. Hence the same notables that dominated 

16Ruttonjee Ardeshir Wadia, Scions of Lowjee Wadia 
(Bombay: Ruttonjee Ardeshir Wadia, 1964), p. 95. 
Ruttonjee Wadia lists the Wadias, the Readymoneys and 
the Dadyseth among those who loaned money to the British. 

17J . J. Modi arrives at this figure by citing a 
statement made by the trustees of the Panchayat in 1823 
that for the last 150 the Anjuman had accepted whatever 
the Panchayat decreed. J. J. Modi, Parsi Punchayet ni 
Tavarikh 2 vols. (Bombay: n.p., 1930), 1:38. 

18sohrab P. Davar, The History of the Parsi Punchayet of 
Bombay (Bombay: New Book Co., 1949), p. 2. 
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the Parsi community in Surat now controlled the early 

Panchayat of Bombay. 

Examining the background of the lives of these 

founding members offers us insight into the changing 

nature of Parsi leadership at this time. The Seth and 

Modi families, as we have seen, were descended from the 

prominent Parsi merchants of Surat. Heerji Wacha Modi, 

the grandfather of Jijibhai Jamsetji Modi, established 

the first Tower of Silence in Bombay in 1672. Both the 

Modi and the Seth families were of priestly lineage, 

though not actively engaged as such. Banaji Limji also 

came from Surat in 1690. Originally in the employ of the 

East India Company, he eventually started his own firm. 

The Banaji family came to be regarded as the hereditary 

heads of the Panchayat, known by the title "Davar.,,19 

Gradually, during the 1740s, membership of the 

Panchayat widened to include other notables. These 

included the Patels and the Pandays, whose history on 

the island went back as far as the Portuguese, and other 

families such as the Wadias and Readymoneys, who, 

though coming from Surat, had only recently risen to 

19Ibid., pp. 2-4. 
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prominence. 20 Most of these new families were associated 

with shipbuilding or ir.volved in the shipping industry 

and trade with China. 

Generally, disputes were settled by individual 

members of the Panchayat and only by appeal were matters 

heard by the entire body. When especially vital issues 

involving the entire community arose, the Panchayat 

would call for a meeting of the entire Parsi community 

which was called the Anjuman. The Anjuman then issued a 

binding decision known as a bundobust. 21 

As migration to Bombay increased, newcomers 

sometimes sought to defy the authority of the Panchayat. 

Where once they sought the assistance of Irani 

zoroastrians to sort out their internal disputes or 

relied on Muslim authorities, they now sought the 

intervention of British. 22 A 1778 document indicates 

that the Panchayat turned to the British government for 

20Ibid., p. 4. 

21J • R. B. Jeejeebhoy, "Communal Discipline among the 
Bombay Parseees in Olden Times," M. ~ Kharegat Memorial 
Volume (Bombay: Shahname Press, 1953), p. 297. 

22The pattern of religious minorities seeking outside 
intervention in their internal disputes is by no means 
peculiar to the Parsis. For a similar phenomenon in the 
history of early Christianity, see Robin Lane Fox, 
Paaans and Christians (New York: Harper & Row, 1986), 
pp. 493-545, 609-660. 
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official recognition of its leadership, complaining of 

"some low Parsis who were ignorant of the rules of their 

religion and were going to infringe on the same which 

they wanted to prevent.,,23 They sought permission to 

exercise sanctions such as excommunication or beating 

recalcitrant Parsis with shoes. William Hornby, the 

governor of Bombay, answered their request, addressing 

them as lithe Parsees not of the Priest Caste:" 

You are hereby empowered to meet and inquire 
into all matters that are committed by your 
caste, contrary to what has been agreed to by 
the majority of the caste, and to punish the 
offender agreeably to the rules of your caste, 
so far not permitting them to come to your 
feasts, or beat them2!ith shoes, but no other 
corporal punishment. 

The British government apparently viewed the Parsi 

community as consisting of two castes, one of the laity 

and one of the priesthood. Panchayat authority was 

recognized only over the former. 

The Farsi priesthood, however, found it well-nigh 

impossible to organize themselves in any meaningful 

fashion within Bombay. Being located outside the old 

panth territorial divisions, Bombay attracted priests 

23patell, Parsee Prakash, 1:56. 

24Ibid. 
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who migrated with their lay patrons and served in the 

fire temples they founded. The laity had the freedom now 

to choose which priests would perform their ceremonies. 

Both gadimis and shahenshahis served as members of the 

Panchayat, and the priests of both sects depended on 

their patronage. Manakji Seth, though not a practicing 

priest, was considered "the head of the priestly 

caste.,,25 The authority of the priesthood was further 

undermined in 1749 when an Anjuman was called to decide 

whether to follow Irani or Navsari practice in regards 

to whether the legs of a corpse should be stretched out 

or a veil placed over its mouth. The Anjuman decided to 

allow each individual to decide this matter for himself. 

The priests attempted assert their own authority in 

1753 when an employee of Lowjee Wadia died in an 

accident and the corpse was laid with its legs folded. 

The priests refused to perform the customary ceremony 

over the corpse unless its legs were stretched out. For 

two days the issue remained stalemated until Lowjee 

Wadia threatened to have the body deposited in the Tower 

25Karaka, History of the Parsis, 2:17. Karaka 
adds, "Whenever schisms occurred among the priests his 
opinion was tantamount to law." Presumably this only 
applied to shahenshahis. At the time that Karaka wrote 
(1884), Manakji Seth's heirs still held recognition as 
the nominal leaders of the priesthood. 
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of Silence without any ceremony, hence depriving the 

priests of their customary fee. After this it became 

common for the laymen of Bombay to be laid out with legs 

folded while the priests continued the practice of 

having the legs outstretched. 26 Thus, the laymen of 

Bombay continued to utilize the long-standing tensions 

between Bhagaria and sanjana priests to undermine 

priestly authority in general. 

The Reformation of the Panchayat 

In 1777 the laity again asserted their power over 

the priesthood. The Anjuman met, under the leadership of 

the Panchayat, and passed a bundobust prohibiting behdin 

from giving their daughters to mobeds since the 

priesthood had decided years earlier not to marry its 

daughters to laymen. In 1785 an attempt was made to defy 

this ban when the infant daughter of a layman was 

betrothed to the young son of a priest. 27 The Anjuman 

26wadia, Scions of Lowjee Wadia, pp. 4-5. The Wadia 
family patronized the Sanjana priesthood. In 1830 they 
constructed the fire temple in Udvada, which presently 
houses the Atash Bahram that had been removed from 
Navsari in 1742. 

27J ijibhai, Kholas-i Punchayet, p. 50. Following Hindu 
custom, child marriages were common among Parsis at the 
time. 
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was convened to stop the marriage. Failing that, both 

families were expelled from the community. In the course 

of this action, both sides appealed to the government. 

The British appointed a commission to investigate 

the matter. The commission issued a report, dated May 1, 

1786, stating that the dispute arose "between the two 

tribes of Parsees, the Andearoos [Atharvans or priests]" 

and the "Parsees generally called." The priests insisted 

that the regulation of 1777 that prohibited Parsis from 

giving their daughters to the "sons of Andearoos" was 

"inconsistent with the laws of their religion." Members 

of the commission explained that while they had 

endeavored to ascertain what Parsi scriptures actually 

said on this point, they received such contradictory 

testimony that they found it impossible to offer a 

decisive opinion on the matter. "It appears," they 

concluded, Vlthat the Parsees ••• have lest much of their 

ancient knowledge and have been in their rigid 

observation of the Laws of their religion assuming and 

exercising a great latitude of dispensation." The 

commission found that very few priests could read "their 

Law in the original language" and that the translations 

of these scriptures into the language of India left too 

much room for interpretation. While the Parsis argued 

that "the Andearoos made their regulation fifty years 
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ago in the period of their power at Surat," the priests 

insisted "it is an original Law in their own religion 

and not a modern institution." Yet the priests 

themselves admitted that formerly intermarriages 

occurred. 28 

The commission ruled that the regulation of 1777 

was proper and equitable given that the priests had made 

a similar regulation among themselves. They noted that 

"the Andearoos' regulation was calculated for partial 

benefit and to enrich and aggrandize their own caste" 

and that the Parsis had made a similar regulation to 

prevent "their own women and property" from being 

carried off into the priestly caste. At the present 

time, however, the priests' exclusivity had worked to 

their own disadvantage, for "their women in consequence 

continued unmarried: a matter of high disgrace amongst 

them. ,,29 

Although the commission held that the Panchayat 

was within its rights in refusing to allow the daughters 

28Davar, The History of the Parsi Punchayet, pp. 9-10. 
Davar reproduces the commission's report in its entirety, 
pp. 9-13. 

29Ibid., p. 10. A Pahlavi rivayat, the Shayast La
Shayast, states that a woman who fails to marry commits 
a mortal sin. Sacred Books of the East, 5:322-23. 
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of behdin to marry the sons of mobeds, it felt that the 

Panchayat, as presently constituted, was empowered to 

govern and punish only the laity, and not the 

priesthood. The commission deemed it necessary to form 

an entirely new Panchayat whose membership represented 

both the laity and the priesthood. The Parsis were 

called upon to nominate twenty-four persons from whom 

the government chose twelve to serve as members of the 

Panchayat. Of these twelve, six laymen and six priests 

were selected. Muncherji Bomanji Seth, the leading 

member of the Seth family, lost the seat he had held for 

many years. 30 

At this point Muncherji broke ranks with the 

rulings of the Panchayat and dined with the outcasted 

families. The Panchayat took swift action and 

immediately threatened to outcast Muncherji Seth. 

Eventually Muncherji submitted to the authority of the 

Panchayat, paid a fine, and submitted to a purificatory 

bath (nahn).3l Tensions between the Panchayat and the 

Seth family continued. In 1788 the Panchayat sued 

Muncherji and Sohrabji Seth on charges that they had 

30Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, pp. 18-19. 

31Ibid., pp. 15-16. For a description of the nahn 
purification see Modi, The Religious Ceremonies and 
customs of the Parsees, pp. 95-101. 
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mismanaged the charity endowments made by Manakji Seth. 

The Panchayat sought to be appointed trustees of those 

accounts. The case was eventually lost and the Seth 

family was able to maintain control over those funds. 

But no longer did merchant-mobeds hold sway in the Parsi 

community. Although priests had official representation 

on the Panchayat, the laity continued to control its 

proceedings. 

The Panchayat was now fully empowered to regulate 

the affairs of the priesthood, and it exercised this 

power on numerous occasions. In 1796 it determined that 

a number of priests had performed religious rites in a 

state of impurity. The Panchayat barred those 

priests from performing any ceremonies for a year and 

made them ineligible for any benefice during that year. 

It also ruled that priests not be allowed to file suit 

against Parsis in civil court, but rather be required to 

bring the matter before the Panchayat. Failure to do so 

would result in their being banned from officiating or 

receiving payment as priests. 32 

Some of the rulings of the Panchayat reflect 

changes of values then occurring within the Parsi 

community. Prior to this time, wealthy Parsis, like 

32Davar, History of the Parsi ~~nchayet, pp. 22-23. 
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their Muslim counterparts, tended to make conspicuous 

display of their largess. While this continued to be the 

case among Parsis, the Panchayat rulings of the late 

eighteenth century indicate that certain forms of this 

behavior were no longer acceptable. In 1796 a ruling was 

passed barring the use of meat in wedding feasts. This 

indicated that Pars is to some extent shared the Hindus' 

reluctance to shed blood for food, but banning meat also 

cut down on the expenses involved in such weddings. This 

same bundobust banned the then common practice of 

distributing consecrated fruit and victuals among 

friends and relatives. Violators were to be fined and 

compelled to apologize to the panchayat. 33 

The Panchayat also moved to modify marriage 

customs. Divorce and bigamy were actively discouraged. 

In 1791 a bundobust was passed which barred Parsis from 

taking a second wife except in cases of infertility or 

infidelity. All such exceptions had to be approved by 

the panchayat. 34 In one case a man unlawfully took a 

second wife without the consent of the Panchayat. The 

couple were ordered separated and the second wife made 

33patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:877. 

34Ibid., p. 870. 
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to break her glass bangles, signifying that she was to 

be regarded as a widow. 35 In 1794 a resolution was 

passed stating that any Parsi obliged to conduct 

his business in distant places should be required to 

return home within ten years. If he failed to do so, his 

wife had the right to remarry with the consent of the 

panchayat. 36 

The authority of the newly-constituted Panchayat 

extended well ~eyond Bombay. By the turn of the century 

the Panchayat excommunicated recalcitrant Pars is living 

as far away as Surat. Throughout Gujarat, the Bombay 

Panchayat had come to be recognized as the supreme 

governing body of the Parsis of India. 37 

In 1818 the Panchayat called for another Anjuman. 

The Parsi population had quadrupled since 1780, creating 

additional problems. 38 Newcomers, especially women, 

engaged in conduct that Parsi leaders perceived as 

threatening to the prestige and boundaries of the 

Zoroastrian community of Bombay. Younger Parsis who had 

35Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, p. 26. 

36patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:875. 

37Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, p. 28. 

38The Gazetteer of Bombay city and Island (Bombay: Times 
of India, 1909), 1:162. A famine that struck Gujarat in 
1790 encouraged much of the migration. 



only recently become wealthy began to challenge the 

authorities of the community elders as well. 
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The first act of the Anjuman was to increase the 

membership of the Panchayat from twelve to eighteen. 

They reserved all six of the new seats for the laity, 

thereby insuring that their votes outnumbered those of 

the clergy two to one. 39 The Panchayat then d~alt with 

the case of Jamsetji Behramji Luskari, a man of priestly 

lineage who had taken a second wife while off in 

Calcutta making a fortune. On his return he was 

immediately outcasted notwithstanding the fact that one 

of his relatives represented the mobeds on the 

Panchayat. Jamsetji hurled invectives at the 

representatives of the Panchayat who had come to his 

father's house threatening to outcast his father if the 

young man was not turned out. The Panchayat then filed a 

complaint against him in court. At this point Jamsetji 

agreed to submit to the rulings of the Panchayat. The 

Panchayat ordered "that Andearoo Jamshetjee Byramjee 

should (in the presence of the congregation) scratch his 

nose with the sole of his dirty shoe" and place a yoke 

around his neck and in this manner beseech pardon from 

39Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, p. 29. 
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the Panchayat. He was also ordered to depoGit a large 

sum of money for the maintenance of his first wife and 

reimburse the Panchayat for all the attorney's fees they 

had incurred in taking the matter to court. 40 The 

incident with Jamsetji Luskari represented not only the 

Panchayat's continuing control of the priesthood, but 

also the dissatisfaction of a rising generation of 

nouveau riche Parsis, resentful of Panchayat 

interference in their affairs but not yet powerful 

enough to resist their authority. 

Controlling the behavior of women appears to have 

been an issue that especially consumed the attention of 

the Panchayat at this time. Any hint of questionable 

public morality and/or aberrant religious behavior on 

the part of Parsi women threatened the preservation of 

group identity and prestige. A major reason given for 

insisting that divorced women, whatever the cause, be 

provided with suitable maintenance was to prevent the 

women "from drifting into immorality for want of 

funds.,,41 In cases of adultery the Panchayat had earlier 

ruled that unchaste women were to be kept secluded at 

40 bOd ~., p. 30-31. 

41Ibid., p. 30. 
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home with their heads shaven.~2 

In 1819 the Panchayat passed a resolution designed 

to protect the community from the dangers represented by 

the "superstitious and immoral practices" of Parsi 

women. Women were forbidden to leave their houses after 

dark, so that no aspersions might be cast on their moral 

character and thus bring shame upon the honor of the 

community. In cases of emergency they were to be 

accompanied by a male escort carrying a lantern. Women 

were further forbidden to visit Hindu temples or the 

shrines of Muslim saints or associate themselves in any 

way with the practices of other religions. 43 

In 1823 a series of additional resolutions was 

passed, which continued the trends of earlier years. 

They subjected the activities of priests to further 

control by forbidding them to attend ceremonies 

uninvited in the expectation of receiving alms. Laymen, 

likewise, were forbidden to give alms to any priest 

attending ceremonies under these conditions. 44 Some 

42 bOd ~., p. 25. 

43Jeejeebhoy, "Communal Discipline," p. 305. Parsi women 
were probably no more or no less inclined towards 
eclecticism than were the men, but shrine visitation in 
India is a particularly favorite female pastime and is, 
at the same time, a rather visible one. 

44Davar, History of the Parsi Panchayat, p. 35. 
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regulations aimed at further restricting the conspicuous 

display and expenditure of wealth at community 

gatherings. According to Davar: 

Extensive caste dinners were prohibited on the 
occasion of any ceremony for the dead, and 
private dinners were allowed to relations and 
friends but the number of guests was 
restricted so that not more than 200 lb. of 
meat were to be consumed at a time. A dinner 
to the who!~ caste was allowed only during 
Gahambars. 

Wealthy women, it seems, found these restrictions 

particularly onerous. A sister of Hormusji Bomanji 

Wadia, one of the leading members of the Panchayat, sent 

out trays of consecrated food, contrary to the bundobust 

that had been in effect for some time. Another member of 

the Panchayat, Framji Cowasji, confiscated all the trays 

and dishes and distributed their contents to the poor. 

Hormusji Wadia supported Cowasji's action and had his 

son offer apologies to the Panchayat on his aunt's 

behalf. 46 

The Panchayat found another funerary custom among 

the women repugnant. For long periods after the death of 

a loved one, women paid condolence visits to the 

45Ibid., p. 36. 

46Ibid., pp. 37-38. 
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bereaved family. There they would weep copiously, 

beating their breasts. 47 In addition, the women of the 

household fasted at this time to express their grief. 

The Panchayat limited the number of days during which 

such visitations could take place to three when the 

deceased was a child under seven and ten if it were an 

adult. 

Parsis, by this time, had become sensitive to 

Western moral standards. This led to the Panchayat 

recommending that the Anjuman abolish the practice of 

child marriages. Besides being repugnant to Europeans, 

this custom proved expensive. While both the young bride 

and groom remained with their respective parents until 

they reached the age of puberty, gifts had constantly to 

be exchanged between the two families on all holidays 

and anniversaries. A bundobust was passed discouraging 

child marriages and restricting the number and cost of 

presents that could be exchanged between in-Iaws. 48 

47For identical practices among Shi'ite Muslim women, 
see Elizabeth Fernea, The Guests of the Sheik (New York: 
Doubleday Co., 1965), pp. 289-93. According to the Ardai 
Viraf, however, excessive mourning constitutes a grave 
sin. Before proceeding to the next world the souls of 
the departed at their death must first cross a river 
created by the tears of those who grieved for them. The 
Ardai Viraf Narneh, trans. J. A. Pope (London: Black, 
Parbury, and Allen, 1816), pp. 52-54. 

48Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, p. 37. 



Child marriages, however, continued to be the rule 

within the Parsi community.49 

The Decline of the Panchayat 
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The year that these last bundobusts were passed was 

one of the last years in which the Panchayat, as a body 

governing the social and religious affairs of the Parsi 

community, was able to act with unanimity. A new 

generation came to share power and the Panchayat found 

itself unable to reach agreement on significant issues 

and ineffectual in its actions. A tremendous increase in 

trade occurred after 1813 when the Charter Act legally 

opened the country up to private traders. The new influx 

of English traders greatly benefited the Parsis, for 

these recently-arrived businessmen had no knowledge of 

the language or the customs of India and depended on 

Parsi middlemen. Virtually all private trade entering 

Bombay up until the 1840s passed through their hands. 50 

49According to statistics compiled by Shapur Faredun 
Desai, the average marriage age for women as late as 
1871 was between eleven and fifteen years. Desai, 
Parsis and Eugenics (Bombay: New Book Co., 1940), p. 69. 

50Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," p. 15. 
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Most of the free traders lacked sufficient capital for 

business in India. Many Pars i-European partnerships 

consisted of Parsi capital operated under an English 

name. Another source of tremendous wealth for the Parsis 

resulted from an upsurge in the opium trade with China. 

All in all, the year 1820 saw an unprecedented increase 

in Parsi businesses. The Parsi Prakash lists 54 

businesses established that year. 51 

Two factions now existed, each of which blamed the 

other for the paralysis of the Panchayat which had led 

to a situation in which the rulings of that body 

continued to be imposed upon the poor, but the wealthy 

could violate their strictures with impunity. Sohrab 

Davar, a descendent of Bamanji Limji, insists in his 

History of the Parsi Punchayet of Bombay that the old 

faction represented the progressive party, which wished 

to continue the reforms of an earlier generation, while 

the new party, under the leadership of Jamsetji 

Jijibhai, was composed of reactionaries who discarded 

51patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:147. Hinnells gives 
an extremely valuable table, based on the information 
contained in Parsi Prakash, which charts the growth of 
new Parsi businesses between 1793-1847. Hinnells, 
"Parsis and the British," p. 85. 
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the open and direct manner in which the Panchayat 

operated in favor of secret proceedings that favored 

the rich and influential. 52 Jehangir Mody, biographer of 

Jamsetji Jijibhai, presents a very different picture in 

which older elites practiced favoritism and lacked the 

vision to know where to lead the Parsi community.53 He 

claims that when Jijibhai assumed office as a member of 

the Panchayat, he found the management of the body to be 

in total chaos. No accounting was made as to the 

disposition of Panchayat funds; hence, donations were 

not forthcoming and the poor suffered. Jijibhai 

eventually succeeded in persuading the members of the 

Panchayat to create a board of four members to oversee 

Panchayat accounts. These became known as the Trustees 

of the Parsi panchayat. 54 

Probably there is some truth to both sides. 

Members of the new faction refused to recognize the 

authority of the Panchayat over what they regarded as 

their personal affairs. A letter dated April 30, 1832 

from a British official to the Commissioners for the 

Affairs of India confirms this: 

52 bOd ~., pp. 40-41. 

53Jehangir R. P. Mody, Jamsetee Jejeebhoy: The First 
Indian Knight and Baronet (Bombay: Jehangir R.P. Mody, 
1959), pp. 62-63. 

54 Ibid., p. 64. 



The Court of Directors expressed an anxiety to 
restore the power formerly exercised by the 
higher classes of Parsees over their 
inferiors, by means of their Punchayets. It 
was found impracticable. Indirect influence, 
moral estimation and long habits of voluntary 
acquiescence in the will of others when once 
interrupted, were not easily restored, and 
least of all by positive institutions. The 
difficulty arose out of the increase of the 
tribe, the numbers now possessed of wealth, 
their independent turn of mind, and from want 
of a good understanding among the leading 
families. • • • The second class of rich 
Parsees wish to live and expend their money as 
they please, without tsgubling or being 
troubled by Punchayet. 

The official went on to note that the new class of 
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wealthy Parsis preferred to allow the British courts to 

adjudicate its affairs rather than the Panchayat. He 

summed up his opinion by saying, "law must complete the 

submission which opinions and habits no longer command." 

ThUS, the rising generation of Parsis looked to 

establish their social norms upon Western models of law 

and order and were unwilling to accept the leadership of 

older elites. 

Jamsetji Jijibhai not only provided the leadership 

of this new generation, but his life exemplifies the 

difference in background represented by many of this 

faction. Unlike older elites, Jijibhai had no ties to 

55Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, pp. 60-61. 
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Surat. The son of a poor weaver, he had made his fortune 

trading, first in glass goods and later in opium and 

cloth with China. He believed many of the restrictions 

placed upon conspicuous giving were designed solely so 

that the wealthy could retain riches in their own hands 

and that they worked to the disadvantage of the poor. He 

resented the old families from Surat, especially the 

Seth clan, which he accused of leading lithe priest class 

by its nose." 56 

Not all the members of the new elite were self

made men. Quite a few supporters of this faction were 

younger members of the same families that made up the 

older elites. They had succeeded to office after the 

deaths of their fathers without either nominations or 

elections. Many of these, however, had acquired their 

own private sources of wealth through overseas trade. 

Political cleavages often existed within the same 

family, especially in the case of the Wadia clan (which 

will be discussed presently). The struggle for power 

between the old and the new elites over the issues of 

reform or preservation of custom led to a complete 

stalemate in the Panchayat. The new elites, for 

56 Mody, Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, p. 68. 
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instance, wished to assign the privilege of providing 

the community feast for the first day of a particular 

qahambar to Jijibhai. The old party opposed this because 

another group of Parsis, the Pustakias, had given it for 

the last fifty years, and they felt Jijibhai would be 

"robbing" that group of their "right.,,57 The new elite 

shocked the old by allowing their women to appear in 

public. 58 In 1832 riots broke out in Bombay after the 

government had given orders to destroy the stray dogs 

that infested the island. Pars is were offended by this 

act as much as the Hindu community. A mob attacked the 

police in the ,Parsi bazaar. The bazaar and business 

quarters of Bombay then declared a general strike and 

closed down. While some of the older elites supported 

this strike, the faction led by Jijibhai was vigorous in 

condemning it, arguing that the stray dogs were 

dangerous and that the government was merely doing its 

duty. 59 

57Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, p. 41. 

58Mody , Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, p. 97. 

59Ibid., pp. 90-91. While Hindus might object to the 
killing of any animal, dogs are a particularly 
auspicious animal in zoroastrianism. Their gaze 
frightens away demons. Zoroastrian scriptures treat them 
as morally responsible creatures and partners with 
humankind in the battle against evil. 
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In 1836 matters reached a crisis. Ardeshir Wadia, 

the youngest son of Hormusji Wadia, married a second 

wife without the approval of the Panchayat. Nowroji 

Jamsetji Wadia, one of the elder members of that body 

and the grandfather of Ardeshir's first wife, Pirojbai, 

urged immediate action against Ardeshir, but his efforts 

were frustrated by the opposition of other Panchayat 

members, Jamsetji Jijibhai, Ardeshir's brother, Bomanji 

Wadia and Vicaji Meherji. 60 Nowroji Wadia, along with 

two other elder members of the Panchayat, Framji 

Cowasji and cursetji Maneckji, immediately tendered 

their resignation, writing letters to both the Gujarati 

and English-language press stating their reasons. 61 

The willingness of the younger faction of the 

Panchayat to countenanCG th~ continuation of practices 

such as bigamy, which their elders tried to abolish, 

requires some explanation. The younger generation found 

itself in a dilemma with respect to its wives, and 

Ardeshir's case was typical in this respect. Like most 

Parsis at the time, Ardeshir had married as a young 

60Vicaji Meherji obtained his wealth by tax-farming for 
the Government of Bombay and served as banker to the 
Nizam of Hyderbad. Darukhanawala, Parsi Lustre on Indian 
Soil, p. 339. 

61wadia, Scions of Lowjee Wadia, pp. 21-23. 
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child, for the Panchayat had been much less successful 

in controlling child marriages than it had been in 

prohibiting bigamy. Ardeshir was eleven at the time of 

his marriage and his wife was only nine. Whereas the 

young sons of merchants, such as Ardeshir, received a 

thorough education and exposure to English language and 

culture, the daughters were still kept sequestered and 

ignorant. This created great frustration for the young 

men who felt they had been forced into such marriages 

against their will, and bigamy, though actively 

discouraged, was still considered a better alternative 

than divorce. In later years, after his second wife 

died, Ardeshir married again, and, much to the dismay of 

the Parsi community, often accompanied his new wife in 

public. 62 

The letter of resignation written by Framji 

Cowasji perhaps best sums up the dismay of the older 

generation: 

We [the members of the Panchayat] have caused 
more evil than good for our people. • • • 
There are, in this place at present, 
individuals who not only deserting their 
lawful wives, recklessly live with, and spend 
their existence in the houses of unprincipled 
women, but even their bastard children are 
admitted among Zoroastrians to their great 

62Davar, History of the Parsi Punchayet, pp. 179-83. 



disgrace •••• Why, unprincipled Parsee 
females do now boldly and publicly keep up 
their illicit intercourse with men, even of 
other nations, by exhibiting themselves like 
the females of other castes. • • • You are 
cognizant of their offenses, but will ~ake no 
arrangement to put a stop to this growing 
evil, the influence of which is every day 
increasing among us, and to such an extent 
will it augment that in some ten or twenty 
years you may be certain of witnessing Parsee 
women with Jingles on their feet, learn to 
dance and go about nautching, like the Hindu 
and Mahomedan women, not only in the 
assembl~~s of Parsees, but also of other 
castes. 
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What the younger Parsis viewed as liberating and 

enlightened conduct, befitting a people whose interests 

and tastes had become increasingly intertwined with 

those of Westerners, the older generation saw as immoral 

behavior leading inevitably to the lowering of caste 

status. While Englishmen disapproved of bigamy as much 

as did the elders of the Parsi community, the younger 

merchants, shackled to unwanted marriages with 

uneducated and conservative women, preferred to risk the 

sanction of both the British and the older Parsis in 

order to form relationships with women freer in their 

conduct. 

Eventually the Panchayat prevailed upon Nauroji 

63 bOd ~., pp. 44-45. 
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Wadia, Framji Cowasji, and CUrsetji Manakji to withdraw 

their resignation. The Panchayat, however, never 

regained its former prestige. Apathy set in and quorums 

became difficult to obtain. In 1838 the Panchayat 

presented a petition to the Government of India asking 

it to restore the Panchayat's power within the Parsi 

community by renewing official recognition of its 

authority. The government, however, recognizing that the 

Panchayat had lost the general respect and consent of 

the Parsi community, refused to grant it any coercive 

power. 64 The Panchayat continued in a moribund state for 

the next decade, powerless to take effective measures on 

behalf of the Zoroastrian community. 

Conclusion 

The evolution of the Parsi Panchayat illustrates a 

number of transitions that occurred within the Parsi 

community during the first century and a half of their 

presence on Bombay Island. Initially, those who migrated 

to Bombay hailed from fairly humble backgrounds as 

weavers and shipbuilders. Soon thereafter, they were 

joined by the old merchant elites of Surat who 

maintained their strong ties to the priesthood. The 

64 bOd ~., pp. 51-53, 62-64. 
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merchant elites took over the leadership of the Bombay 

Zoroastrian community with the formation of the 

Panchayat. Eventually that body had to expand its 

membership to include those elites whose presence in 

Bombay had preceded their own. Later, as more members 

were drawn from those who made their fortune more 

recently, the power of the elite families from Surat 

diminished. As this occurred, the authority of the 

priests whom these families patronized decreased as 

well. Circumstances in Bombay made it impossible for the 

priesthood to develop any independent basis of power, 

and eventually they themselves had to submit to the 

authority of the Panchayat, a predominantly lay body. 

In 1813 the Parsis entered a new phase. A younger 

generation of merchants evolved, educated in the English 

language and mores, and unwilling to allow the older 

elites to control their behavior and morality. The 

younger generation was derived both from self made men 

created by the economic boom then occurring in Bombay, 

and from the sons of older elites now no longer able to 

identify themselves with their elder's concerns. The 

differing interests of these two groups effectively 

paralyzed the proceedings of the Parsi Panchayat and 

left the Zoroastrian community without social, moral, or 

religious leadership. 



Chapter 8 

The presbyterians, the Press and English 
Education 

On Bombay Samachar Marg, a street named after 

Bombay's oldest vernacular newspaper, two stately 
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buildings stand side by side. The smaller of the two, 

the scottish Presbyterian Free Church, represents one of 

the earliest missions established in Bombay after 

British India was opened to missionary activities in 

1813. Beside this church, and towering above it, stands 

the center of learning and culture for Zoroastrians 

around the world, the K. R. Cama Oriental Institute. It 

is fitting that these two institutions should stand 

beside each other here, for their histories have been 

inextricably intertwined. It is likewise appropriate 

that they should both stand on the street named after 

the newspaper in which the scottish Presbyterians and 

the Bombay Parsis first squared off against one another 

in 1831. The intention of the missionaries had been to 

convert, and convert they did, but not in the manner in 

which they envisioned. The number of Parsis who actually 

became Christians during the nineteenth cekitury would 

not likely fill the front pews in this small but 

dignified church. The true impact of the Christian 
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mission to the Parsis lies next door, at the Cama 

Institute, where Zoroastrian priests and laymen, along 

with Western scholars, attempt to unlock the treasures 

of the Zoroastrian tradition contained in the 

manuscripts preserved therein. 

The Effects of English Education 

During the mid-nineteenth century the Zoroastrian 

community fought for the souls of its youth. Those souls 

proved worth fighting for. During the 1830s, as the 

Panchayat remained paralyzed, an extraordinary 

generation had arisen, the products of English 

education. As yet, they had neither wealth nor power, 

but before long they would exercise increasing 

influence. While they mayor may not have been the 

offspring of merchant families, these young men did not 

share the concerns of those elites, whether of the old 

or new factions of the previous decades. They pursued 

careers as government employees or educators rather than 

entrepreneurs. Fired with idealism, they sought neither 

the acquisition of wealth nor its expenditure, but 

rather the reformation of society. In later years their 

zeal would reach beyond the Parsi community to embrace 

all of India. At this time, many were still school boys, 

yet their actions and their personal turmoils as they 
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grappled to reconcile the old with the new, would help 

precipitate a crisis that would bring down the entire 

Panchayat and transform the Parsi community. 

The earliest Parsis to have received an English-

medium education were, like Ardeshir Wadia, the sons of 

the older elites provided with private European tutors. 

Of the older elites themselves, very few were fluent in 

English, Framji Cowasji and the Wadia family being 

notable exceptions. 1 During the 1830s, some elite 

families began sending their sons to England for their 

education. 2 Apprenticing sons out to English firms 

provided another means of exposing merchant families to 

British culture. Amalendu Guha, in one of his studies of 

Parsi entrepeneural activity prior to 1850, suggests 

that the Zoroastrians were unique among Indian 

communities in adopting this strategy.3 

1The Panday family sent the first child off in 1832. 
Patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:253. Later in the same decade 
the Wadias sent a number of their members to England to 
learn new methods of shipbuilding. Wadia, scions of 
Lowjee Wadia, pp. 34-35, 42, 55-62. On these early trips 
cooks always accompanied the young Parsis to avoid their 
having to interdine or eat food prepared by non-Parsis. 

2Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," pp. 47-48. Wadia, 
scions of Lowjee Wadia, pp. 92. Jamsetji Jijibhai, in 
contrast, remained illiterate in English. 

3A• Guha, "The Comprador Role of Parsi Seths, 1750-
1850," The Economic and Political Weekly, November 28, 
1970, p. 1935. 
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Beginning in the 1820s and 30s, middle-class 

Parsi boys began to gain access to English-medium 

schools. The schools initially established by Parsis 

usually offered classes at night, indicating that they 

were designed to meet the needs of adults attempting to 

further their careers in commerce. In 1831 the first 

Parsi night school opened for teaching English, followed 

in 1834 by the "Nocturnal Society," which operated 

classes in English and engineering. 4 

The first day schools attended by Parsis were 

established by the British. In 1815 the English founded 

the "Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in 

the Government of Bombay" (later known as the . Bombay 

Education Society'). The Society's charter called for 

the instruction of reading, writing, arithmetic and the 

Protestant religion. 5 Its original intent was to educate 

the illegitimate offspring of European fathers and 

Indian mothers, and other indigent European children. 

But Indian children began to attend in sizable numbers. 

The Annual Report of 1819 stated: 

By far the greater part of the native children 

4patell, Parsi Prakash, 1:236, 266. 

5Bombay Education society Reports, 1:4. Cited in 
Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," p. 44. 



in these schools are Parsees; and the Society 
is much indebted to Mulla Firuz, the learned 
editor of the Desatir, who has taken 
considerable pains in explaining to his 
country-men the views of the Society, and 
encouraging them to send their children to the 
school. 

In 1820 the growing popularity of the Society's 
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school led the organization to establish 'the Native 

School and School Book Committee' with representatives 

from the Hindu, Muslim and Parsi communities. Later this 

committee formed a separate organization named the 

Bombay Native Education Society. ostensibly the purpose 

of this latter society was to foster secular education 

in the vernacular languages, but the most popular of its 

schools, which came to be known as the Elphinstone 

Institute, taught through the English medium. The 

original hope was that this institution would train 

teachers in the Western learning who would then impart 

it to other schools in the vernacular. When chairs were 

established to teach the "English language, the Arts, 

Science and Literature of Europe," Parsis contributed 

half of the funds. 7 

The Parsis were the only merchant community within 

Bombay that availed itself of the opportunity to 

6Ibid. 

7 Ibid., p. 45. 
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acquire English-medium education to any significant 

degree. Most merchants preferred to employ tutors for 

their sons at home, supplying them with the most basic 

education before setting them up in the family business. 

The wealthiest Parsi merchants initially shared this 

attitude. The Parsis who took advantage of English 

schools initially belonged to the middle or poorer 

classes rather than the great merchant families. 8 Most 

of the Institution's college level students attended on 

scholarships. The Parsi merchant elite offered generous 

patronage to these schools, and by the middle of the 

century began to send their own sons. 9 By contrast, as 

Christine Dobbin points out in her study of the 

political leadership of Bombay, on the basis of the 

Institution's annual report, neither the banian castes 

nor the Bohra Muslims showed any inclination toward 

English education. Those Hindus who attended Elphinstone 

Institution were usually of the writer or Brahmin 

castes, who thereby equipped themselves for their 

conventional role as bureaucrats. 10 Dobbin concludes 

from her study of Bombay elites in the nineteenth 

8Karaka, History of the Parsis, 1:300. 

9 Ibid., pp. 300-301. 

10Christine Dobbin, Urban Leadership in Western India 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), pp. 25-36. 
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century that "those castes and communities whose 

livelihood was traditionally gained from commerce 

continued to engage in commercial pursuits," whereas 

those "whose livelihood was traditionally won by the 

pen, particularly in the service of the state, continued 

to wield it in the service of new masters. ,,11 The Parsi 

community came to possess both merchants and 

intellectuals and, while tensions certainly developed 

between the two types of elites, they remained 

interdependent upon one another. Often members of both 

groups derived from surprisingly humble backgrounds, 

bearing little relation to their present status. 

In 1835, the British government reversed its policy 

of patronizing classical Indian languages and learning. 

Hitherto it had followed the Mughal custom of conducting 

official business in Persian or Urdu and sponsoring 

institutions where Indians might CUltivate the study of 

Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian. Thomas Macaulay, then 

president of the committee on Public Instruction for the 

East India Company, argued that "a single shelf of a 

good European library was worth the whole native 

literature of India and Arabia," and therefore 

established the policy of encouraging English education 

11 bOd Ll..., p. 259. 
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amongst Indians in order to produce a native class of 

civil servants "Indian in blood and colour, but English 

in tastes, in opinions, in morals and intellect.,,12 This 

decision lent even more impetus to the Parsis' desire to 

avail themselves of every opportunity to acquire a 

European learning and associate themselves with British 

customs. 

The Missionary Attack 

Realizing the Parsis' enthusiasm for English medium 

education, Dr. John wilson, a Scottish Presbyterian 

missionary, took advantage of this situation to 

establish a school, known as the General Assembly's 

Institution, in the Fort area of Bombay, deliberately 

close to Parsi residences, in order to attract the youth 

of that community.13 Dr. Wilson had long attempted to 

12cited in William Theodore de Bary, ed., Sources of the 
Indian Tradition 2 vols. (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1958) 2:45-7. 

13The coming of this Scottish Presbyterian in 1829 
marked the introduction of missionary work and Western 
education in Western India. While persuaded that 
Christianity constituted the only true religion, Wilson 
at first expressed criticism of the tendency of his 
fellow missionaries to concentrate on denouncing the 
idolatry around them rather than presenting a positive 
message about Christ. Two years later, out of 
frustration, he adopted the very same methodology he had 
condemned previously: 

I could see little of that which is spoken of 
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attract Parsis to Christianity.14 In 1831 he had issued 

in the "Acts of the Apostles' as a "turning of 
the world upside down,' and nothing of that 
stir which attended the labours of the 
Apostles in the different cities which they 
visited. • • • I have consequently challenged 
Hindoos, Parsees, and Mussulmans to the 
combat. The former I fight by the mouth 
principally and the latter two by the pen. The 
consternation of many of them I know to be 
great, and hundreds have heard the gospel in 
place of tens. I have had in the idolatrous 
Bombay, and more still idolatrous Nasik, 250 
miles distant, many hundreds for auditors. At 
present I am waging war, through the native 
newspapers, with the Parsees and Mussulmans. 
They are very indignant; some had got up a 
petition, praying the Government to stop me, 
but this was in vain. They did not present it. 

George Smith, The Life of John wilson, D.O. F.R.S. 
(London: John Murray, 1879), pp. 60-61. 

In order to carry out this program, Wilson studied 
all the various sects prevalent in India, taking care to 
learn as many of the native languages as possible. These 
came to include classical languages such as Sanskrit and 
Avesta as well. Noticing the influence of the Parsi 
community and their ready acceptance of Westernization, 
he immediately began a campaign of converting Parsis to 
Christianity by demonstrating the incompatibility of 
Zoroastrian doctrines and practices with Western and 
therefore, Christian thought and ethics. In the process 
of this campaign he became the first English scholar to 
master the original Zend Avesta texts. 

14The Oriental Christian Spectator, India'S first 
Christian journal, was printed from 1830 until 1862 in 
Bombay and was edited by John Wilson. This periodical 
contained accounts of missionary activities throughout 
Asia and served to keep the missionary community 
informed of the various activities of their fellow 
workers in that part of the world. The readership of the 
journal was not, however, confined to the Christian 
community. Other English speakers kept abreast of its 
contents, especially when controversies with other 
communities arose. Many of the arguments contained in 
the Parsi newspapers were reproduced in English by the 
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an attack on the Zoroastrian religion in the oriental 

Christian Spectator by publishing excerpts from the 

History of vartan and the Battle of the Armenians, a 

fifth century text that describes, from a Christian 

standpoint, Yazdigird II's attempt to force 

Zoroastrianism on Armenia. Wilson depicted the narrative 

as providing "a connected view of a protracted struggle 

between justice and oppression, between the religion of 

Christ, and that of Zoroaster. n15 Supported by the 

evidence give~ by Anquetil Du-Perron, who had presented 

Oriental Christian Spectator. Later, when Parsis began 
to write books in both Gujarati and English answering 
the Christian attacks, they would complain that the 
missionaries had failed in their own periodicals to give 
a fair hearing to the Zoroastrians. It is clear from the 
pages of oriental Christian Spectator that indeed 
portions of the Parsi attacks were omitted. In comparing 
these later publications with the controversies 
contained in the Christian journal, it would seem that 
those portions omitted in the latter consisted mostly of 
attacks upon the morality of the Old Testament and 
reproductions of arguments made against Christian faith 
by Enlightenment thinkers such as Voltaire and Thomas 
Paine. What did seem to have been faithfully reproduced 
in the oriental Christian Spectator were the disputes 
which the controversy with the Christians produced 
within the Zoroastrian community itself. The 
missionaries gloated over the confusion and disarray 
which the necessity of defining themselves theologically 
over-against Christianity created for the Parsis. The 
Bombay climate leads to the rapid disintegration of 
newsprint. Oriental Christian Spectator, already a rare 
journal by the late nineteenth century, was located only 
at Wilson College, and is rather poorly preserved. 

150riental Christian spectator Vol. 2, no. 8, August 
1831, p. 271. 
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zoroastrianism with a Zurvanite cosmology, Wilson 

accepted the Zurvanism as presented in the Armenian 

account as normative for zoroastrianism. He ridiculed 

the contents of the ninth century Pahlavi text, the 

Bundahishn, which contains the classical Zoroastrian 

creation myth. He further critiqued the Zoroastrian 

religion for not holding children to be moral agents 

until they receive the sacred cord, thus denying 

original sin. At the same time he commended much of 

Parsi morality.16 

The Parsi response to this attack was at first 

tentative. In one of the Pars i-owned Gujarati papers, 

Bombay Samachar, a letter by a Zoroastrian appeared 

drawing attention to this article and asking if the 

assertions made by Wilson could possibly be true, 

suggesting that the editor (probably Fardoonji Marzban) 

translate and refute them. 17 The editor responded that 

he was not anxious to take this disputation on, since he 

was not a priest. Besides it was the way of the world 

for one sect to run down another. Moreover, he added, 

the business of the Missionaries is 

16Ibid., July 1831, p. 235. 

17Ibid., September 1831, pp. 332-33. 



to instruct persons of another religion, 
therefore, without abusing other religions how 
can they get on? With regard to translating 
the remarks • • • we profess we cannot see the 
use of it, nor should we regard at all 
falsities of infidels, for they are our 
enemies nor are we certain we shoYad not be 
blamed by believers if we did so. 
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This initial response to Wilson's attack indicated 

the general ignorance on the part of educated Parsis as 

to precisely what the tenets of their religion were, 

hence their reticence to engage in controversy with the 

missionaries. This educated and respected layman also 

demonstrated great deference to the role of the 

priesthood in leading any such debate. wilson pushed the 

issue further by challenging the Parsis to debate him on 

these issues and offering to publish their responses in 

the oriental Christian spectator. He wrote to the editor 

of the Bombay Samachar stating that as a Christian he 

only said what was true regarding other religions and 

that his information had been obtained from Anquetil's 

translation of the Zend-Avesta and from ancient Armenian 

and Latin tests, as well as from conversations with the 

Parsis' own priests. 19 

The editor of Samachar printed this letter, 

18Ibid. 

19Ibid. 
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apologizing, saying he felt powerless to refuse it since 

the author had unhesitatingly identified himself. At the 

same time, he reiterated his position against taking 

part in such controversies. It was his firm belief that 

"for one to take pains in instructing another of his own 

caste in his own faith, and to direct him to the right 

path is a good work, but to trouble himself about 

another's faith and excite debates" should be avoided. 

• Permit us, permit us to follow the road 
we have been traveling for at last all roads 
meet in one point--There is no Redeemer of 
any--what a man shall do, that he will find. 
More than this we shall not speak, but sit in 
silence, yet (believe me) from striking two 
stone~ together you will elicit nothing but 
fire. 0 

This response, also, revealed little of a positive 

nature of Zoroastrian beliefs of the time. Indeed, from 

the Islamic style blessing, "May the grace of God be 

upon him!" which the editor politely bestowed upon 

Wilson before beginning his remarks, to the references 

to caste and the introduction of Hindu notions of 

tolerance ("at last all roads meet at one point"), it 

might be difficult to ascertain the community to which 

the author belonged. For him, it is deeds that count, 

not doctrines. An individual's religion was a matter of 

his corporate identity, not of salvation. 

20Ibid., pp. 334-35. 
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Rev. Wilson, predictably, was far from satisfied. 

He took issue with the proposition that members of one 

religion should not try and convert those of another, 

for not all religions were alike and beneficial to man. 

One religion discovers the glory of God, and 
the other religions reproach him. One religion 
brings man to knowledge and civilization, and 
other religions keep him in darkness and 
ignorance. • • you see the advantages which 
Christianity has conferred upon us as a 
nation. To it we are indebted, for the 
possession and enjoyment of all that is great 
and glorious among us; and it is the source of 
all our ~£pes of the world which is to 
come •••• 

Wilson proceeded to describe the utter sinfulness of man 

and to demand from the Parsis a way of reconciling God's 

holiness and justice with his mercy within their 

religion. This argument made no sense at all to the 

Parsis. But the former claim, that Christianity was the 

source of the civilization which the Parsis were 

endeavoring so hard to emulate, cut them to the quick 

and would continue to be a thorny issue in the years to 

come. The relationship between Christianity and Western 

Civilization, not that of Divine Justice and Mercy, 

provided the focus of controversy from the Parsi point 

of view. 

21Ibid. 
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This is not to say there was no response to 

Christian doctrines. A gadimi priest, Naoroji Dorabji, 

wrote a number of letters to the Bombay Hurkuru and 

Wurtaman under the pen name Nauroz Goosequill (which he 

later changed to Swanquill), criticizing the Christian 

claim to uniqueness and its attacks on others' religion. 

In connection with this he quoted a saying that he 

credited to Moses, "You are not to speak evil of any 

one's religion.,,22 He further stated that he was 

reacting not to wilson's attack on his religion but to 

his attack against Zoroaster himself. For this wilson 

will answer to God. Zoroastrians, Naoroji insisted, did 

not need the missionaries to point out the way to heaven 

because Zoroaster had already shown it, for he had been 

there and returned. "Besides, the merciful God who made 

the sky, the earth, men and animals, birds and insects, 

and everything else for his own glory; and who, if he 

wishes, can create living flesh from dead clay of 

thousands of years old--by the grace of such a God we 

will go to heaven.,,23 For: 

• • • it is written thus in all religions, 
and the expounders of the law say the same 
likewise--of whatever religion a man may be, 
if he observes these three rules, then without 

22Ibid., october 1831, p. 381. 

23Ibid. 



question he will go to heaven. One is to 
retain power over his anger-the second to keep 
his body undefiled from all things-and the 
third not to tell lies. 24 
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Naoroji demanded the names of those dasturs with 

whom Wilson had consulted, and insisted that not a 

single Parsi would ever become a Christian, citing their 

obstinacy and pugnacity as evidence. "Do you not know," 

he pointed out, "that it is now about one hundred years 

since great trouble is taking place amongst the Parsees 

regarding the difference of one month [in the calendar] 

but one [side] will not yield a tittle to the other?,,25 

In regard to wilson's use of Zoroastrian texts, 

Naoroji challenged the authenticity of the Bundahishn, 

arguing that it could not possibly be a Zoroastrian 

text; rather, some enemy must have written it a thousand 

years after Zoroaster's death. Whoever translated it 

into Gujarati, Naoroji insisted, knew nothing of the 

Zoroastrian religion. 26 

Naoroji went on to admit ignorance in regards to 

precisely what happens to the soul after death, whether 

it goes to heaven or hell or transmigrates. He expressed 

willingness, in fact, to accept the conclusions of 

24Ibid., p. 382. 

25Ibid. 

26Ibid., p. 383. 
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philosophers in this matter. 27 He reiterated the 

essential oneness of all religions while at the same 

time insisting on the importance of each maintaining its 

distinct identity which is determined by the various 

planets. He concluded that while there were hundreds of 

kinds of religion, each of which worshipped different 

things, for the benefit of all, rules had been framed 

"to prevent one religion from being blended with 

another. ,,28 

This particular correspondence reveals a great deal 

about Zoroastrian identity at this time. Although a 

priest, the author is better acquainted with the 

biographical details associated with the life of 

Zoroaster, as given in such popular texts as the 

Zardusht Namah, than with the scriptures and doctrinal 

texts of his religion (although he did apparently have 

some notion of the age of the Bundahishn). Naoroji's 

offense at aspersions cast upon the character of 

the Prophet-founder of Zoroastrianism, and not upon the 

religion as such, is a reaction similar to that of 

Muslims, who are much more likely to countenance 

27Ibid., p. 384. 

28Ibid. According to the Pahlavi texts, the planets are 
Ahrimanic creatures, but later texts ceased to view them 
as evil. See Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad XLIX:7, Sacred Books 
of the East, Vol. 24:34. 
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blasphemy against Islam than against Muhammad. 29 

In regards to the issue of salvation, Naoroji 

asserts that the legitimacy of the Zoroastrians' claim to 

salvation rested upon his Prophet's journey to heaven 

and back. God was depicted as the creator of all 

things, including insects, which the Vendidad regarded 

as Ahrimanic creatures. To sustain his belief in the 

possibility of salvation, Naoroji appealed to the 

omnipotence of God in a markedly Islamic manner by 

referring to His ability to bring life from "dead clay." 

Like the editor of the Bombay Samachar, Naoroji 

presumed that all religions were legitimate paths to 

God. This was in startling contrast to the Zoroastrian 

doctrines propounded in both the Avestan and Pahlavi 

texts, which presumed that the followers of other reli-

gions were demon-worshipers. What Naoroji identified as 

the precepts of all religions are, however, ideas that 

are normative to Zoroastrian ethics: control of one's 

anger, ritual purity, and speaking the truth. His 

confusion regarding the nature of the afterlife 

29While Muslims do not generally regard Muhammad as a 
divine being, they do see him as the perfect exemplar 
for human conduct, and the personality of the Prophet 
looms large in Islam. Insults to the integrity of 
Muhammad are sure to excite strong opposition and in 
India often provoke riots. This was seen in the 1980s 
and 1990s reaction to the novel The satanic Verses by 
Salman Rushdie. 
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illustrated again his ignorance of the doctrines of the 

Avestan texts. The Resurrection, heaven, and hell (which 

is not conceived of as eternal) were basic to 

zoroastrian eschatology of the early period. 

Transmigration was unknown in any of the texts from Iran 

dating earlier than the Dasatir, yet it appears to have 

been a perfectly acceptable doctrine to Parsis at this 

time. 

Dr. Wilson responded to Naoroji's letter by saying 

he had failed to prove the divine origin of his 

religion, which can be established only by demonstrating 

the inerrancy of Zoroastrian scriptures in all 

matters. 30 Be questioned the validity of the claim that 

Zoroaster ascended to paradise. He further argued that 

if t~e Avesta were indeed the word of God, the entire 

text would have been preserved. 

A more virulent attack on Naoroji's letter came 

from another quarter entirely. A number of Parsi priests 

objected to his rejection of the authenticity of the 

Bundahishn. On September 14, 1831, an open letter 

appeared written by Dastur Edulji Dorabji and addressed 

to "Brother Naoroji, the son of Goosequill." Dorabji 

demanded to know on what scientific basis and by the 

authority of what learning he presumed to pass judgment 

300riental Christian Spectator! October 1831, pp. 385-
86. 
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on the authenticity of genuine texts. The gadimis, 

Edulji assumed, were conjuring up such arguments in 

order to support their innovations in life style. None 

of their priests could be said to be learned. If Naoroji 

could find a single knowledgeable person to defend his 

position that the Bundahishn was written by an 

unbeliever and said things contrary to their religion, 

then he would answer these charges in a befitting 

manner; but "a Priest should not contend with a stone-

and a wise man with a fool.,,31 

Naoroji responded by challenging the authenticity 

of the Bundahishn on the basis of its contents, much to 

the delight of the editors of the Oriental Christian 

Spectator who carefully followed these debates, 

translating them into English for their own readership. 

Naoroji insisted that even a "coolee would declare your 

book, the Boondeshne, to be false." In fact it would 

take an ocean of scholars to prove it true. Texts such 

as the Dasatir, however, had been firmly established as 

authentic by such learned men as Mulla Firuz despite the 

detractions of "false religionists.,,32 

Naoroji quoted selected passages of the Bundahishn 

31!bid. 

32Ibid., November 1831, pp. 418-27. 
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for ridicule, calling them "blasphemies against the 

Creator, and Preserver of both worlds." He further 

insisted, "For the person who admits that the Boondeshne 

is a book of religion, there will be no escape from hell 

before the day of resurrection, nor will he be released 

from misery until that final day.,,33 

The exchanges between NacToji and Dastur Edulji 

Dorabji illustrated some of the inner tension within the 

Parsi community. The calendar dispute was still very 

much alive when the controversies with Christian 

ministers began. Yet while earlier this dispute 

concerned only proper ritual practice, now it seemed to 

have taken on theological significance as well. This 

dimension developed inadvertently as a result of the 

publication of the Dasatir, which Mulla Firuz had brought 

back from Iran. Inasmuch as Mulla Firuz had gone to Iran 

specifically to gather evidence for the gadimis' claim 

to possessing the proper calendar, the authenticity of 

this text became tied up with the legitimacy of the 

gadimi position. Since this gnostic-style text directly 

contradicted the Pahlavi interpretations of 

Zoroastrianism, it became necessary to deny the 

33Ibid., pp. 418-19. 
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authenticity of a number of Pahlavi texts, especially 

the Bundahishn. The Dasatir supports the concept of 

transmigration, which may have accounted for some of 

Naoroji's confusion on the subject. Yet in his 

condemnation of those who accept the Bundahishn, he 

showed at the same time his belief in the conventional 

Zoroastrian doctrine of the resurrection. 

Bombay and the Hinterland 

In 1835 reports appeared in the oriental Christian 

Spectator narrating John Wilson's travel in the 

northwest of India, particularly Gujarat. Special 

attention was devoted to his contacts with Parsis in 

those areas. He apparently felt little sympathy with 

those he met. In the entry dated December 22, 1834, he 

reported on his stay at a guesthouse built by a wealthy 

Parsi to commemorate his late wife and to acquire merit 

on her behalf. This provoked Wilson's indignation, "The 

thought of procuring for her whose doom is irrevocably 

fixed by her impartial Judge, and by the sentence of 

immutable justice, is foolish and impious in the 

extreme •••• ,,34 For Wilson, this was indicative of 

all false religions, be they "HindU, Parsi, Muhammadan 

34Ibid., vol. 6, no. 7, July 1835, p. 247. 
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cmd Papistical," to recognize works of supererogation. 35 

Wilson reacted with similar negativity to the Parsi 

community at Navsari, the home of the principal fire 

temple or Atash Bahram of India. While noting that it 

was the only town in India regularly illuminated at 

night, he went on to criticize the Parsi veneration of 

fire and light, which he held, should only be regarded 

as man's servant. He further ridiculed the care which 

the Parsis lavished on the numerous dogs of the town, 

"They are reckoned by the Parsis as the mouth of God. 

When they are fed, he is fed! I wonder if they believe, 

that when they speak, he speaks,?~!36 

In Surat, Wilson reported that the Parsis proved 

unable to make any plausible defense for their religion. 

Some of them even admitted the superiority of 

Christianity without, however being willing to yield to 

any of its claims. Wilson spoke disparagingly of the 

fact that most of the great fire temples had been built 

only within the last twelve years. "This fact," he said, 

does not say much as to the march of intellect 
among the Parsis. I should like to learn from 
some of them, after they have attended the 
lectures on chemistry of the Elphinstone 
Professor for a couple of sessions, how the 

35Ibid. 

36Ibid., p. 250. While dogs are ausp1c10US creatures in 
zoroastrian scriptures, they are not treated as divine. 



differences in the kind of fire of one flame, 
and afterwards fed with the same materials or, 
in o~~er words, how 1001 different kinds of 
fire can be found j8as is believed, in the 
Atash Behram. • • • 
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The details of some of Wilson's controversies with 

the Parsis were given in an entry dated January 8, 1835. 

wilson had preached to them on the necessity of faith in 

Christ and raised a number of objections to the tenets 

of the Parsi religion, especially their worship of fire. 

When a mobed declared that he did not consider it 

divine, Wilson pointed out that the Vendidad declared 

fire to be the son of God. The mobed affirmed, "fire is 

the son of God: it intercedes for us," to which Wilson 

rejoined, "fire is the work of God: and given by Him to 

be your servant.,,39 The Parsis then appealed to Western 

scholars who they said regarded Zoroastrianism as the 

best of religions. Wilson insisted that they should give 

evidence of its divine origin by proving that the 

Vendidad displays the "glory of God." To this Wilson 

37The Atash Bahram fire is consecrated through an 
elaborate series of rituals that brings together fires 
used in sixteen different professions, each of which must 
be collected, purified and consecrated a specified 
number of times according to the initial "purity" of the 
fire. In total this works out to 1,128 fires being 
consecrated. See Modi, The Religious Ceremonies and 
CUstoms of the Parsees, pp. 211-39. 

380riental Christian Spectator, July 1835, p. 253. 

?9 . 
J Ib1d., pp. 257-58. 



reported the Pars is as saying: 

"We are all ignorant people here," said 
four or five individuals: "we shall send your 
objections to Bombay: and we shall get a reply 
to them in eight days." "You will get then," I 
said, "what I have not been able to get in 
eight ~8nths. To whom will you apply? To Edal 
Daruji or Mulla Rustumji?" "No, no: to 
Noorji Dorabji." "Nooroji, my dear friends, 
says, that 'it is incumbent on the Panchait to 
reply to Mr. W.,,41 
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wilson's journal entries of his travels in Gujarat 

revealed a number of things about the relationship 

between rural Parsis and those of Bombay. The growing 

prosperity of the Parsi community had led to a 

proliferation of religious and charitable institutions, 

which Wilson hoped would diminish with the introduction 

of western education. Like their urban counterparts, the 

mobeds of Gujarat were not willing to associate fire 

with divinity, but unlike them, they granted a more 

substantive function to it as intermediary with God. In 

contrast, Bombay Parsis only admitted fire's symbolic 

role as the center for worship. The Bombay press had a 

surprisingly profound impact upon the rural Parsis. Not 

40Edal Daru refers to Dastur Eda1ji Dorabji Rustamji 
sanjana, head of the shahenshahi sect. Mul1a Rustomji 
was a leading priest of the gadimis. Noorji is the same 
as Naoroji Dorabji, editor of the Bombay Hakuru and 
wurtaman, later Chabuk. 

410riental Christian Spectator, July, 1835, p. 258. 
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only were they aware of the controversies carried on 

with Dr. Wilson in the Gujarati language newspapers, but 

they were willing to recognize the authority of the 

editor of several of those journals as being superior to 

that of their own priests even in spiritual matters. 

While Navsari had been the traditional center of Parsi 

piety, now, even in Gujarat, Parsis looked to Bombay, 

and hence to lay leadership for guidance in secular and 

religious affairs. 

The Conversion of Schoolboys 

Dr. Wilson's overtly missionary motives did not 

dissuade the more ambitious Parsis from attending his 

school. Dhanjibhai Nauroji, an early student of Wilson 

and the first Parsi to convert to Christianity, would 

later write, "at the time such a thing as a man leaving 

his own religion and adopting another was utterly 

unknown, except in the case of a few low class 

people. ,,42 

Some Parsis were ill at ease with placing their 

young people under the care of so forceful an opponent 

42Dhanjibhai Nauroji, From Zoroaster to Christ 
(London: Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, 1909), p. 41. 
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to their religion. In describing the events leading to 

his own conversion, Dhanjibhai noted that when he began 

attending wilson's school in 1835 at the age of 

thirteen, 

My school-fellows were all of very good 
families. In those days there were very few 
English schools in Bombay, and when large 
numbers of Hindu and Parsi boys began to 
attend this school of Dr. Wilson's, the Indian 
papers indignantly protested. They warned 
parents not to send their sons to that school, 
and called upon those who had sent boys there 
to remove them at once; for, they said, Padre 
Wilson was a great enemy of the religions of 
India, and was seeking to convert our people 
to his own religion. From time to time Parsis 
came to the school and tried to frighten us by 
saying that we should be converted. What 
conversion meant we did not know. Then they 
told us that we should be i~de to eat swine's 
flesh and drink the blood; but we answered 
that if they attempted to do anything of the 
sort, we should raise a commotion, and bolt 
for all we were worth. 44 

sometime later, Dhanjibhai's instructor ordered 

the boys to purchase Bibles for their classes. Alarmed, 

the boys replied that they could read their own 

religious scriptures and did not want his. The teacher 

became annoyed, saying they could leave the school if 

they objected to the subjects taught. The boys began 

gathering their belongings to depart, when Dr. Wilson 

43There is no prohibition in zoroastrian texts against 
eating pork or consuming blood. The Parsis apparently 
adopted the aversion to these things from the Muslims. 

44Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
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himself intervened and persuaded the youths to study the 

books. 

Soon afterwards many of the boys began to attend 

Sunday school as well as Dr. Wilson's public lectures. 

The Sunday school teachers included important government 

officials, merchants and barristers with whom the youths 

were delighted to have the opportunity of associating. 45 

Dhanjibhai reported that Wilson showed the students 

"what wild and superstitious things" were contained in 

the Vendidad, forcing him to the conclusion that it was 

not from God. 46 As a result Dhanjibhai lost faith 

45Ibid., pp. 19-20. 

46wilson, at this time, was offering a series of 
lectures on the Vendidad. The contents of Wilson's 
lectures can be found in The Star of Bethlehem and the 
Magi of the East (Bombay: Smith, Taylor and Co., 1856). 
These lectures more than anything else give us a clear 
view of Wilson's own theology. He writes: 

The Farsis, in general, like thousands 
and millions in every part of the world take a 
most erroneous view of the natural state of 
our species, of our depravity and guilt. In 
the seventh fargard of the Vandidad, it is 
said, that "Man is created pure and worthy of 
heaven" •••• I have heard a learned Dastur 
declare • • • that a person does not become a 
responsible agent till such time as he is 
invested with the kusti • • • and that all 
slight transgressions which he may previously 
commit, are visited upon his parents. In none 
of the Farsi Shastras, whether doctrinal or 
liturgical, with which I am acquainted, are 
there any very particular, and free, and 
candid confessions of that sin which develops 
itself in the anger, discontent, and 
;2evishness of the days of infancy, and in the 
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in the Parsi religion and further came to the conclusion 

that "as the dogmas of different religions are quite 

irreconcilable with one another, they cannot all have 

been given by God." Hence only one religion 

could possibly be true. 47 

Under the influence of another prominent 

missionary, Rev. Robert Nesbit, Dhanjibhai said that he 

began to see Christianity as the only true religion 

folly, rebellion: stubbornness, impul:ity, and 
aversion to that which is good • • • • In none 
of them do we find a divine but incarnate 
saviour exhibited as the surety of man, as the 
object on which the divine wrath descended, 
and on which the divine holiness and justice 
were illustriously, but fearfully manifested • 
• • • Salvation is represented in the Vandidad 
as wholly dependent on the practice of the 
rites of the Mazdayasna faith, and charity, 
repentance, penance, and the intercession of 
friends. And are these or any of these, let me 
ask, suitable means of purchasing salvation? • 
• • I see nothing in the Parsi scriptures 
calculated to beget genuine repentance; but 
even supposing that the case were otherwise, I 
ask, Can repentance remove the guilt of sin? • 
•• • No sovereign would promulgate a law and 
say one only had to be sorry for one's 
transgression to procure pardon. • • • 

• • • • The temporary pangs of hell, to 
be endured until the day of restitution, on 
which the Parsis count so much, are not even 
an adequate punishment of sin, which is an 
offense against the majesty of the Lord of 
all 

47 bOd ~., pp. 20-21. 
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through which man can be justified before God. 48 The 

major impulse behind the young man's decision to convert 

came from his fear of hell which was generated by the 

missionaries. They had urged the boys "to ask yourselves 

a question every night as you go to rest. This is the 

question--if I die to night, where will my eyes open, in 

heaven or in hell?,,49 These fears found support in 

zoroastrian descriptions of hell contained in such texts 

as the Ardai-viraf Nameh. 50 It was the missionary 

influence, however, that persuaded Dhanjibhai that 

while holiness and righteousness were essential 

qualities of God and He was therefore bound to exercise 

perfect justice, mercy, being unessential, was dependent 

upon the will of God: "He hath mercy on whom He will 

have mercy.,,51 Among the books Dhanjibhai mentioned as 

having affected him profoundly are The History of 

Redemption by Jonathan Edwards and another text on the 

evidences of the Christian religion. 52 The latter book, 

48 Ibid., p. 23. 

49 Ibid., p. 25. 

50The Ardai-Viraf Nameh was a Pahlavi text said to date 
from the late Sasanian period, which depicts the journey 
of a Zoroastrian priest through the realms of heaven and 
hell. 

51Nauroji, From Zoroaster to Christ, pp. 29-30. 

52Books on the evidences of Christianity were common 
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in particular, convinced him of the inerrancy of the 

Bible. 

Soon afterwards Dhanjibhai began to accompany Dr. 

wilson on his tours in the countryside. This excited 

suspicion among the Parsis, who began to call Dhanjibhai 

a faringi, the Arabic expression for a European (Frank) 

Christian. One Parsi gentlemen refused to allow 

Dhanjibhai to drink from his cups, claiming the youth 

was now polluted and would have to have a separate 

vessel. This gentleman also lectured him on the oneness 

of religion and how all faiths brought men at last to 

the house of God. 53 In another incident, Dhanjibhai 

recalled having stopped by the fire temple to get an 

explanation from the priest on certain points. The 

priest roughly told him to take such matters to one of 

the dasturs. Dhanjibhai was thus convinced that Pars is 

during the early part of the nineteenth century and were 
generally written in response to the attacks of 
Enlightenment thinkers like Voltaire, David Hume and 
Thomas Paine. Generally they sought to establish the 
reasonableness of Christian faith. A typical text would 
defend the biblical accounts of miracles aud the 
fulfillment of prophesies as proofs for the divine 
origin of Christianity. Considerable effort would be 
expended to establish the inerrancy of scripture. Dr. 
Wilson's disputes with non-Christian Indians often 
utilized arguments identical to the ones found in this 
type of literature. Indians, in return, as we shall see, 
answered with the attacks made by Enlightenment Deists. 

53Nauroji, From Zoroaster to Christ, p. 37. 
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knew nothing of their religion, and moreover, did not 

wish to know. 54 

Around this time two other Parsi boys, Hormusji and 

Framji, expressed their intention to become Christians 

as well. An uproar arose among the Parsis. Framji was 

whisked away by his family to Navsari. Hormusji and 

Dhanjibhai took refuge in Dr. Wilson's mission house. 

The Parsi Panchayat then filed suit in court asking that 

Dhanjibhai be returned to the custody of his guardian 

uncle on the grounds he was under age. In view of these 

proceedings Dr. Wilson hastened to have Dhanjibhai 

baptized on May 1, 1839. A huge, heavily patrolled crowd 

gathered for the occasion. Dr. Wilson gave an address, 

then asked Dhanjibhai why he was seeking baptism. 

Dhanjibhai read from a prepared statement, saying that 

he was fully convinced of the falsity of the Parsi 

religion and that Christianity alone was divine. He then 

loosed his kushti, placed it on the table and was 

baptized into the Church. Two days later Hormusji was 

also baptized. 55 On May 16 Dhanjibhai appeared in court 

for the custody hearing. He described that day: 

When the morning broke the whole of Bombay was 
in an uproar; offices and shops were closed; 

54Ibid., pp. 41-42. 

55Ibid., pp. 44-48. 



manufactories were stopped; occupations 
generally were interrupted; and traffic came 
to a standstill. Crowds were to be seen 
running here and there, and places of business 
were deserted. Following the suggestion of the 
English papers the Government had taken every 
precaution to safe guard the city against a 
breach of peace. From Dr. Wilson's bungalow to 
the Court House, a distance of two miles, a 
whole regiment of police sepoys had been drawn 
up in rows. Not only so, but in the fierce 
heat of the month of May, small divisions of a 
European regiment had been summoned from 
Co1aba and distributed throughout the city. 
When our carriage reached the Court House 
numbers of Parsis sprang forward and 
surrounded us; some seized the wheels of the 
carriage; some laid hold of the horses; and 
one violently wrenched open the carriage 
window, and began to try and drag me out. On 
seeing this some of the gentlemen who were 
with us ~~ickly got out of their carriages and 
ran to our assistance. The police constables 
hastened up also, and saved uS6from the 
violence that was threatened. 

The entire Parsi Panchayat, headed by Jamsetji 

Jijibhai, the first Indian baronet, made their 
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appearance at the court and were given seats of honor. 

Among the arguments brought by the Parsis was that 

within their community every Parsi regardless of age was 

subject to an older relative. The Anglo-Indian journal, 

the Bombay Gazette, condemned this as a "monstrous 

doctrine."57 The judge, Sir Erskine Perry, ruled that 

Dhanjibhai was of age (over 16) and therefore free as to 

56 bOd ~., pp. 50-51. 

57May 17, 1839. Cited in Wilson, The star of Bethlehem, 
pp. 126-27. 
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the disposition of his own person. Dhanjibhai expressed 

his desire to remain with Dr. wilson and was able to 

return with him. A few days after the trial a cloth 

merchant came to Dr. Wilson's bungalow and requested to 

meet with Dhanjibhai. He claimed to be representing 

Jamsetji Jijibhai and offered Dhanjibhai a hundred 

thousand rupees and a good position if he would return 

to the Parsi religion. Dhanjibhai refused. Later other 

Parsis were said to be making plans to burn Dr. Wilson's 

bungalow or poison their food. 58 

One more legal ploy was attempted. The Parsis drew 

up a petition to the Government against the 

missionaries, claiming that they led young children to 

despise the morals, customs and religions of the 

principal inhabitants of India be they Parsi, Hindu, or 

Muslim. Such actions, if not stopped, would surely breed 

disorder in the country. The Bombay Government answered 

curtly that they had no intention of hindering those 

engaged in propagating any religion in an orderly manner 

and would suppress any rebellion that might be stirred 

up.59 

58Nauroji, From Zoroaster to Christ, pp. 49-58. 

59Ibid., pp. 59-60. This is perhaps the only time 
the tenaciously loyal Parsi community ever issued 
any threat, veiled or otherwise, against the British 
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The English papers from Calcutta to Madras 

discussed the issue, generally ridiculing the Parsis. 

The May 10th issue of the Bombay Gazette wrote a sharp 

editorial which indicated the extent to which esteem for 

the Parsis had fallen in the eyes of the European 

community. 

• • • although their connections with 
Europeans may be very extensive, and though 
they may have received from them many tokens 
of favour and esteem, yet, were they to commit 
themselves in any act violatory of the peace 
of society, and the power of Government, they 
would find everyone of them arrayed against 
them. • • Under the British Government, the 
Parsis have become an opulent and respectable 
community. They have grown fat under the 
lenient and fostering hand of an upright 
administration. The British Government has 
ever treated them with much respect and much 
consideration; and, unlike any other caste in 
this country, they have never felt the arm of 
its power • • • We very coldly put the 
question--would the Parsis act thus under a 
Muhammedan Government, if any of their number 
had embraced the faith of Mecca? • • • • The 
events of last Monday gave a good foretaste of 
what may be expected, and have afforded the 
Magistracy ample reason for taking 
precautions, and if any thing does take place, 
~iSW~~~y~~oexpected of every EUROPEAN TO DO 

The Madras Spectator compared Parsi "persecution" of 

government. 

60Bombay Times, May 8, 1839. This and the journals which 
follow are cited in Wilson, The Star of Bethlehem, pp. 
118-19. 
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the converts as comparable to that of Nero or Mary Queen 

of Scots: "it is only one proof more, were proof wanted, 

that the genius of paganism remains unaltered since the 

days of Nero.,,61 Only the Bengal Hurkara showed any 

sympathy for the plight of the Parsis. "Let us fancy," 

it pleaded, "a Christian parent seeing his child seduced 

from him by Muhammadan or Parsi teachers, and borne off 

by them in triumph before his eyes, glorifying in his 

conversion to the faith of Muhammad or Zoroaster! What 

would be the feelings of that parent--what those of the 

Christian community in which religious feeling was 

predominant? ,,62 

The Calcutta Christian Advocate refused to consider 

such a comparison. "The Parsi," it argued, "may mourn 

over ruined family pride, • • • but when the Christian 

mourns over apostasy, he mourns over divine revelation 

rejected, over divine love despised, • • • , over heaven 

shut, over hell opened, over eternal perdition 

entailed! 1163 The Bengal Hurkara, the Advocate chided, 

failed to distinguish between truth and falsehood. The 

Advocate insinuated that the Parsi "superstitions" were 

61May 18, 1839 

62May 27, 1839, pp. 131-2. 

63Ibid., p. 136. 
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to them, as the Bible was to Christians. In comparing 

the Zend Avesta to the Bible they showed themselves to 

be "deistical infidels." The Christian Advocate fired 

its parting shot: "Begone, 0 miserable skepticism, 

begone! ,,64 

Enrollment at the General Assembly's Institution 

dropped overnight from 500 to 60 or 70 boys, none of 

whom were parsis. 65 The Zoroastrian community now 

realized the danger of leaving the education of its 

youths to Europeans. The Parsi Panchayat met with 

leaders of the Hindu community to decide on a strategy. 

A decree was issued by the Panchayat forbidding Parsis 

from enrolling their children in any school requiring 

Bible reading, on pain of excommunication. Secondly, 

decisions were made to establish an additional school in 

which religion was to be excluded from the curriculum. 66 

The oriental Chr;stian Spectator mocked these efforts, 

64Ibid. 

65Ibid., p. 58. By 1852 attendance had rebounded to 
three or four hundred, half of whom came from outside of 
Bombay. As Wilson only admitted students who had already 
mastered literacy in their native language, the quality 
of his entrants was usually higher than at Elphinstone. 
Notwithstanding this, Wilson's institution would never 
be known for producing social reformers as was 
Elphinstone. 

66 bOd ~., pp. 118-19. 
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asking, "Who will teach it?,,67 Three years later, 

Jamsetji Jijibhai founded the Parsi Benevolent 

Institution, the major function of which was to provide 

for the education of poor Parsis. By 1864 the 

Institution included 21 schools with 3049 students 

enrolled. 68 Another English-medium school for Pars is was 

established on May 1, 1844, with the patronage of the 

Wadia family. Later it was named after the British 

headmaster, Henry Hinton. 69 

In establishing their own English-medium schools, 

Parsis were not simply reacting against the dangers of 

leaving the education of their youths in the hands of 

Christians. The demand for English education both in 

Bombay and in the mofussil [hinterland of the Bombay 

Presidency] had risen dramatically, not simply due to 

670riental Christian Spectator; June 1839, cited in 
Wilson, The Star of Bethlehem, p. 117. 

68Hinnells, "Parsis and the British," pp. 48-50. 

69wadia, Scions of Low;ee Waaia, p. 113. Unlike either 
the Elphinstone Institution or the General Assembly's 
Institution, Hinton's school aimed at teaching only the 
English education necessary for a commercial career and 
did nc't emp!':.asize the liberal arts. The mercantile 
classes favored this school; despite its inferior 
standards, for besides providing all the education the 
merchants felt necessary, students did not have to mix 
with those of the lower classes. 
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the recession which afflicted the merchant elites, but 

also because of the growing impoverishment of Parsis who 

remained in Gujarat or were forced to migrate to 

Bombay. In a letter dated February 14, 1844, to the 

governor of Bombay, Jamsetji Jijibhai stated that the 

cause of this misery was the destruction of the weaver 

trade by the introduction of British manufactured cloth. 

Providing education to these indigent Parsis, Jijibhai 

believed, offered the only hope of ameliorating their 

condition. 70 

The Consequences of Conversion for the Panchayat 

The controversies arising out of the conversion 

crisis and the Panchayat's handling of it increased the 

tensions already existing between the old and new 

factions of merchants and contributed to the demise of 

that body as the mediator of internal disputes within 

the community and the guardian of Parsi morals. Not only 

had the Panchayat proved itself powerless to prevent its 

youths from apostasizing, but it had handled the matter 

in such a way as to humiliate the entire Parsi community 

before the Europeans. 

70correspondence. Deed. Bye-Laws. etc •. Relating to Sir 
Jamsetjee JejeebhoyVs Parsee Benevolent Institution. 
Established in Bombay. 1849 (Bombay: Punchayet of the 
Institution, 1849), pp. 18-23. 
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Four years after the conversion of Dhanjibhai 

Nauroji and Hormusji Pestonji, the latter filed a 

habeaus corpus to obtain custody of his daughter. The 

child, who was fourteen months old at the time of 

Hormusji's conversion, had remained with the mother, who 

had divorced and since remarried. As plans were being 

made to give away the child in marriage, Hormusji 

attempted to recover his daughter. Hormusji's former in

laws tried to avoid court action by hiding the 

whereabouts of the wife and child while the Panchayat 

attempted to establish a trust fund for the girl to 

insure that the mother could claim to be the more able 

provider. Eventually the girl was brought before the 

Bombay Supreme Court where Sir Erskine Perry heard the 

case and rendered his decision. Perr~ admitted that 

case constituted a complex and difficult situation, 

inasmuch as the institution of marriage was with "most 

races of Asiatic origin" so mixed up with religion that 

English law could not be applied without regard to their 

own customs. Nevertheless, in a case like this, where a 

man has been divorced from his wife against his will and 

deprived of his child without any wrongdoing on his 

part, clearly natural law itself had been violated and 

upon this "all technical systems are more or less 

founded." The burden, therefore, was upon the Panchayat 
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to establish the religious basis for their case. 71 The 

judge further ruled that he found no justification for 

the actions of the Pars is in the Zoroastrian texts with 

which he was familiar; therefore, he awarded custody to 

tne father. 72 

The next issue of the oriental Christian Spectator 

celebrated the victory of having saved the "daughter of 

a Christian convert" from those "who would have trained 

her to believe the soul-destroying errors of a most 

debasing superstition" and delivered her to those who 

would bring her up "in the nurture and admonition of the 

Lord.,,73 It further rejoiced that this case could be 

used to set a precedent for securing the rights of 

Christian converts throughout India. 74 The editorial 

then turned to criticizing the Parsi Panchayat for its 

role iu this affair and questioned its legitimacy as a 

judicial body, calling for a full investigation of its 

functioning: 

710riental Christian Spectator, April 1843, vol. 14, p. 
156. 

72Ibid., p. 157 

73 Ibid., p. 159. 

74Since converts to Christianity by definition became 
"outcasts" in India, their civil rights in such cases 
raised numerous legal issues. 



• • • For good or for evil the Panchayat will 
exercise a most potent influence. If evil, 
then the sooner the constitution and doings of 
that mysterious tribunal are exposed, the 
better. It is amazing how little is known 
about the Panchayat. Why this studied and 
systematic concealment? A self constituted, 
irresponsible, secret tribunal, vested with 
the most formidable powers, is not much to the 
taste of freeborn Britons. • • • Let the 
Panchayat publish their laws to the world, if 
these laws are unobjectionable. Or if they 
choose to remain a secret society, let them by 
all means do so, only let them lay aside those 
tremendous powers by which they strip a man of 
his dearest civil rights. 75 
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The Parsi press, for its part, bemoaned the loss 

of the case. The Jame Jamshid, which represented the 

interests of the Panchayat, condemned the decision of 

the court. 76 The Chabuk, however, found the Panchayat 

itself at fault for not having acted vigorously enough: 

••• the opinions of the Judges declared 
on the subject were so candid and impartial, 
that no fault can be found with them. • • • 
But 0 meek and ill-used Parsis! All this ruin 
of your religion and reproach on your 
community, have taken place by the 
carelessness of the members of your Panchayet, 
and the error and ignorance of the Editor of 
the Jami-Jamshid, the manager of the party 
answering the writs of Habeaus Corpus. When 
. • • the child was delivered up to the 
custody of its apostate father, hundreds of 
Parsis. • • began to reprove the members of 
the Panchayet saying, instead of their being 
present at this important case. • • they hid 
their faces: and the consequence is, that they 

75Ibid., p. 161. 

76Ibid., p. 162. 
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have today suffered this grievous calamity.77 

The editor of Chabuk argued that laws should have 

been made previous to this among the Pars is , disallowing 

to an apostate any rights regarding his relatives. 78 He 

admitted that otherwise, under "English, as well as the 

Hindu, the Mahomedan, and the Parsi, law--the infant 

child must go with the father.,,79 But, the editorial 

went on to ask, what do Christians hope to gain by 

winning custody of the child? Surely it was against the 

Christian religion to baptize the child since she was 

not born into the Christian religion. She would be 

bound~ the editor thought, to obey the Parsi laws in all 

matters until she reached the age of discretion. 

Otherwise she would be committing a sin that would 

fall upon the head of Hormusji and the 

missionaries. 80 Finally the editor recommended 

appealing the case to the Privy council. 

The March 4, 1843 issue of the Bombay Times, an 

Anglo-Indian paper, contained a scathing editorial 

accusing the Panchayat of having attempted to bribe the 

77Ibid., p. 163. 

78Ibid., p. 162. 

79Ibid., p. 161. 

80Ibid., pp. 161-62. 
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British court system. The Bombay Times described the 

Parsis as under "the most miserable intellectual 

bondage" to the Panchayat "before whose feet the boldest 

quails, the most independent licks the very earth" in 

"self-invoked degradation.,,81 The Parsis lacked any 

notion of justice which could not be bought. Such was 

"the state of matters amongst that sect which comprises 

within its limits much of what is most educated, 

enlightened, and energetic; still more of what is 

wealthy and munificent amongst the native community of 

Bombay. ,,82 

Surely this demonstrated, the Bombay Times argued, 

that natives were not yet qualified to enjoy the full 

privileges of Englishmen. If they failed to reform 

themselves they should be removed from their posts as 

jurymen and magistrates. "It makes one quite melancholy 

and sad to see men who indulge in such princely acts of 

munificence, whose commercial talent and liberality are 

not to be surpassed, lending themselves to matters which 

disjoin so widely from their European fellow-

subjects. ,,83 

81 bOd .L.l..., p. 163. 

82 bOd .L.l..., pp. 163-64. 

83 bOd .L.l..., p. 164. 
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Three days later, an article appeared in the 

Bombay Courier defending the integrity of the Panchayat. 

It pointed out that the money raised by the Pars is had 

not been intended as a bribe, but rather as "a 

settlement upon the infant, in order to found 

proceedings on the Equity side of the court. n84 Had such 

a settlement been made previous to issuing of the writ 

of habeaus corpus in all probability the Judge 

would have ruled in favor of the mother. This 

should not, however, reflect badly on the Panchayat 

itself. Had a tenth of what the Times accused the 

Panchayat of being been true, it would have ceased 

to exist long ago. What proof did it have to 

condemn such "a large, influential, an educated and 

enlightened class of the Native community?,,85 The 

Panchayat was composed of some of the most 

respectable members of that community, and their 

function was to resolve disputes and dispense 

charities. "The Panchayat, has, or professes to 

have, no power to inflict pecuniary fines, 

corporeal punishments, or imprisonment of any 

kind:--they cannot enforce obedience to any 

84Ibid., p. 165. 

85Ibid., p. 166. 



order.,,86 They could only expel members from 

marriage and funeral ceremonies. Parsis, far from 

"licking dust" before the Panchayat, all too often 

defied its authority and had recourse to the 

expensive court system. 87 
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The next day the Times admitted that the heads of 

the Panchayat constituted distinguished members of the 

Bombay society but continued to question the utility of 

the continued existence of that body, terming it a 

"mischievous relic of barbarism" and reiterated that if 

Parsis "wish to enjoy the right of English citizens, or 

the respect of civilized men, they must throw it off, 

and act individually for themselves.,,88 A later issue 

retracted the accusation that the Panchayat had 

attempted to bribe the court and termed the Pars is "the 

most enlightened and Europeanized class of natives.,,89 

These attacks from the European press insinuating 

that the Parsis were not, after all, sufficiently 

civilized by Western standards surely bothered the self

conscious English speaking Parsis already at odds with 

86Ibid. 

87Ibid. , p. 167. 

88Ibid. , p. 168. 

89Ibid. , p. 172. 



leadership of the great merchants who controlled the 

Panchayat. The rise of the Gujarati press, which 

frequently attacked the merchant houses contributed 

further to the demise of the the Panchayat. 

Individualism had come to be highly valued among the 
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younger generation, and the existence of the Panchayat, 

however moribund, undermined it. Members of the 

Panchayat itself began openly protesting its 

proceedings. 

A few months after the above articles were written, 

Manakji Cursetji, whose father, CUrsetji Manakji Shroff 

had been an active member of the Panchayat, wrote a 

series of trenchant critiques against that body in the 

Times under the name of 'Q in the Corner,.90 Manakji 

exposed the infighting that occurred among the members 

of that body and accused it of ignoring the wrongdoing 

of the wealthy while punishing the poor. His views 

represented those of the now rapidly diminishing older 

faction. 

The prestige of the Panchayat suffered a further 

blow from the opposite direction when that same year, 

Jamsetji Jijibhai, now acknowledged leader of the Parsi 

community, himself condemned it in a Gujarati text 

90These are reprinted in M. cursetjee, The Parsee 
Panchayet: Its Rise. Its Fall and the Causes that led to 
the Same (Bombay: n.p., 1860). 
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entitled Kholaseh-i Panchayat. He accused the Panchayat 

of having mismanaged funds intended for distribution to 

the poor. 91 The Panchayat condoned the enforcement of 

one law for the rich and another for the poor. 92 The 

priesthood, as well, came under attack. Its ignorance of 

the scriptures haQ degraded the entire community.93 The 

children of laity and clergy must be educated alike in a 

single institution where they might learn Persian, Zend, 

Avestan and English as well as vocational training. 94 

Jamsetji Jijibhai fatally undermined the authority 

of the Panchayat when he established trustees for the 

newly established the Sir ~ ~ Parsee Benevolent 

Institution and called that board a "panchayat." In 1851 

Jamsetji induced the other members of the old Panchayat to 

make a formal declaration of trust, effectively joining 

the two bodies together. In so doing the process began 

of transforming the Panchayat from a juridical body 

exercising social control to a board of trustees 

administering charitable funds. 95 Membership and power 

91Mody , Jamsetjee Jeejeebhov, p. 64 

92 Ibid. , p. 65. 

93 Ibid. , p. 67. 

94 Ibid. , p. 68. 

95sapur F. Desai, History of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet. 
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within the Institution were confined to those who could 

make sizable donations to its trust fund, thus insuring 

that the merchant oligarchy would continue to hold sway 

within the community. 

The Battle of the Books 

Commencing in the 1840s a number of controversial 

books was published both by the Parsis and by the 

Presbyterians arguing the merits and demerits of their 

respective religions. The first, entitled Talim-i 

Zurtoosht on Vundidab, or "The teachings of Zoroaster in 

the Vendidad," appeared in 1840. 96 written in Gujarati 

for the instruction of Parsi youth, it attempted to 

answer Dr. Wilson's lectures on the Vendidad. This text, 

published by the Samachar Press at the expense of the 

Panchayat, was apparently written by a Parsi priest 

named Dosabhoy Sohrabji, a well known munshi or judge. 97 

The Gujarati is interspersed with transliterated English 

1860-1960, (Bombay: Parsi Punchayet, 1977), pp. 11-12. 

96Dosabhoy Sohrabji, Talim-i Zurtoosht on Vundidab 
(Bombay: Samachar Press, 1840). In 1970 T. R. Sethna 
made a rather poor English translation of this text and 
mimeographed it. He stated in his introduction that he 
had done this in response to the activities of the 
Jehovah Witnesses. 

97smith, Life of Wilson, p. 130. 
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terms like "remark" and "affidavit," thus showing the 

author's familiarity with British society. The author 

assured his readers that what he had written was not on 

his own authority but on the authority of English and 

Persian books of repute which he would cite and give the 

Gujarati translation thereof. 

The introduction stated that in 1839 "two immature 

Parsee boys, Dhanji Nauroji and Hormusji Pestonji, of 

tender age, left the religion of their birth, which 

enjoins worshipping one God, converted to Christianity 

and began worshipping three gods.,,98 While these boys 

stated that they came to realize the foolishness of 

worshipping the four elements, they did not consider the 

foolishness of worshipping three gods. 99 The reason for 

this was the lectures on the Vendidad given by John 

wilson in 1833, which misled the youths with its false 

allegations. Although the Mazdayasni religion does not 

encourage denigrating another's religion, "Just as Dr. 

wilson has insulted our Zend Avesta and has passed 

adverse comments about our Vendidad, we must also give a 

fitting reply and bring out the fallacies in his 

98sethna, Talim-i Zurtoosht, p. 2. 

99 bOd LL., p. 4. 
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Bible."100 The missionaries should appreciate this, 

since "arguing about and disputing religion is their 

job," and they have a magazine entitled the oriental 

Christian Spectator which is dedicated to making fun of 

the religions of the local people. 101 

The author began his work by refuting the 

deposition given by Dhanjibhai Nauroji at the time of 

the youth's baptism. The boy should not have kept his 

misgivings regarding his religion secret but should have 

consulted with the dasturs and elders of his community. 

He would have discovered that the Mazdayasni Faith does 

not consider the elements as gods, rather they are signs 

of the Creator's power and goodness. Zoroastrians turned 

towards the elements in their prayers just as one 

praises an artist by gazing on his paintings. 102 To 

support this contention, the author quoted Gibbon's 

statement in the Decline and Fall of the Roman 

Empire that the Persians have always claimed that fire, 

light and the sun "were the objects of their religious 

reverence, because they considered them as the purest 

symbols, the noblest productions, and the most powerful 

100 bOd ~., pp. 3-4. 

101 bOd ~., p. 8. 

102 bOd 1 ~., pp. 14- 5. 
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agent of the Divine Power and Nature. ,,103 To Nauroji's 

assertion that worshipping the elements was breaking the 

first and second commandments, the author responded by 

listing the Ten Commandments, and argued that in 

accepting Christianity with its Trinity and rejecting 

the faith of his fathers he had himself broken all of 

the Ten Commandments. 104 

The author then proceeded to show the "true nature" 

of Christianity by quoting passages from voltaire's 

Philosophical Dictionary. In the passage in question 

Voltaire reproduc~s a dialogue between a Jesuit in the 

Mughal court and a Frenchman. The Jesuit boasts that 

there will soon be as many Catholics in India as there 

are presently adulterers. When the Frenchman suggests 

this might create great bloodshed, the Jesuit r.esponds 

that it will only mean Paradise for the Catholics and 

Hell for the gentiles. To Dosabhoy Sohrabji this only 

proves that Christians are "mad, pigheaded and breakers 

of the peace.,,105 

In the following section the author attempts to 

establish the antiquity of the Zend Avesta by citing 

103 bOd ~., pp. 16-17. 

104Ibid., pp. 20-28. 

105 bOd ~., pp. 32-38. 
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European authorities, particularly Major Rawlison, the 

British archaeologist who defended the Avesta against 

charges of forgery.106 He then returns again to cite 

Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Voltaire had taken 

the Lord's prayer and sought to prove satirically that, 

according to Jesuit standards of orthodoxy, this prayer 

would be heretical. The Parsi author presumes from this 

that Voltaire had proven that there were mistakes in the 

Bible. 107 The author then proceeds to question the 

validity of a number of miracles said to have occurred 

recently among the Catholics of Europe. Apparently the 

Parsis did not really understand the deep division which 

existed within the European Christian community at this 

time. 

The following section of the book reproduces what 

claims to be a dialogue between missionaries and 

zoroastrians. In response to the question, "In whom do 

you repose your faith and who is your prophet and God?" 

the Zoroastrians answer: 

Our religion is the religion of Mazda 
worshipers. You call us fire worshipers in 
order to defame us but we are believers in one 
God, the God who created the sky, the earth, 

106Ibid., pp. 40-42. 

107Ibid., pp. 48-49. 



the sun, the moon, the fire, the water and 
creatures of all the world. We worship Him and 
do not know any other God but Him. Nor do we 
believe in other gods but Him. This one God 
does not have any partner or father or mother 
or wife or sons or anyone else. Anybody who 
believes in any God other tSgn this one is an 
unworthy man fit for Hell. 
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In contrast to this, Christians blasphemously believe in 

three gods. Unlike Jesus, who could not rescue himself 

from the cross, Zoroaster's life was saved through 

various miracles. A just and merciful God would not 

allow His dear ones to be destroyed, thus He "saved Noah 

from the storm, Zaratusht from fire, Moses from drowning 

in the Nile river, Jonah from the stomach of the whale 

and in this way many prophets from difficulties.,,109 

The book next represents the missionaries as 

asking why the Parsis have failed to reply to John 

Wilson's attack on the Vendidad. The author responds 

that wilson knew neither Avestan nor Persian and was 

therefore not competent to comment on their holy texts. 

Parsis were reluctant to engage in such controversies 

because it endangered the public peace. Missionaries, 

however, "do not pay attention to such things and love 

108Ibid., section 2, pp. 1-2. This text numbers each 
section separately. 

109 bOd ~., pp. 33-34. 
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to injure the feelings of the natives.,,110 Had 

missionaries truly and sincerely wanted a dialogue with 

the priests they would not have published this pamphlet 

in English, since the priests do not know that language. 

Additionally, while Christians commercialized their 

religion by having "rich people" from Scotland and 

America finance the missionaries, giving them "high 

salaries and furnished houses," Parsis were unwilling to 

pay their priests large sums "to deride other people's 

religion."lll Missionaries took courage from the 

conversion of illiterate low~caste Hindus and then went 

after the Parsis who had innocently sent their children 

l10Ibid., pp. 30-31. Irani Zoroastrians of this period 
did not share the triumphalistic presuppositions of the 
prosperous Parsis. Towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, a Zoroastrian convert to the Baha'i Faith 
defended his conversion before the Muslim 'ulama in 
these terms, liThe proof of the truth of Zoroaster is 
that this man arose to make his claim and the Zend and 
the Avesta which contains divine laws were revealed to 
him. When he arose for the propagation of his religion a 
group came under the shadow of his word, in the 
propagation of which pure blood was spilt and luminous 
souls were sacrificed. Acceptance of such trials and 
difficulties in the path of religion is proof of its 
truth. Knowing these things, I was confirmed in the 
Zoroastrian religion. These same proofs I had accepted 
for Zoroastrianism I saw demonstrated with my own eyes 
in this blessed Cause. For holy souls to sacrifice their 
very lives is the greatest act in the world, and this 
miracle is higher than all miracles and this reason 
stronger than all reasons." Aziz'u'llah sulaymani, 
Masabih-i-Hidayat, 10 vols. (Teheran: n. p. 1959) 8:412-
13. 

lllsethna, Talim-i Zartoosht, p. 32. 



to missionary schools in hopes of teaching them 

English. 112 
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In response to Wilson's charge that there was not 

a history book which can substantiate Zoroaster's 

miracles, the author provided a list of Persian works 

mostly written by Muslims. 113 Christian miracles, the 

author held, had much less proof. In connection with 

this the author quoted Voltaire's Philosophical 

Dictionary to establish that there was no record of 

events such as the massacre of the innocents, the 

darkening of the sky, etc. 114 

The God of the Vendidad, the author argues, was 

much greater than that of the Bible, for the former God 

foreknows all things while the God in the Old Testament 

repents of His actions. 115 To the charge of dualism, the 

author responds that Ahura Mazda and Ahriman are 

associated with light and darkness only in an 

allegorical sense. He quotes the Dabistan to establish 

112Ibid. 

113Ibid., p. 38. 

114Ibid., p. 39. 

11SIbid., p. 50. 
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the mystical character of Zoroaster's words. 116 "In. our 

books wherever there is mention of Dev, Satan or 

Ahriman, these are only bad qualities, characteristics, 

actions and wishes and desires of a human beings, 

otherwise they are not actually living devils and 

demons. ,,117 

To Wilson's charge that the Vendidad dealt only 

with ritual impurity and ignored moral issues, the 

author quotes Deuteronomy, chapter 14, to establish that 

such purity laws existed in the Bible as well. However, 

Christians had repudiated their own texts and ate all 

kinds of impure things. 118 Wilson had also charged the 

Parsis with imagining the sun to be sentient and worthy 

of worship. The author contends that Parsis consider the 

Sun to be the visible sign of the invisible God in the 

same manner the Free-Masons did. In fact, Free-Masonry, 

according to the author, was a secret adaptation of the 

tenets of Zoroastrianism. 119 

wilson's attack on the Vendidad stated that the 

l16Ibid., pp. 62-63. 

l17Ibid. 

l18Ibid., pp. 70-80. 

l19Ibid., pp. 89-101. The eclectic rituals of Free
Masonry do include some symbols derived from 
Zoroastrianism. 
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zoroastrian way to salvation consisted in following the 

rules of the Zoroastrian religion,in being charitable, 

in repenting of sins, in curbing one's mind against evil 

and in prayer. Wilson had argued that good deeds could 

never erase sin and that charity must be done for 

charity's sake, not for any reward. Therefore salvation 

was possible only by faith in Jesus Christ. The author 

responded by saying, 

Now readers may please ponder over this, 
is it not foolish talk? Will a person by doing 
good works, becoming pure, curbing the mind, 
and praying get salvation or by acknowledging 
Jesus as the Son of God ••• God has no son and 
no partner; He is invisible and formless. From 
this any sensible person would realize the 
superiority of the doctrine of the Vendidad 
over that of the Bible. • • • 

Here it is worth mentioning the argument 
put forward by the missionaries who say that 
in this world there is no one righteous and 
pure, be he a Pir, prophet [paygambar] or 
saint [vali]. They are all sinners •••• Only 
those having faith in Jesus will be saved in 
the next world. All others will go to Hell. 
• • • In this world there are many righteous, 
pure, virtuous, ascetic people who by their 
prayers and controlling their minds against 
evil have achieved cleanliness and purity of 
heart. About them there is mI~Eion in books of 
Parsis, Hindus, and Muslims. 

Wilson ignorantly regarded it as sinful to worship 

Ahura Mazda despite the fact this was merely the Zend 

term for Jehovah. To support this the author quotes 

120Ibid., pp. 109-10. 
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Persian Muslim sources as stating that the translation 

of Ahura Mazda was Rabu'l-Arbab or Lord of lords. 121 The 

doctrine of the Vendidad was a thousand times greater 

than the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, since it 

urged the believer to see the nature of God in His 

creation. 122 

Contrary to Wilson's charge, the author holds, 

Zoroastrians did not consider Zurvan to be God, but 

rather one of Ahura Mazda's creations. 123 Zoroastrians 

venerated and offered prayers to the angels as the light 

of God just as Christian worshipped the Holy Spirit as 

God's soul. 124 As for the worship of fire, the Shahname, 

which the author cites as a "holy book," calls fire a 

giblih and a divine gift. 125 The text ended by 

reasserting the Zoroastrian belief that at birth man was 

pure and fit for paradise. 126 The final pages blasted 

the Christian doctrine of original sin, quoting some six 

pages of Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary to do 

121Ibid. , pp. 111-12. 

122Ibid. , p. 116. 

123Ibid. , p. 117. 

124Ibid. , pp. 128-29. 

125Ibid. , pp. 132-33. 

126Ibid. , p. 184. 
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so.127 

A number of general observation can be made about 

this text. First, more than a quarter of the book was 

taken up with quotations from voltaire denigrating the 

Christian religion. It devoted a substantial amount of 

space to citing Biblical passages as well. Even Qur"anic 

verses appeared on a few occasions, as did passages from 

other Muslim writers. zoroastrian texts themselves were 

seldom mentioned. The main thrust of the author's 

arguments consisted of attacks against Christianity 

drawn from Enlightenment critiques. Zoroastrian 

doctrines were defended by applying Islamic 

interpretations to them. The author's insistence that 

Zoroastrians did not "know any other God but Him" Who 

had no "partner" reflected Islamic notions of the Divine 

Unity in which giving a "partner" to God was synonymous 

to idolatry. The prophets (aside from Zoroaster, 

himself) mentioned as having been rescued by God were 

those whose stories were recounted in the Qur" an, not in 

any Zoroastrian scripture. The author expressed his own 

faith in terms drawn from Islamic discourse, while the 

standards with which he weighed Christianity were taken 

from the European Enlightenment. Zoroastrian sources 

127 bOd ~., pp. 192-97. 



remained untapped and, consequently, the author's 

identity as a Parsi was defined only in terms of the 

values of those outside his faith 0 
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In July of 1842 Naoroji Fardunji published a bi-

monthly magazine entitled Rahnuma-i Zartushti or "Guide 

to Zoroastrians" with the two-fold aim of defending 

the Parsis' religion from the attacks of Dr. Wilson and 

other mission&ries and of refuting the Christian 

religion. In the issue of January 1843 an article 

written by Pestonjee Maneckjee appeared, which purported 

to be a dialogue between a Parsi and a Christian. The 

Parsi in this dialogue requested the Christian to inform 

him as to the nature of Christianity and the history of 

its origin. The Christian replied that he will be most 

happy to comply with this request :~as by so doing he 

will obtain much righteousness. n128 The Christian then 

proceeded to offer the Christian account of Creation and 

the Fall. The Parsi objected that this account left God 

finally responsible for evil, for had He not created the 

128pestonjee Maneckjee, Discussion on the Christian 
Religion as contained in the Bible, and propounded Qy 
Christian Clergymen (Bombay: Dufter Ashkara Press, 
1846), p. 2. This remark illustrates the extent to which 
Parsis entirely missed what for the missionaries was the 
essential issue; namely, the Christian belief that 
salvation was to be obtained solely by faith in Christ. 
Although the missionaries time and again dwelt on this 
subject, the Parsis only rarely took note of it and then 
not with much seriousness. 
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serpent, then the Fall could have been avoided. The 

Christian responded that God did not know that the 

serpent was wicked and would do evil. The Parsi seemed 

shocked by this answer and counseled the Christian to be 

careful of what he says about God. Next the Parsi asked 

the Christian at what point Christians began to regard 

Jesus as equal to God. The Christian replied that for 

three hundred years Christians had ceaseless disputes 

with each other, often accompanied by bloodshed, 

regarding this point. During this period many regarded 

him as a mere man but by the end of this time all viewed 

him as equal to God. The Christian went on to say that 

for 1200 years after Christ, the Holy Spirit was not 

considered to be God. 129 

A friend and colleague of Dr. wilson, the Rev. J. 

M. Mitchell,130 responded to this article in the 

periodical Natives' Friend, which he edited and which 

was aimed at proselytizing the English-educated Indians. 

129 b'd ~., p. 3. 

130Dr • Mitchell was an active participant in the Bombay 
Branch of the Rcyal Asiatic Society and first brought 
Prof. spiegel's scholarship to the notice of Bombay 
students in 1849. Dr. Wilson, however, relied primarily 
on Westergaard's works. See Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, A 
Glimpse into the Work of the B.B.R.A. (Bombay: Bombay 
Educational society's Press, 1905), pp. 65-66. 
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The January 1844 issue charged that the supposed 

dialogue was a fabrication. No Christian would have 

talked in this fashion, Mitchell argued. In particular 

no Christian would claim to obtain righteousness by 

teaching his faith. Such a "sentiment is palpably Parsi 

or Hindu.,,131 Likewise, no Christian would deny God's 

foreknowledge. Mitchell insisted that God was not the 

author of evil according to the Scriptural account, that 

apparently the devil had entered the serpent when it 

talked to Eve. Mitchell accused the periodical of having 

obtained its arguments against Christianity "from that 

miserable sophist Tom Paine." He further claimed, "We 

know from other sources that a large supply of deistical 

books has been procured by the Parsis ... 132 Paine, he 

argued, had been thoroughly refuted and 

No man in Europe now would give a straw for 
the opinion of that scurrilous infidel. Deists 
are ashamed to quote him, or speak of him. But 
the foul refuse which has been swept with 
loathing out of Europe, is greedily laid hold 
of by the Bombay Parsis. We could have no 
clearer proof that thei ~re still in 
intellectual darkness. 3 

In the following issue, the editor of Rahnuma-e 

131Maneckjee, Discussion on the Christian Religion, p. 
4. 

132Ibid., p. 5. 

133Ibid. 
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Zartushti gave a rebuttal to Mitchell's charges. The 

dialogue, he argued, whether real or not, exposed the 

absurdities of Christi.an doctrines including "the fall 

of man, and introduction of evil in this world, 

atonement, resurrection, trinity, divinity of Jesus 

Christ, authenticity of the Old and New Testaments." 

Further it proved the immorality of Biblical texts which 

condoned "the horrid massacres of thousands of innocent 

men, women, and unoffending children, without 

distinction of age or sex perpetrated under the express 

command of the Almighty.,,134 

The Parsi editor challenged Mitchell's 

interpretation of the Genesis account, saying it was 

contrary to the clear text which says nothing of the 

devil. But even given this possibility, "Acquaint us, if 

you please, whence came the devil? who created him? and 

was it not in God's power to prevent him from doing so 

much mischief? And did not God foreknow his wicked 

intentions?,,135 This particular argument was one of the 

few which cannot be traced back either to Paine or 

Voltaire. It does occur, however, in the ninth century 

134Ibid., pp. 6-7. 

135Ibid., p. 8. In Zoroastrianism Ahura Mazda's wisdom, 
understood to be foreknowledge, was the primal 
distinction between Him and Ahriman. 
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Pahlavi text, Sikand-Gumanik Vigar. Its critique of the 

Genesis story reads: 

His [Jehovah's] scanty knowledge is also 
evident from this, when he created the 
serpent, which was itself his adversary, and 
put it in the garden with them: or else why 
was not the garden so fortified by him, that 
the serpent, and also 0r~~r enemies, should 
thereby not go into it? 

The editor nowhere mentioned this or any other 

Pahlavi text, so it is difficult to ascertain if he had 

reference to it. Yet significantly, only the negative 

arguments against the Christian doctrines of the origin 

of evil, and no positive ones supporting zoroastrian 

doctrines, are adduced. 

Finally, the editor chided Mitchell for his virulent 

attack on Thomas Paine, which was "very unbecoming" in a 

disciple of the "meek and lowly Jesus.,,137 He praised 

Paine as an honest and open man who courageously 

discharged his bounden duty by publishing The Age of 

Reason and thereby rescuing the people of Europe "from 

irreligion, a gross superstition, and mental and 

religious darkness, in which they had long been 

laboring." The Deists were therefore "entitled to the 

l36sacred Books of the East, trans. E. W. West, 24:220. 

137Maneckjee, Discussions on the Christian Religion, p. 
17. 
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universal gratitude of the Christian world. n138 Mitchell 

was justly alarmed that the works of such men had found 

their way to India, since they would inform 

the Natives, who will ridicule the idea of 
your coming to this distant country for the 
purpose of teaching them false, and even 
immoral doctrines of a fabricated system of 
religion, to the exclusion of the ancient code 
of morality and faith, which they have 
professed from time immemorial, abounding in 
sou~d, i¥~tructive, salutary advice, and moral 
max~ms. 

The Parsi author ended his letter to the Natives' Friend 

by stigmatizing the missionaries as "a hireling and 

crafty priesthood.,,140 

Rev. Mitchell responded by expressing the hope that 

"advancing civilization" might teach the Parsis "good 

manners." If the author refused to "weed his letter of 

all scurrilous allusions to the great doctrines of 

Christianity," which Christians "cannot listen to 

without horror," the Natives' Friend would refuse to 

publish them or "pay him any further notice iihatsoever." 

The policy of the Natives' Friend, he added, was to 

"faithfully abstain from ridiculing either the prophet 

138Ibid. 

139Ibid., p. 18. 

140Ibid., pp. 28-29. 
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or the religion believed in by the Parsis. n141 As to the 

charge that Christianity was immoral, the past and 

present condition of Europe demonstrated that this was 

not the case. If it were irrational, why had such lofty 

minds as Newton, Leibnitz, Pascal, and Bacon embraced 

it?142 More pointedly, Mitchell asked, if the principles 

of deists like Thomas Paine were accepted, would they 

affect only Christianity? Could the doctrines of the Age 

of Reason be harmonized with the Zend-Avesta?143 

The Rahnuma-i Zaratusht issued a long rejoinder in 

which the editor argued that Zoroastrianism was 

completely in accord with the dictates of reason and 

common sense. They did not appeal to expressions such as 

'It's a mystery' to explain absurdities. "I ask you, 

Sir, did God vouchsafe to man a Revelation in order that 

it may not be understood? If that be the case, and if 

every doctrine dictated by the Almighty in His Will, be 

unintelligible, Revelation is of no use whatever.,,144 As 

to the author's use of Thomas Paine, he could accept the 

deist's refutation of the Bible and his exposure of 

141Ibid., p. 29. 

142Ibid., p. 34. 

143Ibid., p. 36. 

144Ibid., p. 48. 
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Christianity without agreeing with him on the 

impossibility of Revelation and miracles as such. 145 The 

importance of the work of men such as Paine was that it 

demonstrated the immorality of the Christian scriptures. 

Such immorality would not be found in the Avesta. 146 

Dastur Edal Sanj ana , the high priest of the 

principal fire temple of the shahenshahi sect, offered a 

response based more on older sources within 

Zoroastrianism, less calculated to appeal to Western 

standards. This book, entitled Mau;aza't-i-Zartushti or 

The Miracles of Zoroaster, was written at the behest of 

Sir Jamshedji Jijibhai. 147 The text begins with a phrase 

written in Persian: "In the name of God the bountiful, 

the liberal, and the gracious.,,148 Presenting his 

subject in a catechismic style of questions and answers, 

Dastur Edal concerns himself with providing a 

persuasive proof of the prophethood of Zoroaster and his 

revelation. He therefore presents the story of Zoroaster 

145Ibid., p. 69. 

146Ibid. 

147As I could not locate a copy of this work, I have 
relied on wilsonis summation of the text as contained in 
The Parsi Religion, Unfolded, Refuted, and Contrasted 
with Christianity. 

148 b'd 8 LL·, p. . 
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and his immediate followers, emphasizing the wonders 

presented in the Zartusht Namah. 149 Mary Boyce regards 

his presentation as "essentially traditional orthodoxy, 

unshaken by taunts of either dualism or polytheism." 

Ahriman, Dastur Edal insists, was an independent malign 

being; and a Yazad had indeed been appointed to preside 

"over every object in earth or in the heavenly 

worlds. ,,150 

It is true that Ahriman, along with other demons, 

was very real for Dastur Edal and not to be 

demythologized by association with the negative 

attributes of mankind. In his discussion of the 

importance of wearing the sacred thread [kushti], Dastur 

Edal insists on its efficacy in destroying the influence 

of the demons. It prevents the souls of dead children 

from becoming devils as well. lSI But Ahriman is not 

regarded as a preexistant being as Ahura Mazda is 

understood. In fact the dastur's understanding of the 

nature of Divinity precludes this. He describes God in 

these terms: 

The one holy and glorious God, the Lord 

149 bOd LL., pp. 8-9. 

150Boyce, Zoroastrianism, p. 198. 

151wilson, The Parsi Reliaion, pp. 164-65. 



of the creation of both worlds, and the 
Creator of both worlds, I acknowledge that He 
has no form and no equal; and the creation and 
support of all things is from that Lord •••• 
And that glorious Master is almighty, and that 
Lord was the first of all, and there was 
nothing before him, and he is always, and will 
always remain. And he is very wise and just; 
and worthy of service. Thus, according to the 
above precise statement, I know the creator to 
be one God, and I acknowledqe him to be all
powerful over every object. 152 
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If Dastur Edal is to be understood as having represented 

the "orthodox" dualistic view then it must be admitted 

that the meaning of dualism had undergone a significant 

shift from Sasanian times. The very phrase in which he 

began his description of Divinity as the Lord "of both 

worlds" was one commonly used among Muslims. 

Dastur Edal proceeds to describe God as formless, 

having no partner. Just as the angels cannot be seen 

by humans, so God Himself is invisible to the angels 

and Amesha Spentas. One comes to know God by the light 

of wisdom and by beholding His wonders. This is the 

equivalent to seeing God. 1S3 To the question "where is 

God," Dastur Edal answers, "That God is present in every 

place, in heaven, earth, and the whole creation; and 

whithersoever thou dost cast thine eyes, there he is 

152Ibid., p. 107. 

IS3Ibid • 
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nigh and by no means far from thee. ,,154 

The high priest devotes considerable attention to 

recounting the "names of the glorious God," of which he 

states there were three chief names, Dadar, Ahura Mazda, 

and Aso meaning the Giver, the Wise Lord and the Pure. 

Besides these there are a hundred and one names found 

in the scriptures. 155 One is tempted to believe that 

this numbering was an attempt to outdo the Islamic 

ninety-nine names for God. 

A distinctly Islamic tinge was given to Dastur 

Edal's interpretation of fire worship by terming it the 

giblih. All four elements are to be venerated, but fire 

especially since it is the most brilliant and pure. The 

sun and the moon should likewise be esteemed as 

giblih. 156 To justify the use of fire as a giblih the 

author, in addition to quoting the Zoroastrian 

scriptures, also cites Firdawsi's Shahname. 

The "essentially traditional orthodoxy" of Dastur 

Edal Sanjana was a tradition which had long ago come to 

154Ibid., p. 108. Compare this to the Quran 2:115, 
"Whithersoever ye turn, there is the Face of God," as 
well as 57:4, "He knows what enters the earth and what 
comes out of it, and what comes down from heaven and 
what goes up into it. And He is with you wheresoever you 
may be. And God sees all that ye do." 

l55Ibid., pp. 109-10. 

156Ibid., pp. 199-200. 
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express itself in terms acceptable to categories of 

Islamic monotheism. Yet this was not sufficient for the 

Western-educated laity. Wilson himself, while praising 

Dastur Edal's work as being "without disguise, and in 

general without perversion,u157 described the author as 

"living for too many years almost in a state of 

seclusion at the principal fire-temple; and he seems, to 

a considerable extent, to have escaped the untoward 

march of intellect.,,158 No doubt the high priest's 

training had been that particular to his profession, 

which excluded the secular education being received by 

the Parsi laymen. 159 The dastur's presentation of 

zoroastrian doctrine, while showing a considerable 

variation from texts that would have been written prior 

to the Arab invasion of Iran, used paradigms no longer 

serviceable to the English-speaking Parsi youths. 

Just as John Wilson departed from India for 

Scotland in 1842, he published his most important work, 

The Parsi Religion: as contained in the Zand-Avasta. and 

157wilson, The Parsi Religion, p. 8. 

158Since a priest had to receive his first ordination 
prior to age 15, much of his youth was spent memorizing 
the scriptures in their ancient tongue for the 
performance of the rituals. 

159 bOd ~., p. 9. 
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urooounded and defended ~ the Zoroastrians of India and 

Persia. Unfolded. Refuted. and Contrasted with 

Christianity.160 This text contains not only portions of 

the Zend Avesta, but translations of the Zardusht

Namah,161 excerpts from the works of Greek and Armenian 

writers of the Sasanian period, extracts from the 

Dabistan, and reproductions of the controversies between 

Wilson and the Parsis. This constituted the most 

complete work written in English on Zoroastrianism at 

the time, and as such it won scholastic acclaim. Yet, as 

the title clearly indicates, its purpose was polemical. 

Wilson states in his introduction that he desired "that 

the Parsi should be exhibited in the light of 

Christianity.,,162 The major purpose of this work was to 

refute Parsi works written in Gujarati that had been 

composed in response to Wilson's attacks on 

Zoroastrianism in his lectures on the Vendidad. 

Therefore, it includes summaries of such texts as Talim-

i Zartusht, Maujaza't-i Zartushti, Hadi-Gum Rahan and 

160See note 4. 

161zardusht Namah is a Persian hagiography on the life 
of Zoroaster, written in verse form by Zardusht Bahram 
Pazdu in 1278 A.D. 

162wilson, The Parsi Religion, p. 7. 
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Nivangha-ie Kalamkash by Dastur M. E. Jamaspasana. 163 It 

also reviewed some of the correspondence with Parsis and 

the pamphlets they had produced in defense of their 

religion. 

The book begins by reviewing controversies with the 

Parsis, and seeks to establish the supremacy of 

Christianity by the use of prophecies and the testimony 

of the apostles. The Bible is upheld as the standard for 

determining divine truth in the face of the various 

Christian sects. Wilson also argues that the Parsis had 

failed to vindicate the truth of their own religious 

texts, which could not be established by attacks on the 

Bible. Wilson reiterates a charge that all Parsis hotly 

denied, that the Vendidad sanctioned the abortion of 

illegitimate children. 164 

In order to prove his contention that the Parsis 

were not monotheists, Wilson presents the testimony of 

the writers of antiquity, along with excerpts from 

163The Hadi-Gum Rahan, written in 1841 by Dastur 
Aspandiarji Framji Rahadi, was a running critique on 
Wilson's lectures on the Vendidad. Like the Talim-i 
Zartusht, it considered ~~riman and the demons to be 
nothing more than personifications of man's evil 
propensities. "Ahriman has no real being, but is an 
emblem of vice or evil" (quoted in Wilson, The Parsi 
Religion, p. 153). I have not seen the Nivangha, and 
Wilson's treatment of it is rather brief. 

164wilson, The Parsi Religion, pp. 25-105. 
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zoroastrian sacred texts and popular digests to argue 

for a Zurvanite reconstruction of zoroastrian beliefs, 

which no Parsi could be found to accept. 165 He then 

proceeds to attack that reconstruction. The Vendidad, 

the Dabistan, Greek and Armenian writers are all brought 

forward to prove that Zoroastrianism was deistic, 

dualistic, and polytheistic. The use of the Shahname to 

establish Zoroastrian claims to monotheism he 

disallows. 166 

The final chapters are entirely devoted to the 

theme dearest to Wilson's heart. They consist of a 

condemnation of Parsi notions of responsibility, guilt 

and salvation. He criticizes the Parsi belief that man 

is born pure and argued that it was inconsistent with 

Dosabhai's contention that Ahriman was a mere 

personification of man's own evil nature. 167 In 

connection with this argument, Wilson defends at length 

the doctrine of Original Sin and the Genesis account 

that the Parsis had ridiculed. 168 "But let us now see," 

Wilson continues, "how the Parsi scriptures would solve 

165Ibid., pp. 106-43. 

166 1...·d 2 ~., pp. 10-14. 

167 1...·d ~., p. 348. 

168Ibid., pp. 348-76. 
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the grand inquiry as to a way of salvation, earnestly 

urged by a soul really convinced of its depravity, 

guilt, and demerit.,,169 OISalvation," Wilson answers, "we 

the~e see, is r~presented as wholly dependent on the 

practice of the rites of the Mazdayasni faith, and on 

charity, repentance, penance, and the intercession of 

friends. n170 

Wilson ridicules the notion that the Mazdayasni 

rites, which he insists an educated Farsi would be 

embarrassed even to describe to a European, could be 

conducive to salvation. 171 Charity itself is inadequate, 

for there man was only doing his duty and it can not 

make up for duties not done. 172 Neither can repentance 

erase sin without compromising God's nature. 173 

Furthermore, while liberals such as Dosabhai might argue 

that repentance alone is sufficient for salvation, the 

Vendidad clearly indicates that sins willingly committed 

can not be forgiven. 174 The penances of the Vendidad 

169 bOd ~., p. 380. 

170Ibid • 

171 bOd ~., p. 381. 

172 b'd 3 ~., p. 82. 

173 b'd ~., pp. 383-85. 

174 b'd ~., p. 383. 
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are likewise inadequate for the forgiveness of sins. 

Parsis are deluding themselves with their belief in the 

temporary nature of hell, for the sufferings of hell, 

while they might restrain outward sins, cannot hope to 

eradicate the love of iniquity from the soul or inspire 

it with the love of God and holiness. 175 These opinions 

are not wilson's alone but that "of the whole of 

enlightened and orthodox Christendom, guided by the word 

of God.,,176 

Finally, Wilson argues against the prophetic 

mission of Zoroaster and the authenticity of the Zend 

Avesta. Aside from the fact that Wilson regards the 

Avesta as neither good nor holy, he questions whether 

any of its contents could have been written by 

Zoroaster. Nor is there any evidence that the text is 

the same as when it was written. Although Zoroaster was 

supposed to have lived in the Achaemenid period, no 

mention of him was found in the cuneiform 

inscriptions. 177 The miracles and prophecies accredited 

to Zoroaster were without proof and acknowledged only in 

175Ibid., p. 388. 

176Ibid., p. 389. 
~77 
~. Ibid., pp. 396-406. 
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books of recent origin. 178 This is in striking contrast 

to the numerous Old Testament prophecies concerning 

Christ and the contemporary witnesses found in the New 

Testament to his numerous miracles. 179 

In gene~al, Wilson's book repeated all the 

controversies which had previously occurred between 

zoroastrians and the missionaries. However it collected 

in a single volume materials which had hitherto been 

difficult to assemble and for this reason became the 

most significant work on Zoroastrianism in English at 

the time. Yet the Zoroastrianism it presented was one no 

Parsi could recognize as his own. 

Following the Parsi policy that the best defense is 

a good offense, in 1845 Pestonji Manakji, editor of the 

Jam-i Jamshid, published a book entitled Discussion on 

the Christian Religion as contained in the Bible. and 

propounded £y Christian clergymen. 180 This text, written 

in English, reproduced the arguments between Pestonji 

and Rev. J. M. Mitchell, which had appeared earlier in 

Rahnum-i Zartusht and the Native's Friend. Pestonji 

argues that it had become necessary to publish this work 

178 bOd ~., pp. 407-46. 

179 bOd ~., pp. 447-74. 

18CSee note 129. 
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in English, inasmuch as all of the English-medium 

periodicals in Bombay were dominated by fanatical 

Christians or bigoted missionaries who would not agree 

to inserting any articles contrary to their cause. 181 In 

particular, Rev. Mitchell has refused to publish a long 

rejoinder to an attack made by him in the Native's 

Friend in April of 1844. 

In the introduction pestonji gives his reasons for 

writing this attack upon Christianity. Christians in the 

West have been misled into believing that there "can be 

no civilization without Christianity" and therefore 

secular knowledge is insufficient for bringing 

enlightenment to the Indians, whom they represent as being 

"mere savages, immersed in the grossest barbarism, 

devoid of knowledge, morality, and true religion, and 

professing a rude and debasing superstition." For this 

reason, Europeans spend vast amounts of money to send 

"liberally paid" missionaries to "extol the doctrines of 

the Bible" and "ridicule the religion of the Natives.,,182 

So long as the Natives of India were 
ignorant of the true nature of Christianity, 
they refrained from entering the arena of 
religious discussion • • • • But the march of 

181Maneckjee, Discussion on the Christian Religion, p. 
iv. 

182 bOd 000 ,;LL., p. 1.1.1.. 



intellect • • • has enabled the Natives to 
cope with and repel the attacks of their 
antagonists, the Christian Missionaries, with 
success. The Natives have of late scrutinized 
the evidences of Christianity, e~amined the 
authenticity and genuineness of the Bible, and 
critically investigated the nature of the 
doctrines preached by the Missionaries who 
seek their conversion. They are perfectly 
satisfied that the religion, into which it is 
attempted to convert or rather seduce them, is 
neither holy nor divine, neither pure nor 
moral, but that it is absurd in the highest 
degree, and derogatory to the rh~racter of the 
Supreme Ruler of the Universe.-8 

Unless Christians can give a convincing reply to the 
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objections raised here, Pestonji argues, no intelligent, 

educated Indian should be expected to embrace 

Christianity, although missionaries will no doubt 

continue to succeed in converting "the ignorant, the 

lOW, the needy and the despised.,,184 

Pestonji claims that while he had no wish to 

engage in such controversies, the missionaries had 

lately become "so excessively outrageous, clamorous, 

virulent and audacious in their attacks against the 

religious doctrines and sacred books of the Natives, 

especially of the Parsees," that he could no longer keep 

silent. The editor hopes this book would enlighten the 

English speaking public which had ignorantly sent out 

183Ibid., pp. iii-iv. 

184Ibid., pp. vi-vii. 
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these missionaries. He urges them, "Christians, do not 

love your own favorite long-cherished opinions in 

preference to the dictates of TRUTH.,,18S 

Pestonji includes in this text not only his debates 

with Rev. Mitchell. but the summaries of other issues of 

the Rahnum-i Zartusht as well. Like Gujarati writers he, 

too, quotes extensively from Voltaire's Philosophical 

Dictionary as well as other Enlightenment attacks on 

Christianity. This text has even less to say of a 

positive nature about Zoroastrianism than the Gujarati 

publications. In fact the religion of the Parsis is 

clubbed together indiscriminately with other Indian 

religions. Apparently the Parsis were at this time 

willing to regard all religions as equally true except 

Christianity, which they went to great pains to show to 

be without divine character. But the scales upon which 

the truths of religion was to be weighed were gradually 

shifting from Islamic paradigms to standards of reason 

developed in the West. This would have a dramatic effect 

upon the future development of Zoroastrianism. 

Young Bombay 

coinciding with the period in which these debates 

18S bOd .L.l..-., p. v. 
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bccurred, the first generation of English-educated 

Parsis reached maturity and began to exercise social and 

political power. They saw little prospect of attaining 

the degree of economic prosperity enjoyed by the 

generation that preceded them, for the 1840s proved to 

be a period of economic recession in Bombay.186 Parsis 

were particularly hard hit as the Opium Wars cut into 

their trade with China. 187 As the British improved 

communications with the introduction of telegraphs and 

railroads, the Parsis' position as middle-men weakened. 

The introduction of steam navigation also proved a set-

back to the Parsis, who had excelled in the construction 

of sailing vessels. 188 While later, during the 1850s 

and 60s, some of these men would enter into banking and 

industry, for now they often served as teachers and 

186see A. Guha, "Parsi Seths as Entrepreneurs, 1750-
1850," p. 115, for the financial crisis of 1847-50. A 
number of Parsi businesses, especially those involved in 
shipping or in insurance underwriting, went down in 
those years. Hardest hit were some of the concerns of 
the Wadia family. 

187In 1839, when the Chinese government laid siege to 
the factory in Canton, a number of Parsi merchants were 
detained, among them members of some of the most 
prominent Parsi families, Badabhai Banaji, Hirjibhai 
Patel, Nusserwanji Modi, and Ardeshir Panday. 
Darukhanwala, Parsi Lustre on Indian Soil, p. 509. 
Jamsetji Jijibhai also suffered considerable losses in 
the China trade at this time. Mody, Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, 
pp. 33-34. 

188Karaka, History of the Parsis., 2:258. 
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government officials. 

In 1848, shortly before Jamsetji Jijibhai 

established the Parsi Benevolent Institution, a number 

of students, teachers, and alumni of the Elphinstone 

Institute joined together to form an organization known 

as the "Students' Literary and Scientific Society." 

While originally intended as a forum for the 

presentation of academic papers, under the leadership of 

Dadabhai Naoroji189 it quickly turned to issues of 

social reform, championing the cause of female 

189Dadabhai Naoroji, born into an impoverished priestly 
family in 1825 and orphaned at an early age, received 
his early training in the priesthood before entering an 
English school of the Native Education Society and later 
Elphinstone Institution. Dadabhai excelled in 
mathematics, eventually becoming a professor of that 
subject there. He later became an ardent nationalist and 
political economist who demonstrated the debilitating 
effect of British colonialism had on the Indian economy, 
using the now famous "drain theory" as articulated in 
his magnum corpus, Poverty and the Un-British Rule of 
India (London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1901). The very 
title of this book indicates the degree to which the 
reformers depended upon European ideals; the drain 
theory itself may largely be the product of the unique 
position held by the Parsi community, large portions of 
which had formerly been weavers, now displaced by the 
introduction of manufactured cloth. Members of both the 
mercantile and the intelligentsia classes often came 
from such humble backgrounds and maintained ties with 
them. As the products of the Elphinstone Institution 
began to serve the mofussil, either as teachers or as 
lawyers, they expressed increasing sympathy with the 
plight of the rural sector. Parsis associated with the 
Students' Literary and Scientific Society articulated 
the drain theory well before the publication of Dadabhai 
Naoroji's famous book. 
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education. 190 On a volunteer basis these youths operated 

three Hindu and four Parsi girls' schools. After a year 

of functioning in this manner, the Cama family donated 

sufficient moneys to hire paid teachers. 191 

The "Society Boys" now turned their attention to 

religious reform. with Dadabhai Naoroji and Naoroji 

Fardunji192 leading the way, these products of the 

Elphinstone Institution founded another society, 

Rahnumae Mazdayasnan Sabha, dedicated to purifying the 

zoroastrian religion of any extraneous customs that had 

developed around the pristine teachings of their 

190The first girls' schools in Bombay were operated by 
missionaries. Dr. Wilson and his wife founded six girls' 
schools, but as respectable families would not send their 
daughters to school, these schools were filled mostly with 
orphans. The first Parsi girl to attend such a school 
was Dosibai cowasji Jassawalla, a niece of Maneckji 
Cursetji Shroff, who was sent by her fiercely 
independent mother in 1842. Because Dosibai walked each 
day unescorted through the British quarters to reach the 
school, the Gujarati newspapers reacted with outrage and 
the Panchayat threatened to outcast them. Dosibai's 
mother had already shocked the community by going to 
court to contest a will. This caused her to be alienated 
from her own husband. Parsis were further horrified by 
her easy familiarity with persons of different castes 
and communities. Hinnells, Parsis and the British, p. 
54. 

191R• P. Masani, The Grand Old Man of India (London: 
George Allen & Unwin, 1939), pp. 44-45. 

192Fardunji, like Dadabhai, taught at Elphinstone 
Institute. He is sometimes regarded as the leader of the 
young enthusiasts known as "Young Bombay." 
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prophet. 193 Dadabhai Naoroj~ hounded Jamsetji Jijibhai, 

trying to obtain support for their program. 194 The "new 

faction" of Jijibhai had by now become the old. The 

aging baronet had his own ideas of how to reform the 

priesthood. He desired no assistance from these young 

upstarts. The Rahnumae Sabha found patrons, however, in 

the Cama family, which had previously supported efforts 

in female education. with their assistance a bi-weekly 

Gujarati newspaper, Rast Goftar, was established to 

articUlate the social, religious and political concerns 

of the "Society Boys," now often known as Young Bombay. 

This journal overtly attacked the leadership of the 

merchant elites, claiming that those "who from year to 

year think and dream of nothing but invoices, docras, 

Patna sales and shares" ought not to be considered heads 

193Ibid., pp. 47-48. 

194Ibid., p. 50, Dadabhai remarked about his relationship 
to Jijibhai, "I stuck to Sir Jamsetjee like a leech. He 
must have wished to avoid me as he would the plague. I 
could, of course, understand it. But there was no help 
for it." The intelligentsia, although usually at odds 
with the merchant elites, depended on their patronage, 
while the merchants, though unenthusiastic about the 
reforms proposed by "Young Bombay," often grudgingly 
lent their monetary support to causes like female 
education, for their close connections with British 
merchants forced them to acquiesce to many European 
customs. patronizing the intelligentsia also insured 
they could exercise some control over their activities. 



of their community.195 In 1852 the Eliphinstonians 

founded the Bombay Association for the purpose of 

informing the British of any grievances the Indians 

might have. The Association affirmed its loyalty to 

British rule, claiming only that freshly arrived 

Europeans sometimes acted out of ignorance of the 

"habits, customs, and usages prevailing in this 

country. ,,196 
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The Parsi products of the Elphinstone Institution 

soon began to challenge the authority of the Panchayat 

on the basis of European democratic ideals. The Rast 

Goftar made the Panchayat a frequent object of scorn. On 

July 28, 1859, the Panchayat called for an Anjuman 

Meeting to offer their thanksgiving for the termination 

of the Mutiny and to express their loyalty to the 

British government. Dosabhoy Framji Karaka, who was the 

195Rast Goftar, Dec. 25, 1864, cited in Dobbin, Urban 
Leadership in Western India, p. 61. 

196Masani, The Grand Old Man of India, p. 54. The 
Elphinstone intelligentsia once again depended upon the 
leading merchants' participation, for the merchants had 
stronger ties with government officials. Eventually the 
merchant elites exercised a controlling influence on the 
Bombay Association, and the intelligentsia that had 
called for its initial formation became increasingly 
critical of its proceedings. The intelligentsia 
succeeded in regaining control over the Association in 
the late 1860s when the end of the American civil War 
brought about a collapse in Bombay's cotton dependent 
economy, bringing down many leading merchants. See 
Dobbin, Urban Leadership, pp. 78-97. 
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first Parsi to write a book on the history of his 

religion in English, declared that as the Panchayat no 

longer represented the Parsi community at large, it had 

no right to convene meetings. 197 His voice was soon 

joined by other public protests against the Panchayat's 

posing as representatives of the people. Eventually the 

J. J. Parsee Benevolent Institution (J.J.P.B.) arrogated 

to itself the right of functioning as the Panchayat. 

This move, too, did not go unchallenged. When on April 

197Karaka had no objection to the purpose of this 
meeting, but only to the Panchayat's authority to act on 
behalf of the Parsi community. Published during the 
Mutiny itself, his book, The Parsees: Their History, 
Manners. customs. and Religion (see note 5), had, as its 
chief aim, informing the British public of how much the 
Parsis resembled Europeans and how unlike other Indians 
they were. Karaka himself makes this quite explicit in 
his introduction: 

A perusal of the following pages will 
show that the Parsees are a distinct race, and 
that neither in the religion nor in their 
habits of life, do they assimilate with either 
the Mahomedans or the Hindoos. The Parsees are 
endeavouring to follow the example which the 
British have set them. Western civilization 
has had great influence on their characters, 
and they are now eagerly embracing the 
opportunities for improvement and advancement 
that are offered to them. When the 
distinguishing characteristics of the people 
of the Oriental nation are taken into 
consideration, it must be evident that the 
Parsees form a striking exception to other 
races, and on this account the author feels 
less diffidence in bringing the history of his 
people under the notice of the British public. 
(p. ix). 
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5, 1860, the J.J.P.B. Trustees acting as the Panchayat 

attempted to call a meeting to render an account of 

their work, Sorabji Shapurji Bengalee along with 

Karshedji Nusserwanji Cama demanded that the Trustees be 

elected by vote of the entire Anjuman. The Panchayat 

refused to submit to such a procedure. 198 

In 1870 the Panchayat attempted for one last time 

to function as a judicial body. That year, for the first 

time, some Parsi women applied to the government for 

registration as prostitutes. After receiving a petition 

signed by two hundred Parsis, the Panchayat convened to 

excommunicate these women, barring them from fire-

temples and the Towers of Silence. K. R. Cama, Sorabji 

Bengalee, and fifty other Parsis, however, protested 

this action, claiming that even such women as these 

ought not be denied lithe barest rights to the 

consolations of their religion.,,199 The Panchayat found 

itself powerless to enforce its decision. 

The Parsi Law Association 

In the absence of any institution empowered to 

govern its own affairs, the Parsi community now found 

198N• S. Bengalee, The Life of S.S. Bengalee (Bombay: 
n.p., n.d.), p. 17. 

199 bOd ~., pp. 17-18. 
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itself under the jurisdiction of British law in matters 

of personal and family status. 200 This situation, 

especially in regards to inheritance laws, proved 

unsatisfactory even to the English educated faction of 

the community. The British officials in 1828 noted that 

"in consequence of their possessing no regular Code of 

laws ••• great litigation has risen up amongst them." 

The government was of the opinion that since they have 

"no ancient book of laws which all their tribe accept" 

and "no record of their ancient usages," the Parsis 

should "assemble and consult together, and commit their 

laws and customs to writing, and deliberately adopt a 

code of laws for their own government and guidance.,,201 

The Parsis failed to act, however, until 1835 when a 

Parsi filed suit in court asking to be recognized as 

sole heir of his deceased father's landed estate under 

the British laws of primogeniture. In cases of 

200A clause in the East India Company Charter of 1823 
provided "That matters of contract, inheritance and 
succession should be determined, in the case of 
Mahometans, by the laws and usages of the Mahometans, 
and in the case of the Gentoos by the laws and usages of 
the Gentoos." As the courts ruled that Parsis were not 
gentiles, they were subject in those matters to English 
c1vil law. Cited in Sorabji Shapurji Bengalee, The 
Parsee Acts (Bombay: Duftar Ashkara Press, 1868), p. 
153. 

201 bOd ~., p. 154. 
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intestacy, Parsis living in the mofussil largely 

followed the Hindu practice of dividing the estate among 

male heirs, whereas in Bombay, Parsis had adopted 

customs more closely resembling the Muslim practice of 

dividing inheritance among both male and female heirs. 

In response to the pending lawsuit, the Parsis called a 

meeting and petitioned to be exempted from English law 

in regards to inheritance. The British government 

responded by applying the English statute of 

distribution, rather than the principle of 

primogeniture, to both landed and movable property. This 

resulted in the widow receiving one third of the estate 

and the remainder being divided in equal portions among 

the children, male or female. 

If the principle of primogeniture failed 

sufficiently to recognize women1s property rights, in 

the Parsis eyes, the statute of Distribution granted 

them too much. They objected that this system deprived 

sons of the "means of carrying on the name of the 

Father, while the Daughters, if any, are invested with a 

large share of property, which they are unable to watch 

over and which will surely expose them to the 

machinations of bad and worthless relatives or other 

parties into whose hands they may confide their 
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affairs ... 202 Although some Parsis objected to the 

conference of any inheritance rights on women, they were 

overruled by the reformers. Yet, in contrast to British 

law, Parsis wished to safeguard a wife's right to dispose 

of her separate property. They noted, "We know that this 

is contrary to the Law of England, but in our case, it 

is absolutely necessary for the prevention of domestic 

contention and the numberless evils that would arise to 

families were it otherwise.,,203 Parsi women, despite the 

strictures placed upon their free movement and their 

lack of education, apparently exercised considerable 

power within some areas. 

202 Ibid., pp. 157-58. Naoroji Fardunji complained to the 
Commission, which was appointed by the Government of 
Bombay to inquire as to Parsi usages in matters of 
inheritance, that under the English ordinances then in 
effect, IIParsee females in cases of intestacy were able 
to force and frequently have forced upon male 
descendants of intestates, a mode of distribution 
utterly alien to the feelings and social customs of the 
Parsees." Ibid., p. 174. Prominent among the females to 
file such a suit was the mother of Dosibai Jassawalla. 
The only Parsi text the Commission could find that 
referred to the issue of female inheritance was a 
Persian work, Khulasih-i Din, written in India by Dastur 
Darab Hurmuzdiyar around 1478 A.D. This work stated, "on 
the departure from this world to the invisible world, of 
a mother or father leaving sons or daughters, out of 
their heritable property, each inherits one share and 
each of the daughters half a share." Ibid., p. 168. This 
distribution, which follows Islamic law, apparently was 
more than Pars is were willing to grant women either in 
Bombay or in the mofussil. 

203 Ibid., p. 157. 
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On August 20, 1855, under the direction of Manakji 

Nuserwanji Petit, Naoroji Fardunji, and Sohrabji 

Bengalee, the Parsi Law Association was formed to make 

recommendations to the government for the formation of a 

code governing Parsi family law. 204 The Parsi Law 

Association drafted a code whereby female heirs would 

inherit from their father's estate one fourth the 

allotment given to men. 205 In regards to marriage and 

divorce, the code they formulated closely followed 

British law but called for matters to be adjudicated by 

a revivified panchayat. 206 Bigamy would be subject to 

criminal sanctions. 207 

In 1861 the government established a commission to 

review the proposals made by the Parsi Law Association. 

The commission published these proposals throughout 

Gujarat in order to allow Pars is in the mofussil ample 

opportunity to respond. 208 Although the Parsis in the 

mofussil raised objections to allowing women any more 

than minimal inheritance rights, their objections were 

204Ibid., p. 220 

205Ibid., p. 226. 

206Ibid., p. 200. 

207Ibid., p. vi. 

208Ibid., p. 151. 
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overruled by the commission on the grounds that the will 

of the more numerous Parsi community in Bombay ought to 

prevail. 209 The laws as approved by the Legislative 

Council in 1862 closely followed the recommendations 

made by the Parsi Law Association, with two exceptions. 

All clauses that provided for the government to enforce 

the provisions of child betrothal or marriage were 

struck out. 210 In place of the Panchayat, called for in 

the proposal offered by the Parsi Law Association, the 

government established Parsi Matrimonial courts wherein, 

under British jurisdiction, Parsis would be appointed 

judges and perform as jurors. 211 

A Failed conversion 

In 1843 John Wilson returned to Scotland accompanied 

by Dhanjibhai Nauroji, who enrolled in the Free Church 

Theological College at Edinburgh in order to prepare 

himself for the ministry. The Church showed great 

reluctance to ordain the young Indian, who insisted he 

had no intention of entering its service unless he was 

209Ib "d ___ 1_., pp. 163-72. 

210Ibid., p. 231. The merchant elites had pushed through 
a clause providing for damages in cases of broken infant 
betrothals, much to the horror of the intelligentsia. 

211Ib"d ___ 1_., p. 228. 
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accorded full ecclesiastical rights as a missionary and 

evangelist on an equal basis with the Scotsmen. 212 With 

the support of Dr. Wilson, Dhanjibhai eventually 

obtained ordination and returned to India in 1847, 

settling in Surat, which was occupied by the Irish 

Presbyterian missionaries. The Irish missionaries called 

upon Dhanjibhai to baptize the first Parsi convert 

there. 213 

The convert, Nasirwanji Maneckji, was a young 

teacher who worked at the school run by the 

Presbyterians. Taking refuge in the Mission House, he 

wrote his father a letter informing him of his 

intention. Several relatives came to try and dissuade 

him. The next day he was baptized, and while a mob 

surrounded the Mission House, there were no incidents of 

violence. The oriental Christian Spectator voiced its 

opinion that "The Parsis are beginning, we think, to 

understand the doctrines and practice of religious 

liberty. ,,214 

The conversion proved to be short lived. Only a few 

212smith, The Life of John Wilson, p. 228. 

213Nauroji, From Zoroaster to Christ, pp. 69-70. 

2140rienta1 Christian Spectator vol. 19, March 1848, pp. 
108-9. 
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days after his baptism, Nasirwanji returned to the 

zoroastrian folci. The Bombay Telegraph and Courier 

carried a series of letters to the editor which revealed 

the manner in which this had taken place. The Oriental 

Christian Spectator reprinted those communications. 215 

Apparently a Parsi teacher at the government school 

in Surat and an alumni of Elphinstone Institution had 

written to a fellow alumnus, Nauroji Behramji in 

Bombay, informing him of Nasirwanji's intention of 

converting and asking his assistance in dissuading the 

young man, who had, in his words, 

reasoned himself into the belief that as the 
Missionaries are immeasurably superior to the 
natives in general, and his parents in 
particular, in point of intellect and 
morality, in every branch of science and 
literature • • • so must be their religious 
system. He has had it also continually 
impressed on his mind that the Parsee religion 
contains many childish absurdities and 
superstitious observances, which forbid the 
idea of its emanating from a divine source. 216 

Accordingly, Nauroji Behramji traveled to Surat and 

succeeded in inducing Nasirwanji to agree to return home 

to discuss matters with his family and read publications 

215Ibid., April 1848, pp. 150-63. I have not been able 
to obtain any background information on Nauroji 
Behramji. 

216Ibid., p. 153. 
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such as Rahnum-i Zarthosti. Nasirwanji wrote back saying 

time was too precious to spend reading such trash and 

that he would only agree to come if Rev. Montgomery, 

head of the mission, were allowed to accompany him. 

Eventually a series of meetings was arranged, and 

according to Nauroji Behramji, he succeeded in 

persuading the youth that "the morality, the refined and 

polished manners, the customs, institutions, etc. of 

civilized Europeans" were the "effects of advancing 

knowledge and civilization" and had little to do with 

Christianity.217 He did this by pointing out the vast 

difference between the morality of the Old and New 

Testament. Further, he drew his attention to the fact 

that when Christianity had the greatest hold on men's 

minds, during the Middle Ages, Europe lay buried in the 

profoundest darkness. Only when the pre-Christian 

knowledge of the ancients was rediscovered and spread 

through the means of the printing press did Europe come 

to predominate in the world, and then only by throwing 

off the shackles of the superstitions of the church. 

Naoroji held that this process began when Luther 

asserted the freedom of conscience and the authority of 

reason. Later reformers came to question the 

217 b'd 5 I 1 ., p. 1 4. 



authenticity of the Bible itself. Hence, the rise of 

Europe occurred only by overcoming Christianity, not 

because of its influence.2~8 

Nasirwanji found these arguments persuasive. He 
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wrote to Davar Rustomji CUrsetji Modi, the head of the 

Parsi community in Surat, asking to be readmitted into 

the Zoroastrian fold. He explained that he had been 

misled by the missionaries and had embraced Christianity 

without consulting his elders. Later, his relatives and 

friends proved to himl by the Bible itself, the perverse 

nature of Christianity.2~9 

While the Parsi community joyfully received 

Nasirwanji back, the missionaries were greatly 

perplexed. Rev. Montgomery wrote Nasirwanji urging him 

to stay with his parents if he wished, but not to 

renounce Christianity if "you value the salvation of 

your parents and brother •••• You are driving them by 

your example to Hell-to save them from sorrow here.,,220 

This letter provoked a sharp reply from Nasirwanji: 

218Ibid. 

219 bOd ~., p. 155. 

220 bOd ~., p. 156. 



Sir, I believe and trust that in reJo~n~n9 my 
parents, my brothers, and sisters, and my 
young wife pregnant with her first child, all 
of whom, in an instant fit of the most 
superstitious terror, I had been induced to 
abandon, I am doing that which it is most 
imperatively my duty to do, and I hope that I 
have now worthier notions of the Deity than to 
suppose that he can be displeased with me for 
doing so. • • • 

My parents, of course, regard you as a 
perfect monster of mischief •••• Yet 
believing that you had no worse notice than a 
fanaticism whose power I have too recently 
escaped, I forgive you freely all the ~~lrors 
and anxieties which you induced in me. 
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Nasirwanji returned to the mission house to collect 

his things. Rev. Montgomery asked him if he was 

renouncing Christianity. Nasirwanji replied that he had 

decided that the best way to please the Almighty was by 

"continuing to profess the faith in which I was born, by 

worshipping one Supreme Being, and by practicing 

morality.,,222 When asked why he had allowed himself to 

be baptized, the youth responded that had he read the 

Old Testament carefully he never would have done so.223 

The Oriental Christian Spectator closed its 

account of these events by bemoaning the fact that the 

author of these letters was a teacher in the Government 

English School in Surat and one of the most 

221Ibid., p. 157. 

222Ibid. 

223 Ibid., p. 158. 
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distinguished alumni of the Elphinstone Institution. 

They denounced the secular education policies of the 

British Government as having encouraged lithe infidelity 

of the Native Education society's Schools, of which the 

Government, their present unsuspecting but willfully-

blinded parent and nurse will in due time reap bitter 

fruit." 224 There was some truth in the missionaries' 

charge. If young Parsis, educated by the missionaries, 

had been deeply influenced by the suggestion that the 

wonders of European culture were products of the 

Christian religion, those of the secular institutions 

were equally persuaded by the Enlightenment 

interpretations of the history of the west that progress 

in Europe had been achieved at the expense of that 

religion. 

Yet there were some Parsis, even at the Elphinstone 

Institution, who felt deeply the dissonance between the 

ancient practices of their religion and the European 

culture they were bent on emulating. Wilson was not far 

from the mark when he charged that educated Parsis could 

not even recount their religious practices to Europeans 

224 bOd ~., p. 162. 
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without feeling profound embarrassment. 225 Seventeen 

years after the conversion of the first Parsis to 

Christianity, four Parsi youths from Elphinstcne 

Institution wrote Wilson asking for baptism, inasmuch as 

they had become convinced of the falsity of 

zoroastrianism. In a letter dated June 13, 1856, they 

sought refugee in Wilson's house to protect them from 

their relations, insisting that "Nothing has led us to 

join the Christian Church but the pure hope and desire 

of salvation for our souls. 1I226 Numerous Parsis visited 

the youths at the Mission House. Wilson described the 

visitors, liThe devout and superstitious Zoroastrian, the 

sober deist, the religious inquirer, and the arrogant 

scoffer, each in his turn attempted to reclaim them from 

Christianity.1I227 Most of them insisted the boys were 

not sufficiently acquainted with their own religion to 

embrace another. 228 Wilson accused many of them of 

misrepresenting the true character of their religion, 

giving it a much more rationalistic interpretation than 

225wilson, The Star of Bethlehem and the Magi from 
the East, pp. 76-77. 

226Ibid., pp. 1-2. 

227Ibid., p. 87. 

228Ibid., p. 92. 
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it deserved. 229 

Of those four young men, only one, Behramji, was 

eventually baptized. On that occasion Wilson preached a 

long sermon entitled "The star of Bethlehem and the Magi 

from the East." He warned that the Biblical account of 

the Magi locating the Christ child by the use of 

astrology could not in any way serve as a confirmation 

of the validity of any part of the zoroastrian religion. 

Wilson quoted Chrysostom,230 

Behold the wisdom of God, how he called them 
[the Magi]! He did not send a prophet, for 
they would not have received one; nor an 
apostle, for they would not have attended to 
him; nor scriptures, for they knew them not; 
but he draws them from their error by familiar 
and everyday things. since they were Magi and 
their art related to the stars, a star appears 
to them drawing them from a foreign country-a 
star draws them to free them from the bondage 
of stars. • • This was true condescension, to 
let himself down to others in order to raise 
them to him. Thus Christ did when he called 
the men of the East; for as he, to call men, 
veiled himself in human nature and f10rm, so he 
called the astrologers by a star. 23 

Wilson went on to suggest that the sovereignty of 

India had "been given to a Christian nation, to a 

protestant nation, and to the most protestant, most 

229 bOd ~., pp. 93-94. 

2300ne of the Greek church fathers, Chrysostom, served 
as the patriarch of Constantinople until 407 A.D. 

231Ibod __ 1_., p. 20. 
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enlightened, most philanthropic, and most powerful 

nation" for the deliverance of India. 232 Educated 

Indians should regard five events as providential signs 

pointing to Christ. The first was the establishment of 

British power. The second was the teaching of English 

literature to Indians. Thirdly, the growth of the 

Christian church, fourthly the dissemination of the 

Bible, and finally the preaching of the cross were all 

signs of the times for India. 233 

After Wilson's sermon, Behramji ~as examined 

regarding his faith. Most of the questions sought to 

ascertain that he had abjured zoroastrianism 

entirely.234 Behramji then offered his own testimony of 

faith which condemned Zoroastrianism as a religion of 

works. 235 He urged his Parsi friends to compare the 

Bible with the Vendidad without consulting the 

priests. 236 

A decade after the first Zoroastrian conversion to 

232Ibid., p. 31. 

233 Ibid., pp. 30-44. 

234 Ibid., pp. 60-62. 

235Ibid., pp. 64-65. 

236Ibid., p. 70. 
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Christianity, young Parsis often still felt attracted to 

the religion associated with the culture that 

politically dominated their country. Where missionaries 

succeeded in persuading young men of the inadequacies of 

their own religion, and that the superiority of Western 

civilization was to be credited to Christianity, 

conversion occasionally resulted. But the education 

that Parsis received in secular English language 

schools equipped them with the means to resist this 

attraction. Without questioning the premise of Western 

superiority, youths educated in these institutions 

sought to prove that modernity was the result of the 

secular revolt against Christian faith launched by the 

Enlightenment. Thus, Parsis, in rejecting Christianity, 

could consider themselves modern, and therefore 

civilized, without having to depart from their ancestral 

faith. Those Parsis who received a secular education, 

however, remained ignorant of the positive content of 

their faith. They could argue effectively against the 

tenets of Christianity but could not defend the tenets 

of their own. 

A Tale of Two Men 

Among the students of Elphinstone who nearly 

converted to Christianity during this period was 
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Kharshedji Rustamji Cama. He had been attending Wilson's 

sermons along with Darasha Ardeshir Ruttonji, who later 

became one of the signatories of the 1856 letter asking 

to convert to Christianity. Cama would have become a 

Christian but he was dissuaded by his mother, who 

quickly had him whisked off to England in 1855. 237 The 

family also persuaded Dadabhai Naoroji to leave his 

teaching position at Elphinstone and accompany the young 

Cama. Together with an older relation, Muncherji Cama, 

the three formed a partnership in the first Indian 

mercantile firm to operate in England. 

The idealism of the younger men proved completely 

unsuited for business. Dadabhai Naoroji insisted on 

maintaining absolute integrity in all his transactions. 

K. R. Cama generally sided with Dadabhai, much to the 

exasperation of Muncherji. 238 He took exception, 

however, to Dadabhai's refusal to accept his share from 

any profits accruing from the sale of opium. The 

237J ivanji Jamshedji Modi, ~ R. Cama (Bombay: K. R. 
Cama Oriental Institute, 1932), pp. 11-12. In later 
years Cama would charge that the meager education he was 
given as a youth in his own religion, together with the 
fact that no one was equipped to teach him, were the 
principle reasons he nearly converted. 

238In later years Muncherji and Kharshedji would differ 
over religious matters, Muncherji being one of the 
leaders of the conservative camp while Kharshedji 
belonged to the reformist party. Ibid., p. 16. 



government salary Dadabhai received as a mathematics 

professor was equally tainted, Cama insisted, being 
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derived from revenue on the traffic of opium and 

liquor. 239 Dadabhai soon left the firm and thereafter, 

according to the cryptic statement of a biographer of 

K. R. Cama, Cama dissolved the partnership "for personal 

reasons which did credit to his honesty.,,240 

The two young men who failed in business found 

success in other avenues. Dadabhai Naoroji, knowing 

Cama's religious doubts, persuaded him to make an 

intense study of his own religion. with this purpose in 

mind, Cama directed his steps toward Germany in order to 

study the Zoroastrian languages direct from European 

239Masani, Dadabhai Naoroji. the Old Man of India, p. 
74. Others of the rising generation began to have qualms 
regarding the opium trade as well. One relative wrote 
K. R. Cama, asking, "Do you recommend me to join with 
Papa in China business? I do not really like Opium Trade 
because I have seen with my own eyes the result of such 
trading and the effects on the consumer" (p. 75). It is 
rather interesting that the propriety of Parsis 
participating in the opium trade was not raised prior to 
this. Opium, like tobacco, is generally smoked, an 
activity that involves polluting the fire. Parsi 
servants employed by the nawab of Surat in the 
eighteenth century objected to being asked to fill the 
governor's pipe. Modi, "Qisseh-i Zartushtian-i 
Hindustan," p. 76. Dastur Darab also sought to dissuade 
Anquetil from smoking. 

240S • M. Edwardes, vide Kharshedji Rustamji Cama 
(Bombay: n.p., 1923). 
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philologists whose work Wilson had used to discredit 

zoroastrianism. 241 When Cama returned to India he began 

to offer classes to members of the priesthood, 

introducing them for the first time to philology and 

higher criticism. students of Cama, whether they were 

gadimi or shahenshahi, went on to teach in the 

seminaries then being established for the education of 

the priesthood. 242 Western critical method became an 

accepted part of priests' education, at least on the 

highest levels. 243 

241Most of Cama's studies were undertaken with the 
assistance of Dr. Friedrich spiegel. Modi, K. R. Cama, 
p. 26. Spiegel, a Bavarian Protestant, had studied 
theology before turning his attention to philology. 
Unlike most European scholarship on Zoroastrianism 
current at the time, Spiegel was more willing to study 
the Avesta in conjunction with Pahlavi commentaries. 
Haug, on the other hand, insisted that only the 
standards of comparative philology ought to be utilized 
in interpreting the text. 

2420ne of them recalls how they "felt as if the scales 
of ignorance were falling away from their mental eyes. 
Not content with teaching Avesta and Pahlavi books only, 
Mr. Cama also introduced the study of comparative 
philology and of other collateral studies. Of course it 
was not an easy task • • • to examine, with a view to 
getting nearer the truth into the old Parsi notions, 
opinions, doctrines and views of history ••• in the 
light shed by this new method of study." Ibid., p. 46. 

243The lower priesthood, however, often still knows 
little more than the proper recitation of the liturgies. 
See Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs 
and Practices, pp. 201-2, for the contradictions that 
have developed in regards to the communities' demand for 
an educated priesthood. 
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For Dadabhai Naoroji's part, he spent most of his 

life in England, attempting to educate the British 

public as to India's problems and championing the rights 

of Indians as British subjects. In 1892 he became the 

first Indian elected to the House of Commons. In later 

years, as the Indian nationalist movement grew, he 

became known affectionately as "the Grand Old Man of 

India. ,,244 

As Parsis began to introduce Western critical 

method into the study of their religion, exciting 

developments were taking place in Europe in Zoroastrian 

studies. By comparing Sanskrit with Avestan Dr. Martin 

Haug, the German philologist, discovered that the Gathas 

predated the rest of the Avesta. He associated that 

text, to the exclusion of the rest of the Avesta, with 

Zoroaster's authentic revelation. Haug further suggested 

that Zoroaster's own teachings, while dualistic 

philosophically, remained monotheistic theologically. 

Haug demythologized the Amesha Spentas as abstractions 

for the attributes of God. 245 In 1859 Haug came to teach 

at the University of Poona. The reformist Parsis eagerly 

listened to his lectures and seized upon his teachings, 

244The Indians played a bit on Dadabhai's name which is 
Hindi for grandfather. 

245These themes form the basis for Haug's masterpiece, 
Essays on the Religion of the Parsis. 
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for they allowed them to discard the Pahlavi text and 

even other parts of the Avesta, which they found 

incompatible with the Enlightenment ideals they had 

imbibed in schools such as the Elphinstone Institution, 

and to embrace instead the rather obscure Gathas 

(philologists still are not agreed as to the proper 

interpretation of its most crucial passages). "Back to 

the Gathas" now became the rallying cry of the 

reformists. 246 While Parsis rejected Protestantism, they 

embraced the methodologies and presuppositions that had 

evolved from the premises of sola scriptura. Whatever 

teachings could be ascribed to Zoroaster himself took 

precedence over traditions that had evolved in the course 

of millennia. 

Conclusion 

As we have seen, while social and theological 

changes had occurred throughout the history of 

Zoroastrianism, those brought about in the middle of the 

nineteenth century acquired a different quality due to 

the introduction of printing, education along Western 

lines, and new methodologies for the examination of 

246Por a similar movement among the Hindus, who utilized 
the theme "Back to the Vedas," see Kenneth W. Jones, ~ 
Dharma: Hindu Consciousness in 19th Century Punjab 
(Berekely: University of California Press, 1976). 
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scriptures. Previous conflicts within the Parsi 

community, although they might involve disputes over 

ritual details, largely reflected shifts of power rather 

than any deep divisions over faith or practice. 

Gradually and, from the standpoint of the Parsis, more 

or less imperceptibly, theology and practice were 

changing as well, shifting towards the norms of the 

Hindus and Muslims with whom they lived. Missionary 

attacks, when combined with the new medium of 

communication and new forms of education, created a 

situation in which Parsis became more immediately self

conscious of their own beliefs and practices. Change 

became a more deliberate phenomenon urged on by an 

English-educated intelligentsia that challenged the 

authority formerly wielded by the mercantile elite. 

Although the type of literary education offered at 

English-medium schools had little initial appeal to 

other mercantile communities in Bombay, Pars is readily 

adopted it, for their community consisted not only of 

merchants but also of those of humbler backgrounds who 

at that particular time could not be readily integrated 

into the commercial life of the city. As a weaver's son 

a generation earlier became a merchant prince, so also 

the orphan son of a poverty-stricken priestly family 

would become a leading figure among the intelligentsia 
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for both the Pars is and the rest of India. This 

versatility, unprecedented among other communities of 

Bombay, continued to serve the the Parsis throughout the 

nineteenth century. 

Those who converted or nearly converted to 

Christianity as a result of the efforts of the 

missionaries were all English-educated young men, 

embarrassed by the perceived backwardness of their 

community in comparison to the Europeans, and especially 

embarrassed by the ignorance of their priests, who were 

unable to enlighten them as to the precepts of their own 

religion. They became convinced that the advances of the 

west resulted directly from the Christian religion, and 

were persuaded that failure to accept that religion 

would lead to their eternal peril. significantly, 

practicing Zoroastrian priests were never sent to 

dissuade these youths. Instead, laymen, having Western

style educations, and having read the Enlightenment 

critiques of Christianity, attempted to defend their 

religion by attacking the Bible and Christian faith on 

premises of Western thought. Even in the Gujarati 

hinterland, where the bulk of the Zoroastrian clergy 

resided, laymen and priests alike began to rely upon the 

Parsi press to explain and defend their religion. A 

positive defense of Zoroastrianism seems seldom to have 
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been offered, and no penetrating comparison took place 

between the doctrines of the two religions. The products 

of the Elphinstone Institution could generally discern 

what was wrong with Christianity; they were less adept 

at presenting what was right with Zoroastrianism. 

The acceleration of English education led to the 

conversion of a handful of Parsi youths who could not 

reconcile this new learning with their ancestral 

practices or, more pointedly, bear the missionaries' 

denigration of them. This fired the controversies still 

further, as Parsis sought to contrast the immorality of 

Christianity with the reasonableness of their own 

religion. The conversions, which never amounted to more 

than a few, further impelled the Parsis to establish 

their own system of English education, thus extracting 

them from the clutches of the missionaries. The failure 

of the Panchayat to intervene effectively in this 

situation contributed to its decline as a judicial body 

dominated by the older merchant class and its re

emergence as a philanthropic organization influenced by 

the younger, more westernized and reformist elite. 

The controversies initiated by the missionaries 

forced the Parsis to define themselves religiously in 

terms intelligible to Europeans. In so doing, 

contradictions and confusion arose between the 
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zoroastrianism of the half-forgotten ancient texts and 

the mores and popular beliefs that had evolved through 

centuries through contacts with Hinduism, and more 

importantly, Islam. This occurred at a time when 

affluent Parsis with British educations wished most to 

identify themselves with western ideals. 

The Pars is responded to the earliest missionary 

attacks with a great deal of reticence. Laymen, in 

particular, were quite uncertain as to whether the 

doctrines attributed to them were indeed part of 

Zoroastrianism. Hindu notions of religious pluralism and 

tolerance had come to be accepted unquestioningly. The 

missionaries' concern for absolute truth, with its 

ultimate claim on all, struck the Parsis as bigoted and 

rather rude. The Parsis seemed completely unaware that 

there had been periods in their own history when the 

claims of Zoroastrianism had likewise been seen as non

negotiable. 

While the missionaries made their theological 

positions abundantly clear, the Parsis rarely seem to 

have understood them or taken them seriously as a 

challenge to their own doctrines. The most important 

issue for the Parsis revolved around the relationship 

between both Christianity and Zoroastrianism and the 

standards of Western thought, which they sought to 
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emulate. Consequently, the bulk of their polemical 

literature was dedicated to proving the discontinuity 

between Christianity and the Enlightenment thought to 

which they had been introduced in secular schools such 

as the Elphinstone Institution. They sought to establish 

that the west had attained dominance only by overcoming 

Christianity. 

The religious responses that were made emanated 

primarily from the priesthood, to which the laity was 

initially willing to defer. The wording of those 

responses as well as the doctrines propounded in them 

indicate to what degree Zoroastrian theology and 

identity had come to define itself in Islamic terms. The 

most conservative of the priesthood considered 

themselves uncompromising monotheists and would not 

countenance any suggestion that any other elements or 

deity was worshipped or recognized besides God. At the 

same time, these debates exposed doctrinal differences 

within the Zoroastrian community that had hitherto gone 

unnoticed. The introduction, by gadimi scholars, of such 

texts as the Dasatir led to a situation in which some 

Parsis rejected Pahlavi texts and expressed uncertainty 

as to their stand on such issues as transmigration and 

the nature of the Godhead. Other priests embarrassed the 

Anglicized laity by emphasizing the reality of an evil 
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being and the necessity of veneration of the elements, 

though even they were careful not to regard these things 

as "partners with God." In the end, laymen ceased to 

rely upon the priesthood to defend their religion and 

took the controversy out of their hands by adopting 

western methods of higher criticism to analyze their 

texts. Eventually, these methods would be introduced 

into the education curriculum of the priesthood. 

Whereas the missionary attacks led ultimately to 

religious reforms, the secular education offered at 

Elphinstone led to social and political reform. The 

products of this Institution determined to remake their 

own society in accordance with the ideals of the human 

rights that they had imbibed in the course of their 

education. They not only recognized the discrepancies 

between their own culture and the ideals they were 

taught, but increasingly they came to realize the gap 

between European ideals and practices. Eventually the 

acknowledgment of those discrepancies led to calls not 

only for the reform of Farsi society, but later of 

Indian society generally, and finally, of the way the 

British did business in India. 
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CONCLUSION 

The forgoing analysis establishes that the Parsis 

have never been a static community. Economic, social, 

and religious change were inextricably intertwined as 

Parsis sought to define themselves as a separate 

community, yet one analogous to those of the other 

religions and peoples with whom they shared the Indian 

cultural milieu. This was new in the Zoroastrian 

historical experience. Whereas in Sasanian Iran and even 

during the first few centuries following the Arab 

invasions, Zoroastrians had stressed their 

distinctiveness from the religions with which they had 

contact, in India they focused on those aspects of their 

faith that they shared in common with others. In so 

doing, essential beliefs and practices of the Parsis 

shifted. In some cases this was done more or less 

consciously. At other times changes proceeded subtly, 

often undetected. 

Hinduism had its greatest impact on Parsi 

practices. At times the community was well aware of 

these influences and acquiesced to them, as in the case 

of the adoption of the sari. At other times Parsis 

perceived certain actions as threatening to the 

maintenance of group boundaries, as was the case with 
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shrine visitations. Parsis were especially concerned to 

control women's behdvior, as a means to combat the 

danger of assimilation. 

The effect of Hindu beliefs on Pars is operated 

more subtly. Unlike their Sasanian ancestors, Parsis 

came to view religious truth itself in relative terms, 

and therefore their own tradition as one that shared 

insights in which all religions participated. 

Caste exercised tremendous influence on the Parsi 

community as it did on all communities in India, 

whatever their religious persuasion. On the one hand, 

it formed the point at which Parsi adoption of Hindu 

norms appears most complete. On the other hand, caste by 

its very nature protected theParsis from complete 

assimilation. Behaving like Hindu castes, Parsis avoided 

interdining or intermarrying outside their community. 

The priesthood went so far as to attempt to form an 

endogamous caste in and of themselves. That they were 

largely unsuccessful in this attempt can be credited to 

the growing economic strength of the laity in the latter 

half of the eighteenth century, rather than to any 

perception that such caste stratification would be 

inimical to their religion. Although encouraged by their 

co-religionists in Iran to allow conversion of even 

those elements of Indian society engaged in the most 
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polluting activities, the Pars is steadfastly refused to 

consider any action that would lower their standing in 

the caste system. 

In one highly significant area, however, caste 

appears not to have operated among the Parsis. Whereas 

for other Indian communities hereditary vocations 

defined one's caste and the status of the caste within 

the larger hierarchy of castes, the Parsis moved freely 

from one vocation to another as circumstances changed. 

Unlike Hindu castes, Parsis could be found involved in 

all phases of production and distribution. This 

versatility, the stronger links it forged between 

production and distribution, and the greater social 

mobility it gave them, provided Parsis with a 

significant edge over other Indians on the west coast 

when European trade presented new opportunities. 

If Hinduism affected Parsi practices and social 

structure, the impact of Islam was felt primarily in the 

area of theology. Muslims, as a kerygmatically oriented 

community, demanded that Parsis define themselves in 

terms of doctrine rather than ritual. Zoroastrians, both 

Parsi and Irani, particularly in their Persian writings, 

utilized Islamic terminologies and came to share many 

of the Muslims' presuppositions, particularly as these 

revolved around the issue of monotheism. Under Islamic 
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influence the veneration of the elements, which were 

once understood as having participated in the divine, 

came to carry only symbolic significance. While 

initially Zurvanism appears to have served the function 

of maintaining a philosophical monotheism without 

seriously diminishing the significance of Zoroastrian 

conceptions of evil, eventually the figure of Ahriman, 

once a malignant twin to God Himself, was demoted to a 

lesser being wholly dependent on God's sovereignty. 

Later, under European influence, Parsis largely came to 

perceive Ahriman as nothing more than the embodiment 

of people's evil passions. 

Periods of economic prosperity engendered conflicts 

within the Parsi community. For a substantial portion of 

Parsi history priests formed the leadership of the 

community. On the other hand, when lay merchants held 

most of the wealth and power, they sought to undermine 

the authority of the priesthood by appealing to the 

authority of those outside of the Parsi community. 

Initially they achieved this by seeking the opinions of 

Zoroastrians still residing in Iran. This led to a 

renaissance of learning with India's Zoroastrian 

community as a whole, and by and large the priesthood 

emerged more powerful than they had been previously. 

still, these appeals to Iran set the important precedent 
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that Parsi identity could be formulated by those outside 

their own community. When the Zoroastrians of Iran 

proved no longer capable of exercising a defining 

influence on the Parsis, the community began to turn 

toward other sources, at first Islamic and later 

European. 

While theological shifts occurred throughout the 

period we have studied, Zoroastrianism's confrontation 

with another doctrinally oriented religion, 

Christianity, along with the introduction of the 

printing press to India, lent a new dimension to these 

changes. Parsis, as never before, could read, analyze, 

critique, and observe differences. Change now became the 

result of deliberation rather than unconscious 

interaction. While Parsis rejected the theology offered 

by Christians, they eventually embraced the 

methodology by which European Christian scholars 

studied their religion and largely accepted its 

conclusions. westernization affected not merely the 

theology of Parsis but their practices as well. Parsis 

whole heartedly adopted the social and moral standards 

of European community. They viewed those standards, not 

as the product of Judeo-Christianity, but as the 

outgrowth of the secular humanism of the Enlightenment, 

which Parsis could embrace without violence to their own 
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religious tradition. 

Parallels between the evolution of Parsi identity 

and that of other religious communities must be drawn 

only with great caution. Just as the Zoroastrian faith 

came to be emptied of any real content as Parsis 

attempted to formulate their identity in ways analogous 

to other communities, so we can easily lose sight of who 

the Parsis were in and of themselves in stretching for 

too many comparisons. English educated Parsis 

incorporated much of the ideology of the Enlightenment 

in ways not dissimilar to the manner in which similarly 

positioned Muslim modernists such as Sayyid Ahmad Khan 

or their Hindu counterparts such as Rammohun Roy did 

during the same period. 1 Yet within the Muslim and Hindu 

communities a strongly embedded conventional clerical 

class existed, less marginalized than the English 

speaking elite and more solidly grounded in the 

literature, traditions, and historical experience of 

their own community. The clerics of these other 

religions drew firmer limits on the degree to which 

1For an examination of the life of Sayyid Ahmad Khan 
and the effect of his thought on Muslim identity, see 
David Lelyveld, Aligarh's First Generation: Muslim 
Solidarity in British India (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1978). For Rammohun Roy and the Hindu 
experience in Bengal, see David Kopf, The Brahmo Sarna; 
and the Shaping of the Modern Indian Mind (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1979). 
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community as a whole. The Parsis' experience in the 

nineteenth century differed in significant ways. 
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English-speaking elites formed a much more substantial 

portion of the Parsi community and, as the priestly 

class lacked prestige and power within Bombay, these 

elites enjoyed a sustained and relatively unchallenged 

leadership of the Parsi community in ways that were not 

possible within the major religious traditions. However 

much the early generation of English educated elites in 

India as a whole might be considered "marginal men,,,2 

mediating between two cultures while unable to fit into 

either, within the Parsi community this intelligentsia, 

experienced significantly less alienation and enjoyed 

greater success in changing the outlook of its community 

2The concept of the "marginal man" as the personality 
initiated into two conflicting cultures unable to 
integrate into either has been most fully developed by 
Everett V. Stonequist, The Marginal Man: ~ study in the 
Subjective Aspects of CUltural Conflict (New York: 
Russel & Russel, 1961. Kenneth Jones utilized the 
concept of the marginal man to describe identity crisis 
of English educated Punjabi Hindus in the late 
nineteenth century. Kenneth Jones, ~ Dharm, pp. 313-
20. Kulke, Tha Parsees in India, pp. 242-48, applies the 
marginal man concept to describe the Parsi community as 
Ci whole. 
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as a whole. Such success was not without its price. 

Once Parsis ceased to look to Iranian Zoroastrians 

as sources of authority, and once the power bases of 

their own clergy eroded, no alternative remained but for 

Parsis to rely on members of their community most fully 

assimilated to Western culture. These men, in turn, 

looked to Europeans to interpret the meaning of their 

scriptures and traditions. To the extent that Parsis 

utilized modern methodologies as a tool for unlocking 

the treasures of their own religious tradition, the 

introduction of European scholarship had positive 

results, but all too often Parsis relied uncritically 

upon not just the methodologies but the evaluations of 

sympathetic Western scholars without examining carefully 

whether those evaluations find resonance in the Parsis' 

own historical experience. 

This study differs from those of other communities 

whose elites underwent similar transformations in the 

nineteenth century in that by tracing the period which 

preceded British rule, it illustrates that many of the 

shifts and changes that these studies associate with 

the process of modernization are not necessarily 

peculiar to modernity. The transformations undergone by 

Pars is in the nineteenth century were not, in 

themselves, dissimilar to the kind of changes that had 
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already occurred in the centuries prior to this. The 

process of these changes indicate more about the 

dilemmas encountered by minorities when faced with any 

intrusive and dominant new culture than they do about 

the processes of modernization in particular. 3 

Nonetheless, modernity does introduce new 

dimensions to the processes of change. The advent of the 

print medium, for instance, made alterations more 

visible as they occurred, both to the eyes of outside 

observers and to the Parsis who experienced them. But 

print did not change the nature of the continuing shifts 

in zoroastrian identity themselves. If transformations 

occurring after the advent of print are l::-'}tter 

documented than those of other periods, this is in no 

small measure because printing, by its very nature, 

creates more documents. The proliferation of 

3Rammohun Roy's earliest work, Tahfatull-muwahhidin, 
trans. Obadidullah el Obaide (Calcutta: Sadharan Brahmo 
Samaj, 1950), illustrates the manner in which the 
'Father of Modern India' came to terms with Islamic 
philosophy well before his exposure to European thought. 
For a critique of the dichotomy of modernity and 
tradition see rlodgson, The Venture of Islam, 1: 34-39, 
48-52. 
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documentation can easily mislead the historian into 

exaggerating the extent to which printing itself 

produced changes and underestimating the level of change 

that existed prior to printing. At the same time, among 

Parsis themselves the better documentation of changes 

created a greater awareness of shifts that in prior 

c~nturies could easily have gone unnoticed. With 

printing change occurred more self-consciously. 

If Zoroastrianism experienced less difficulty than 

other non-western religions in assimilating the culture 

of modernity, this can partially be credited to the fact 

that Parsis had already compromised much of the content 

of their faith that might have distinguished it from 

the religions surrounding it. While early and imperial 

Zoroastrianism had, like early Christianity,4 formulated 

its identity by demonizing alternative religions, 

Parsis, in their zeal to 'sweeten the milk' of their 

deva-worshipping hosts, focused on those aspects of 

their religion that were analogous to Hinduism, not 

those that distinguished them from others. 

4The dynamics of Christian identity formation are 
examined in Fox, Pagans and Christians, as well as in 
Judith Herrin, The Formation of Christendom (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1989). 
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This initial compromise led to even greater ones 

in relation to Islamic beliefs. The microscopic size of 

the Zoroastrian community made the Parsis more 

vulnerable to the kinds of shifts that struck at the 

very core of their belief system, for they could not 

readily draw on the experience of adherents operating 

outside of India from a position of strength. For a 

time, Iranian Zoroastrians provided a source of outside 

authority, but they themselves proved even more 

vulnerable, forced to formulate their ow~ identity as 

analogous to that of the Shi'ite Muslims who surrounded 

them. 5 

Discrimination and persecution might have provided 

a stimulus to identity formation that would have more 

clearly distinguished the religion of the Parsis from 

that of the communities that surrounded them, as it did 

in the case of Judaism, but persecution was a rare 

occurrence for the Pars is in India. More often, they 

held an accepted and honored place in the pluralistic 

culture of South Asia. Even the discriminatory policies 

5For an illustration of the way both Zoroastrians and 
Jews utilized Shi'ite conceptions for their own self
understanding see Susan Stiles Maneck, "The Conversion 
of Religious Minorities to the Baha'i Faith in Iran: 
Some Preliminary Observations," Journal of Baha'i 
Studies 3, no. 3 (1991):35-48. 
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of the British toward Indians applied to the Pars is to a 

much lesser degree than they did among other 

communities. As other communities were less rej~cting of 

Parsis~ so Parsis proved more willing to accept the 

premises of the religious systems represented by those 

communities. 
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Figure 1.1 
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